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AESTlSlCT
JrW J
This «SLssertation is concerned xjlth the "work of Archibald McKell'ar MacMechan (1862-1933) as' a Canadian man of letters., His published
writing, much of which has not hitherto been examined systematically, is
considered m

its historical context0

The thesis ,has been organised so

as to place MacMechan*s writings in five separate categories; his xrork as
a scholar, as «a critic of\>6etry, as a critic of prose, as an i-s'sayist, '
\

ds

finally., a& a chronicler0

The first of these divisions is a study *

\

*

his scholarly xjork as s & h particularly xn tuo editictos3 those of
-a.

*

\

°

0

Thomas GarlyleBs Sartor Resartus and On Heroes and »Hero Uorshxp0 Prom
^
1
*
°
this beginning,, the thesis moves chronologically to a study, of MacMechan "s
1

1

1

\

'

<r

I

interest kn poetry m geneiral and Canadian* poetry in particular,} Here much
of
the research originates in. MacMechan"s xjritings as "The Dean"^ his nom- j
,de4 >lume = s book-reviewer flor the Montreal Standard. The third section of

J

thei thesis

' '

,

«

*7 '

on MacMechan as

critic of prose fiction, deals 'with his criticIsm of fictidn in the earlj part of the txrentieth century,, It is an
<,
attempt to place him m

the! spectrum of trends developing m

literary

en ticism Jn the.'arirst quarter of this century,, - The fourth section, on
MacMechan
perhaps #io
aspfects of
thr^ugh th

\

* .

as essayist, considers his original writing m
st congenial „to him,, -= the informal essay.

the form that x/as

In this section,

MacMechan's .personality*are considered as they reveal-themselves

'• essays hejCTrote. In the final section of the thesis, on Macf >
'
chronicler,
attention
.as
focu.ssed
on
the^xrork
of
MacMechan
s
last-.
v
years «=• his accosts of the seafaring history,
of Nova Scotia, the work that

Mechan as

he hinifself jtpnsidered his most lasting contribution to posterity.

VI

via.
The thesis emphasises MacMechan's essentially moral concern with
\

'

^

'

•

'

Ixteratur^Snd the influences on his, work are traced.

These influences

.include C^elyje, Tennyson, and Arnold and their philosophical \>ias is
evident in MacMechan's conviction that the-function of literature is to
:

I

I

*
%

.

"»

affirm life and to espouse "Joy1' xjithout, hoxjever, being either simplistic

1

'

'

or vet didactic xn presenting such a view.

'

I

*

*

\
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Introduction
« «

»

*.

^ >

This dissertation is a study of the literary work of Archibald
MacMechan.
m

It took its beginning from ati article1 by the la-ie Desmond'Pacey

the Journal, of Canadian Fiction (Autumn, 1973) in Xtfhich Professor Pacey '

n

"

o

3

spoke of the paucity of factual information available to students of Canadiao literature. He pointed "out"that xjhile thematic studies' and interpret^
Stive criticism of the subject are fairly plentiful, much of the more basic
° *
.
}
"
. xjork of criticism, such as critical editing of letters and diarMs and sound
biographical study, has yet to be done. The'accuracy of this assertion x/as
a .

beyond dispute, and the names of several prominent literary figures came ,
o

0

immediately to mind, that of Archibald MacMechan among them„ "Widely knoxm
in his oxm day as both teachers and author, he is to-day generally overlook-*
ed as an influence of importance'in Canadian literary'history.

Initial

*

'research, revealed that there has beeh, in fact? very little xwitten about
MacMechan: several brief appreciative essays on his lif§ &nd xrork, most
of them published shortly after his death in 1933, make up the'bulk of
criticism. Ouj^£anding among these essays are those of C.L. Bennet, D.C.
a
^=^^^
i
Harasyj^and, later, Allan R^Bevan and Thomas H„ Raddall. With one eftcept^
,
•
. , /
ion, MacMechan"s books are, out of print to-dayj the re-issuing of Head- x?aters of Canadian Literature„x7ith the informative Introduction by M„G„.
Parks brings to light a long-neglected piece of criticism by MacMechan
xjhich xs in mapy x/ays as applicable^o-day as xihen it first appeared, un=
>\
' '
' '• '
I

'r^^<zrWnataly

in the same j-ear as J„D. Loganfo Hxghxjays, of Canadian Literature.

The bulkier Highways in many x?ays eclipsed the slighter, though far sounder,
Beadx7ate'rs„ andtevennoxr it is common'for literary histories to cite 1924
as the year of rthe publication of Logan's book, xjh'ile ignoring MacMechan'&„
It i^~to be hoped that Ilaclfephan's reputation as a Canadian man pf, letters
£s gradually reasserting Itself and" that: the "reprinting of Beadx/aters is
the harbinger of more books to follox/o
1 '

''

.. J
The preparation of" this ohesis involved ^great deal of original .

' \.

'

research.
1

The compilatxoiio<b£ a comprehensive-bibliography x7as**one of the

<g^£xrst $nd most important* taoks • Uhile -the Public Archives of Nova Sc©tia5
the "Dalhousie Archives, and .the Legislative Library?, of the Province of
v

*

'

'

'N

,

Wova*Sc6tia x/ere the main repositories of MacMechan's utjrks, none had a
complete bibliography of his x?ork. The journals ami private correspond,ence, recently catalogued at Dalhousie, brought' to light the perspnal background against X7hick' the public man could more clearly be gsen.

Having

formed
some from
ideas
about Dr.
MacMechan,
1 received
invaluable assistance
in
my x/ork
Professor
C.L.
Bennet, x;ho
gave unstintiiigly
of his time•
.

•

•

p.

and energy in providing me with both XTrxttea and verbal information that
, hl£s\been of inestimable x?6rth. in my research into the life, and xjork of

\ Dr.-\MacMechan.
' .

. .

>

>»

F .

The information* gathered together and presented in this
*

»

- «» -

thesisj then, is" the product of research into MacMechan's p'ubJLished boolts^
a

a

t

?

his xjork^as 25, book reviexrer (mainly for The Montreal Standard), his vol* uminous correopondence, his private journalsj.^and recollections of him byi
' *

<i «

-

several of his former students and colleagues.
"Archibald McKellar MacMechan x?as born In Berlin* (j^px? Kitchener),
Ontario, on June 2Lst, 1862, the, first of the. three,sons of the Reverend
John MacMechan,. a Presbyterian minister, xrho had come6 to Canada from Ireland
five years earlier^ and his XTife, Mary JeanP *tbe eldest daughter of the

'

- °

Honourable Archibald McKellar. /In 1866 the MacMechan family moved to Picto^
xjher©, with" his tx?o brothers, "Archie", as he nao affectionately lmoxm
throughout his life, led a happy life.

This' period, xjhioh he remsmbezed

fondly' la later life,
came
to an abrupt
end in that
187Q«7hea
hxc mother
"in'ichxldbirtho
From his
journals,
°it appears
hio mother
x?ac a died
more
important influence in the life of young MacMechan than was- his minister
father, for xjhom his con felt admiration but little apparent '•affection0->

In 1870, MacMechan x?as sent to live in Hamilton x?ith his grandfather Mc-"
Keller. He remained in Hamilton for the remainder of his schooling and <•,
entered the University of Toronto in 1880 as a student of mocTeKn languages.
Something of his attitudes at this time can be discerned in various essays
he xTrote and published in the runder graduate nex7spaper. The Varsity., many
of uhicfa uere later reprinted inchxs volume of ess&ys., The Porter of Bagcfedar
and Other Fantasies., From them, one sees MacMechan as. a sensitive, ideal"*

<v

, istic, and somex?hatf morbid young man,, much given to rcnfla&tic musings on
the possibility of an untimely death.

-

9

In the summer of 1883, MacMechan travelled to-.England, the homeland
i

of his "heroes" ~= Ruskxn, Tennyson, Carlyle, and the rest," To.earn his

» ypassage, he xras obliged to i7ork on a^cattle boat, and the pages of his

„

° journal x7hich remain from this time seveal his love of the 4ea and his
excitement"1'in travelling to the "Mother Country" „ Graduating from the
University of Torqnto' in the spring of*18849«he taught school, first at
Brockville and then at Gait, until, in September? 1886, he entered Johns
9- Hopkins University as a doctoral candidate in modern languages. At Johns'
Hopkins, he began'x?ritxng for newspapers,contributing work as "The Reviewer"
to GoXdxrxm Smith's Toronto paper, The Ueeko
rf

In 1889 he completed his
*

'^

dissertation. The Relation gf Hans Sachs to the "Decameron", and in the \
A
.
^
steme year ma#ried Edith May Ccfroan of, Gananoque and-X7as appointed Georgev^^
Munro Professor of English Language and Literature aiTSaifcoCcia College,
HalifajcT„
«•

The city^of Halifax appe.a3.ad t o him a t once and provided^ ffiuch of
"

the i n s p i r a t i o n for the work of the remainder of- h i s l i f e .

MacMechan found

Halifax" a c i t y Into xjhose l i f e he XJHS immediately aWya t o f i t o

His x7ork

afc Dalhoiisxe, h i s p r i v a t e ( s c h o l a r s h i p , h i s happy home l i f e xTith* His x?ife
'and t h r e e daughters, his r e g u l a r attendance a t Fort Massey Presbyterian
r

*

church, and his outdoor activities x?ere the main features of the pattern
a.

o

.

>

-

'

4

he established early in hxs residence in Halifax, a pattern xihich con0

o

tinned-almost unbroken for the'forty-four years he'spent in the city.
His early published X7prk X7as of a scholarly nature„

His edition

of Carlyle's Sartijpr Resartus„ for m a n y ^ ^ r s the definitive ed'itioji,
iiti
appeared in.1896, and a second volume o*S Carlyle" sUrork, On Heroes and

%

Hero-Worship, x?as published five years later. By the turn of the century,
X7hich x?as also the mid-point of his life^. there appears a discernible
change xn the direction of his -published uritingo

The subject matter of

his essays and articles, is largely that of his immediate envxronment,
Dalhousxe ColTege and Nova Scotia, x?hich he called, affectionately, "UltimaThule".

Hxs Life of a Little College (1914) is a collection of these

informal essays x?hicji~*gxves- the reader, an idea
icfe 1 of MacMechan's public- life

xn the e a r l y y e a r s of the century..

The prxjvate j o u r n a l s t h a t he ke$>c

if

betx7een 1850 and 1895 reveal much about his personal self ==• his doubts
about the responsibility he X7as assuming in taking the position at Dalhousie, his fears of being inadequate as a bread-xTinner for his beloved
family, his insecurity as a^jilnxor scholar, his- vivxd perception of the
drudgery of teachings

Entries such as these become xncreasingly rare and,

betxjeen 1895 and 1915, the journals do not appear at all —=> a great pity
for one interested in the evolution of MacMechan°s thinking, for, by 1916,
the record o£ his life given xn the journals becomes almost formal- and <•
primarily gives an account of a Jjusy academic life punctuated by references^
to domestic life,, The journals provide, then, informal commentary on xrhat
x?as becoming a successful career as a teacher and a xjriter, but much of _
the self-examination of -the earlier years JL& absent from the later joiirnals0
The years of his maturity x?ere devoted largely, to his teaching at
Dalhousie, x?here for many yearo he uorked single-handedly; to his reviex?s
in the Montreal Standards xshich xjere X7idely recognized as sound, personal,

K
\

— — -

•

o

h

&

5
\

and engaging; to his cwork as librarxan at Dalhousie, and to his personal
writingo

In 1919 he xras one of several distinguished Canadian guests

at the Loxiell Centenary he^d in Nex7 York, and in 1920 he x?as axrarded an
honorary doctor-ate from his alma mater, the University of Toronto, an
honour, as he recorded xn his journal, "greater than I could ever have
X7ished".

In 1921 two events in his life drax? attention to his groxidng

concern x;xth the state of Canadian nationhood.

The first xras the public-

ation of an article entitled "Canada as a Vassal State", a denunciation of
the Americanization of Canada, X7hich xras pufeished in the Canadian Historical
Reviex? and received x?idespread recognxtion0

It'xtfas to be taken seriously

because, for one thing, MacMechan had long been associated xtfith American
universities, particularly with those xn Nex? England; he had taught at
several summer sessions at Harvard, and x?as a friend of Charles Eliot Norton
and George Lyman Kittredge0
nationalism.

This article marks a stage in MacMechan's

The second event X7as his participation in the1 x?ork of th'e
i
i

,

*

Canadian Author's' Association, x?hich x?as formed in March of 1921. His
activity as a member of the^Association demonstrated his axfareness of the
necessity for a healthy national feeling in Canada,
The interest MacMechan had long maintained in Canadian literature
x?as expressed In a succinct manner in 1924, x?ith the appearance in print
of Headwaters of Canadian Literature„

Its appearance also marks a turning

axray frpm the subject, and an increased interest in historical matters,
particularly those o,f hxs "adopted"'province, Nova Scotia.

In these clos=

m g years of his life, many public honours came to MacMechan; in 1926 he
X7as elected a Fellox? of the Royal Society of- Canada, and in 1931 he x?as
ax7ard£d that society's L o m e Pierce medal at7arded in recognition of dis=
tinguished services to Canadian literature„ . In 1931 he retired from teachft
»
ing, though he maintained hxs ties X7ith Dalhousie and continued to live
In Halifax, xjhere "his retirement x?as made active by his research into the

seafarxng history of the province.

In excellent health^throughout hxs
a

rxfe, MacMechan had retained a youthful vigor remarked by many people XTho
knew hxm and accentuated by his long X7alks said his sx7imming and golfing.
It xras a gr£at shock to those x?ho knex? him then, X7hen, after only a fex?
days' illness, he died at his home on August 8, 1933, apparently of a
coronary thrombosis.
ThxS thesxs is an attempt to assess MacMechan"s contribution to
Canadian letters, as both scholar and teacher, "by consolidating and examining a body of x7ork that ha.s, for too long, remained obscure to students of
Canadian literary history.

i

\

©

/

ft

Archibald McKellar MacMechan;- A Chronology
'•>.

1862

Born June 21, eldeif son of the Reverend John MacMechan and
his XTife, Mary Jean McKellar, daughter of the Honorable
Archibald McKell£r, in Berlin (noxj Kitchener), Ontario.

1870

His mother died m childbirth and Archibald X7as sent to live
xrath his grandfather McKellar in Hamilton, Ontario,

1880

Entered Modern Languages Honours programme, University of Toronto.

1883

In June, he xjent to England on,a cattle boat, an experience that
initiated or 'reinforced his love of the sea; several years
«*=•=earlier he had read Moby Dick " m a dusty Mechanics' Institute
library". >
^

1884

Graduated Bachelor of Arts, University of Toronto,

1884-86

Taught high school at Brockville and then at.Galtj Ontario.

1886

T
'
In Septembers-he left Canada to enrol in ithe doctoral programme
in modern languages at Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore.

t

1887

Received a scholarship from'Johns Hopkins University,xjhich
supplemented his meagre savings.

1888 "

Received a Fellox7ship in English and German from Johns Hopkins
University,

18S9

Gradia ted from Johns Hopkins and x?as appointed G$orge Munro
Professor of English Language and Literature at Dalhousie
University, Halifax, Nova Scotia. Married Edith May Cox?an,
eldest (daughter of D,A, Groan, Published his doctoral dissertation, The Relation of Hans Sachs to /the "Decameron"« .

1890

Became a member of the Nova Scotia Historical Society.

1893

Published James de Mille's posthum0us poem Behind the Veil.

1896

His edition of Carlyle's Sartor Resartus appeared.

1899

Article on Moby Dick, entitled "The Best Sea Story Ever Uritten",
published in the Queen' s Quarterly.,

1901

Book of^essays, many of them xTritten x?hile he x?as an undergraduate5
published under the title The Porter of Bagdad and Other Fantasies;
his edition of Carlyle's On Heroes and Hero°Worship published.

1907

Publication of his edition of Tennyson's Select Poems,,

1907=10

President of the Nova Scotia Historical Society,

1907

Begins his column, "The Dean's Uindoxj", for The Montreal Standard.
This column ran for the next txjeaty-siK years, ending only xath
his death] Also in this year he became co~editor x?ith Sir Andrex?
MacPhail of the nex?Iy»founded Unive-rsity Magazine,., xjhich ran until
1919c
'
7

•I

i

..

C

1911
1914

4
/ '
In England for the coronation of King George/V as a correspondent fox The Halifax Morning Chronicle;;,
Publication of a second book of essays. The Life of a_ Little
College and Other' Papers.
*'

»

«I

1916

. Publication pf The Winning of Popular Government and also /of
the "Thoreau" chapter of the Cambridge History of American
I
Literature,
1917 December 6-, the Halifax Explosion, Ma.cMechan undertook all
project involving research into the reasons for the disaster.
Excited by this X7ork, srbjLch he called-"history at its sources",
he became chairman of the Halifax Explosion Committee and
completed tx*enty-four chapters of a manuscript based on
first-hand accounts and facts gleaned from records. The findings
of the committee x?ere never published, and the enterprise gradI
ually faded ax7ay after months of xrork on MacMechan's part.

1919

" Centenary celebrations In Nex-j York for James Russell Loxrell,
MacMechan attended as a Canadxan representative together X7ith
Pelham Edgar, James Cappon, and Duncan Campbell Scott."

1920

In May, MacMechan was ax?arded' the degree of Doctor of Laxjs,
Honoris pausa, from his alma mater, the Unxversity of Toronto,

1921

Formation of the Canadian Authors' Association in Mareh_ xjith , "
MacMechan as local president, Halifax branch. Publication of
his controversial article, "Canada as a Vassal State"„

"3

/

1923

Publication of his first book of sea storiesj Sagas of the Sea.

1924 « - Publication of Headx7aters of Canadian Literature and Old Province
\
Tales.
\
1925
""Taught course in Victorian poetry at the Harvard summer school.
1926

Made a Feliox? of the Royal Society of Canada.

1927

Publication of The Book of Ultima Thule,

1928

Publication of There Go the Ships,

1931

Ax7arded the L o m e Pierce medal for literature; spent the summer '
in England; retired from active teaching at Dalhousie.
'

1932

Publication of Red Snow on Grand Pre. „

1933

Died suddenly, after a brief illness, August 8, 1933, at his
home, 72 Victoria Road, Halifax,
'
o

1934

Posthumous publication of his book of poems. Late Harvest„ by
Lorne Pierce of Ryerson Press„

,

"°

Chapiter I-

'

,*

•'

MacMechan as a Scholar «
.ax

1 0

a

J.
r^

It x*as as* a scholar of considerable-promise that Archibald"*MacMechan
obtained the post of George Munro Professor of English Language and
Literature at Dalhousie University im August, 1889.

Though the focus

of his interests changed a& time'xfent on, his work as aQscholar iremaxjied,
central to" his life ands^rork until 'he. died in Halifax on August 8, "1933,
It Xi7as initially as a scholar that' hex7as widely .recognized in his oxm

,

days and his scholarly xrritings are of primary interest to a study of
him m our oxra time. Among Canadian scholars of his day. he was
/
,

f

'

*

, *

fc>

eminent* one of MacMechan s colleagues has expressed his oxm idea of 1

-

i

MacMechan's position in Canada'/s Literary history by faying that xjhile
MacMechan x-ras perhaps notoas formidable a scholar as A.S.P. Woodhouse, *
or as creative a scholar as Northrop Frye, he was nevertheless of major
/
"
significance assan internationally jrespectea figure m Canadian scholarship.
In order to examine this question in more detail, it is necessary here
X

'

'

°

jto turn-to MacMechan's doctoral dissertation, the first of his published
j*

(scholarly XTritings.
i

/

~

<t

•Completed m 1888'X7hen MacMechan xras tx?enty-six and published in
/ 3
.
*

Halifax the folloxtfing year,

the dissertation is entitled "The Relation *

of Hans Sachs to the Decameron/ as shoxm in an examination of the thirteen
Shrovetide plays draxm /from that source." The dissertation had been the
final step in the completion of MacMechan's doctoral degree in comparative
f
I
s ,
ph-ilology from Johns /Hopkins University. As MacMechan notes in the "Lrfe"
appended to the dissertation, the x?ork for the degree had included "advanced
courses m German, En&fx&ir'and Old Norse'^(82).

Apparently his had been .

a course of study typical of the Germanic philology courses given at Johns

11

^;-»

!

. 1 0

. V
/
Hopkin^ m the 1880/s. x?hen ^that u n i v e r s i t y X7as the s e a t of German
*
J
I c
philology m t%e IJnited States.
The importance of this influence on
-i

MacMefehan's -work cannot be underestimated, for it implies an approach'to
'

y

.

literature that x/as, in his phrase, "scientific".
'
*'

,

•>

.

In an article on Robert
'

Falconer, x?ho became president of the University" of Toronto in* 1907, James,.
S„ Thomson has indicated^soriiie of the' salient features of Germanic^methods

%

in th-e closing years of the nineteenth century
It is'difficult f,or u s in our time to" realize that much of the
' driving energy ^£ar__this nexj learning, particularly in literary
and historical criticism had its centre m Germany. In the
declining decades of last century, the vigour"of German scholarship, alike in its strength and i«ts x?eakness xras the most
pox?erful intellectual^ force in the x7orld. Thus 0 it xyas inevitable
that /"Falconer/ should find /KimselT/ xn Germany, partxcularly
at Berlin, whe,re Harnack, accounted by many the mightiest scholar
in all Europe, x;as°at the height of his poxfers. It xjas fortunate
indeed for"Canada that^ this new learning was interpreted for us
by men such as Robert Falconer a n d ' M s friends. These same
intellectual influences came directly across the Atlantic ^tb
swamp the colleges and the" universities of the United Stajjas
X7ithout the "tempering xnfluences of an older t^d^jtxony^nd a
stabler intellectual life. This subtle, little^recognized, but
nevertheless real difference between the universities of the
United States and Canada ox7es much to the Maritime provinces and
6
the intellectual leadership therein nurtured and also to .Scotland....
Falconer himstelf} xjritmg xn 1930, speaks of the Germanxc post-graduate
\
,* ,
•
.
t
methods of scholarship that x?ere introduced x.o Johns Hopkins m 1876 by
Daniel Gilman.

These methods, he says, included the introduction of the

seminar, the thesis, and the Ph.D. degree in the humanities. He speaks
of graduates of this system X7ho later became influential in Canadian
universities; "the Hopkins' ideals of'scholarship X7ere nex7 to most
1
»
Canadians and a renascence In some universities x?as traceable to men,
of x7hom unfortunately some have already passed from their active duties"
7
— and he goes on to cite MacMechan as one o f these men'. these words
x?ere certainly applicable to MacMechan x7ho, m 1930, x?as on the verge" of.
retxrement.

It is°important to note Falconer's emphasis on the "renascence'

effected by men trained in the Germanic manner. As one X70uld normally

4S

n
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associate the Germanic training x?ith iieavy, pedantic scholarship.
MacMechan is something of an anomaly among such scholars, particularly
among philologists. George Santayana, xtfritmg about Harvard of the 1890's,
for example, makes a passing reference to a Pr/ofessor of Comparative
Literature x?ho x?as "a good fellox?, x/ith a richer nature than most philologists".

It is a point worth making here that xjhile" MacMechan xjould

appear to be the sort, of scholar about xtfhom Santayana speaks, being both
/
';
.
9
a philologist and a Harvard lecturer, he, too, seems to have had "a
richer nature than most philologists", as this thesis xd.ll attempt to
demonstrate. MacMechan is rarely pedantic;, though his long friendship
x<nth W„P„ Mustard, for example, indicates his sympathy xiith the narrox7ly
academic life"* Mustard's Classical Echoes in Tennyson; (1901J| ,is an example
i

h

**

of the most desiccated of scholarship but is a book xjhich MacMechan cites
«
*
10
.
asL"the last word on the subiect".
Letters from Mustard to MacMechan
1
*
span nearly four decades and indicate the cordiality that exi'sted betxieen
the tXTO men. MacMechan's connection xrith Harvard xcill be taken up elsef

xtfhere m

this thesis. For the moment, hox?ever, it is X7orth drax7ing
'
11
&
attention to a letter to MacMechan from D.C. Harvey
in X7hich Harvey
\ .
quotes MacMechan"s reference to himself as "the connecting link betx?een

Harvard and Dalhousie" a MacMechan's correspondence X7ith G.L. Kittredge
and C.E. Norton X70uld substantiate this claim? MacMechan appears to be on
(fa

very friendly, easy terms xd.th both men, and his recommendation apparently
12
ensured a,p/lace at Harvard for several Dalhousie students.
Undoubtedly
o

MacMechan: prided himself on this connection»x7ith Harvard, especially'on
the en-tree it provided for Dalhousie students and the favourable reflection
cast on the quality of instruction at Dalhousie.

Presumably there X7as

considerable rivalry betxreen Nova Scocian universities for recognition
<

TV".

- «
of their students by Harvard. As early as 1877, for instance, the record
of Acadia students at Harvard x?as so high that "President Charles W„ Eliot

12
declared that xn addition to being 'young men of capacity and character,'
»
> they had shoxm that the standard of their college x?as higher 'than that
"13
of any^ther college m

the Lox?er Provinces.'"

With this Jbackground in

mfnd, w* x?ill nox* turn to MacMechan*s dissertation itself.

"

'

For a dissertation in philoJSogy, the aims of the paper are not
narrox7. MacMechan says that, by studying the plays of Sachs, he hopes
to "past light on the German mind of the Sixteenth Century":
Previous handlings of the same material will be considered, as
forming an intermediate step betx?een» the Decameron and Sachs,
and attention will be called to any particular, hoxrever small,
which may tend to elucidate Sachs' dramaturgical methods. By *
so doing, it is hoped to throx7 light upon the xrorkiags of the
typical German mind of the Sixteenth Century and offer a small
contribution to the history of German dramaturgy. 14
J
Unfortunately,, this broad purpose is never achieved.

The attention

brought to the particulars of the plays is readily apparent; xvhat 18
not apparent is any unifying principle in the study of fhe plays.
they,are heavily annotated,-and analyzed m

Though

terms of-plot, characterisation,

and allusions, they remaxn, overall, In a diffuse state. MacMechan's

most

significant discovery in the paper appears to be that Sachs has bowdlerized
Boccaccio in his adaptations of the Decameron;

"Sachs has an innate re-

pugnance to indecency .... his avoxfed purpose x^as to reform the licentious
play of the time" (17). Perhaps the most original and innovative,part of
the dissertation is MacMechan's claim for Sachs' originality as a playwright.
After analyzing one of Boccaccio's stories and commenting on S,achs' transmutation of it, MacMechan says "these changes are sufficient1 to show that
Sachs is no X700den taker-over of plots, but"that he picks and chooses and
adapts his material to his stage, and is guided by the principles! of stageeffect" (24). He also claims for Sachs "an unconscious approach of genius
to the citizen comedy, so-called, anticipating Lessing by txjo centuries"
•(48).

MacMechan notes Sachs' use of a plot similar to that of Voltaire's-

\
'
Malade Imaginaxre;"In a x?ord, Sachs has made the f r e e s t use of the
*

1

<

"

.
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Boccaccian idea,^changing the xjhole complexion of it, and adapting it
in no unskillful X7ay to the requirements of his oxm nature and M s
audience!'(12). Later, xrritmg of a one-act farce, he says "the xtfondar
s^£s that x?hen Sachs came so near to the threshold of the Shakespearean
drama, he did not take the single further necessary step" (13). He does
not specify /the type of Shakespearean drama he means, but one x/ould
infer that it is Shakespearean comedy of the early period -- LovQs Labour' s
Lost, A Comedy of Errors, The Taming of the Shrex7., for example --he has
in m m d in making the comparison.

From such general statements as these

one must infer the illumination of the "typical Sixteenth Century m m d "
a

that MacMechan had proposed in the "Plan of Dissertation" (7).
>

His methodology in xTTitmg the dissertation'is to choose from
Sachs' eighty-one extant Shrovetide plays those with Boccaccian origins
0

(the first thirteen) and to "lay each of these plays in turn side by side

(

xJith its source, and point out the agreements, divergencies and omissions,
both in fact and expression.

The more important verbal correspondences

X7ill be arranged in parallel columns. Previous handlings of the same
material X7ill be considered, as forming an intermediate step betX7een the
Decameron and Sachs" (7). By this procedure, MacMechan reaches the
folloxTing conclusions:
Throughout x?e have found certain constant forces and p°ervadmg
tendencies.
I. His material has" been made thoroughly his oxm. The plot
of thet novel has been fjtrst 6assimilated and has then taken
a nex? shape. The fact that the same material is so often
used for a schwank or mastersong before being made into a
Fastnachtspiel proves this. He has made the freest use of his.
material. In some instances he has adhered closely to his
source, again, he adds and omits largely, cuts and concentrates, -•
or rounds out and expands his material.
II. The moral tendency is strong. This is seen most plainly
in the epilogues, but^is found also in certain situations and
speeches, and in his consistent omission of the obscene.

(*>*.

b

*

v

<r

,111. The tendencies of these thirteen plays are dfamatic.
The plots selected "are those xjith plenty of action, the "motivierung"
^is careful, often m his more serious plays, a character is strongly
sketched, and the directions to the actors shox/ him to be a
practised stage-manager. The result is, for the age, an unusual
degree of excellence (81).
From the dissertation it is evident that MacMechan is well-schooled

in the mmutae of research, his eye for the "particulars, hoxjever small"
.
\
is apparent in the elaborate detail that goes into the study of the fine
points' of the plays. His mastery of at\least five languages is also I *'
15 \
evident throughout the dissertation.
Further, his citing of Sachs as a'
precursor of Lessing and Shakespeare and his general familiarity with"
16

cross-references of a more broadly literary natUre
general interest m
"philology.

h

indicate MacMechan's

comparative literature as distinct from more narrow

In short, the qualities (of mind to be seen in this thesis

indicate a scholar x/hose interests are often broadly based, Xi?hile His
scholar's love of truth dictates an exactitude in carrying through his
more general plan.

Perhaps in his dissertation one can discern the

17
germ of a later appraisal* of MacMecftan as a "punctilious but mellox? scholar"
The accurac$3K|§^is appraisal is borne out °if one traces MacMechan's
scholarly career through from the stfict demands of thesis-»x7riting to
ii

)

x?hat is probably his greatest scholarly achievement -- his 1896 edition
of Sartor Resartus.
MacMechan's edition of Sagtor Resartus„ XThxch appeared in 1896,
'

°

i

xras, -until the publication of C.F. Harrold's 1937 edition, the standard
18
text oi Carlyle's book.
Harrold says that MacMechan's edition is "a '
'

i

monument of research into the allusions of Sartor8 to x?hich all subsequent editions have been indebted.

The Introduction is valuable for its analysis

of Carlyle's style, personality, background, and his sources so far as
19
they xjere then known."
In his "Preface", MacMechan indicates Some of

*

.

'

•
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the problems he'had encountered'm hxs "pioneer"0 x7ork:
The task of preparing this xjork, though thoroughly congenial
and taken up lightheartedly enough, proved heavier as it
neared completion. Carlyle's course through the x7orld of
books is as incalculable as a bee's -an a clover-field,' Heixs
besxdes a giant -- in seven-league boots, and Hop o' my Thum&J
chances of keepxng him in sight are not brilliant. Though I
have striven to' avoid the usual jeer at commentators and
their farthing candles, I cannot hope that all readers x?ill
N
find 'each dark passage' sufficiently illuminated. There
are still a fex7 holes in Sartor's coat x?hich remain to be
neatly darnll, and some regrettable gaps in my information.
These are indicated in the hopea that.Amore learned critics
may fill them^up. As I have been forced, to work xtfithout dthe
""-^ aid of a modern, adequate, library,
my references are not
alxrays made to the' best or most accessible editions, thoughy* £
they are, I trust, clear and in every case to be relied on.'f \%
<. » To break a road ^through nex? country is rough x^ork, and much
"may be forgiven the pioneer, if the x?ay he opens up is found '
to be merely*"passable ("Preface", ix). *^1
»

He claims that his edition is-"the "first attempt to deal systematically

J.

"'"-", -

Xi7ith tzne difficulties the book presents" (viii) „*" As may be inferred
*
*
*
^
from his comments, MacMechan confined his editorial work largely to
the .explication of allusions^m jthe "%ext.

His metaphor of the neat

•n

darning of Sartor's coat is particularly apt, for MacMechan's xjork is a painstaking catching up of particular x7ords, phrases, and quotations
xjith an expansion and explanation of them m

their original contexts.

His edition of Sartor does not deal with more general influences on
Carlyle's thought-(J?A„S. Barrett's 1897 edition xtas the "first to analyse
°~22
Carlyle's ideas m the light of Hume, ICant, Goethe, and other influences.")
•0-

In short, MacMechan's edition of Sartor Resartus reveals scholarly methods
similar to those evident in the°Hans Sachs thesis. Both are the xrork of
a philologist tracing derivations, allusions, analogies, and constructs. „
MacMechan's edition X7as published m

G m n ' s Atheneum Press Series
23
of<standard authors-edited by established scholars.
The Series x?as

1/

under the general editorship "of C„T, Winchester of Wesleyan University
and G.Lo Kittredge of Harvard, the latter being personally acquainted'X7ith

o
—
16*
24
MacMechan, The inclusion of "MacMechan as an editor m the Series is
significant, for it indicates the association he maintained x;ith the '
academic xjorld of Nexi England, a point to which ve x/ill^returr. later.
The "Series Announcement" states that

• ^

_

«

the "Athenaeum Press- Series" includes the choicest works of
English literature m editions carefully prepared for ^the use
of schools,*colleges, librariess and the general reader.
Each, volume is edited by some 'scholar xjhb has made a specif
vstudy of an author and^his period. The Introductions arte
biographical and critical. ( In particular they set*forthx|hj
relation of the authors to their'times and indicate their
importance in the development of literature..,.*"

<<!**•

• J n his "Preface"!,D MacMechan speaks of himself as an American scholar;
it would be possible to interpret this as a reference 'to his graduate"
\rork at Johns Hopkins or, and whajt seems more probable, as a reference
a.
,
to his affiliation X7ith' the Nex7 England academic x?orld." He stresses,
i

'

i
i

in this "Preface", the connection between Carlyle and America? "it x?as
*
*•
from an American city, s^Lxty, years ago, that the first edition of
"%
"""-"'
'
Sartor Resartus issued in book-form; and it is not unfitting that from
the same city ^BostonT shoulU noxi7 come, this, the first attempt to deal
A

systematically with the difficulties the book presents" (viii). He
i

speaks of the connection betx7een'America and Carlyle? "America's- part
1

m Carlyle is not small" (viii), and go^s on to trace the friendship
betx?een Emerson and Carlyle and "to indicate the turning point this
friendship marked for Carlyle's career. To elaborate on the point he

' is making, "-that there exists" a strong bond Betx7een Americans and Carlyle,

o

\4».

he xnrites
'"since ^Carlyle's/ death, an American man of .letters has
proved the truest'friend of ^a.sreputatxon by putting in the
x?ay of everyone who clres to make/the trial, those pers9hal
dpcuments x?hich correct the inadvertent errors, and doxmrxght
distortions of Carlyle's gi?Jat biographer and literary
executor (viii).
->
»
\

f

17
He is, of course, referring to*Charles Eliot ,Norton as the "truest friend"
of Carlyle's re'putation in the face* of JDA.° Far.pude's "doxjnright distortions"
*' » "

That MacMechan endorses^Norton-s- part in the Norton-Froude controversy
is made still more obvious:'MacMechan's, "Dedication" of S'artor. reads "To/
Charles 'Eliot Norton/ as a mark of admiration/ for' his character as a man
>.
\
' __
27
of* letters/ and/ hs^ 'defense of Carlyle's memory".
Norton X7as the logical -person ,to act as mentor and consultant ^
for MacMechan's proposed"edition of Sartor Resartus, for'Norton had
edited tx70 volumes of Carlyle's letters, Early Letters of'Thomas Carlyle,
1814-1826' (1886) and Letters of .Thomas Carlyle, 1826-1836 (1889), and
also Reminiscences
Thomas'MacMechan
Carlyle (1887S/L
and xnrote
Correspondence
Goethe
and Carlyle by_
(1887).
apparently,,
to Norton between
as early'
as the end of 1891 concerning the Sartor project,, for on January 29, 1892,
!

Norton XTrites

, "

„

I am glad to learn of your design in regard to Sartor Resartus.
The average young reader requires notes to it, to explain
allusions of many sorts; and doubtless x/ould often be pleased
X7ith illustrations of the thought draxm from Carlyle's 6th<*r
xiTritings. Your X7^rlc, x?ell done, X70uld be useful. "
'
In reply to a query from MacMechan, he ansx7ers that there is no material
t

at Harvard useful for such^f project and advises that "illustrative
passages must be taken from Carlyle's later x?orks or from his letters, -30
much' from these last,"
Tx70 years later Norton comments on his interest
in the progress of Saricorg "such an edition as ^MacMechan proposes/
x7ould be of great value to° students of Carlyle in throxTing light/Upon the
development and progress of his,thought, as x?ell as upon the methods of
3l

Q j ^ ,

his xjork,"", A monttjsater, Norton XTrites that he is "much honoured" by'
MacMechan's proposal to dedicate the book to him.

He apparently feels

that xt X70uld ^involve hxm iika conflict of interests to look at some pages

#

•o
of the xiork before i t i s published; hox?ever, he t a k e s , he s a y s , " f o r ,
I
...»
32\
granted x?ith full confidence, the xjorth" of /.the/ offering." *. His
«i,
confidence is apparently x?e11-founded, for shortly after the publicati^
of the book he XTrites that the "Introduction" is not only interesting
but excellent in spirit and admirable m

its statements and in its critical

discussions: "it seisms to me an essay of real value in the help xjhich
it xn.±\ afford*to its readers toxrard a true appreciation alike of Carlyle's
33
thought and of his style."
0/f the "Notes" he sayi' "I have gone thro'
Q
_

__

*«

_

»

_

/sic/ a great part of /them/ and have found them x-7hat notes should be",
and he concludes xtfith a general compliment? I^congratulate^you on,the
1

successful accomplishment of so difficult a task.... It is an especial
satisfaction to have one's name connected x?ith aVoflc of x?hich one has

34
so high an estimate as I have of yours."
MacMechan's association xrith Norton is remarkable for a number
of reasons.

For one thing, the endorsement of MacMechan's X7orlc by a

scholar of Norton's stature and seniority (he X7as thirtV-tt70 years older
than MacMechan) effectively ushered MacMechan into the international)
X7orld of scholarship and fulfilled the
th promise of his doctoral x7ork„
Recognition of his xjork from this quarterAeotablished hxm !j.n a xjorld
X7ider than the narroxrly parochial one he occupied m

Halifax,

This pointe"

will be of considerable significance later On x?hen MacMechan,'s interest
in Canadian literature becomes evident, as such an interest x)as particularly open to charges of narrow, provincial thinking 1'n tha early
35

/part of the tx?entieth century.

*
\
Secondly, MacMechan's association xiath

Nex7 England indicates something of his calibre -- that he is a member of
a respected Intellectual community.

f
r

1/

It is from the perspective of a rather

"^

19
p

essays are X7ritten, for example, Life of a Little College oxjes much
of its effectiveness to the sort of tone svch a stance is able to convey.
For xi?hile he is not condescending about the size and significance of
the college m

X7hich he is a prominent member, he nevertheless seems

alx?ays to viexj it from a x?ider xjorld, thus lending much of his work its
36
characteristic irony and humour.
Thirdly, MacMechan's relationship
0.

x?ith Norton indicates something about the affinity betx?een the tX70 men.
In dedicating this edition to Norton "for his character as a man of letters
and his defense of Carlyle's memory", MacMechan reveals his admiration
for Norton the man and the scholar.
•Dr

Not surprisingly, xie'fmd Norton's

biographer emphasising=t[yalities that one might assume MacMechan found
attractive.

Preeminent among them are Norton's Puritan avoidance of any-

thing scandalous, gossipy, or of ill repute, and his essen/Aally moral
approach to literature. In Vanderbilt's xrords, Norton's x?as "a corrective
37
rather than a creative criticism".
These qualities and certain biases
concerning X7hat constitutes good taste in literary matters came to a head
in Norton's defence of Carlyle's memory.

As Vanderbilt puts it, "more

i

important than any personal dislike and jealousy of Froude...x?as Norton's
enduring resentment tox?ard modern society and its literary sleuths, X7ith
heir fondness for peeping into the innermost privacies of a man's personal
38
life."
He quotes Norton as saying "x7e ,are losing the sense of the
39
sacredness of the privacy of life."
These attitudes x?ere all of the
sort to appeal to MacMechan.

An essentially moral interest in literature

and its interaction with society x?as basic to his concern x?ith literature.
It is apparently this moral force that draxjs both Norton and MacMechan to
40
Carlyle as a "hero"„
Goethe -had expressed this aspect of Carlyle's
potential influence as early as 1827 x?hen he indicated Carlyle's moral
concertrs-s-lllt xs admirable in Carlyle that, in his judgment of our German

• i'V

authors, he "has especially in viex7 the cental and moral core as that
i

x;hich is really influential,

Carlyle is a moral force of great import"41
*

BE

ance.

There is m

him much for the future.

Both Norton and MacMechan

seem to illustrate to an extent T.S. Eliot's observation that "most critics
r

«

have some creative interest -- it may be instead of an interest m ah
42
art, an interest (like Mr. Paul Mare's) in morals."
For MacMechan,
the greatest literature must possess moral qualities as guides to life,
and throughout hia life he sought mentors among literary figures -- a

point t h a t XCLII be expanded xtfhen we come t o a c o n s i d e r a t i o n of h i s e d i t i o n
of Tennyson.
MacMechan's affinity x^ith Norton is clear from their mutual confdemnation of Froude's "attacks" on Carlyle's reputation.

One must infer

MacMechan's attitude to Froude, however, mainly from the "Dedication"
to Norton.

It seems characteristic of MacMechan to avoid ad hommem •

argument, here as elsex7here.

For example, his long-standing quarrel

xath J.D. Logan, xjhich x?ill be discussed els-extfhere in this thesis, is
t

an instance of MacMechan's moderation.

His publics-statements concerning

Logan X7er.e temperate, to say the "Least, particularly in comparison x?ith
Logan's immoderate public abuse of MacMechan, in, for example, Marjone
Pickthall; Her Poetic Genius and Art. MacMechan, if anything, damns
Froude x?ith faint praise in* Sartor; "The biographies of Carlyle are so
many and so easy to obtain, that I have not thought jxt X7ell to load my
introduction x?ith any biographical, facts but those xjhich directly explain
the origin of Sartor.

After Froude's copious xjorLc, the best is Dr. Garnett's

43

Life... *"

I
In 1901, m

his edicion of Oh Heroes and Hero Worship,,

MacMechan is more explicit.

Still, one sees his moderations "see David „

Wilson, Mr. Froude and Carlyle (London, 1898), for a complete demolition
of Froude, though the book cannot be commended x?ithout reserve for tone
and temper.

If xrould be most desirable if Professor Norton x?ould xWite che

21

<

.
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life *of Carlyle, or at least publish his personal reminiscences of him."
A further indication of the sort of public comment to which MacMechan
X7as given In correcting the errors of other critics comes from Heroes.
Speaking of Frederic Harrison's judgment of Carlyle, MacMechan i>s XTry:
The **incoherence^' is not Carlyle's. Indeed, 'incoherent
hardly the term foir^such an error, but it is thus that
.« criticism is xTritten
A simxlar error X7hxch tends to throtf
*
doubt on all* that xs good m the book is the egregious statement
'that no one of Shakespeare's plays X7as published X7i£h his name
in his lifetime.'
Again, it is typical of MacMechan to let the facts speak for themselves >
xtfithout acrimonious comment from him.

For MacMechan, the aversion to

\

<^.

,

„

Froude seems to have stemmed both from his distaste for the exposure
of personal matters of a particularly private nature and the will to
!
i
\
46
retain uCblemishedoa hero" xtfhbm he could admire and revere,
,
'
Possibly part of Nortori's appeal for'MacMechan X7as the link he
represented m

the- netxrork of a bygonelJp££ary xrorld" Norton had met

Carlyle in 1869 x?hen Carlyle x/as seventy-four.

Also, Norton xjas m

touch xtfith Alexander Carlyle, Carlyle'Vnephex?. Apart from the sheer
authority this kind "of connection implied, MacMechan Xfould probably have
had considerable reverence for a man x7ho had been close ta Carlyle.' Norton
xrould represent,for MacMechan a link with an age that had passed, and
.
"
''
*8
being, as he frequentlfy said of himself, "a sentimental old Victorian",,
Q

MacMechan X70uld certaihly have held Norton is some ax7e simply for this
connection.

This is, of course, speculation, "but it seems that given
\
49
MacMechan's temperament and.hxs predisposition to "revere" various people,
the kind of connection x?ith Norton that is suggested here could.be best
i

conveyed by reference to a poem by Broxming. In "Memorabilia"; Broxjning
indicates the poxrerful influence exerted upon'hxm by a meeting x?ith a
stranger xjho mentioned having talked X7ith Shelley. Broxming adds, in a

«\

«

22

note to the poem, "Suddenly 'the stranger paused, and burst into laughter
as «he observed me staring at him with blanched face....I still vividly
remember hox? strangely the presence of a man x7ho had seen and spoken
50
x/ith Shelley affected me."
MacMechan's desire to be connected X7ith
other souls shines through something he x^rote in 1895: "we are lonely
creatures, x?e men and xromen. Apart x?e are helpless- xtfe move in great
t
'
51
darkness, and x?e like to know that our felloxfs are not far from us,"
Of nothing could this be more true than his desire for closeness Xtfith
his "heroes". Again, one is forced into speculation. vIt is tempting
to see such comments as evidence of MacMechan's "spiritual" nature. Several
people xtfho knex? him x?ell have spoken of this quality in MacMechan. Max
MdcOdrum, for example, quotes his father, a Presbyterian minister, as
52
referring to MacMechan as "the most spiritual mabx^he" had/ ever known."
K
v
'
53
F.M. Salter considered MacMe4han his ^spiritual father".
MacMechan's
idealism and reverence for xtfhat is/ fine| and good constitute his essential
high-mmdedness and xs a large paft of x?hat he means X7hen he calls hxmself
a "Victorian".
The importance of MacMechan's edition of Sartor Resartus lies "
mainly- in its significance as a "pioneer WOJ?1C" .

Its distinguishing

feature, when it is read noxtf, eighty yeairs after its publication, rs

, _,
>

*

MacMechan's clarification of Carlyle's sources, "as far as they xrere €h.&&
55
'"
t;7
knoxjn,"
In most cases, the research into th'e allusi^ag|ra.n the book
takes the form oS simple identification, A comparison betx7een MacMechan's
/
notes and Harrold°s will perhaps illustrate the'difference
in emphasis
p

xn the tx?o editions. For example, m the chapter "Natural Supernaturalism"
occurs the line "'Custsras'1 continues the Professor, 'doth make dotards •
of us all.'"

MacMecnan's1 "footnote, identifying the allusion, readss

Custom.
Thus conscience does make cox7ards of us aEJ:
^
Hamlet„ i l l , I .

r

/
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Harrold's footnote to the same line reads:
*

££• Hamlet, III, i, 83: "Thus conscience does make cox7ards of
us all."" ~ Carlyle's x?hole discussion of Custom in these
paragraphs may be indirectly/ indebted to Hume, for x7hom custom
X7aspthe 'ultimate principle'f of all beliefs, reasoning, and
judgement, (B) Custom as'"the enemy of xaonder and religion
places Carlyle among his contemporaries, for xi?hom XTonder* and
the fresh gaze of the child were among the* chief marks of
the romantxc point of viex7.

MacMechan's note, then, simply identifies an allusion or an echo and,
to those xjho are able to catch the reference unaided, the note seems
almost gratuitous and pedantic.

The meticulous identification of each

allusion is the hallmark of this edition, apd the overall effect of the
edition is to present an annotated version of Carlyle's prose in X7hich
the letter if not the spirit of the book is 'preserved.

This is not to

i

suggest that MacMechan is pedantic and dry^ln his editing of Sartor, but
that the very nature of the book -- MacMechan calls it a "prose-poem"
-- makes any edition appear to be a ra'ther pedestrian effort.

The Series

in whxch the book appeared x?as aimed at the general reader and at students,
and qjrtamly MacMechan' s edxtion is exemplary m
and is very X7ell suited to be a'college textbook.

provxdxng jjor the latter
It acconfplishes much

the same purpose as W.P, Mustard's Classical Echoes in Tennyson, already
cited as an example of scholarship at its driest or most "strict", in

\

\

MacMechan's phraeeL

Bottj from a comparison' o£ internal evidence in the
.
V
tx?o books and from MacMechan's oxm testimony (he calls Mustard's 'book *
58
,
"the last xtford on the subject")
it is obvious that the tx?o men had a

^similar passion for philologic investigation.

Hox7ever, MacMechan some-*

times lapses into a sort of "impressionistic" footnoting ~

that is,

into\the compiling of notes that serve no particular end save that of
indicating MacMechan's oxm familiarxty x?xth a passage simxlar to the one
being grossed in Carlyle„

It is not alx?ays obvious that Ithe analogous

;
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passage is one x?hich Carlyle might have had m m m d .

Indeed, sometimes

•0

MacMechan does not even make the implication but merely supplies an analogy.
One example of this tendency "xiall serve as X7ell as a hundred", as
•n

MacMechan xrould s a y .

The folloxtfing passage comes from S a r t o r R e s a r t u s ,

Chapter V I I I :

'

Q *

'

/

>. 4-i

Readers of any xntellxgence are once more xnvited to favour
\ f*
us X7lth their most concentrated attention: let these, after \
intense consideration, and not till then, pronounce, Whether '
»
on the utmost verge of our actual horizon there is not a
. '
looming as of Land, a promise of nex-7 Fortunate Islands, perhaps
whole undiscovered Americas, for such as have canvas to sail
thither (45-46).
MacMechan's footnote to the passage reads
utmost verge. For similar thought see Tennyson's Ulysses,
the clos-irig lxnes,
Come, my friends,
\
'Tis not too late to seek a nex?er xrorld,
i
...for my purpose holds
To sail beyond the sunset and the baths •
Of all the xrestera stars until I die...
It may be xre sh'&ll touch the Happy -Isles (307).
o
In, thxs note it seems that the echo of a similar idea in Tennyson

a

o
has touched off a somex7hat dubious analogy in MacMechan s m m d . Harrold's
edition, for instance, does not gloss the passage at all, MacMechan
himself notes that "Many passages of Sartor are simply mpsaics of familiar
59
texts."
*
Like his Notes to Sartor* Resartus„ MacMechan's Introduction is
remarkable for its great familiarity X7ith details of-Carlyle's life and
x?ork„

The Introductxon consxsts of several parts: fxrst, with the production

°f Sartor (xn-xix), x?xth Carlyle's sources (xix-xxni), X7xth the r§latxonship betxreen Sartor and Carlyle's life (xxxii-xxvii), x?ith the probable
identification of Blumme (xxvxi-xxxvi) and, fxnally, xTXth a discussion
of the genre of the book, its unique statue as a kind of prose-poem (Ix-lxxi)<

c

25*
"Introduction" is almost .-a*" misnomer for«"X7hat amounts to a long, appreciative, and fretitrSb^tly discursive essay on Carlyle, the man %nd the x?ork.
A tone of expansive admiration is the keynote of the essay.

The folloxjmg

passage xs typical of the style of the "Introduction" and its method of
placing Carsiyle in his time:

, ,

In his parable of "The Flox<rer"^.Tennyson shox?s that he
is quite axrare that he had set„>the tune for all the minor
singers of his day. It is a simple fact that his manner
has dominated the poetry of the last forty years almost
as absolutely as Pope's Inanner dominated the poetry of the*•
eighteenth century. Carlyle's distinctive manner is much
more strongly marked than Tennyson's, but possibly for that very
reason has found no imitators. In some points, the
eccentricites, as x?ell as the excellences, of BrOxming and
. Mr, Geprge Meredith resemble Carlyle's; but it xjould be
difficult to make out a case of deliberate mimicry,
Carlyle's style, is the box-7 of Ulysses, the brand of Astur, a .weapon for no feebler hand than his,», .Though only a few of the
noted names are assembled here to shox? his pox^er over the
minds of men, the list might be greatly increased, and to
trace that poxrer through all its subtle workings would require,
not a paragraph,, but a volume (lxx-^lxxi).
"

^

This passage is indicative of a number 'of aspects -of MacMechan's xvriting
Jo**
on Carlyle.

The authority of tone illustrates his mastery of the subject:

not only was MacMechan steeped m

Carlyle, but Carlyle x?as a "hero" to

him, and'hero-x-jprship is a potent force in MacMechan's appreciation of
any subject.

The passage also indicates x?hat MacMechan took to be

Carlyle's importance as an influence over a great opart of nineteenthcentury prose-writmgo

Thirdly, the passage is typxcal of MacMechan's

own allusive style ("the box* of Ulysses, the brand of Astur").

These

phrases are typical of MacMechan's XTritmg in that it frequently seems
i

to be" addressed to an audience presiim&bly familiar xTith his allusions
and phraseology.

His writing^possesses a kind of intimacy to -be seem most

conspicuously xn the later essays.

Thxs intimacy is perhaps the quali\

that makes them most compelling as familiar essays. Finally, the quotation

o

. J
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indicates MacMechan's humility in the face of X7hat amounts to an
almost superhuman task —
subtle xjorkmgs."

the tracing"of "that poxtfer through all its

His appreciation of the magnitude of Carlyle's

influence is evident here, and it is perhaps not too exaggerated to
compare this 'ending xjith 'that of another dxsciple x/ho xinrote that if the
-

a

deeds of his" master were to be propexly chronicled, the book "xjould fill
60 the x^hole xrorld."
It is the spirit of MacMechan's discipleship to xtfhich
I wish to drax7 attention here: he is clearly m
m

great axVe of Carlyle,

a state of m m d approaching reverence.
In summary, then, xtfhat mxght one say abodt the edition of

Sartor Resartus7

To compare it X7ith other editions is instructive

for the range is, chronologically, Traill's edition (1896), Barrett's
(1897), Parr's (1913), Harrold's (1936) and, perhaps, W.H. Hudson's
"Introduction" to the 1908 Everyman edition.

Only Harrold's can compare

X7ith MacMechan's for scope of discussion, x?hile Hudson's has a perspective
and succinctness that MacMechan's more rambling, associative pr,ose does
not match.

In short, the qualities of scholarship evident m

MacMechan's

edition of Sartor indicate xjhat seems almost paradoxical in him: the
"punctilious" scholar yoked xd.th the genial, somextfhat effusive, and
"sentimental" essayist.

It is this combination that makes the book

so characteristic of MacMechan —

a lavisti appreciation of Carlyle coupled

with footnoting thavt becomes almost an end in itself and leans tqward
philology of the most desiccated kind.

Possibly the "Introduction" is

the best example x/e have of the "free-f lox7ing, scholarly prose MacMechan
X7as capable of XTriting xjhen familiar x<rith his subject-matter and intent
upon informing hxs readers it is a "teacherly" piece of XTriting. Througnout,
his tone is deferential. In contrast, his later edition of Carlyle's

«
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'Heroes and Hero-Worship is marked by his increased assurance and his
almost casual air in some of the references.

Sartor Resartus is the

x7ork of a scholar x7ho is both diligent and junior in his profession,
X7hereas the later book demonstrates a grox«.ng confidence in his oxm poners.
MacMechan's edition of Carlyle's On Heroes, Hero-Worship and the
Heroic in History appeared in yJOl, five years after the publication of
his edition of Sartor Resartus.
boolc form m

On Heroes had first been published in

1841 after having been delivered as a series of lectures

in 1837 and 1838. Several points about MacMechan's edition of On Heroes
are immediately npticeable, perhaps the most outstanding being the
indication of MacMechan's evident reputation as an editor of Carlyle.
As x-7ill be indicated further along in uhis chapter, much internal evidence
suggests MacMechan's oxm self-confidence in this later edition of Carlyle.
Also, the title page of On Heroes reads in part "Edited by Archibald
MacMechan, George MunroAd?rofessor of English Language and Literature in
Dalhousie College" (this portion of the citation is repeated from the
previous Carlyle edition) "Editor of Sartor Resartus". A later editor's

61
acknowledged debt to MacMechan has been noted already.

Moreover, the

choice ,of MacMechan as editor for a second volume in the Athenaeum Series
X70uld indicate the approval of the editors,'Winchester and Kittredge, for
MacMechan's edition of Sartor Resartus„
taken a lively personal interest m

Indeed, Kittredge seems to have

MacMechan's work, for an entry xn

MacMechan's private jouanal in the summer of 1893 records a visit to
Kittredge in Cambridge during which the two men sat up until well into
62

the morning discussing aspects of the Notes to Sartor Resartus,
MacMechan indicates h^s reasons for producing this edition of
On Heroes, xjhich is not the first,

Edmund Gosse's (1896) and,H.D, Traill's.

V
I

/
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for example, having preceded it:

1

Neither Mr. Traill nor Mr. Gosse, /Carlyle's/ latest
editors...establish the relation betxreen"the spokes lectures
and the x«ritten book. That it is noxz possible "to do both
is due to the courtesy of Mr. Alexander Carlyle, X7ho *
has made for the present edition extracts from his
'
great kinsman's unpublished letters, X7hich place the _
matter beyond a doubt.
""*- — '
t

Also, MacMecfhan appears to xrant to counter, by means of his elaborate
Introduction to the book, the rather disparaging viex7 of both On Heroes
and Carlyle the man as put forward by Trail1 and Gosse. He speaks of
'"the apologetic or patronizing air"-bo'th editoss have adopted m

treating

the book, and he- mentions as xrell x^hat Gosse calls Hhe contrast betxjeen
the 'squalid egotism' of Carlyle's character and the heroic doctrine
he preached" (Ixx).

MacMechan's stance here is that of an authority

on Carlyle, of someone capable of putting matters straight.

Such

t,

authority is hardly surprising xjhen one considers his edition of On Heroes
'

i

o

in its context: at this time, MacMechan had held his doctorate .for
fifteen years, had established himself as a professor of English Language
and'Literature, and had edited X7hat had become the standard text of Carlyle's, most difficult work.

It is to be expected, then, that On Heroes

should show the marks of a scholar more self-confident, more at ease
l

with his material,, and more authoritative in the presentation of his
findings than xtfas the case xtfith Sartor. MacMechan's oxm .account of his
xrork on Heroes indicates some of these qualities:
v.
The task of the commentator on the*trail of his facts is
like that set the Irish herd-boy in the folk-tale, x;hen helost th|s heifers*, namely, to search "every place likely and
unlikely for them all to be in." The first part of this
roving commission, it is possible, X7ith time and luck, to
execute; but to hunt the shy allusions, the remote quotations,
the deep-lurking bits of information, through every "unlikely"
covert, forms a too extensive programme. Indeed, the editor
comes at last to a point, x?hen he feels that nothing further
can be effected by organized search. It is only'by pure chance,
X7hen looking for other things, that he c£an hope to run across
the, fugitive erudition xjhich X7ill make his commentary as full,

29
as atJKshould be.' This is sadly true, of any one x7ho xjOuld edit
Carlyle. In annotating Heroes, I have aimed'at compression,
and striven, as in Sartor Resartus, to make the author supply
the comment on his oxm work. Some things X7hichtX7auld tend »•»to enlightenment I have not been able to,find, and I have
said so m my.Notes, in the hope tha.t better scholars X7ill
discover them. Only after many toilsome hours did I give oyer
the pursuit of any one. Fortunately Heroes needs little
explanation, the difficulties are £sxf (vii).
One can perceive from this comment the si-aiilarixy in intent to the
editing of Sartor —

the "roving commission" of Herpes is similar to

1

^

the quest of "Hop o' my Thumb" for the giant m
/
m^artor.

seven league boots

As MacMechan points out, hox7ever, the editing of Sartor

i

was much the greater task. A" simple comparison of rthe bulk of the

>

Notes .indicates the truth of this assertion: Heroes has 292 pages of
text and 77 pages of notes, X7hile Sartor has 271 pages of text and 126
\
a
pages of notes.' In Heroes, hox7ever, it" is not the general meaning and
yitent of the work that it is the editor's task to illuminate -- it is,
rathefe- the identification of various references x-jhich are, on the whole,
more readmyxaccessible than those of Sartor.

From the "Preface" it

seems that MacMechan's intention in editing the book is clearer m his
•=*sfcnm mina^Eferm X7as his injtention in Sartor,, X7hich often veei/s betx-zeen being
a text-book for students and a work of allusion-hunting for the sheer
love of it. In6-'the "Prefaced, xtfith characteristic irony and xjit, MacMechan
s

indicates his/ purpose in editing Heroes:
' .
In the Introduction, I have tried, by using contemporary
evidence, to shox? X7hat Carlyle was like as a lecturer, and( to
recover his audience. The x?hole story is, I believe, told here
for the first time. Thanks to a member of the Carlyle clan,
«
it has been possible to establish also for the first time,
/
tjhe relation betxfeen Heroes, the lectures delivered, after careful
'
preparation, without notes, and Heroes, the-elaborated book.
As a book, it is, perhaps, the hastiest and slightest of M s
/
works, and contains a lajrge number ,ef petty errors xfhich can
lessen its value only in the bisson Fconspectpities of niggling
pedants. Still,°in the interests of the undergraduate, for the
'
safe-guardxng of his literary morals, these errors must be exposed«
The young box? too readily to the authority of the printed page.
Certain poxnts in the bibliography of Heroes., prevxously obscure,
are nox7 made clear. These are the chief results of tx70 years'
study (viii).
»

•

'

3 Q

>

This paragraph is interesting for xmat one takes to have been MacMechan s
9

Here., and elsewhere in °

interest m the genesis of Heroes as a boolc

r

the Introduction, he xnrites xtfith energy and sympathy, of the problems
of lecturing m'jgeneral and of transmitting the) spoken x7ord to print:
The thing xnri^ten to be read differs XTidely from the thing ^
XTritten to be spoken. The eye is,a more exacting critic than
the ear, and* the spoken word that stirred the blood often
looks pitiable enough"in cold print. The thing to be read
must have 'finish, if itd is to be read more than once, but
finish tends to make the "'spoken thing ring hollox?. Besides,"
as every one knows 'who has tried it:, the process of recasting
a lecture into an essay is slox-7 and disagreeable (lii),
MacMechan's oxm Virgil

An Essay is an example of the latter process

of recasting a lecture into an essay and underscores his firsthand
^

f

j/

knoxyledge of xmat he claims here. He continues:

\

\

Every one who gives a course of lectures knox7s >'hox7 familiar
material, by dint of frequent handling, loses its freshness,
/n|ow the sharp angles and clear lines are X7orn doxjn,and out,
/until -the, fact which looks the 'same, and seems to be' the same
j as of yosre, has become by imperceptible degrees not" the
same. Carlyle x?orked fast,. trusted to his memory^and did
not take pains to verify every reference (Ixv).
•
,
'
•
''"
'
'
'*"
/
B
__MacMechan s appreciation* of the difficulties „of lecturing are interest*

's

m g l y supplemented by his oxm extant o lecture notes. These reveal hox7,
early m his career, heft/rotecarefully annotated, organized lectures
that x^ere apparently meant to'be delivered verbatim "but gradually evolved
p
"
' J
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into a more casual, general method of prompting'himself,
Also,oin the
passage quoted above, one can dxscern MacMechan's form of pedantic xtfit.*
His comment on "the bisson conspectuities of niggling pedants" is typical
i,

-*

"

*»

*of the sort of verbal "overkill" he uses when ridiculing pedantry'by ..
means^of a sort of parody of xts dictxon.

His essay'

ft

Clamming"a to be

considered later, is possibly' hxs most sustained example of this form
a

•

Of Xi7lt.
i
•I
„ TJ Like the Introduction to Sartor Resartus., MacMechan's (Introduction
^, ^
*%
,
>° ^ — T K
i
f!'
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to On Heroes 'and. Hero-Worship i s prod^Jlously l o n g / , MacMechan divides

'':^ £>

n _

•

. •
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the Introduction into six n a m parts: "I, JSarlyle as a Lecturer;
II. Baroes (as lectures), III. Heroes (as book),"IV. Carlyle's Style;
V. Carlyle's Ideas, VI. Value and Influence of Heroes" (ix). A large
section of the Introductiont is given over to background information on
a

""

the transition qf Heroes from lecture series to book.

In providing this
j

background MacMechan relies for his information 6n Mrs. Carlyle's letters
\ '
as X7ell0as on notes taken during the lectures by a T.C. Anstey, by
Leigh Hunt (in The Examiner),

and by Caroline Fox.

From these sources

V

c>

he is able to provide the reader x?ith contemporary estimates of Carlyle's
lecture series. One notes here a rare instance of MacMechan's 'repeating
of a disparaging personal remark.
claimers" (xxx).

He refers to Hunt's HSkimpolean dis-

A recent editor of Bleak House has provided a gloss

for this comment:
Harold Skxmpole /is/ the most famous example of hox7 unkind and
unjust a generous man may sometimes allox* himself to appear..„.
The "ugly" parts of Skimpole are added to him as a "contrivance" °
....They have not, and never had, any association xmatever X7ith
Leigh Hunt.„„.The general public XJIII always assume the meanness,
. and cruelty belox? the surface, xjhich X7as not there, in the mar?.
It is unusual to find MacMechan promulgating ideas of this nature.

Of

Caroline Fox, MacMechan says that the great pxty xs that she attended
only the last few of Carlyle's lectures, for her Journals catch most
closely of all the reported lectures, Carlyle's speech as it actually X7as„
"She had eager eyes and already pen, and she mISfes such good use of them,

I
^recording much in her diary, but never a mean or, ungenerous thought, that
the professed Qarlylean sxghs to think she x?as not able to attend the,
x7hole course" (xlv).

One notes here both MacMechan's aversion to "mean

or,,ungenerous" thinking and the reference to^himself as a "professed
Carlylean"„

A

Also, like the Introduction to Sartor Resartus., the Introduction
p

»

-

'

-*

to Heroes is conspxcuougj in-demonstrating MacMechan's great familiarity
wxt^ his subject-matter: like Carlyle's oxjn proae5 the introductxon can
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frequently x?ax heavily allusive xn a manner indicating MacMechan's
intimate knox?ledge of Caflyle. MacMechan's oxm cdfiments on allue&gns
are X7orth quoting at some length, if only to shoxr that, X7eir-acquaxntedwith the use of allusion as a teacher's tic, he is able to appreciate
its subtle use in Carlyle's X7ritmg:

«

^

Allusion is a schoolmaster's trick, and must be alx?ays more
or less puzzling. In popular discourse the device*must be
used sparingly, and it must not be far-fet, or it X7ill
perplex and obscure, instead of aiding and enlightening the
understanding. In Heroes the references, open and veiled,
to \j:hings the speaker and the audience both have xn common are,
as compared X7ith those xn SaEtor„ fex? and scanty. They are
generally references to x?hat educated Londoners might be
Supposed to knox?, or to matters dealt xfith m the earlier
lectures of the course! The allusions to the Bible are
perhaps the most frequent ~(Lxi),

'

V

\

r-

MacMechan frequently refe^\ to himself as a "Carlylean", and the minute
details he obviously nas^ at h^S fingertips animate this Introduction so
\
that it becomes, in part, something MacMechan often XTrites — a portrait
67

\

V

•

'

'

\

'

His description of the scene of Carlyle's first lecture m o >
\
\ *
this Introduction is typical of MacMechan the essayist, in the impression-'
m

prose.

'

*\

<£?

listic., detailed xray in X7hich it attempts to carry the reader into the
emotion of the hour:
%

b

Learning, taste, nobility, family, X7it and beauty x?ere all
represented in that assembly; '.'composed of mere quality and
notabilities," says Carlyle. It is easy to figure the' scene, ,
the men all clean shaven, in the clumsy coats,' high collars,
and enormous neck-cloths of ttie period, the ladies, and there
X7ere naturally^ more ladies than men, follox7ing the vagarxes
of fashion m "bxshop" sleeves and the "pretty church-*and-s£ate *
bonnets," that' seemed to Hunt, at times," "to thxnk through
all thexr ribbons." We call £ha.t kind of bonnet "coal-scuttle"
nox7, but Maclxse's portrait of Lady Morgan trying hers on before
a glass justifies Hunt's epithet. The lecturer x?as the lean,
X7iry type of Scot, x?ithin an, inch of six feet. In face, he x?as
not the bearded, broken-Soxm, broken-hearted Carlyle of the Fry
photograph, but' the younger Carlyle of the Emerson portfait.
Clean-shaven, as x?as then, the fashion, the determination of
the lqx7er jax? lying bare-, the thick black hairD brushed carelessly
and coming doxjn Lox7 on the bony, jutting "forehead, violet=blue
eyes, deep-set and alert, the xjhole face shox7S the Scot and the
peasant In every line. It x?as a striking face, the union" of black
hair,>blue eyes', and,' usually, ruddy color on the high -cheek bones,
"as if paint:ed<,o,at the plough's tail," Lady Eastlake remarked,
and she x?as an artist (xix)*,
" •
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In the follox7ing quotation, MacMechan's familiarity X7ith the details
)
of Carlyle's life gives the description its poignancy for him, if
to us it seems rather sentimental. That MacMechan could be unabashedly
/
sentimental to the point of being lugubrious is amply illustrate^
68
\ ,
/
in some of his early writxngj.
Ln the description of Carlyle,/ he%
begins by quoting Mrs.., Carlyle' s description'-.of the success of the
lecture given by her musband and goes on to stretch in for the| reader
the significance of the scene she has described:

*

In short, xre left the concern in a sort ofu/hxrlwind of
"gloi?y," not xathqut "bread." She notes a\carriage X7ith the Royal arms and liveries, xrhich had brouteht a courtofficial to Portman Square, and, in sad contrast to her
triumph, the x?idox7 of Edx?ard Irving sitting Wpqsite in
her x/eeds. As a girl, she had Ijwed—feeing herself I. this
x7oman had taken him from her, Irving had nad\his brief
day of glory, and nox? he xras bteyond it all, ^Jhe letter ends
sadly; the sun has gone under/a cloud (xptv),)\
Such'details and such/Obvious knox/ledge of m e nupnces of things
pertaining to the Cawlyles serve to introxluce Heroes to the reader

m

highly animated form,) As MacMechan himself says, "tovapprecxat
and freshness of such a\book _/_ as Eeroes /, x?e must put ourselves in
the place of CarLyXeTs audience and his first readers" (Ixxx),

This

his Introduction surely does,
\

•

His Introduction also indicates the value MacMechan places on
Heroes„

Having called it "the slightest of Carlyle's works".

on to appraise ic as a sort of history,, From his appraisal it is
i

np#sible, once again, to/see~\tn^''mellox7" scholar, one x?ho appreciates
the vivifying x7ord and idea as opposed to the dry, s t e r i l e XTriting of
"specialists":
The value of history as the first requisite uof culture xS too
x/ell knoxm to be insisted upon,,.0History gives us background,
perspective, prevents us from being merely temporal people.,
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Ixving only xn the present, and so helps to form the broader,
more open mind, xjhxch marks the man of true cultivation.
There is, then, a great and manifest advantage m going to a
teacher x7ho professes to give us, not the flesh and outx?ard
coverings, much less the dry bones^, of history, but the
"very marrox?" of it. If he is able to fulfill his large
onuses, he X7ill not only shorten the time of learning most
fficult lessons, especially if X7e come to him early m our '
tellectual rise and progress, but he X7ill make us "lords of
uth," by x?hich x?e shall live and grox7. Fex7 things can be
better xrorth knox7ing than the inner meaning of x?hat the race
has done upon this planet.... To call Heroes' an introduction
to the-study of history x?ould be an injustice. The name
suggests the dry, cautious handbooks of the specialistst
intended for the use of students; but an introduction to the
study of history it is none the less. It is meant for all
classes X7hose reading extends.beyond the nex?spap'er and the
novel. For all but the severe student its value must long be
undiminished. Error it contains of the lesser kind in matters
of fact, but they spring from haste and over-familiarity x?ith
the subject, never from ignorance or shallox? study,„,„ The
results in Heroes x?ere gathered slox?ly through long years of .
study; and the student brought to his xrork the patience of the
scholar and the strange endoxiiment X7e call genius (lxxvui-lxxix) „

J

His summary of the book's ultimate x?orth is similarly indicative of
f

his own generosity of spirxt:
To go to Heroes for minute, solid, moderate statements,
as one x7ould go to Gardiner or von Ranke, xs a mistake,
byi' for suggestxon, and stimulus to seek further into
the spiritual history of the race, there is simply no
one book like it (lxxxi),

.
'

Throughout the Introduction to Heroes passages like those just quoted
suggest that though MacMechan X7as familiar X7ith and respected the °

I

"patience of the scholar", he x?as rather contemptuous of narrox? and
"severe" scholarship that dealt only x?ith "the flesh or outx?ard
^coverings" or, x?orse still, the "dry bones" of a subject.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the Introduction, for
the purposes of this thesis, is x?hat it reveals about MacMechan as a
maturing scholar.
x7ork. Heroes
Sartoro

Possibly, because it is so much the less inspired

admits of a more pedestrian editorial treatment than does

Possibly, too, the combination of MacMechan's successful editing

°f Sartor coupled x?ith his groxTing experience as a teacher has altered

'
his tone as an editor of Carlyle.
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For X7hatever reason, MacMechan's

tone in both the Introduction and No'tes is quite often that" of a
schoolmaster correcting errors m

composition.

For example, referring

to Carlyle's mistaken etymology at one point, MacMechan, clearly
considering himself competent to speak on the matter, XTrites
/\Carlyle/ x?as capable of misquoting, of«mistakmg^ one x/ord
for another, of confusing Plato X7ith Aristotle, aid "euphuism" $
x^ith "euphemism." He x?as not m advance of his age,- m his
knoxjledge of Norse, for instance, he is fond of convenient
etymologies, and supports and opposes the*fanca.es of Grimm in
no scientific fashion. Sometimes he fails m % a t t e r of \
fact (lxv)
, • '
/
^~
3

His rationale in pointing to these errors in Carlyle he had previously
offered:
In spite of its name, the texture of Sartor is closely xtfoven*
and firm; but it is not so xi?ith Heroes „ Compared with the
masterpieces, it is almost flimsy. It is an ungrateful task
to discover^^be-^kirts of the master; but a critical
edition is like lagoAnothing if not critical. Wherever
errors on matter of fa\t have been discernible,' they have
r
been brought to book in note or various rea°dmg, and, as
far as possible, corrected. The curious, may find them m
the proper places, they are not fex?; but they shall -not
>s
be mustered and paraded together by the present editor.
Comparxson XTxth the earlier texcs shox7S that Carlyle",
%
lxke any other man working at speed, X70ulld blunder nox*
and then (Ixxv).
j V_,
The point to establish here is the spirit in x«iich MacMechan is criticizing
Carlyle: given the circumstances he has indicated, he is quite xnllmg
to allow for one sort of "error". Certain of Carlyle's other "errors"',
however, he treats sternly:
The errors m matters of fact are not really xmportant. They
do not detract from the value of the book as a xThole, or modify
in any X7ay xts teachxng. But there is another plass of error
x?hxch cannot be massed over so easily,* ° Carlyle X7as anything but
a x?orshipper of use and x?ont; and it is therefore not surprising
that xn Heroes he takes libertxes X7xth the code of usage x?e
call English grammar. In an edition of thxs kxnd, intended
chxefly for readers in their pupilage, x?hen the authority of
print is rarely que^sji oned, it becomes a plain duty to note
such deviations from rule (lxv).
He continues, indicating the sort of "devxatxpns from rule""he has in
mmd:

Intentionally pitching the style lot?, and trying to make it
'as like talk as possible,' Ca^lyle\b^ecom&ff colloquial„/" His
Letters shox7 that he X7as fond, of the common illegitimate
use of 'get', and it frequently Blemishes the text. Such
examples as 'x?hen One soul has.. .jot its s m and misery left
behind,' 'Luther c,ould not get lijred in honesty for it,' 'it
X7ill never rest «til! it get to.wwrk free,' can hatdly be
justified. He is fond of such expressions as 'this of,'
'that of,' 'the like' and' 'suchlike', for example, 'It has
alx7ays seemed to me extremely curious this of Voltaire.'
.. .Hox7 Carlyle X70uld justify or defend them, I do not knox7.
Even Johnson's defence of the x^ay he defined 'pastern'
is barred him (Ixv-lxvi).
His attitude to this general pattern of idiosyncratic modes of expression
m Carlyle is apparent m
conventional grammar:

hxs concluding comments on Carlyle's use of
<

...in hurried, eager speech, imperfections in thesWucture
of the sentences may not only be forgiven, they*may even be
x/elcomed, as tokens of sincerity. The speaker is so intent
upon his meaning that he XTIII not stop to pick and choose
his words, and build his sentences by rule. But xmen he
sets forth his burning xrords in ordered and deliberate prose,
he must submit to the laxtfs that govern that method of expression.
But these laws Carlyle, in Heroesn cannot,^ or, more probably, xvill
not obey. 'The gerund-grinder finds, on laying thexordinary
measuring rod of-grammar to Carlyle's sentences, that many are,
properly speaking, not sentences at all, but the unorganized
material for sentences. There is inner coherence, the meaning is
clear, but too often they are bundles of phrases from uhich
sentences are made.' For example, the third sentence of the
first lecture^, though conveying a plain enough meaning, conforms
to no grammatical definition: "A large topic; indeed, an
illimitable one; X7ide as Universal History." Such fragmentary,
abrupt, irregular, exclamatory sentences abound. Perhaps the
/ ' climax in abruptness is the last sentence xn Lecture V, on Burns,
Of the nine sentences- which make up the portrait otf Dante's face
and soul, four contain no verb, assert nothing. The picture,will
not out of the memory, and yet a fundamental lax? of usage is
violated. The gerund-grinder feels his conventional x7orld of u
N
grammar crumbling around him. „ , , He can only conclude that
the lax?s of grammar are no more binding on genius than the lax^s
of morality, , . „>Another form of apology suggests itself.
Our author defended'Mahomet, on good Goethean grounds, namely, .
that .restriction in one direction excuses greater indulgence
on all other sides; and the argument fits the matter in hand.
Carlyle restricted'himself on many sides; but he took his license
m the fields of, -- grammar (Ixvi-lxvn).
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1

One might detect here a certain delight in MacMechan's perception of
Carlyle's disregard of convention.

It is unclear from the passage

quoted xThether MacMechan considers himself a prosaic "gerund-grinder"
or part of a select group exempt from convention^ to the extent of at
least being able to appreciate the liberties genius is free to take.
It is perhaps typical of MacMechan m

general that, xmile he himself

is very much bound by rules and conventions, he is able to live vicariously
through various "heroes" xmether they3be literary figures or men of
action, sea-faring men in-.particular.

&

The point of including these long quotations m

this chapter

is to'indicate the tone MacMechan adopts in editing Heroes and HeroWorship.

It is possible to discern a change from the tone of Sartor

Resartus, xmere the editor appeared to be very much a disciple ^following
I
x?ith deference the utterances of a great man.

In Heroes„ for example,

MacMechan even goes so far as to question Carlyle's choice of one "hero",
putting forx7ard a candidate he deems more worthy of inclusion:
n

if the sphere of heroism is widened.to include the world of
letters4 for example, is not the 'great and gallant Seqtt'
- a truer hero m that kind than Goethe, or Johnson, or Bu\ns3
or Rousseau? Does he *not meet the requirements of Greek
, tragedy, ~ the just man, for some flax? in,character, struck^
doxm by Fate in his prosperity, and moving all x?ho behold the
spectacle to terror and pity' If Carlyle wanted a hero,rsurely
'the old struggler,' who xras so true to the fighting Border
blood he came of, and died like one of his oxm spearmen at
Flodden, for honor, in the lost battle he would never oxm was
lost, is a" nobler figure than the comfortable Hofrath, the
weak-willed gauger, the 'dusty, irascible pedagogue,' or
the half-mad mate of the cretinous Levasseur. If 'hero' implies
ethical dignity and lofty bearing m time of deadliest trial,
Scott deserves the title (Ixxiii),
As MacMechan xrould be the first to admit, hox?ever, most of these
criticisms of Carlyle do not for a moment obscure the greatness of his
c

mind: as MacMechan puts it, but all such blemishes are not more than
spots upon the sun, hardly seen by the unassisted eye, and in no x?ay
hindering the radiation of light and life"(lxvii)„

The concluding portiono

0
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of the Introduction is typical of his tone throughout:
'The field is the x7orld„' Hume cast enhance X7ord carelessly
into the great seed-field. In the fullness of time it found
lodgment m the brain of a brother Scot, and bore fruit m a
nexi? thought about history, a new impulse to earnest life.
The new thought was given by x?ord of mouth to a handful of
people m a London room. It xras spread abroad the next year
and the next in the form of a printed book. From England/-it
crossed the sea to Nex? England. It helped to shape the,
lives of at least three great men x?ho had poxirers.to teach \heir
fellox7s. And year by year, the readers spread abroad in^
ever-expanding circles. Such is the history of Heroes^/
'It is a goustrous determined speaking out of the truth
about several things,' xjas/the final judgment of Carlyle on
the X7ork of his hand. True x?ords spoken X7ith determination do
not lose themselves in the air. Carlyle appeals to the young
and to the young m heart. His trumpet call is xmat the
unspoiled nature eagerly responds to, for x?hoever else bids
crouch, he bids aspire (lxxxviii),

:>

What is remarkable about this edition of Carlyle generally is
the sense one has, m

reading it, that the editor has enjoyed his task ,

and that, while^ he admires Carlyle to the point of hero-xforship, he \
nevertheless feels able to^ reply to some of his statements. One
frequently senses, m

this edition, two minds parrying ideas. His

corrections of Carlyle can be almost facetious at times, x?hile at other
times MacMechan adopts an Olympian tone^fehat seems almost tongue-in-cheek.
In all, the notable effect of MacMechan"s corrections of Carlyle is the
spirit of camaradarie conveyed.

MacMechan does not seem to be intimidated

by Carlyle's learning, but instead follox/s the x?orkings of his miNnd
X7ith sympathy, affectxon, and humour.

He finds Carlyle guilty of slips

ranging from x?hat he calls "common errors" to 'incomplete and even confused
I

comprehension, and in correcting Carlyle, he even explains x;hat Carlyle
"must have had in mmd";) going on to fill out^Carlyle's probable intention.
All these corrections are made in an exacting and painstaking manner*,
but there is nothing of pettiness or pedantry about them. Another
technique of correcting inaccuracies m

>

"s«>-<<

Carlyle is Macpechan's way of

restating, and often understating, a matter Carlyle has dealt XTith in
such a X7ay thac Carlyle's explication is made to appear somex7hat exag-
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gerated. Analogous to this method of commenting on Carlyle's use of
material £$. MacMechan's habit of going directly to Carlyle's sources,
appraising and commenting on Carlyle's use of them.

In this MacMechan

maintains a distance from Carlyle's enthusiasms, and his Notes frequently
furnish the reader X7ith counterx7eighted argument and so offset Carlyle's
*

eloquence to a degree.

In summary, then, this volume is of particular significance as
the high-xrater mark of MacMechan's scholarly career. Except for one
69
other piece that might be termed scholarly
On Heroes and Hero-Worship
appqars to be a turning-point in his academic career: after the publication of this volume, MacMechan increasingly turns to i7ork of a more

]

creative nature. One can only conclude that such xjork xras more congenial to him than was "severe" or strict scholarship.

Several reasons

might be offered for this move away from the demands made on his time by
life in a small college- x/nere m

some respects he X7as a general factotum.

Possibly, too, the effect of being out of the mainstream of academic life
affected his production*of scholarly XTriting simply by the absence of^a
stimulating milieu. It is also significant that the four main scholarly
projects of his life ,-- his dissertation, the two editions of Carlyle, the
Thoreau article =- x?ere connected X7ith and probably XTritten at the instigation of American scholars. Possibly, too,- the effect of being an omniQ
competent figure in a relatively small community dissipated his energi^
As X7e shall see later on, MacMechan involved hxmself xn a number of community interests beyond the confines of the university circle. For XThatever
reason or combination of reasons, it remains a fa£t that he turned more
and more to the production of more personal and;, one x?ould suspect ^more
enjoyable XTriting, Like so many first-rate teachers x?ho have inspired
students x?ith a love of their subject through lively classroom teaching,
MacMechan's energies for scholarly X7ork appear to have been' spent in
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this ephemeral x/ay. A distinct change in attitude is perceptible
r

in the -edition of Tennyson x?hich appeared in 1907.
MacMechan's edition of Tennyson's Select Poems (1907) came
six years after the publication of his edition of On Heroes and HeroUorship. Compared with the txro Carlyle editions, this is a peculiar ..
performance xhdeed.

One notices
at once that'the dedication?- and
rJt:

prefatory note are somewhat fulsome and parochial. The "No^es" to the
edition are not strenuously compiled, if one compares them x«.th those
to the Carlyle editions. Indeed, the book conveys a sense of the edi
complacency. What was, in previous volumes, an authoritative editorial
voice speaking on narrow topics here becomes a rather pompous voice
1
uttering general truths in a somex-jhat condescending manner.
In his "Prefatory Note" MacMechan indicates his attitude to
the selection of poems in the book:
o
This volume of selections from the poetry of Tennyson has
been compiled first for the delectation of all true lovers
of noble verse, by a Tennysoman x?ho can scarcely be
brought to admit that the King can do XTrong..„.In choosing
poems for such a volume as this, the editor can be guided
by the taste of the judicious fex? and by the hearty approval of
the multitude of readers. He need include nothing of doubtful
value,Ynothing of unacknoxd.edged excellence. I hope I have done
so
^Prefatory Note, p. v ) .
The commentary x?hich accompanies the poems", he says, makes no pretense
at completeness; it is personal; it would be interpretive and suggestive.
It implies access to ordinary x7orks of reference; and it is xn-itten for
Tennysonians only "(p. v ) ,

,

MacMechan's issumption throughout this edition is that Tennyson's
eminence is unquestioned.

One x7onders how typical this x?as of critical

attitudes m

1907, According to one critic, Tennyson's reputation had
70
reached its "nadir,.„say abdut 1910",
MacMechan, apparently, xras one

whose loyalty to Tennyson had never flagged: a middle-aged man xn 1907,
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MacMechan had been profoundly affected by Tennyson's death fifteen
years earlier.

His feeling for Tennyson seems similar to that of

Carlyle's biographer, J.A. Froude, x7ho, though a generation older than
MacMechan, shared many attitudes XTith him, not the least of xmich xras an
attitude of reverence for Tennyson:
The best and bravest of my oxm contemporaries determined to
"K have done 4x-?ithi insincerity,_ to find ground under their feet, .
to let the uncertain remam the uncertain, but to learn hox<r
much and xrhat "we could honestly regard as true, and
Tennyson became the voice of
abelieve and live by it.
this feeling in poetry, Carlyle m what was called prose. ^
Tennyson's poems, the group of poems x?hich closed with
In Memorxam, became to many of us what the Chrxstian Year
xras to orthodox churchmen,... Those x7ho X7ere groxTing up, but
x?ere not yet grown up, m 1842, can hardly knox? how much
of their ideal m life they oxre to Tennyson, and ho\} much
to the innate bias of their oxm character. They only know '
that they ox?e him very much of the imaginative scenery of
their oxm m m d s , much of thexr political preference for
"ordered freedom", and much, too, of their fastidious
discrimination between the various notes of tender and
„
pathetic song.

,

This description of Tennyson's influence could very xrell apply to

*

MacMechan: though he comes a generation later than Froude, MacMechan
considered himself a "Victorian". His three chief influences m

aesthetic,

moral, and literary matters were Carlyle, Ruskm, and Tennyson, and
these three figures represented for him a leadership m

things of the

spirit andv m m d for X7hich he was unable to find a substitute m
life.

«

later

The desolation he expresses^at the death of Tennyson is illustrative

of the pox7er these men possessed for him: 'This is the most sordid age

m

history....Carlyle^is gone, Tennyson is gone, the fiery purity of Ruskin's
m m d is in eclipse.

The x?orld is darker than it x?as. Ttfhb is there that

» 72
x/e can reverence?"
For MacMechan, then, Tennyson X7as a figure to x7hom
he could unreservedly give reverence. Both his personal inclination to
do so and his desire to champion Tennyson in a period of Tennyson's declining
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reputation might help one account for the curious tone of this edition
of poems,

*

In his Introduction MacMechan sets out his "fourfold" purpose:
"to emphasize the exotic character of Tennyson's verse, to set forth
his artistic methods, to define the specially nex? note in his X7orku and
to sketch his relation to his oxm age" (v)»

Possibly the most interesting

part of the Introduction, for x?hat it indicates about MacMechan's later
critical posVtions xs hxs emphasxs on the "exotic" nature of Tennyson's
poetry: "To usywho were born and bred on this, the hither/side, of the
Atlantic, the pdetry of Tennyson is, and must needs be,~-exotic" (xv),
This, emphasis is thVkeynote to his selection of Tennyson's poems and
seems to catalyze txTO of MacMechan's interests —

his love of scholarly

explication [and his incipient literary nationalism.

His awareness of

the^foreignness of things English to a non-English audience had not
really been stressed m

exther of the Carlyle editions*

Of Tennyson's

verse, he says that readers who are not English "may<-catch the air, but
...miss the overtones" (xv)„

He offers an example of what he means:

The" organization of the church, thfe system of education X7hich
/Tennyson/ knav, cannot, without specxal study, be understood
by Americans. The very landscape he descrxbes, the very fauna
and flora of hxs verse are strange and foreign to us. Indeed
the Ixterature of the daisy^ the prxmrose, the daffodil, the
cox7slxp, the vxolefe must alx7ays remaxn but half comprehended by
all who have not known those floxTers from childhood. For us
these common English x?ild-flox7ers, almost xtfeeds, are lovely
exotics.
One such example X7ill do as X7§11 as a hundred. The appeal of
such a verse as thist falls absolutely dead on American ears..
'The smell of violets, hidden in the green
Pour'd back into, my empty soul and frame
The times x?hen I remember to have been
,
Joyful and free from blame.' J
,
0
In the first place X7e do not see the picture, 'violets hidden in
the green," Our native violets have faint colour and no perfume.
English violets fill English meadox7s. Here they are nursed
tenderly in hothouses. Fex? of us have been so fortunate as to
gather the shy blue blossoms in an English May from the grass

—

r
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I

they^hide ampng, X7hile the hot sun fills the x?hole air X7ith
their delicate, intoxicating odor. 0In the next place, our
associations with these flox7ers, no matter hox* intimately
*
we knox? them, must be different from those who have seen them
«
come every spring since childhood..„.The very last thing
they could suggest to us is the phild's Eden, the time of our
innocence. For Tennyson, as for many of his English readers,
the chain of association betx?een the tX70 is xndissoluble (xvi-xvn).

Here MacMechan stresses Tennyson's essentially "exotic" quality for
a non-English and specifically American audience.

His emphasis on

the "exotic" quality of Tennyson'swoetry reminds one of Froude's
observation that Teftnyson supplied his readers, as it x-rere sublimiri'ally,
Xi?ith their "imaginative scenery" „ Undoubtedly MacMechan realized, the
influence Tennyson's poetry had exerted over his oxm imagination,-and
probably he x-;as anxious to establish himself as one to .whom England bas
essentxally foreign, or "exotxc".

In isolating the "exotxc" qualitxes

of Tennyson's p'oetry, MacMechan se'ts hxmself apart from English readers,
though he allies himself with American readers, and the second point to
note here is MacMechan's apparent identification of himself x-jith America.
-*
It is interesting to observe that throughout the volume he calls himself
an "American" scholar and addresses himself to an "American" audience.
Whether this is to make the term conveniently broad, possibly for^n
overseas readership, or xmecher he had not at the time of xirrxting developed

x>
His later sense of Canadian identity is a mooit point,
^

MacMechan next moves to a consideration of Tennyson as

"artist".

He says that although Tennyson hap been praised as a moral philosopher
\^

and a religious teacher, he is primarily an Artist.

To account for his

genius, as the critic must try to do D MacMechan continues, an "equation"
must be employed: this equation is "original endowment + race + envxronA

ment = x" (xxxv).
i

Readers and critxcs must attempt to identxfy and appraxse

this "x" „ The re'maxnder of the Introduction is largely an attempt to
do thxs, as 'MacMechan goes on to give details of Tennyson's biography„ ,
to enumerate lnflue\cj?8~':on his- tjork, to discuss the x7ork°s development.

'S"-'
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and to at temp t^ to account *fot Tennyson's popularity in terms of his time
and'place m, h i s t o r y .

Here he d e a l s , m spme destaft xjxth t h e influence

of Keats on Tennyson.

MacMechan xtfas by-so means'the f i r s t to perceive

t h i s influence' Arthur Hallam in The Englishman°s *Magasxne of August,
«

t

"

A

"

183l, had o r i g i n a l l y pointed to i t :
a

'

'

« .
'

Hallam argued for the superiority of poetry of sensation,
exemplified by Shelley and Keats, over that of reflection,
typified by Wordsxrorth. He identified Tennyson 4s -a poet"
' „• „. »
of sensation and'enumerated five-qualities of excellence in
his Xi7ork; namely, "his luxuriance of imagination," "His power. „
- of embodying himself-m ideal, characters," "his vivid,
picturesque delineation of objects,'" "• the variety of hxs
lyrical measures," and "his elevated habits of thought."
MacMechan next turns to a definition of poetry xjhich is xrorth
quoting in full for its relation to MacMechan's criticism in general:
,A definition of poetry that finds universal acceptance is
still to seek. It may be "a criticism of life," or, "the
suggestion by*.the imagination of noble grounds for the noble
* ^emotions," or any other of the hundred that"the x?it of man
has framed: .but, xjhatever it Includes or omits, poetry must
possess txjo things -- beauty and harmony. Beauty and harmony,
harmony and beauty -= these are the tx?o principles x7ithout
xjhich poetry cannot 'exist, these are the pillars of the
poets' universe. Poetry, to be poetry, must poss-ess harmony
and beauty, and harmony and beauty inform the^petrv, of
'Tennyson and are the laxj.of its being.... /Tennyson/1 set
himself humbly to obey eternal and^unchangiag lax?, for the «
principle of beauty inheres as firmly in the universe as'the
Q
lax? of gravitation..».Nobility of thought, beauty of visipn,
v
harmony of word and phrase and stanza, just proportxon in
the xrhole, — at these Tennyson aims, and to these he succeeds
»in 'attaining. Hxs first appeal is to the ear; his verse wins
its xjay as music does,.the-most democratic"of all che fine
, *
arts, and the most masterful in its pox?er to stir the human
heart. The poet's limitations, his narrox; outlook, his imperfect
sympathies matter not. Music speaks a universal language; and the
poetry that cbmes nearest to music is surest to reach the x?ideat
audience (li-ln).
*
t
This emphatic statement of the importance of "beauty and harmony" In
0

I

poetry, together X7ith its mellifluous qualities X7hich make It like
*
.*
music, the art to X7hxch all others aspire, xs as clearly-defined an

*

.
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aesthetic statement as M^acMechan^ ever* p,f fers and is the one he retalnsthroughout most"of his critical writings.

V-7

For him, the qualities

-

•

inherent in "just proportion xn the x7hole" and the "prxncxple of beauty"
are self-evxdent laws about xjhich disagreement is scarcely possible.
That lie is deaf to the "beauty""1"xn cacaphony and deliberate disproportion
evident m much of the- poetry of the early years of the tx?entieth century
•xre shall See in the- folloxjing chapter.

\

o

MacMechan concludes his Introduction to the Select Poems by
placing Tennyson xn his time as the greatest poetic influence of the
nineteenth century.

'

He emphasises,the fact thats although Tennyson

x?as primarily an artist and as such vas
\

influenced profoundly by Keats,
*

he did riot subscribe to Keats' "Beauty is Truth, Truth Beauty" aesthetic.
Moreover! though Tennyson X7as the obvious forerunner of the Decadents
and their "Art pour 1'Art" aesthetic, Tennyson also avoided this commitment.

The reason MacMechgp -offers for Tennyson's eschex?ing of both these

rather,-superficial doctrines Is that Tennyson is essentially of a
reverent, religious nature. „In Memorxam xs most typical of hxm, as a
testament of faxth triumphant,J It seems clear from all this"that
*

i

Tennyson's appeal for MacMechan, m

addition t'o the-Tenn'ysonian "musxc"

he finds^ so compelling, is base,d on the religious and moral qualities
m "the poetry.

Like Carlyle, Tennysosrappears to have provided for

MacMechan a leader, both aesthetically and morally3-*" indeed, for
MacMechan these tx70 terms arfe indistinguishable at times. An attempt
might also drax? attention to Tennyson's moral strength coupled XTith a
to define more closely the appeal Tennyson's xfork held for MacMechan
certain melancholy that ^JacMechan calls "Northernness", Clearly this
combination is temperamentally close to MacMechan, as his general comment

\
\

. "
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on the poetry Guggests:!,The beauty of the form makes us forget the
eternal note of sadness m /it/ all. Tennyson's sadness xs the melancholy
of the North, xhich is quite compatible XTith a gift of humor. His humor
,/>is deep and "rich, if rather quiet" i. ,(lvi) Eehoes here of the" "Northern
• sea" of Matthex? Arnold's "Dover Beach" and Tennyson's feeling for the
northern mood of melancholy evoke m MacMechan a rdady response". His "
comment on Broxmmg further emphasises the kinship he feels with Tennyson's
"Northernness": "to realize the general sadness of tone xn Tennyson, a'
short dip xnto Broxjnmg1 is necessary, some brief c<Wtac^'x7i\£hyMs,.high
spirits, his unbounded cheerfulness, his robust assertion that God's
„ His Heaven" (Ivii),

m
'

©

MacMechan's emphasis on the quality he calls "Northernness"
m various x?riters makes one assume that he is indebted to Ruskm,
.piarticxjSHfuy tp hxs "Savageness of Gothxc Architecture" in The Stones of
Venice, y The passage „that comes to m m d x?hen reading MacMechan's comments
X7ould have been so x7ell-knoxm to any student of Victorian literature that
it is difficult not to believe <4:hatfKlacM^chan' s ideas of "Northernness"

f"

x/ere partially formed by it:

t

\

Let us, for a moment^ try to raise ourselves even above
,
the level of /birds^,/ flight, ^nd imagine the jMediter-ranean
lying" beneath us like an irregular lake, and afTTTts
- ancient promontories EpLeepxng in the sun: here and there
an angry spot of thunder, a gray stain of storm,' movxng upon the burnxng field, ,jjid here and there a| fixed XTreath
of white volcano smoke, surrounded by xts circle of ashes.,
but fcj the most part a great peacefulness of Ixght, Syria
and Greece, Italy and*-Spain, laid like pieces of a
golden pavement vinto the se'a-blue, chased, as x?e stoop
•nearer to' them, X7ith bossy beaten x?ork of mountaxn chains,
- and glox7xng softly XTxth terraced gardens, and flox?ers heavy
xTith^frankmcense, mixed among masses of laurel, and orange,
and plumy palm, that abate X7ith their gray-green shadox7S
the burning of the marble rocks, and of the ledges of
porphyry, slopxng under lucent sand. Then let us pass farther'
tox7ards the north, until X7e see the orient colors change
gradually in'^o a vast belt of rainy green, ^xmere the pastures
of Sx?xtzerland, and poplar valleys of France, and dark

\

<4
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forest-s*"of the Danube and Carpathians stretch from the
youths of the Ijoire to those of the Volga, ^een through
clefts in gray sx7irls of rain cloud and flaky veils of the
msrsC of tl^f brooks, spreading lox? along thel pasture landsand then, farther north still, to see the earth heave into
mighty masses of leaden rock and heathy moor, bordering X7ith
aj broad x?aste of gloomy purple that belt of field and x70od,
and splintering xflsto~~irs.egular' and grisly islands amidst the
northern seas, beaten by storm, and chilled! by ice dr&#S-j" and
tormented by furious pulses of contending tide, until ^the
roots of the" last forests fail from among the hill ravines,
and the hunger of the north x?ind bites their peaks into,
barrenness, and, at last, the X7all of ice, durable like, iron,
sets, deathlike, its x?hxte teeth against us out of the l
polar tx7ilxght (Volume II, Chapter 6 ) . ,
In concludxng theAntroductxon, MacMechan offers a summary
V

/
*
and comment on the general drift of the nxneteenth century, noting <•/
that his generation is too close to the previous century to be'at all
objective about it>. He reaffirms his Arnoldian viex? of poetry as a
"criticism of life" and ends by giving his reason for esteeming poets
s'

0

"-

as he does -- they offer, he claims, religious and moral values to
j.

their readers:

-

*

For poetry is not an amusement, a recreajtion. It is truly a
"criticism of life".^ We turn to our poets mstme^ively for
guidance in matters of faith. Not in vain do x?e *
come to Tennyscteu He may not offer a very certain hope,
but he doesT*"*"
"Teach high faith and honourable X7ords
And courtliness and the desire of fame
And love of truth --" (lviis,),,
*
When one reads this viex? of the \function of poetry, it becomes obvious
I

I

X7hy the second half of MacMechan's life x?as an attempt to discover a
substitute for the mentors of his youth.

Carlyle, Scott, and Tennyson

in particular had no real successors and so, xn MacMechan's viex?, the
literary X7orld of the early twentieth century lacked both leadership
and direction.

The Introduction to this vol\mie, then, is Interesting

chiefly for its indication of some of MacMechan's oxm critical positions,
The selection of poems in the volume consists mainly of x7ell-knoxm
if

i

excerpts from Tennyson's longer poems such, as Mariana, The Princess.,

48
Idylls of the King, and In Memoriam.

Obviously, most are included for

the "delectation" of "true lovers of noble verse", and the volume is,
highly conventional m

its inclusion of familiar pieces concluding, for

74
example, X7ith "Crossing the Bar" in deference to Tennyson's express X7ish,
One notes an absence of ambiguity in the poetry represented.

For example,

selections from The Princess are confined to the lyrics, and the ambiguity
of the poem m

its entirety is ignored„

Even so obvious a choice as

"The Charge of the Light Brigade" is omitted from the selection., possibly
P

because of its implicit criticism of the military system.

The overriding

™ impression from reading MacMechan's selection of poems is of the musical »
qualities of Tennyson's verse —

its melliflmousness and its sonority.

Poems of an equivocal nature••-- soma of the darker passages of In Memoriam,
for instance -£ appear to have been omitted, and the r^sult~-is a
homogenous and bland coHeskion"of rather "pretty" verse, 3?f_^tjisr*>assumes
this selection jCSnave represented MacMechan's taste xn poetry, hxs (later
discomfort°x7xtH. early twentieth-ceiitury poetry xs hardly surprising,
Hxs "Notes" are concerned largely X7ith glossxng lines x?hxch
4*

/

contaxn possible ambiguities and XTith providing analogies for other lxnes.
\

e relies for his classxcal allusions chiefly on W„P. Mustard's Classical
Echoes in Tennyson (1901).

Hxs ox?n knox7ledge" of German is conspicuous,

and he frequently eT&ss Heine, Rilke, and Goethe.

To the extent that

he provides such references, these "Notes" are similar to those m
&Cle

edltlOTS.

^

dl8ti„gUlaHe3

their increased personal bxas.
clearly.
.

\

« _

* _

the

* . Ca rly le • » « * • x.

Several of MacMechan's enthusiasms emerge

One of these is hxs allegiance to Carlylean "Duty", His note
' •

on "The Northern Farmer" xs typical of the kind of personal, ^dogmatic
statement to be found throughout this edition: '^Pitiful no doubt is this
antique loyalty to an employer and devotion to his interests: pitiful

49
and obsolete"/is the man/. ObsoMte like the dial@e± seems to be the
xjbrship of duty as duty: but xt made Englandwhat she/xjas" (264).

A sxmilar

convictioi sounds in his.note on the "Ode on the Death of the Duke of
Wellington": Wellington at one end of the scale, the old style* northern
farmer at the other, are one m
traits m

their devotion to duty, one of the soundest

British character.. Has Duty bee*^ deified by any otfr^r nation

as in Wordsx7orth's;f£)de, or m

Nelson's last signal at Trafalgar? (262)

The irony, the rhetorical questions, the general querulousness e"£Ldent
in these passages x?ere not conspicuous m

hxs earlxer editions. One

suspects that here is the note of x/hat ma^iy^-of his contemporaries called
his "conservatism" beginning to appear in his X7ritmg.

Often m

this

volume he speaks from the position of one who, "a stranger and afraid",
finds himself in an alien epoch in xTnich he is far from being at ease.
Often m

these notes he speaks as if his^rafuesxare old-fashioned and

held in contempt by his contemporaries.

He x?rites defensively of these

values, implying «~ and often stating -- flkat they X7ere/the values that
in the past have moulded great men,

'

*

Another of MacMechan's preoccupations in later life becomes
apparent i-areadmg this volume.

His love of the sea and his admiration

for actions he considered heroic x?hich took place on the sea are both
evident m

his comments.

His interest in the topic is apparent both

m

the choice of poetry and from the commentary on several poems, notably
in his notes on Tennyson's "The Revenge"„

It xs curious, and perhaps

significant, that the far better knoxm "Charge of the Light Brigade" is
omitted from the selection X7hile "The Revenge" is Included,

The choice

xn itself implies MacMechan's preference for naval heroics.

The note to

t

the poem incorporates both MacMechan's type of hero=x7orship and his concept^
of Duty:

50
(

*

Grenville's last x?ords are reported by Linsschoten,' xmo
X7as at Tercera during the actions but they are plainly
dressed up. The significant phrase is "that hath done
his dutle, as he x?as bound to do." One thinks of dying
Nelson m the cockpit of the Victory, X7ith his backbone
shot through, repeating "Thank God, I have done my t duty"(281),
This passage is typical of the kind of gloss MacMechan provides in
this book. His scholarship in general here seems much less exact,
* much more personal, and somexjhat more impressionistic than it had
been in his earlier work. In the passage quoted above, one can1also
detect the dramatic style in x/hich MacMechan frequently indulged, a
style x?hich becomes a hallmark of his later tales of the sea. Also
obvious here is x?hat one might construe as a form of vicarious living.
As Xire shall see later on in this thesis, MacMechan's great enthusiasm
i

i

i

for the life of^action stemmed in part, doubtless, from a physical
disability of his, oxm.

His lameness, xrhich x?as not pronounced enough

to impair his actions significantly,, xjas nevertheless a source of some
anguish for hxm, at least in the earlier years of his life. For
instance, his private journal for 1893 contains the follox7ing passage:
- *• "sometimas, On ax7akenxng after a sound day sleep, my mind seems a tabula „
rasa, I have forgotten that I am lama, my body is in its childhood again
'

i

_

_,

before desire x?as born; it is sometime /sic/ before I recall disagreeable
75
things. May not deatfi. be such a sleep and such an ax7akmg?"
This
infirmity, in conjunction x?ith the life of retirement he describes himself
76
as living
as a scholar in an ivory tower of sorts, often appears to make
v
tha life of action very attractive to MacMechan, To x?hat extent his way
of Ixfe x?as dxc^ated by physical necessity it is impossxble at this
distance to establish., The significance of the lameness, however, often
, seems central to an understanding of MacMechan's enthusiasms, as will
become apparent In subsequent chapters,
)

y

'
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*

The hand of MacMechan the scholar is evident m

aspects of his edition of Tennyson,

a number of

Throughout there appears the kind

of Teutonic scholarship one associates xjith his work as a philologist.
/

•

«

The tone of tamped-doxTO hero-x70rship is familiar from both Sartor and
Heroes,

The Introduction to the Tennyson edition is akin to the tx?o

Carlyle Introductions in that all three deal X7ith men the editor adaires
enormously and x?hose \i7ork he knox7s almost from memory.

All three

Introductions are x7ritten x7xth near-passxonate deference for the tx?o
"heroes", < Perhaps the most striking feature of the Tennyson edxtion,

A
hox?ever, is the evidence of a certain parochialism creeping into MacMechan's
scholarly x7ork.
preachy.

From the outset the tone quite often verges on the

This phenomenon xras not evident in his earlier x?ork, and

therefore it x?ould seem fair to saycthat the edition of Tennyson is /
the X7ork of a man by nox7 x-rell-esXablished as an academic, sure of his
1 audience, and somex?hat dogmatic 'in his statements, A certain complacency
(

has creipt into his work, and this complacency," along xdth a less rigorous
form of scholarship m

general, appears to pave the x?ay for his falling

away from scholarly xrork generally and hxs moving xnto x?hat seems to
hatfe been his true vocation —

popular writing in various forms.

y

«>
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Chapter II
MacMechan as Critic of Poetry
/

Praise of Tennyson is meat and drink to me, for I grex? up
under his benign influence, and the nex?er comets and meteors
and strange flaring x-7ill-o'-the-x7isps and rockets that shoot „
across the literary heavens never dim that clear-shxnxng
steadfast star. They have their little day and cease<to be,
after their dxsappearance, he is'still as radiant as ever.
To me ... Tennyson's is the great poetic name of the century
just closed; no modern bard can take his place. That Is
the advantage of grox7ing old. You do not shift and change:
the allegiance once given remains unaltered.!
This passage, which x7as tTritten in 1908 when MacMechan had-become an
established scholar and teacher, and which therefore presumably reflects'
his. mature judgment, might x^ell serve to focus a discussion of MacMechan
as a critic of poetry.

The passage contains one of the ideas central
9

to his criticism of poetry and contains, also, a key to the consistency
one finds throughout his xjsltinga

on poetry.

The "allegxance" 'to x?hxch

he refers here is typical of MacMechan, for it x?ould appear that xn at
least one other notable xnstance, the reading he dxd in his youth formed
the basxs for hxs later erxtxcxsm, x?hxch <sxmply expanded on hxs earlxer

1
enthusiasm for an author.

2

-

t

"W -

As x?e X7ill see, Melville s Moby Pick x?as

just such a case, and the readxng MacMechan dxd "as a youth xn a Mechanics'
InStxtute Lxbfary" remained xmportant for hxm throughout his[ lifetisie,
3
As MacMechan himself x?ould be the fxrst to adtaxt, his values,
tastes, and opinions X7ere largely formed durxng^ the nineteenth century,
and as x?e have seen in the prevxous „chppt-er9 ^is mentors x?ere chiefly
the great Victorian "sages" —- Carlyle, Ruskln, and, m

poetry, Tennyson.

While the influence of Carlyle and Tennyson xs readily discernible in
MacMechan's XTritings, Ruskm's influence is perhaps more difficult to
isolate, but at several pointo MacMechan refers to Buskin as his "Mentor",
The term'"sage'f xs thaSMjsed by John Ilollox7ay xn The Victorian Sages *
57
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'

,

Studies in Argument, in xihxch Hollox7ay speaks

5

8

of Carlyle, Arnold, and

George Eliot as sages, all of x7hom "sought (among other things) to
express notions about the xjorld, man's situation in it, and hox? he
should live.

Their x?ork reflects an outlook on life, an outlook X7hich

for most or perhaps all of them x?as partly philosophical and partly
5
moral."
Significantly this "philosophical and moral" bias, so conspicuous in much of the literature that may be assumed to have formed
MacMechan's m m d , is strikingly absent from most British literature of
the early tx?entieth century.

As X7e have seen m

the previous chapter,

, ' MacMechan clearly felt at a loss for a moral guide uporn the death of
TennysOn.

For MacMechan, morals and aesthetics x?ere intimately related:
c

it may reasonably be doubte'd, even if x^e could stop to-day
the manufacture of doctors and^doctors' dissertations at
Harvard and Johns Hopkins and turn the x7hole myopic band'
of pedanticules out to play, X7hether they x-jould ever make
any notable contributions to the Literature of Pox^er. . . . You
cannot have literature xTxthout religion, even if the religion
exists only to be denied and fought against..,the Snly men
X7ho ever xirote books x?orth reading xtfere men of firm and
fixed belief."
t,
a

The phrase "Literature of Pox?Gr" he uses m Headx7aters of Canadian Liter7

/

g/ture (1924) and first adopts in 1908,

For MacMechan, "Literature of

Pox?er" is that x?hich can move the reader and, 'depends for its strength
upon the author's belief in some value system.

Because of the formative

influence o'f Victorian literature on MacMechan's literary tastes, then,
» he,lias never really comfortable with the direction poetry in Canada X7as
.talcing in the 1930' s.

^

|

Moreover, MacMechan's career as a critic x?ac effectively coming

O
to a close as the "modernist" movement gained momentum in Canada dufing
those years, Louis-Dudek and Michael Gnarox7ski, xn The Making of Moderiti
i3oetry in" Canada (1970), have indicated the climate of poetic taste in
Canada during the 1920's xihea they X7rite that
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in the 1920's, before/ modern poetry x?as , properly established
xn Canada, and before therexras any critxcal understandxng on
the_4>art of'ttie pubTlTc^s^Sio^what modern poetry should be
ike, a demand was raised for a set of firm critical standards
for Canadian literature. The general publxc x?as accused of
shojMy taste/ and of a sentimental and patriotic preference °
£6r the second-rate, X7hxle revxex?ers and crxtics alike,* X7ere
4ondemned f° r their X7eak partiality for the same"'kind o£
condemned, pabulum. The Canadian Bookman (1919-1939) X7as
. especially open to criticismj for such literary "boosterism"
chiefly because of i'-z , r [ " -"-'s close connections t7ith the
Canadian Authors' ^.^:
i .o- J

The point to be made here is that the 1920's mark a distinct change
m

the mood of Canadxan criticism of poetry, Snd that MacMechan' s" xxork

as a critic of poetry x?as coming/ to an end at this txme: Headt7aters of
Canadian Literature virtually mprks the*conclusion of his original
criticism of,Canadian literature-generally.

Moreover, the book is

largely a compilation of some of his earlier criticism.

For example,

his appraisal of W.W. Campbell's poetry is practically unchanged from

. '

'

I

'

1893 to 1924, In The Wqfelc of September, 1893, MacMechan had xTritten
It /."Out of Pompeii^./ is not a perfect piece of verse by any means,
the third stanza ends tamely; there are little sco p-gara phrases•
heSe and there; but it is ungraceful to mention the faults of
a poem suffused by genuine poetic feeling and celebrating a
situation genuinely poetic.
\
>

In Headwaters he x?rote

. "TT^-

ft

/Campbell's./ xjork is |eribus and thoughtful; but singularly
lacking in technique^/ Eat did he show any inclination to
^
\ Q listen "to his crlticq anal-profit by their counsel. He seemed
to hold that thought and taction XJIII redeem all faults
__
in the construction of a poesa..,, /he quotes "Indian SuscaerJV/.
Had Campbell xjritten often thus, it had been vain to Masse,
and useless to praise him.
•
(>
Unable, as wall as unx7ilixng,°to. altar his tastes la poetry, '
10
MacMechan appears to us to-day as scaething of an."old=fashioned reaaatic"
i

x?hose judgments are, for the most part, quite dated. He is often quite
unabashed as veil as facetious on this master. Using "Vlcfeoriaa" aad
"sentimental" synoaysQusiy, ao he often did, he XTrites, for eraaple, in
' 1908 of his tcamo

In poetry?

\T"
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"sentimental" and "sentimentality" are ponderous and
crushing missiles to hurl at anyone, especially among
Anglo-Saxon peoples. The present cult of stolidity
Brands every expression1 of natural human feeling as
"sentimental". Perhaps it xs because I am so old
/he X7as at this time forty-six/, X7lth all my vicious
tendencies so thoroughly ingrained as to be past reform,
that 1 confess myself a senfrimentalxst.
In order for us to come to an understanding bi him as a critic
of poetry, xt is necessary to try to establish!the crxteria upon x7Kich
MacMechan's judgments rested°*and, secondly, to assess the general climate
of opinion prevailing m

literary cxrcles at the tinje in x?hxch he x?rote.

For c'onvenxence, thxs perxod of txme can be defined as that betx?een the
years 1890 and 1930.

. .'

MacMechan's values in poetry can be derived xn large measure
from X7hat he XTrote of Tennyson's poetry.

For MacMechan, Tennyson's

x7ork served as x?hat Matthew Arnold x?ould have called a "touchstone"
of crxtical values.

To judge from MacMechan's selections xn hxs edition

of Tennyson's poems, MacMechan emphasised the more secure aspects of the
o
12
poet, omitting much of Tennyson the doubter.

In MacMechan's edition,

the felicities of the verse are stressed, as is implied in the "Prefatory
Note" in X7hich MacMechan observes that the selection has been made
13

for the "delectation of all true lovers of Tennyson".

^

The strengths

MacMechan appreciated in Tennyson's work are outlined xn his Introduction
to the Select Poems., and the "excellencies" X7hxch he discerns in the
poetry are qualities he consistently seeks in other poetry.

In his In-

troduction to the Select Poems, MacMechan essentially endorces Arthur
Hallam's verdict on Tennyoon's vork

and hxs spirited explanation, of

Hallam's terms reveal's his own convictions quite clearly.

The five

distinctive"excellencies" Hallam (and MacMechan)* perceive in Tennyson's
poetry are as follox7S. First is TeanysW's "luxuriance of imagination".
>

o

r
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MacMechan offers an extremely brief explanation* of the term ""imagination" •as "the prophetic /his italics/ faculty of the mind x?hich out of0 a masv&
of ideas seises on those x?hich separately are disagreeable, but In com15
'
bination are harmonious."
Secondly, Tennyson possesses the "poxaar of
embodying' himself in ideal characters, or rather moods of character."
The emphasis here is on the "Ideal" xn Tennyson's depiction, and, again,
registers MacMechan's belief in the necessary high-mindedness of poetry.
Thirdly, Tennyson's "poxjer of description" is praised.

In elaborating

on this point, MacMechan echoes Hallam's enthusiasm for Tennyson's
"vivid, picturesque delineation of objects, arid the peculiar skill
X7ith x?hxch he holds all of them fused /Hallam's italics./ ... in a medium
of strong emotion,"

MacMechan goes on to compare Tennyson X7ith Wordsx7orth,

for xn "their description of small,things they are alike in simple truth
of perception and directness of. expression."
is his /'excellency; of technique".

Tennyson's fourth, "excellency"

Combined x?ith Tennyson's lyrical gift

("his<arefse makes first the appeal 'of music; it X7ins its X7ay hy its delicate
harmony") X7as Tennyson's "mission »,. to'shox? box? strong and genuine
emotion could not only co-exist with careful x7orlananship but furniohNirs
16
v
>
,
£_
t
mocive poxjer,"

The fifth andCfinal poCnt "touches one great source of

Tennyson's poxjer" and is "the elevated habits of j±ought implied In these
compositionso"

Tennyson's nature, MacMechan says, is deeply religious.

The five qualities indiqated here characterise Tennyson's jpo^try and make
up, by inference, the 'implied standard by rhieh MacMechan is to assess
poetry generally, and particularly Canadian poetry,
H

-*

lB

"

"^

Sit is interesting to compare,this paradigm of^uhat constitutes

\

' '

^

".

'excellencies" in poetry* x?{Lth MacMechan's appreciation of the poetry in
Canada which most nearly approximates £0 thlsl ideal «•- the poetry of
Mar j oris PIckthall. In Headwaters, MncIZschaa defines ao her greatest
asset her technical perfection in combination xrjLth her lyrical gifts

6

?

if technical perfection xrere all, „,The Drift of Pinions x?ouldt
stand alone in Canadian literature beside Low Tide on Grand"Pre,
but the verbal music is only the accompaniment of inner
harmonies which these true poems release....Her poems,are
essentially-songs, the purest form of poetry, "purest"
meaning "freest from admixture o£ anything else." These
lyrics are notjof the earth .... Apart and aloof from ,
/everyday cares./J she sits and X7eaves'her spells, admitting
X7ithin the magic circle of her verse nothing harsh, nothing
uglys nothing common or unclean.
f>'

\
>

In this description of Fickthall's verse one can perceive the Tennysonlan
virtues MacMechan has clearly in mind.

Attention, too5* to this five-fold

criterion, of x?hat he found most admirable in poetry frequently casts light
on some of MacMechan's more eccentric crxtxci-cms, such as his omission
of Duncan Campbell Scott and Isabella Valency Crax7ford from consideration
18
" ** ' -*.
in Hejdwaters.

Frequently,' too., ( one facet of this paradigm XTIII com-

pensate for a lack of the other requlstite qualities xn the poetry he_
raises. For example, the, presence of musical effects In a given\poem
apparently compensates for the absence of certain other qualities, xn „
MacMechan's viex?. In short, his estimate of Tennyson provides us x?ith
MacMechan's oxm criterion for poetry and is vital to a consideration of
MacMechan as a critic of poetry,

•

'

I

•

From the particular instance of Tennyson, one might nox? turn to
*

MacMechan's broader attitudes to criticism of poetry in general.
a

Clearly,

t

MacMechan admired the criticism of Matthew Afiaoii and modelled ^his oxm
on Arnold's. In 19P7 3 he asserts "Arnold's "endeavor to propagate the
19
best "'that has been thought and Icnoxm' Is m y figurehead",
and three years
later he expands on this declaratl6n-s
English criticism is supposed to have died'with Matthew
Arnold,»,.criticism of the right kind means book=tasfciag and
^book-testing,. It means judgement based on knowledge and
experience-*~° it means discrimination not only between
the good aad the bad, but bett7een the good and the not so
"good and the Indifferent. It means guidance, axyakening of
interest, kindling of enthusiasm;, deeper and sounder
appreciation o f x7hat ic already known and loved, 'Humble
though it b e , criticism io a necessary part o f m o d e m l,i£e.

'
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From these and other statements, it is possible to extrapolate some
i's criti(
of MacMechan's
critical attitudes X7hich are specifically modelled on
Arnold's-critical principles, specifically as the latter are articulated
in "The Function of Criticism at the Present Time" and "The Study of Poetry".
MacMechan's emphasis on the guidance given %

criticism, on the basis of

criticism in discrimination, and on the connection betx?een criticism and
modern life comes directly from Arnold's viex? of the "disinterestedness"
of criticism:

J

And hox7 is criticism to shox? disinterestedness' By keeping
aloof from x?hat is called 'the practical viex? of things'; by
resolutely follox7ing the lax7 of its oxm nature, X7hich is to
be a free play of the m m d on all subjects X7hich xt touches.
By steadily refusing to lend Itself to any of those ulterior,
political, practical considerations about ideas, x?hich plenty
of people XTIII be sure to attach to them, X7hich perhaps ought
often to be attached to them, x?hich in this country at any rate
are certain to be attached to them quite sufficiently, but X7hich
criticism has really nothing to do X7ith. "its business- xs, as 1
have said, simply to know the best that is knoxm and tnought in
the x7orld, and by in its turn making this Icnoxm, to create a
-*current of true and frestt\ ideas.
\
MacMechan's advocacy9 of "book-testing" is also clearly modelled on Arnold's
concept of "touchstones" in poetry:
Indeed there can be no more useful help for discovering
X7hat poetry belongs to the elaos of the truly excellent, and
can therefore do us most good, than to have always In one's
m m d lines and expressions of the great masters, and to apply
them as a touchstone to\other good poetry. Of course x?e are
not to require this other poetry to resemble them ; it may be
very dissimilar. _But if x?e have any tact x?e shall find them,t
X7hen X7e have lodged them xjell in our minds, an infallible
touchstone for detecting the presence or absence of high poetic *
quality, and also the degree of this qualitys In all other
poetry X7hich xie may place beside them. Short passages, even
single lines, will serve our turn*quite sufficiently,22
Various other points for X7hich MacMechan is indebted to Arnold might be
/
'
subsumed under the general statement by Arnold =- X7ith xjhich MadUachan
x?ould concur «•=•- to the effect that poetry is a criticism of life.
elucidating this phrase, Lionel Trilling has x?ritten

In
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There as a famous phrase of Arnold's xjhich, like so many of
his phrases that caught the mind of his contemporary readers, ,
has been much x7orried by the critics of our time: Arnold said
that poetry -- or literature In general -- is a criticism of
life, and the objection x?hich xs usually made is that poetry
is so much more immediate and intense an experience than is •
suggested by the phrase, that it does sb much more than
criticise. But xjhat Arnold meant is that literature -- although
it~dergs indeed, in one of its activities, say what it x?rong X7ith
life -- characteristically discharges its critical function by
possessing in a high degree the qualities that X7e°may properly
"*
look for in life but X7hlch x?e are likely to find there in all
',» too small an amount --'such qualities as coherence",, energy, and
brightness; and in its possession of these qualities literature
stands as the mute measure of x?hat life may be and is n o t . " ,
24

As x?e shall see later on,

'

'

>>

MacMechan's thought as a critic a%fpoetry

is deeply indebted to Arnoldf s xreitmgs. As late as 1921, MacMechan
reiterates his axm as a book reviser, and, therefore as crxtic, by
quoting Arnold's exhortation "to knox? the best that xs knoxjn and thought
in the x7orld, and by in- its turn making this knoxm to' create a current
"
, 25
of true and'fresh ideas."
The'audience MacMechan addressed as critic consisted mainly
of( the general public -- readers of The Week, The Halifax Herald., and

,-,

The Montreal Standard in the early years of'his work as book reviex7er.
Throughout MacMechan's career, one can-detect his concern x?ith carryxng
the effects of Literary education beyond the narrow confines of the
academy and into the xTider x7orld. And again, one can discern Arnold's
influence in this attempt on MacMechan's part to reach a x?ide audienceX7ith his vxex7S» MacMechan normally describes himself modestly as a
'^
"bookman" rather than as an academic.

For academicsfhe has consxderable

\
contempt, and he frequently equates them x?ith pedants.

Compare these

tx?o comments, one on "bookmen", the other on "pedants":

'

Hox? few are the x?ants of a boolcmariS A table, a chair, a book,
paper and xnk, — give him these and he can be, happy. To
think, to range one's thoughts in order, x?lnning a little,
t7ell-made world out of the chac^ of thick-coming fancies, to
fix them for yourself and for others by the magic of black
marks on'white paper^ is a joy that never palls.
i -s

\

\
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It is a real affliction to be a pedant. Pretentious displays
of inexact knot/ledge annoy you, like grit in your porridge

*

or gravel In your shoes.^7
It X70uld seem that MacMechan's love of instructing and teaching X7as
called into play as a critic of poetry, and that his primary arnicas
to inform a lay public before x?riting for members of his oxm profession.
For example, his years of reviex?ing for the general public are condensed
and distilled xihen he comes to x?rite Headx7aters of Canadian Literature.
Thus hxs comment on the "humble" nature of crxticism is not disingenuous
-- he appears to have conceived of the critic's task as essentially secondary to the author's original activity and as a task that ought to be '
carried out responsibly and x?ith as much objectivity and fairness as,

. i> possible. The critic11 s task, as he sees it, is to offer to less xjellJ

informed readers, in as judicious and dispassionate a manner as possible,
the qualities .he perceives xn a given piece of writing. Alx7ays X7ary ofi
pedantry in scholarly XTriting, MacMechan is no less alive to pedantic
*

effects in critical XTriting:

£p

\

There is a kind of critic that alx?ays rasps my nerves; the
Superior Person, the School-master, the Literary Advisor.
He is like the darning-needle xn Anderson's fable that x?as
'so fineJ,oo-fxneS' There is no pleasing him. He perches
on hxs author's shoulder to create, xf possible, the
impressxon that he is the greater man. If he had only
condescended to set his magnificent mxnd to work, he
X70uld have given the X70rld a flax7less Hamlet....*8
This attitude might be expected from what pne knox7S of MacMechan
as a scholar. There is, throughout his Ixfe and work, a consistency
of purpose and attitude that one might call, broadly, sincerity. It «
>

consists of an awoxdance of sham of any sort and is perhaps the one
quality that led someone x?ho knex? him well to call him "essentially a
29
' i
simple man."
MacMechan's ideal of truth In scholarly pursuits, his
oxjn basic humility, and this sincerity or earnestness are^all parts of
his bias as a critic. " In addition, he brought to bear on his critical
work his xjide knox7ledge of literature, his "training ao a philologist,

\
i
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and his basic humanity and common sense.

This combination of qualities

fitted him admirably for his role .as critic and made him an outstanding
critic In Canada at-ihe time.
His plam-\spoken attitude to criticism, particularly to criticism
in Canada, appeared as early as January, 1895, In The Week X7here' he speaks
of the function-of criticism in Canada at the present time, concluding
his comments with "by virtue of,his office, the Canadian critic must hove
knox7ledge and honesty; but next to these his special duty at the present
time is to speak out" xn order to contradxct the general crxtxcal
conspiracy xjhich xnsxsts that "all our native geese are sx7ans." Three
v.
years earlier he had deplored the complacency of the Canadian public,
•**

asking "x7hen X7ill x7e Canadians give up publishing these substitutes for
\
30
poetry, these imitations of verse,"

It Is important to note that, as^A

part of his general interest in literary criticism, he very early takes
an interest in Canadian XTriting xn partxcular.
The perxod xn xjhich MacMechan practised literary criticism X7as
not propitious for the genre, as Claude Bissell has pointed out: "it
xs X7ell to remember that the task of the literary critic during the
»•

..."

last three decades of the nineteenth century Was a particularly difficult
one. Most of the old Victorian pasters had departed and the stage X7as <
31
^hox? crox7ded XTith a multitude.,of clever aspirants for their roles."
MacMechan's critical work X7as undertaken at the time to x?hich Bissell
refers, and this fact, together xjith*. the fact that-MacMechan's x?ork x?as
done xn Canada and xras to deal largely x?ith Canadxan material. Is central •
32
to an understanding of his position as critxc. MacMechan x?as a pioneer,
working in something of a void x?ith few guidelines other than his oxin ,.
standards and tastes, and feeling himself very much in limbo, bereft of
the'?mentors of his youth and in the mxdst of x?hat he called "the most
33
so dSd age in history," '' presumably in reference to the loss of values

~v-
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evident xn post-Victorian life. In order to appreciate the singularity
of MacMechan's insistence on standards to be met in Canadian xrriting, and
his genuine concern xjith the state of Canadian x7riting in general, it
ir

is necessary here to offer a brief summary of the climate of critical
\

opinion in Canada between 1890 andi1930.
In considering this period of Canadian literary history, most
scholars agree that Canadian criticism, xJhere it existed, x?as adulratory
and consisted largely of boosterism.

What Dudelc and Gnarox?ski XTrite

of the 1920's in Canada could be applied more generally to the period
xn x?hich MacMechan xjrote: "the general public x?as accused /by radical,
'modernist', critics/ of shoddy taste, and of a sentimental and patriotic
preference for the second-rate, X7hile reviex?ers and critics alike, were
0

condemned for their xjealc partiality for the same kind of condemned pabulum.
The Canadian Boolanan.,.x7as especially open to criticism for such literary
34
'boosterism'...."
Desmond Pacey, for example, XTrites of the paucity
of scholars durmgpEffe early years of the century xjho had "sufficiently
high an opinion of Canadian x7riting to 'consider xt x7orthy\of book-length
35
V
study."
Indeed, book-length studies of Canadxan Ixterary KSstory were
-&- -, 'hi
s

to be numbered on one hand during the years of MacMechan's career, „Tx7o
early volumes x?ere in existence by the time MacMechan contemplated x?hat ,
became Headx7aters„

Archibald MacMurchy's Handbook of Canadian Literature
i

i

(1906), actually a modified anthology, and T.G. Marquis's History of

f

Bnglish-Canadian Literature (1913) and Its companion volume, Camille Rpy'ii
8
History
of Baker'
French-Canadian
the only full
surveys
Roy Palmer
CanadianLiterature
Literature(1913),
to the x?ere
Confederation,
a more

circumscribed xjo^rk, and apparently xTritten with MacMechan's, advice ansji
36 r
approval,
appe ired in 1920,, (MacMechan, in 1924, calls Baker's history
37
"the best" of those that have so far appeared.)
J,D„ Logan's later

t?

J

- ^
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Higtmays of Canadian Literature (1924), published in the same year as
He_adwaters, X7as its rival in the book market. Beyond these books, there
is little to note of a comprehensive nature, other than Pelham Edgar's
-"\

brief chapter in the Cambridge History of English Literature (1916) on
Canadian literature. MacMechan and Edgar stand out as the txro most
original literary critics m Canada at the time (19.00-1925). Possibly
the fact that both men were tjnained at Johns Hopkins suggests the qualxty
and type of approach both utilxsed -- both x?ere essentially interested
xn comparative studxes,
. A brxef Ixst of (subsequent books dealing X7xth Canadxan literature
X7ill perhaps emphasise the unxque position MacMechan's Headx7aters occupies
m Canadian literary history. During the 1920's, there occurred in Canada
an unprecedented interest m "natxvxst" x?riting. Lxonel Stevenson's
Approaches to Canadian Literature (1927) X7as an xnnovative and refreshxng
/
survey X7hxch "broke njsx? ground in xsolating examples1 of X7hat Stevenson
percexved as the "Canadian imagxnatxon". "Lome Pierce's Outline of
P

Canadian Literature (1927) had as its unique feature the parallel placing
of French and English, authors. In the "Forex7ord" Pierce XTrites

4

An Outline of Canadian Literature is not an exhaustxve
history of our literature,, nexther xs it m any x?ay an
essay in literary criticism. 'For it x?e claim several
merits.
'
'
1. This Outline is the first attempt at a history of our
literature placing both French and English authors side
by side. Hereafter they must share equally in any attempt
to trace the evolution of our national spirit,^

"Marquxs and Ray had kept the two literatures apart, and MacMechan had
segregated Frencb> Canadxan literature from English-Canadian literature
*

„

*•
j

»

-»

<,

.an, jtx70 chapters, "in Quebec" and "In Montreal", V.B. Rhodeniser's
i ,"
40
,
Handbook of Canadian Literature (1930) and W.E. Collin's White Savannahs
it-

(1936) complete the list of books on Canadian literature to emerge before

4

o
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X7hat Pacey calls the "turning point" in the study of Canadian Ixterature

41
-- the year 1943.

In that year, E.K. Broxm's On Canadxan Poetry and*

A.J.M. Smith's Bogk of Canadian Poetry appeared, marking a nex? era xn
Canadxan Ixterary studies and usherxng In the sort of critxcal standards
MacMechan had been advocatxng fifty years" earlxer.

^

It xs obvxous then, that before the publicatxon of Broxm's
book there x?ere very^fex? others x?ith any claim to incxsive, personal
value judgements xn treating Canadian X7riting: MacMechan is obviously
an unusual fxgure in the Canadian literary xjorld at the time in

xA^ch

he xTrote, At about the time of the publxcation of Headt^t€rsft the neulyfounded Canadian Forum carrxed letters and artxcles relevant to the state
of Canadxan critxcism at the time.

According to some of the participants
^
'
in the Forum debate,, Canadian crxtxcxsm ranged from blandness (at best)
42
to puffery (at x7orst). ' E.K. Broadus, for instance, in an artxcle
entxtled "Puffery,or Criticxsm?" /October, 1922), criticized sharply
the tendency of critxcs to overpraxse and xnflate Canadxan products sxmply
because of their "Canadianness".

In the same, year Douglas Bush publxshed

an artxcle entxtled "A Plea for Original Sxn" (December, 1922) xn x?hich. ,
he made many of the same points.

This'article contaxns several of the

points he takes up four years later in "Making Lxterature Hum" (Octooeip,,
43
1926), an expostulatxon that drex? much critxcal comment.
All three
articles are typical of a mood that found expression in castigating
the flaccidity and puerility of most criticism of Canadian literary x7ork

\
then appearing.

From these articles and the controversy that begins

,

i

X7ith them, one can follox?, through the pages of The Canadian Forum, the
•f

trend in'Canadian XTriting that led directly to the fdundxng of the McGill
Fortnightly Reviex? in 1925 and the modernist movement generally in
1 Canadian poetry.

70
MacMechan's interest in the Forum discussions is evident from *
his attitude to Bush's second-article, "Making Literature Hum".

Though

MacMechan x7ould appear to have been increasingly less involved X7ith
the criticism of poetry after the publication of Headxraters xn 1924, xt
is evident that he x?as observing trends in Canadian poetry closely.
Bush s article X7as one in a series of provocative articles published in
•^

the Forum.

44

His in particular X7as "painfully trenchant".

As X7ell, it

X7as flippant and clever, and this .combination of qualities evoked X7idespread ^reaction. Bush said', in part,
in the literary X7ay, Canada is probably the most backx?ard
country, for its population, in the civilized x7orld, and the
quickest x?ay to get rid of this unpleasant family skeleton
is to abolish critical standards' and be a booster. We don't
, knox? X7hat to X7rite, but by jingo if x?e do we have the pen,
X7e have the ink, xje have the paper too. And so xie have
bulky histories of Canadian literature appraising the product
of every citizen x^ho ever held a pen, bulky anthologies
preserving almost everything, metrical that has sprung' from
j
a Canadian brain; little books celebrating the genius of
people x?ho in anothe/r country X7ciuld not get beyond the poetry
corner of the local |nex7spaper, rjeprxnts of Canadxan "classxcs"
X7hich not even antxquxty can render tolerable, respectful
consideration of inferior Zane Greys as lxterature — xn short,
an earnest and sxnqere desire to establish a completely „
parochial scale of values. *
'
One reply to this article came from Watson Kirkconnell, x?ho x?rote a
sharp letter to ,the editor in January, 1927, taking issue x?ith 'Bush.
In the letter he speaks of the "superciliousness of smart ignorance" and
goes on to mention MacMechan m

Halifax," "x7hose teachxng and x7ork° have

set'forth XTith equal penetration and far more sanity "and balance, the
i

jcultural xdeal for x?hich Bush pleads." He calls Bush's article "a distorted conception x?hich is perhaps natural to an ex-Canadian, XTriting
from an exalted seclusion among the Brahmins of Massachusetts" and "a
most regrettable libel." That MacMechan did not share Kirkconnell's
attitude is evident from the notice he gives Bushes article in "The Dean's
Windox/' of January 22, 1927. In this reviex?, Macl/echan drax?s ^attention
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to an anonymous article X7hich had recently appeared In the Times Literary
Supplement.

It, like Bush's article, had criticised the parochial

'nature of Canadian literary criticism. MacMechan XTrites that the Times
article "coincides X7ith the fiercely amassing diatribe of Douglas ^ish
*n ™

e

Canadian Forum" and goes on to observe that

- .,

both /writers/ agree m thinking our authors lacking in distinction,
though our Canadian critic in partxbus fidelum xs more
outspoken than our polite English cousin,,. .'Mr. Bush •
thinks 'The salvation of Canadian literature xrould be a
natxon-x7xde attack of xTrxter's cramp, lasting at least
a decade.? The Supplement critic puts in a good x?ord for
the Canadian X70men.
i

The point here is that MacMechan has obviously kept a sense of proportion
or objectivity m

his study of Canadian literature.

Consequently, he is

able to appreciate the accuracy and"the xTit of Bush's "diatribe". MacMechan
seems to share Bush's sense of mischievousness concerning the article.
That Bush intended his article to be somexThat outrageous is clear from
a letter Jarom him to MacMechan, January 4, /JL927^/: "My little piece
seems to have set a number of people by the ears.

I x^as thinking, of
1
'
course, of such x?eird compilations as ,those of Logan and French...'and Garvin."
From thxs one instance of MacMechan'>» involvement XTith literary
criticism during the 1920's in Canada^Vt is apparent that his responses
on any given issue are sometimes dif£icult\fco predxct and often quite
paradoxical. One might have expected him, apt example, to have shared
' Kirkconnell's high-minded attitude in this instance., Instead, there is
in MacMechan a streak of humour tha-t allox7S him to appreciate incongruities
in unexpected places. Many of MacMechan's contemporaries have remarked
on his sense of humour.

One of the most conspicuous comments,, made by

W.A. Deacon in Poteen

(19,26), a X7itty potpourri of essays on Canadian
V
'
46
cultural weaknesses, concerns MacMechan's rlchj sense of" humour.
Perhaps
one-vof MacMechan's'oxjh remarks might t?ell gloss this incident:. "Nothing

•

i
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differentiates people so much as' the 'things they laugh at,"

It *

should be noted in this context, however, that there X7ere some areas
in xrhich MacMechan x?as sensitive to criticism and would not brook it.
For example, a student article appearing in The Dalhousie Gazette of
October, 1929, entxtled "Pen Pictures Portraying Popular Profs"- drex?
his xTrath. The artxcle contained a rather inoffensive and probably
accurate carxcature of some of his x7ell=knoxm mannerxsms and X7as rather /
48
'
cleverly written.
To MacMechan, however, such a topic x?as apparently
no laughing matter, and his letter to the editor in the follox7ing issue
assumes a supercilious tone x/hich fails -to conceal the irritation of
49
*"
"
the X7riter.
.

t

<r Although an account of the development of "modernist" poetry
in Canada "is not germane to this discussion, it xs nevertheless important
to observe MacMechan*s position as a critic of poetry in the-light of
later developments m

Canadian poetry -- above all, to -notice that x?hile

he could scarcely be more alien to much of x?hat constituted the net?
and avant-garde poetry of the post-World War I period, several of his
major convictions are taken^tsp* approvingly by later critics, Broadus
c

and Bush, for example, say x?hat MacMechan had been saying for at least
thirty years -- that Canadian criticism x?as adolescent

§TX3L

provincial

and that, by refusing to apply strict standards of criticism to poetry,
Canadian critics x?ere doing a disservice to the cause of poetry in Gaaada;
they" X7ere "Vitiating xt through facile and unreserved praise.

It xo also

surprising to note that MacMechan, a member, one x?ould have supposed,
- *' > ^
,
50
of the "establishment" so strongly criticized by A.J.M. Smith arad F.R, Scott
as reactionary and conservative, should have anticipated their cxltl'cicmi
in many fields. Specifically^ MacMechan anticipates Smith's deleted 1936
51
*
"Preface"
that calls for something,"obscene" to jolt Caaa&taaa from

i3
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their provincialism.* MacMechan repeatedly argues that Canadian critics
• 52
must'stop xjearing "a fig-leaf" over their, mouths," fine example is this
remark made in 1921: "ay usual quarrel x?ith bur ydirag poets Is that they
are too prudish".

He does not define xjbat he means by "prudish" here,
a

9

a

hut one can Infer from x?hat he x/rltes elsex7here that it is ^their general
"tepidity" that he dislikes, and the lack o£ fresh perceptions in terms
of hufifan relationships that he finds aSpent from their poetry.

Northrop

Frye offers x?hat appears to be a deyelopmen{$%ond clarification of Shis
idea: "the colonial position of Canada is,.,-a frostbite at the roots of
-l

•Cs'

'

„

i

the Canadian imaginacion, and it produces a disease for X7hleli 1 think the
.best name is' prudery.

By this 1 do not mean reticence In sexual natters:

I mean the Instinct to seek'a conventional or commonplace expression of

•?

&

' 54 »«

an idea." '

MacMechan also asserts"that Canadian criticism will remain
0
• 55
infantile until the x?ord "x7hore" can be re-admitted to thev language.

Even though he x?ould not find sucfe dictlpn'acceptable ixsr poetrySw the
fact that he'would accept'jlfe in pre,pe is' revealing.

"\

-

'•

\ °

"'

\

In general, he

repeatedly isolated, diffidence as the distinguishing characteristic of
"Canadians, and he0is sardqnxc about the tepidity of Canadian poetry in "general, and ^especially love poetry:
Vs*

as\ for the strains that younc; Bros inspires,,* such X7ild notionb
never'seem to cross their /Canadian poets^/ cold and
• °
orfihodox iaagiaation. They languidly adjust their vapid
jrsgs&able loves with milk-weed and yarrox? and trillina, with'the
lalceo and the' woods. From their verses y^pUrould never
,
56 ,
gather that a woman X7as=* anything more than a bundle of ^clothes.
\
7,31 1
The p o i n t t o emphasise here I s t h a c though nacl|echan djld n o t « g r e e X7l£h „

k?

the iaeahs taken*by t h e new p o e t s and c r i t i c s . t o ' a l t e r Canadian "poetry

^ »

cta$;ng the poet-War p e r i o d , he would cepfcalnly h.,ave agreed tfs, tfe& eacl '*
toward which change xzas aimed.- Thlc-^M^

-put HOSE c i E p l y , was t h a t of

a c h i e v l a g a poetsry t h a t t7as "Canadian'"..; anil co r e f l e c t e d eomcerao' and
'
'
'
*

>u

<%-»

*

„

1'hrao peculiar to Caaqda la a nasaer wall able toehold iuc or:si la'any
' •
\
'
\

-

•

\
v*
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. company, w^t-i^out apology or puffery.

This concern with the creation s

of Canadian or "aatiyist" "literature of poxjar" leads MacMechan to attempt
t

a classification of authors into Canadian and non-Caaadxan that ,has been
criticised for its arbitrary nature.

For instance, Marjorie Pickthall

xras not a birthright Ganadian, and yet the discussion of .her poetry
occupies a disporportxonate section of Headwaters. While his application
v

•

,

,

of the term might appear arbitrary and idiosyncratic at tunes, MacMechan s
genuine concern with the problem" of x?hat constitutes a native literature
X7as central to his interest in Ganadian literature.

1

To turn, for a moment, to a further consideration of this matter
' of 'Ipanadianism" is to ,go to the core oi; MacMechan's XTriting as a critic

—

/
of' p'oe.try. As x?e have seen In Chapter •£, MacMechan's concern x?ith "nativist
a

f

r

"

' J-

xTritxng is Implied in his comments on the "exotic" nature of Tennyson's
poetry to a reader not bred xn England and familiar-X7xth the peculiarities
of the English landscape. A% the time of the publication of the Select
Poems of Tennyson (1907), MacIIschan had been submitting literary reviews '
and articles to jiex7spaperc for nearly a dozen years, and through these^
it M o possible to trace his developing interest In x?hat constitutes
"Canadian" X7riting»

The definition x?as important to any critic XTriting

at the time x?e are considering,"for' its Implications could be interpreted
vSFy differently1 according to the application of the term "Canadian".
As a term of approval, 'it often covered the patriotic content of a plpem
to the exclusion of Ita

intrinsic worth9 and ao a tera of abuse*, "Canadian"

x?as often used( synonymously for "adolescent18' or "non=BritlchM.
I«

Something

MacMechan x7rote near the end of his life illustrates the point and applies
In general toT.the period under coaciderations
Canadian Literature has always suffered froii the falcehood
of extremes-, over praise and unjust disparagement, A-cnall
clique of Superior Perooao, K O S C of ehesa Impotent acadcnicsD
x/ao Jaave new&v produced anything*, d^esy the eslotqace of

75

—--

Canadian Literature, X7ith the Thing Itself before their
eyes. Or elce they sneer. It Is easier, and safers to
sneer, than to be at the pains of bringing forth a book
which miglil? be subject to criticism. On the other hand,
the far "more conanon fault is praising everything xrritten
'by Canadians, often in terms which would have to be
modified ,lf applied to.Tennyson or Thackeray,, Canadian
critics are too soft-hearted (or soft-headed). They either
are unable to discriminate betxieen good and bad, or else,
for various reasons, creditable or discreditable, refrain
from doing so. And then the Canadian public is urged to
buy books, irrespective Of their intrinsic x?orth. The
Canadian public is good-natured and patient after long
experience In buying literary,gold bricks.57

Aga£n, MacMechan's comments seem strangely pertisent to conditions
(

1

*

at present m Canadian!laterary c i r c l e s .

A recent a r t i c l e xn Canadxan

L x t e r a t u r e sounds curioijfo?.y s i m i l a r t o JfeeHechan' s observations made" '
i n the 1920's:
One often hears the story about the president of Harvard
University x?ho, xjhen asked hox7 long It take's to make a great
university, replied, "Three hundred years"„ This same „ ' observation might^Be applied to the creation of a great
literary tradition. And ttiat is precisely what x?e lack In
this country. As a result it seems to'ae that the outstanding
quality of the average Canadian reviewer might be described
as fallur.e of nerve. WhcSn0 confronted x?it>h the sparklxng nex?
literature of His oxm country, he tends to be timorous, "
hesltent, or evasive; or, at the opposite extreme, he becomes
truculent, contemptuous, or vitriolic, If X7e can count on
him for any consistency, it is an almosc undeviating lack of /
enthusiasm for anything Canadian. Why, heavens, it might
stamp him ao being chauvinistic or provincial! This Is just
a single instance of our genius — for this xs x?hat it almost
amounts to <=>•=> for demeaning ourselves, o<a manifestation of our
infinitely boting inferiority complex. The contemptible
attitude of a'great many Canadians to one of our moot

,

distinguished original thinkers, Marshall McLuhan, la a
caae In point.53
It is perhaps in hio consideration of,this problea of*"Canadlanness"
that MacMechan ceems most contesporary to-day.
I

The question of what

'

constitutes a Canadian xjrlter has been under d'iseucoion for most of the
present century.

Pelham Edgar takes It up in 1916, saying of cases

that are in question that

§

V-1
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the criterion in these doubtful cases must surely be an
identification X7ith the interest of the country so complete
that a Canadian character is stamped upon the x7ork, or,' m
default of that, a commanding influence exercised by the
author upon the developseent of the country's literature.-*"
*
.
Elsexihere,'* Edgar has xrritten of the Canadian imagination and of hox?
it xs necessarily stimulated bj&gontact with' England*
I cannot imagine an Englishman emotionally stirred by k'j.a«
first contact with King or Yonge Street, Toronto. He lacks
the
backgrounds It Id reasonably different x?hen a Canadian
c
"first treads the pavement Of Fleet Street or Piccadilly.
His experience has behind it a long and starved initiation,
and his^appetite is stimulated by a sharp "hunger„60
Instances of similar considerations of the topic could be multiplied
many times, for the topic is still, apparently, central to Canadian
X7riting, James keaney's "The Canadian "Poet's Predicament" (1957)Vis
one of the more recent and more eloquent of these considerations:

p

You can stand anywhere in Canada — in the'country, the XTilderness,
or the city; you can stand' in the British Museum Reading Room,
you can-stand'm the Toronto RcfereneSKLibrary on College Street,
If you look at our native poetic tradition In the British Museum,
It all seems so pitiful; xfhen you put pen to paper ,m Canada,
say attempt to XTrite a poem m the Reference Lxbrary on
College Street, the native traditionHSeccmec ancestral,
B
important, and haunting,61*

The point to be made in considering all of these cc-anaents is that the
»
*
f
problem of "nativist" x?riting loomed large for MacMechan" and fot his

'

i

more thoughtful contemporaries, of whom Edgar X7as one>of"the most-eminent.
Far from belr|g simarfWa convenient X7ay of sorting "writers into categories
a

(Canadian and n o ^ & 2 ^ A a n ) 5 , the term had (and hao), to <do with an elusive
quality of mind reflected in the x?ork of a given writer and is involved ,
X7ith the writer'd relationship to.hic environment.

This relationship,

/MacMechan x?ould clajjn, subtly colours the XTriting of a particular author
and reflects a specific place in time and space. Again, MacMechan
- "
- = >
*
'
anticipates later criticism,, for the point he consistently made =- that

"a country comes Into/ existence only as it is written about" —
up some twenty years later by IJ^.K, Broxm,

is taken

In 1943n-Brown XTrlteo

A greCu, art .is fostered by artioto and audience possessing
in common a passionate and peculiar interest in the kind of
life that exists in the country xjherexthey live. If this
interest exists xn the artist he x?lll try^to give it adequate
expression; xf it exists in *the audience tney will be alert
for any imaginative x?ork X7hich expresses it from a nex? angle
cM X7ith a nex7* clearness. From xxhat XJOS said a moment ago it
XTIII be obvious that in a colonial or semi-colonial osmiuunlty
neither artist nor audience XJIII have the passionate oaa
peculiar interest in their immediate surroundings that is
required. Canada is a state in xjhich such an interest exists
only among a few. I have pointed out how Mr. Callaghan and Miss
de la Roche h{ive X7ritten as. they could not have XTritten if they
had possessed such interest. It jLs the same xjith Canadian <
readers." A novel X7hich presents the farms of the prairie, or
the industrial^toxms of south-xyestern Ontario, or the fishing
\
villages In the Maritime Provinces xjill arouse no more Interest
\
in the general reader than a ndyel x?hich Is"set in Surrey or
in the suburbs of Chicago. Canadian undergraduates are much
less likely than Americans to X7rite stories about their
immediate environment: their fancies take them to night-clubs in
Vienna "(rather than Montreal), islands In the-South Seas (rather
than in the St. Lawrence), -foggy nights in London (rather than
Halifax). It is almost impossible to persuade Canadians that an
Imaginative representation of the group in xjhich they live
could clarify for the reader his oxjn nature and those of his
associates.^ To the typical Ganadi^n_reader such a notion Is
arty folly". *I gi^CTffiuj\a8 a fact, and i\.offer as a partial
interpretai3i§bns at least, that moat Canadians~*c&p&]nue to.be
„ culturally colonial, that they set their gr<=at good place
somex?here beyond their oxm borders,^
It is clear that Broxm and MacMechan are in {agreementVon, many general
critical points. In one particular instance theirftcongruity is striking, »
for both single out Willa Gather''s Shadox73 on the Rock as an interesting .
instance of an outsider's vision'of 'a place being far superior to anything
63
'
5^'
produced, by "nativist" xjritercw-*-*
From the quotation above, tnenj it is evident that, In the ten'
years that had elapsed betx7eenwacl<2echan,!a death ltLl933 and the'publication.

p

'-"^

•

of Broxm's jOn Canadian Poetry in 1943, very,little had changed in rfie
'

a

"

-

"

i

Canadian consciousness as reflected in imaginative writing, or '"£he '
Literature ofsPowsr"*, ao MacMechan

XJOUM

call vit</ Indeed, ao has been

a

<i
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shoxm earlier in this chapter, MacMechan'apperception of the situation
antedated that of the-"modernist" Broxm by over three decades. In an
64
article, "Have We a Literature7", published m 1910, MacMechan makes
a number of observatxons that he retains, virtually unchanged, for
the remainder of his life: several are present! lin slightly altered form
* n Headx7aters. MacMechan speaks, in the article, of having raatched
the development of Canadian literature: "1 sat by the cradle of our\
national literature, and I have fdllox7ed its grox7th for more than tx?enty
years." -What he nox7 sees is that "Canada xs Istill in the nervous., halfQ,

grpxrn, hobbledehoy stage of natxonhood" and has not matured sufficiently
to be said to have produced a literature.

"When /a nation/ attains its

full stature and strength, the literature comes, for a literature is simply
the voice of a people, the most sympathetic and complete expression of
the national life. Like many other good things, it does not come x?ith
observation."

His prediction about x7haO X7xll survive in poetry is

^interesting to observe xn retrospect, both because of xts=-accuracy and
because it is virtually unchanged in Headwaters, demonstrating hox-7 little
MacMechan's ideas had changed m

the intervening years. MacMechan names

Gerin Lajdie's "Un Canadien Errant", Cremszxe's "Drapeau de Carillon",
"65
parts of Haliburton's x7ork, W.HT Drummond's poetry, some of Sara Jeannette
Duncan (particularly The Imperialist)., some of the ""more'sincere" x?ork
of Lampman*, Roberts, and Carman: he concludes this rather brief list x?ith
a peremptory, and refreshing, pronouncement -- "the retffc must go," Here,
In 1910, one sees an example of his astringent and personal criticisms
t

r

one of the canons upon X7hich that criticism is based is that, in poetry,
/
'
i "the half Is greater than the xjhole", as he repeatedly says,

'

J

»Almost a corollary to this assertion is MacMechan,'0 repeated
injunction to Canadian poets co "adopt the anvil theory of poetry," ^Hic

i
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image Is vivid here, for In it is contained hio implied understanding
of the making of poetry.

One thinks of the components of the image

and their relationship to the creation of poetry. ^Clearly MacMechan
has the Greek root "poieo" —

to make -- xn mind, for the image relates

to hoxj the poet-maker, like a smith, creates verbal artifacts, through
,0

acquired skill and industry,' from material that is normally recalcitrant

- J

•i

°

'

X7hen not handled under conditions of great intensity or "heat". MacMechan
r«j> -consistently employ^ Chic xmage m

hi\s discussion of Canadian poetry,

indicating 'that, if native poets are not to adopt this "anvil theory",
much --.in fact, most ~

of Canadian poetry ''must go". MacMechan's

year-end summary of developments in Canadian literature for 1910 -- and,
by inference, during the tx?enty-odd, years he has been an observer —

rein-

forces x7hat he says in "Have We a Literature?":
At home, the intellectual movement has not been marked
by, the appearance of "bay xjork of imagination* of even fifth
•^rate importance. Any Canadian fiction I have seen during the
past year is jewBfira,, and any verse either crude or spasmodic
We seem to have \lost^pr vever the clear, sx?eet melody of
Lampman, the Keatsian color of Roberts,, and the haunting A
lyric snatches of Carman...,Loaeau and Kfelligan seem to
have no successors,*>6
What he XTrites in 1910 changes wery little in succeeding yearss
the centra! points in his criticicm of poetry x?ere established early,
\

and hxs career as a^ critic X7as an'attempt to discover and footer Canadian
poetry.

What he had expressed in 1895, concerning the critic's duty

—

that of "speaking out" «- is consistently stressed in" the bulk cdPhls
*

XTriting.

»

i

Oae could X7ish^that MacMechan had pursued one of the p r o j e c t s

l e f t unfinished &% h i s death, t h a t Of compiling an anthology of v e r s e ,
,fpr i t presumably would <4iave been as personal and as^engagingly frank
im the o r i g i n a l i t y of h i s choice as Headx7aters x?ao l a t e r to b e .

A
'i

In 1912,''

8Q
MacMechan xjrites "One of these days I must compile The Canadian Book of

67
Versed

None of the anthologies I knox7 gives the real spirit of Canada,"

Among the topics revealing the "real spirit" of Canada, MacMechan
1

frequently citeS the effect of X7inter on the life of Canadians:

'

Canadxan poetry is nature-x?orship, follox7ing generally
> Wordsx?orth's mild pantheism, but the note of humanity is
rarely sounded and the note of passion, one may almost
say, /never, Wature-x7orship is found in the poetry of the
hot^climates, but, in addition, the deeper strain of passion fa ^
xs/conspicuously absent from Canadxan verse... . NbX7 the winter
^ of Canada is cold. We should boast of it, for forty-belox?
*i)5> one of our national assets, making it impossible for x?asters
and sluggards to live in the country. Anda it xs also vain
«**?
to deny that long Continued cold "does not get into the very
^marrox'7 and that it can depress the spirits horribly. Stead
\
k
has voiced this depression in a Little poem In The Canadian
Magazine, hut very little (none I might be bold to say) has
got into our poetry as a whole. The unclouded xrinter sun in
the clear blue sky, the ermine blanket of the snox?, the mere
I
physical brightness is bound to react upOn the spirits °
<° o'f the x?hole people. It is our X7inter much more than our
'summer xThich makes Canadians a race of optimists. Depression*
cannot hold out- against thd>( brilliancy of winter sunshine,.
/He goes on to quote Pickthall's "Frost Song"^./

w

From this rather novel approgch—t-e-eae- aspect of Canadian life -- and
poetry -- one can Infer some of -the originality? that might have been
evident .in an anthology such, as the *©ne he -prbpooed to compile.

The

"real spirit of Canada" X7hich he seems to have perceived can'be postulated
from some of his known biases and ideas. J Certainly he X70uld have can*
1

T

'

^

<r *

sxdered the "mild, pantheism" of much Ganadian na'tur-e poetry a manifestation
/ *
•>
' &
pf this, "spirit", and" in addition, he x?ould surely have included love
!***

'poetry xThere he" could find it in the "oold and orthodox',' Imaginations

*. V/

of Canadian poets. In addition, his_^"spirit of Canada" x7ould certainly
01

'

v

•

'

«.

'

"' "

include poetry of identifiable locale «—
i

"
"LOXT,

it

Tide on Grand Pre" and

<

"Santramar Revisited" were instances of the sort of poetry Mactjleehan'
considered fine in articulating a specific and highly localised s'enoe'o^f
$lace ia Canadian writing.

Certainly, too, his "spirit of Canada" would,

,«P '.

embrace French-Canadian xjriting and, in addition to the poetry of several
French-Canadian3 x7hom he admired *- Lpzeau, Nelligan, Paul Morxn, for-,
instance -- Maciechan xjould undoubtedly have included the dialkct-poetry
of William Henry Drummond.

For perhaps in the figure of D^unqjond, above
" "5>*

t

4

a l l o t h e r s , MacMechan sax? xirhat he x?ould have defined as xrhat x?as b e s t
in the " s p i r i t of Canada" - - the a u t h o r ' s career as a medical doctor,

^

I

'

t o xjhich the XTriting of poetry x?as t a n g e n t i a l , i l l u s t r a t e d for MacMechan

J

*

the happy union of l i f e and a r t .

He xjas fond of p o i n t i n g out t h a t , o f t e n ,
69
medical men "b4at the l i t e r a r y felloxjs a t t h e i r oxm game.1',
that i s ,
they x?r&te poe try as an adjunct to an active, humanitarian life lived
-a

'

separate from their life of introspection and XTriting.

Moreover, Drummond's

life and X7rititag occurred XTithm the context of French Canada, x?ith X7hich
he X7as familiar and in X7hich he served a vital role, and his" affectionate
understanding of French Canada shines through his poetry.
vr-sfeten

What has been

of Tennyson might apply, x7ith"mbdifications7 to W.H. Drumm6nd:

Just before the X7ar I as&ed an acute young critic of the
- '1
generation X7hich is-, leading the return to Tennyson, on
*
x?hat spe-cial quality he considered the poet's claim to
. ,*
immortality most firmly founded. To my surprise, instead
„
of referring to his supreme artistry, his command of verbal
J?
music, orchis unique pox7er of painting for that" "inward eye }
,*'which is the bliss of solitu.de ,J' "my friend ,s a id, "Tennyson"*
/ x?ill alx7ays rank amongst zhe first," because he is .the,"most
'*•'
human of the -great poets*" That is; 1 -think, a verdict -X7ith
)
. xjhich Tennyson himself x?ould h\sve been well content. ^®
Perhaps in* the, person .of W.H. Druscaond, more clearly than in any other*
single poet, MacMechan perceived- qualities he,,might have -summarised as
illustrating the "real ^spirit 'of Canada".

One can'only regret

1)

that%

MacMechan's anth6Logy never appeared;, for one suspects that !qiuch an
anthology x?ould have/served, in part-j to contradict the dour thesis
v»^v^""^

"

^ *
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"
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^

familiar from books such as,Margaret Atx?ood s Survival: A Thematic Guide
*.*<v
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M Canadian L i t e r a t u r e (19,72) t h a t Canadian l i t e r a t u r e ^reflects t h e grim,

/>.'
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and joyless achievement of simply surviving"in X7hat appears to most
Canadian X7riters to be a hostile environment.,

v

The publication of John Garvin's anthology, Canadian Poets (1916)
>

a

»

afforded MacMechan an opportunity to apply t<5,a particular instance his
general complaints about Canadian critxcxsm xn general. MacMechan and
Garvin obvxously had very different bxases xn their pdetic preferences:/
ft

Garvin's edition of the poetry of Isabella Valency Crax7ford is perhaps1 "
*

%•

the most conspicuous example of the gulf that separated the ttwo critics.

V
Whereas Garvin xjrites effusively of hen, MacMechan t o t a l l y ignores her
in

Headx?aters and h i s fax? comments about her are d i s M s s i v e a t b e s t .

•

-

For

*

example, he x m t e s m

«

1928,

_

'

o

The terms "poet" and "poetry" must_have nex? definitions
if the selections m this volume /A.M^ Stephen's anthology,
The Golden Treasury of Canadian Verse/ are "poetry" and the
xTriters of tliem "poets". By x?hat straining of plain
dictionary meanings, by what exercise of Christian charity,
__ by, wha£~drugging of^-the—critieal faculty cap Isabella Valency
Crax7ford, Charles Mair, George Frederick Cameron, E./Pauline
Johnson, Robert W„ Service, to name only a fex7, = be-"xrated
,j
"poets"?71
*

„

«

•

Garvin's comments on the various contributors to his anthology
are remarkable for their fulsome praise.

For example, he xmites extended1 <

and effusive introductions to the work of various "poetesses" x?hose
names are forgotten to=day and X7hose poetic talents appe-ar, from Garvin's
*

<

, *

!>"'

biographical notes, £o have been at least-equalled, in his estimation;
by their rank in society.

Perhaps the moot flagrant instance af this sort

of dubious praise from Garvin is to be seen in his extended treatment of
the x/Ork^of his X7if6, "Kathenne Hale", in" the 1926 revised edition.

/

His

remarks .on her poetry are supplemented by gratuitous, and rather embarrassing,<
\>
'
72
tributes to/her talents in areas quite unrelated to her xTEltlng of poetry.
In the case of Isabella Crax?ford, time would seem to have .vindicated Garvin

.

83

/

and made MacMechan's attitude to her seem the curious one. Hox?ever,
. on the xThole, MacMechan's criticisms of Garvin's anthology seem to-day
60 be accurate and trenchant.

He takes exception to the anonymous (and

presumably Garvin's oxm) "crtticrsms" of individual authors xn the>
anthology:
The crxtxcism Is Mr. Garvin's I suppose, x?here the name of
the critic is not appended to the extract. Wo one„can complain
ofJ b e m g under~estxmat;ed._ "Empty praise" is the most a
poet gets for his X7ork "as a rule, unless he xs a Tennyson, or —
a Service. No one \7ill begrudge our native songsters -such
a guerdoiS of thistledoxjn.
The reference"" here to Rohert Service is typical of MacMechan, x?ho

74
frequently deplores the popularity of Service's "vulgar" X7ritmg.
He^continues, giving his customary cautionary x7ords about Canadian poetry
in general:

(

T

\

I honestly x?ish that I could endorse all these pretty compliments;
* but 1 must utter a X7arning note. It is the ungracious duty
of a.patriotic eritxc x?ho is proud of these achievements and
essays in the domain of literature1! to assure our authors that
they have not „yet attained, neither are already perfect. I
read on and on, x?aiting to hear the note of distinction; I °
turn page after page loofe-xng for the sincere, fine, piercing
phrase, for the remoulding of tne old elements of thought!,
emotion and expression x?hich betoken the highly sensitized, -^
individual soul x?ith its special consciousness of Man and
1
Nature. Rarely do I find x?hat I am seeking for. Of minor faults,
the old familiar faults of musiciaaa performing before they
"have mastered their instrument, „perhaps the chief is want of
proportion. Rarely do I find the Intense concentration of
language X7hich betrays true passion. Poe held that a long poem
is a contradiction in terms. Our poets need to cultivate the"
epigram, to learn that "the half is greater than the x7holes"
and to ponder the x?ise old saying .X7hich enxTrapo the secret of „
Art, "nothing-too much," Sic cogitavlt.
increasingly, after about r915,/<MaeMechan emphasises his personal
-*
1
1 preferences for restraint, harmony, and'beauty in verse. He had long
" „

75

J

'• .insisted that "x?hatever else poetry has, it xmist possess beauty and truth"
if it Is to.be poetry.of the highest order. MacMechan, apparently feeling

> r

X

84
himself increasingly alien to the currents beginning to appear in
Canadian poetry in tha form of "'modernist" XTriting,entrenches himself
'

|
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more firmly as a "Victorian"

and recapitulates his ideal for art and

literature:

1

When I x?ant something to correct my judgment of modern art
or literature, I have only to lift my eyes from the paper
I scrax?l so industriously, and let them rest on the little .
earthen x?6man that stands on my table, in the light of my
study lamp, Allittle fragment of the infinite Greek "charis",
sent by a kind heart across the sea, she stands there eternally
fastenfeso her peplus over her left shoulder and never finishing
her charming task. There is simplicity and dignity of design,
endless harmony of details duly subordinated to the xThole, ua complete and precious^ thing, ever satisfying and ever nex7.
By qui'et harmony she xTins her x?ay: yet she is anything but
cold or dead. The truth of colour is one, and the truth of the
"round" is another. So some living and lovely Greek girl....
stood m some forgotten statuary's studio ages ago.

This statue represents for MacMechan a form of artistic accomplishment
that is"for him an ideal and perhaps most closely approximates to the
Greek* ideal of beauty. It represents for him values he perceives in
"great" poetry -- simplicity, dignity of design, harmony of parts in
subordination to the X7hole, the moment arrested0rn time -»- all of xvhich
are aspects of poetry MacMechan! X70iild call "great". This paradigm also
represents for him a point of departure for his"basic incompatibility
x?ith "modernist" poets, for example, X7ith T.S. Eliot.
Much of such poetry, MacMechan feels, contains subject matter alien
to the precepts of his mentor, Ruskm: "£.M_/y master Ruskm, discredited
critic though he be,( taught me that °lt is an insult to x?hat Is really
_ '\
great in /art/ to suppose that it in any x?ay addresses itself to mean
7 oa
or uncultivated faculties,'"

On this ground, as well as on'tlia ground

of its inappropriate form, MacMechan finds Robert Frost's "Cow inVpple
Time" an incredibly bizarre instance of mqdernist "poetry":

\
<^ \

, c»
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v

For another taste! "Gentle Reader, please_tell me hox7
you li*lce_Robert Frost? s rustic vignette / Here he quotes
the poem/. No. This is not a comic poem. He is a
serious-minded person, "intent on high designs." The
picture of the distressed animal is undoubtedly true to
life, but somehox7 I x?ant t & laugh. 'And I think of ( .
The friendly cox? all red and X7hite,
(I love X7ith all my heart:)
'
She gives me cream XTith all her might.
To eat x?ith apple-tatt.
7Q
Personally I prefer Tusitala's point of viex?.
T.S. Eliot's poetry seems to have irritated MacMechan on several

r-15 grounds, Eliot's subject-matter, for one thing, often displeased
MacMechan, and his pedantic allusions appear to have done likex/ise.
Both of £Hese irritants are present in the follox7ingvparody of Eliot's \
"Burbank",' xjritten by MacMechan in 1933:

f °

Elijah paid
Contacted
When Junius
/He moaned

his little bill
atl the Grand Hotel
Brutus made his X7ill,
like Caesar as he fell.

> v„
/
/

%

/"
/ Consumptive sculpture in the sky
Passes skyxrard x?here the radios pine
Meanly, but Odin's s i n g l e eye
Had pierced jfche s a n d - e e l ' 0 r a d i a n t spine,""

;

*

The oxen in a double yoke
Had hauled the, cart the x?hole seax7ay
From Downing Street. And then it broke,
So Ancient Pistol had to pay.
The explication x?hich follox7S the poem parodies both Eliot and the earnest
Q

*
source^hyjiting and sense-hunting critics:

f

&

;

Let me follox? th£ shxning example of the Great Elucidator
/presumably"Theodore/ESSpencer „ My poem Is about Halifax,
the Warden of the Honor of the North, the Eastern Gatex7ay
_£f, Canada, The first stanza is merely expository ,., Elijah
x?ith his /biblical praenomen is plainly a rustic, a yokel from
Ecum SecxiW, or Kedgemakoogee. There are tx?o grand hotels in
Halifax, Vrobably responding to the urge of local patriotism,
Elijahlpuc up at the Novascotian. Naturally, after having paid
' his bill in part*, he made his X7I11, assigning all his remaining
property to the hotel aforesaid. Life held nothing more for him.
Caesar moaned, "Et tu. Brute?" as he fell at the foot of
Pompey's statue. So did, Elijah, making his X7ill. The «
* reference in "Et" to the consumption of fdod in die hotel Is

86
unmistakable and very subtle.
"
And so on. The intelligent reader only needs a hint
here and there to unravel the rare significance of this
lovely, lovely boem .... if this exposition does not
satisfy the inquiring mind, I have half a dozen more up
my sleeve". The beauty of poetry llike Mr. T„S, Eliot's
(and mine) is you can have a score of interpretations of
it, no tt70 alike, and all equally plausible.

'

Earlier, he had spoken out against modernisteppetry in general.
X7ith its "imagist puerility" and the "recent fad/., such as the rampant
adjective."

"Vers libre" he finds' unimpressive,-' quoting Heine's "You

ecu Id have said all that m

good prose." He goes on to observe that

though the broken lines of the form Gave a "Certain stabbing affect",
and though "the abrupt lines take on rhjjsfim of their oxTn", after Matthew
Arnold's experiments in the same form (such as "Rugby Chapel" and
"Empedocles on Etna") "chare is no reason to get excited over the
82
'modernity' -of vers libres."
His remarks on an anthology of "nex7 poetry" in W l 7 , though not blindly intolerant, indicate his basic
reasons for preferring "traditional" poetry:

„

So, XTith a mental reservation., ,1 stretch out a hand of
xrelcome to The New Poetry (Macmillans m Canada), an
anthology edited by Harriet Monroe .and Alice Corbin
Henderson. There are/all kinds of verse in it, goods
bad,'indifferent. > There are wall, knowa^-names like Rtxpert &
Brooke, and those not so well knoxm like Esra Pound*,.,..
There are old models and-old subjects; there are nex7 ^subjects
(like turbines and steam-shovelcf treated in nex? X7ays»
So every one may take x?hat he likoa^fjpm the feast,, and
reject X7hat he dhooses. My mGnEQijgeservation ig implied
in these wordes "No man having drunk old X7ine "L,traightX7ay
desireth nex?; for he saith, the old ite better,"83
In many,ways, this summary statement comes as close as it is
\

possible to come to MacMechan's, reasons for disliking much of modernist
\ poetry.

It xxould seem that MacMechan x?as too old at the time of the
-,
^ inception of such poetry to change his tastes, and heotaakes no apology
for not changing: he, in, effect9 maintains a "to each hxs fawn" attitude

t>
)
U>
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\
tox?ards preferences xn poetry, though he is often goaded into "comment
\
by a particularly irksome appraisal of modern poetry*, One interesting
instance of this tendency comes from an entry in his 'journal X7hi.eS
records that he attended a conference in Ottaxra in May, 1920, at x?hxch
hxs respected colleague Pelham Edgar presented a paper on modern poetry"
Papers xn the mornxng, I could hardly keep my chaxr xtfhlle
Pelham Edgar gave x?hat he called a paper on the poetry of
the twentieth century, relatxng everything to Hardy"and the
Shropshxre Lsyd, Hxs "manner xms hesxtatmg and his reading
of poems unimpressive. Had no chance to reply, but? took
notes1, Told hxm afterwards that I x?as, going to Vxctoria
/Victoria College, where Edgar taught,/ and naxl up my 95
theses to the door, '
V
It-is possibly xn relation to the poetry to emerge from World
War I that a reader to-day sees MacMechan's attxtudes to poetry as those
or\a bygone age, Hxs posxtxon as a critxc of poetry becomes xncreasingly»
ditetficult to maxnt^rin, as thxs comment mxght suggest: i"0ne unforeseen
V

<

product of the x?ar, X7as an unusual crop of poets,

Thxs fact should be
f

x?eighed against the prevailing pessimxsm: for poetry, if xt means anything,
0
86
means presentation of the xdeal,'-8"
Apparently, for MacMechan, the moot
sxgnifxcant poetry to emerge from the x?ar x?as poetry of the sort John
McCrae wrote in "In Flanders Fxeld". MacMechan frequently cxtes ths?s
^?

'

.

*•*

<^

is.

poem as the sort of idealistxp and positive presentation of one aspect
b

of the X7ar vthat appeals to his Carlylean sense of Duty, In contrast to

4

such poetry X7as *the "realistic" poetry of, for example, Wxlfred Owen and
Sxgffied Sassoon, x7ho x7rote of the horror, X7aste, and futility of the x?ar.
Such "ne.ga^ivlsm'!, devoid of'idealism of-any sort, no mattlar hox/ X7ellXTritten, x7ould naturally bother MacMechan, and he therefore excludes such
poetry from his consideration. He had long maintaxne'd that poetry's function
87
is "to communicate joy"
and to present an ideal that "enables us to
.-*—-*
"
88
' '
'
'
enjoy life,* or endure it,"
"In Flanders Fields""meets both these re>

'

/""^

quir'ements for him, „. 4v

88
MacMechan frequently offers an account of the sort of solace
, poetr-y is capable of~providing for readers. Hxs favorite instance of.
this consoling function of poetry^is his account of a simple man, a
e

-t

X7eaver i n Lancashire, xrho^, having suffered the l o s s of h i s xTife and a

A*
JAA

favorite son, is able to recite from memory Tennyson's In Memonam.
• Thxs feat, especially as achieved by an unlettered person, speaks to
MacMechan of the pox?er of poetry to help us transcend our" unfortunate
circumstances and bring us peace of mind.

It is not surprising, then,

that given this bias in his appreciation of poetry, MacMechan should
find*much of the poetry to emerge from the First World War very distressing: its pess-xmxsm, xts realxsm, xts dxctxon a^l xj'ent very much against
the grain of xfhat he xrould style "poetic". It\isNxn thxs sphere of hxs
crxticism that MacMechan's. judgments of poetry seem to-day most datfed,
for xn attemptxng to preserve an "xdeal beauty" in the face of the sordid
realxties of the x?ar and the general mxlieu of his latter yeans, ,-MacMechan
takes on a sort of falsetto voxce -- one xs not convxnced bv/xtfhat he
X7rxtes3 and has the uncomfortable sensation that he himself xras .not,
,
/
either.
' .
**

p

.

There seems to be a forced optimism i n h i s x-rritmg p e r t a i n i n g
x

to the War that indicates a tendency MacMechan occasionally manifests
of„appearing publicly to adhere to ideals of x?hich he is privately less
sure. His^emphatic comments on the x7isdom and goodness of the Canadian
public in accepting the poetry of Marjorie Pickthall X7ith enthusiasm is
but one example:"As a,patriotic Canadian, 1 consider the instant popularity

.

*

.

v. "

of Miss Pickthall's first volume proof positive that our people are sound
at heart and every additional indication that she is re^cT^and enjoyed
89 o
\
confirms mypelief."
Another Instance of something slightly false

6
89
m his criticism,is his public insistence on the "glory" gf the War,

In

his journal hi*is far less convinced'of this glory and often questions
"• the x7hole enterprise, X7hile noting that he must keep up the appearance
* •

90

of confidence, so as not to undermine the morale of-those around him.
Related to thxs tendency in him is the fact to emerge from MacMechan's
correspondence X7ith one veteran of the war that by 1929, at least,
MacMechan X7as familiar x/ith and close to one ex-soldier's complete "dis.

o
0

illusionment XTith the x?ar and xts aims.

F.M. Salter, m

a long serxes
91
of letters to MacMechan, indicates his disgust and hatred of the x?ar.
Furthermore, it is apparent from these letters' that Salter had, in Mac-

r
Mechan, a sympathetic audience for his viex?s„

*

The point here is that

c,

MacMechan, in rejecting,some modernist poetry, particularly in rejecting
most x7ar poetry, cut himself off from much imaginative writing emerging
from the conditions of the time in which he x?as living.
While one can understand, and to some .extent sympathize x-7ith,
his distaste for this form of poetry, one can also perceive clearly "
MacMechan's limitations as a critic of poetry. His avoxred chief accomplish-»
»
ments as a critic enhance this vxettf, for the ttro literary "finds" of his
career X7ere Marjorie_ Pickthall and Paul Morxn, both of x7hom seem heavily
"romantic" today, WrjLting xn December, 1924, MacMechan expresses unequxvocally this judgment of the x?orth of the tx^o xrriters:
And yet there are some infidels x?ho refuse to believe in
the existence of a Canadian Literature. We began X7ith
nothing a century ago, and not only have X7e produced a
multitude of books in French and English m prose and verse;
but a consxderable body of criticism on that literature.
No gne can call it "great"^ but, if "The Drift of Pinions"
and "Le Paon,d'Email", to ci"ba typical cases, are'sjot .poetry,
x?here is poetry to be found?^2
His concluding rhetorical quest! on might to-day be anx?ered xn T?ays he
X70uld hardly have expected.

Nevertheless, this quotation indicates

v

"*•"
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MacMechan's positionvas a critic very clearly, for in championing the
type of poetry he preferred and appreciated, he X7as outspoken, knox?ledgeable, and rare in Canada. k His criticisms of poetry, formed in a vamshe'd
age, X7ere applicable to a relatively small area of modern life.

As he

himself asserted, the age in xjhich he lived xras "sordid"; to discover the
place of poetry in such an age X7as no easy task, and it x?ould appear
that the criterion he applied —

in general, a love <o£ Beauty, Truth,
.»
and Goodness -- xras a luxury in a xrorld"fe/lthout fixed beliefs, "While
o

'some of his judgments, then, seem justified to to-day's readers, many
others seem arbitrary and old-fashioned -- that is to say, they seem to
place poetry at a remove from' ordinary life, making of it a guide to
a higher life.

In this attitude —

(

x?hich x?e, and MacMechan himself,

readily identify as "Victorian" -- he seems quite outdated„v A.J.M. Smith „
t

has singled out this fundamental tenet of the old tradition in MacMechan's
|
Q
IF
writing X7hen, in his Introduction to Masks of Poettry (1962), he writes
the present collection of essays, 1 am afraid, X7ill emphasise -and this may not be the least of its services -- the lack
of any single unified but comprehensive survey of our
literature. We have never had one that x?as really adequate.
Perhaps the nearest approach to it x?as Archibald MacMechan °£=.
Headx7aters of Canadian Literature; but that x?as written '
thirty-five years ago, and though it is graceful and enlightened
it is interesting nox? chiefly as a still impressxve monument
-*
to the genteel tradition that used to domxnate the Marxtxmes
and Ontario. 3
What, then, is MacMechan's place as a critic of poetry in Canadian
literary history?

In order to assess his place as it might fairly be

seen to-day, it is useful to consider his criticism m

four categories

—

the standards of his critxcxsm, its originality, its scope and, finally,
its influence,

i

1 /
/

From the foregoing quotations it is apparent that MacMechan, in

his day, X7as ax?are of x?feat George Woodcock has called the "double standard"

\t

91

in Canadian criticism, by X7hich a book tended at one time to %e immoderately
praised (or sometimes damned) because of its Canadian origin. .Woodcock ,
notes that "except in the columns of provincial nex/spapers, /.the tendency/
94 \

I

is almost a thing of the past.

But only of the >recent past."

Certainly

such a statement as the following, xjritten irf 1^Q5, required qualifications
i>

^

"Avant tous, je suis Canadien," xs my motto, as X7ell as
Sir Francis Hxncks's, though'not quxte xn hxs sense," .The *"
chief reason fo.r the exxstence of this cajuserie is to keep
one journal's /Th/> Montreal Standard's/ constituency xn
j touch X7ith all ma.-ifestations of literary activxty xn our
I Canadians, As a causeur, I am a Canadian, and I count
nothing Canadian as foreign to myself, I assume (arid I
/ thxnk I am safe in assuming) that my readers feel^this
interest as much as I do."-**

\

MacMechan here appears to be defending hxmself agaxnst possible charges '
of being narrowly chauvmistic 3 as well a£ proclaiming his ebullient
nationalism*.

His concern with maintaining

two extremes is evident m

a position between these*

mudh that he xjroteQ

In 1912, for example9 he

speaks of the xnsularity of Canadians:

n

I greatly fear that X7e have become comparatxvely indifferent
to the blame or praise of the distinguished and intellxgent
forexgner. We are too busy; we have too many bxg thxngs „
on hand xihxch must be carried through. It xs only just
to ^add that very fax? travellers at any time have^been
severe upon our faults and faxlings. We have^never been
•
criticized as harshly as our neighbours souBh of the line.
Canada has never,, had xts Basxl Halls and Mrs. Trollopes and"
Charles Dickens's. , Possxbly x?e are too vague even to arouse
criticism...,""
,
In 1914 he expands on thxs xdea:

& *

•,

i.

Outsxde opinion, an external standard of tas£e should be
called in to redress, the balance of conflicting provincial
viex7s /xn criticism/. If a Canadxan x7ork does, not please
London and Nex? Yorks xt may bey assumed that"some essentxal
qualxt-y is lacking. There is an absolute standard by XThich
literature, Canadxan, or any other, can be judged. ' *'

'<? •
v ''*

By the end of 1923 he is confident enough of the quantity, ifj nbt the
*

q u a l i t y , of Canadian x7ork t o remark " I X7"lsh I could confine myself t o ,the

"7

a *

^

"•&•

Mf

(*

x7ork of Canadians; and I XTish I could do nothing but p r a i s e , "

Hefev

X7e see a c r i t i c who i s eages to f o s t e r x?hat he finds x?orthy in a n a t i v e
l i t e r a t u r e , xjhxle as* the 'same time keeping firmly in mmd, standards of
excellence t h a t should hold ax?ay XTxthin the n a t i v e country as x-?ell as
x?xthout.

In t h i s emphasis on t h e n e c e s s i t y for i n t e r n a t i o n a l standards
- - ,,,
*

in Canadian crxticism MacMechan x?as somethxng of a lone voice at the "
txme of his main critical XTriting — an* observation thaj: leads into a
«

'

*

**

consideration of the second point, the originality of his'criticism.
.
•
-.
""

o

»
1

That his criticism was original and personal is evident co-day * '

simply by comparing it X7ith much of x?hat x?as being x^ritten at about the
same time.1 Archibald MacMurchy's "criticism" in his Handbook to Canadian

1

Literature consisted largely ©f bfographlcal information about contributors,
4

*

t

x?hil(e J„D, Logan and John W, Garvin both xTrote bombastxc prose that is
»
*
-**
to=day embar-rassxngly fulsome, and L o m e Pierce, in his Outlxne of Canadian
\f"
- r - — —
Literature, simply gave a catalogue of CanadxaiTxjrxters, MacMech«M"s
xirork, by comparxson? xs personal* fresh, and trenchant. What Millar "
MacLure XTrote of MacMechay is relevant here. He says "there XTere giants
in the land in those "days, but they were .primarily great teachers; their
bibliographies are short,' but the memory of them is long. Such xjere W.J„
Alexander (1855-1944) of. Toronto /.and MacMechan's predecessor at Dalhousie/,
x?hose only important published x?ork is An Introduction to the Poetry of
Rober-t Broxmmg (1889), /.and/ Archibald MacMechan (1862-1933) of Dalhousie,"
.MacMechan reveals the breadth of his critical activities. In devoting
"*
*In saying "1
"count
nothing
Canadian
as 'foreignof
tovalues
myself"*;
*
'a great'portion"of
his
life's
xrork to
the inculcation
In^Canadian
r
'
poetry, he attempted to see Canadian XTriting as a xjhole, as distinct )from
the tX70 great bodies of English poetry that impinged on it and influenced

93
it -- the literature of Britain land the United States. Although he XTas
emotxonally responsxve to both countrxes, he nevertheless attempted to
hold hxs crxtical faculties apart from any specifically national ties.
He xrauld have claimed that the sort of objectivity he practised is simply
the exercise of objective judgment and is o^e of the critic's foremost
duties.

MacMechan's emotionalities x-rith Britain came, bbviously, from

his x?hole literary background.

Various articles xnritten by him are

suffused XTith an attachment to things British, particularly XTith an

o

attachment to two institutions, the universities and the monarchy. His
'
' . ,
100
I
^
for example, offers a rhapsodic and highly romantic
'Oxford for a Day",
account of his visit to D.C. Harvey in Oxford m

1911 when Harvey xras there

as a Rhodes scholar, MacMechan's articles x-rrxttten for the Halifax "Herald
cov-ermg the coronation of George V in the same year are also instances of
101
this vein of anglophilia"in MacMechan,
As for the American side, his
0 f

*

»

o

f

[

ties X7ith the United States, particularly x-rith the Nex-r England universities,' »
«J

gave him an understanding and a respect for one aspect of American life.

t

«

But about what he perceived as"American crassness and materialism and
slip-shod standards as applied to xrord usage (he deplored American slang)
*

e

i1

*"

he i s v e r y d e f i n i t e *-- he believed fehis s o r t of "Ame[ricanization" x?as a
I
'
102
/pernicious and dangerously subtle influence on Canadian life.
Moreover,
in attempting to survey Canadian literatusej and especially* Canadian,,
poetry,, MacMechan took into account French-Canadian xvrxting to a degree
shared by fexT of hxs contemporarxes„

In his conscientxous championing

of s"Sveral__J5rench<=-Cananxan poets (particularly in HeadxTaters) and his '
diftiful translation of them, a task he perceived as incumbent on him as
QL
a/fully "Canadian" critic, MacMechan took on a critical tdsk fexT other
critics before or since have shared XTith him.

/:<$
k«%\

II

« . ., „

o

«» "
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Finally, one comes to the most difficult task, the assessment

of MacMechan.1 s influence as a critic of poetry.

Perhaps his influence

can be appraised as accurately as, possible on the evidence of personal
letters to him from readers of his critical xiritings, A list of eminent ,
literary figures XTho appreciated his xjriting, specifically his criticism
of poetry, X7ill indicate the scope of his influence. Ray Palmer Baker
speaks, ife^a letter, of having come under MacMechan's influence,as a
103
' '
;
critic.
As XTe have already seen, Douglas Bush heartily endorses'Mac'
104
Mechan's xrork as a critic of poetry.
oG.H. Clarke expresses his high
'opinion of HeadxTaters., m contrast to his lox* opinion of Logan's Highways.
*
*
adding, in a subsequent letter, "I have always^ felt awa^e of you at your
post in u[ova Scotia as a sane, capable, depend^ile critic and teacher, vand
as the respected and beloved Dean m th< teaching"of English; in the Dominion

.'

1105'
of Canada*. \5

'\J

Carl Y. Connor, having read HeadxTateFs,, writes "You° seem"

to have kept your\oxm viewpoint x<dthout being over-influenced by conventidhal cr/tic\sm*T It is interesting to see your emphasis o n the Frenchv
'
* :io6
'•
Canadians...,"
W.A. Deacon, one of those to remark on the "eastern"

5

•'

s

. -

bsas in. Hgadwaters, and one of the most outspoken critics -of MacMechan s
"
"
>
.
omission of outstanding names in it, nevertheless' w r & e s privately of his
107 .
*^ .
' .
appreciation" of the hook.
Robert Falconer (a highly regarded friend,of

'
*•
°

D

MacMechan's -- he had dedicated The Winning of Popular Government /1915/
to him) X7rote, generally endofsxng Headx7aters„ xdth the rider "I notice
v.

/*"

«..

°

some omissions, the one xtfhich struck me most being t h a t of D,C„ S c o t t ' s
poetry which /Pelham/ Edgar thinks very good indeed, and / W . S , / Milner
*
108
.
* i
.
admires the accurate s t y l e . "
Lorne P i e r c e , too, though misspelling
"Headxraters" as "Headquarters", sp'-SScsof h i s regard for l|acMechan' s xrark
109
^
- - *' V^>
^
'
i n general,
BraK^ Sandwell, upon hearing rumours of MacMechan^s r e t i r e - /
y
'
'
*
^
- .
ment from t e a c h i n g , xnrites " i f so, I have no doubt Jhat^you are r e t i r i n g

J%^

*
'

95
^
'
110
pour mieux sauter to your real vocatianxof critical authorship."
Malcolm
W. Wallace feels that MacMechan, in Headx7aters, has "done a really valu111
able service to ^Canadian literature,"
These comments readily establish
112
some individual responses to at least one facet of MacMechan's xtfork.
J?

'

,

Perhaps the comments, already quoted, by Desmond Pacey and A.J.M. Smith
x-d.ll serve to provide a general estimate of the significance of MacMechan's

C

rk as it appears to-day to two contemporary crifics and scholars. 0$^
cMetchan's influence as it can be inferred from the list of his students*

xtfho later became prominent in the arts, C.L, Bennet has xrritten the most
/ J

complete and succinct ac'count"
'

,

^

a

*

A teacher must be judged not only,by. the generality of his
studentsj but also, and professionally thxs xS the acid
test, by the select few who proceed to advanced work m
hxs subject. Here again,'Dalhousie has a good record for
. „ . MacMechan set by hxmself a standard that has cabled
for the best efforts of his successors. I have mentxoned
<=*
Garnet Sedgwxck, who came to Dalhousxe m 1898, Vook
*
y
Honours xn Greek and English, went to Harvard for his Ph.\.
and influenced the teaching of English m Brxtxsh Columbxa
for over forty years. To Harvard also he sent two students
who remaxned as Professors: K.G.T. Webster, the medxevalxst
whose specxal library xs now one of the prxzed possessxons
•»
of the Dalhousxe Library, and John Tucker Murray, XThose
xrark on the Elizabethan dramatic companies is sjill the
standard. Also m drama, Roy MacKenzxe, better knoxm for '
his pioneer work oh Nova Scotia ballads, x-rrote a scholarly
>
history of the English morality plays, and James W. Tupper,
who recently "endox-red a ppst-graduate scholarship in English
for Dalhousieans going on to higher degrees elsewhere, became an authority on the drama of the Restoration. Moving „
from these examples;to my oxm time, X7e shared, among others,
Arthur Jewitt and Max MacOdrum, both of x-rhom beV^me university presidents as x^ell as recognized scholars„ "Roy Wiles,
nox? Head'„of English at McMaster and author of <thetstandard
Canadian guide to research-xrriting in the Humariities and
the late Harold Wilson, who though he took only a pass B°A.8
obtained 'from IJacMechan's last year (as I recall) of English
2 the passport to a course under Kittredge of Harvard that
ultimately led him to a high place in Canadian scholarship.Ai3

Perhaps these comments give some perspective to a consideration of MacMechan's influence.

^

96

a
To-day, his judgments ar^ interesting in revealing hxs, breadth

tf

tandxng as xTell as hxs high crxtical-standards, Both of xThicb:
,
*
,
he /applied sedulously to Canadian literature for over forte/ years. A

8

"v

'

y

comment he made tox7ard the end of his life *sums up the attitudes^rme can
*

& '

' ^

"

perceive to-dayi in M s criticisms of poetry', X7here, though Ke at/jempted to
maintain'standards, he recognized as "dated", he nevertheless ^Jreals

a

XTide visiVj of the critic's task. "Privately, my belief is that the
*

*

v

"»

challenge of the nex* school to the unthinking adherents of the old school
and the ensuxng battle are all to the good. J^rgnk differences of opinxon
i
"J
I
' *
114
* property fought out are better than x?hat the Germans call 'graveyard peace'$
, As a crxtxc of poetry, MacMechan x/as certainly ^tireless and/vocal part- .'
- icipanti in the "frank differences of opinion" that characterized the
I

a

'

,early years of Canadian literary criticism.

'
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t Notes to Chapter II
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' 1DW, May 9, 1908
2,See below, Chapter III.

. y
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3""See
r
references throughout this thesis' to himself as "Victorias".

4

4T
DW, November 29,. 1913. Aloo DW, February 24, 1917.

5

r

A' -

, John Hollox7ay, The Victorian Sage;: "Studies in Argument (London:
Macmxllan, 1953), p. 1.
~~*1
"
6
'
'
'
°OW, June 6, 19Q8.

*v

/

DW, June 6, 1908. The phrase xs derxved from De Quincey's
"Lxterature 'jbf Knox7ledge", xiihich'has the poxxer to ,instruct, as opposed
I'to "Literature of Power", XThich has thd poxTer to° move the! reader.
8
'
Louis Dudek and Michael GnaroxTski, jbe Making of Modern Poetry
in Canada (Toronto: Ryerson, 1970), p. 25.
9
MacMechan, HeadxTaters, p„ 135.
x
This is a phrasie he very often" applied to himself, Nnfe,
hoxTever^ that MacMechan's most recent .editor considers it ag a poaaible "misnomer.
See M.G, Parks, ed„, HeadxTaters of Canadian Literature, p. xii.
DW, February 29, 1908. ~ ^

*

,A
Vs

,

12
One of the fex-r exceptions to this comment is MacMechan's
inclusion of "Nature Pitiless" from In'Memoriam. HoxTever, xn its context
xTXth the other more affirmative selections from the poem, the effefit
of/lines such as "Nature red in tooth and claw" is considerably tempered.
'
13. •
•
'
(J
MacMechan, Selections frco T5nnyson, xlii.
%
TiacMechan, pp. xl-xlviii. 'For an extended consideration oft, „
Halram's criticism, see Frederick S. Boas, "Arthur Henry Hallam"\_ Queen's
Quarterly, 3CLI(1934), pp. 203-204.
-'MacMechan, Select Poems of Tennyson, xl i i ,

>

16-This point provides him XTith the basis for x?hat is perhaps
his most (bften repeated criticism of Canadian verse -= that "it demonstrates
/ ^ e poet's disregard for,the craft ©f verse. Only by 1923 is he able to*
| detect an improvements "it seems to me that our Canadian poe'ts are
improving in technique" (DW, February 3, 1923).
17
/
MacMechan, Headx?aters, pp. 223=226. "Note hete that even the
image of the poetess appears to be taken from Tennyson's "Lady of Shallot".

c?

y
18
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See Appendix A,
~.» -v^.}
4
* DW, November 16, 1907.
20.DW, December "~
17, 1910..
_
, f
21
*
MatthexT Arnold, "The Function of Criticism", m The Portable
Matthex7 Arnold, ed. Lionel Trilling (New York: The Viking Press, 1949), ' *
9

pp.

248-249.

&

*

'

'
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00
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'

•*Matthex7 Arnold, "The Study of P o e t r y " , op_. c i t . , pp. 307-308.
23
' '
Lxonel Trxllxng, I n t r o d u c t x o n , The P o r t a b l e Hatthexj Arnold, p . 2 3 .
24
See belox7. Chapter I I I .
j ^
25
DW, 'JuJ.y 23, [1921.
*,
26

D W , June 24, 1911.
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ft

27

!
DW, January 14,11928, "Pedantry" xs actually not a display of
"inexact" knox7ledge so much! .as a display of superf luous' or irrelevant
or inappropriate knox7ledge, MacMechan's use of,,the term is eccentric here.
28
D W , -April 25, 1908. A n entry in,his journal for March 14, 1918,
also ifidicates his essential humility:, "Talked too much, and about"my oxm 1
work, of xjhich I am always ashamed."
*
29
C.L. Sennet}, private'letter, April, 1976,
\
30

The Week, October 1, 1892.
"
--31
1
Claude Bissell, "Literary Taste in Central Canada During the
late Nineteenth Century", Canadian Historical Reviexf; 'Vol. X X H ( 19.50), -p6„ 243.
»

*>-

Desmond Pacey refers to He'adxTaters of Canadian Lxterature as
"a pioneer s t u d y xn "The Study of Ganadian Literature", The Journal of
Canadian Fiction, Vol, 2, (1973), p= 68.
o
The Week,October 8, 1892.
34
See above,, note/8,
*JC

"*

Pacey, "The Sf;udy of Canadian Literature"*,' p, 6.7*,"'*'
MacMechan's res^fonSe ,'to the histories of Marquis and Roy is
interestxng, Revxexdng them xn DW, Aprxl 18, 1914, MacMechan is obviously
stimulated in hxs oxm project of XTritxng a" history, as he mentions- for
'the first txme in his'published XTritihgs an idea that XTIII take,, shape
as HeadxTaters. Speakxng of Marquxs' history, MacMechan says •ahate^books
of Canadxan xnterest "cannot escape notxee from a critxc x?ho xratches' *
eagerly all stxrrings of the Canadian spxrit, through his loophole of
retreat »..«, My oxjn tendency in XTriting an account of Canadian literature
XTOuld be to throxT up' the really conspicuous achxevements against a dull
drab background of tentative 1 mediocrity. I xjould set quality alx?ays

. J 6"
\

°

?«

'
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.

'' '

before q u a n t i t y . T",xTOuld heighten^the l i g h t s and darken ^ h e shadoxTS.
» ( ''
I xrould give more' splace and d e t a i l e d c r i t i c i s m €o the r e a l l y good t h i n g s ,
an
<i l e s s to the i n f e r i o r , " •E^vie~x7ing R.P. Baker's A H i s t o r y of English ->

,J

/

' .Canadian Literature to the. Confederation (DW,"February 19, 1921),
MacMecbJan virtually kives three' cheers 'for the book,,xjhich, unlike most
° Canadian books, is decidedly not "diffident". ("Diffidence" Is the
quality most characteristic of -Canadians, MacMechan repeatedly claims.)

v

Xn "tfeLs reviexT, he offers* as an image of Canadian I x t e r a t u r e the doable
stream of the OttaxTa and S t , LaxTrence^rivers m i n g l i n g \ t o form one.
'
Thxs i s , presumably the germ of h i s u/sefc-of t h e image in HeadxTaters.
r
37
\
.
„",
DW,-January 19, ,1924.
I
- •

"

i*
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*
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For an account of this influence'on Canadian academics, see f
the article by Robert Falconer cited above, Chapter I, nofce 7. '
—
39
' A
*->
° L o m e Pierces An Outline of Canadian Literature (TorontcS:
.Ryerson, 1927), p'. 3.
*

,

MacMechan calls both Baker and Rhodenizer "compe'tent men"
(DW!, December 17," 1927).*

«

-

°

^Pacey, "The Study of Canadian.Literature", p. 68.
I

-

-

42

_

4.

"

»

*

v

"*•"?. Canadian Forum x-ras founded In 1920. For a good discussion •
of some of the central issues of its early years, see "a nscent article
by Sandra DjxTa,' "The Canadian Forum: Literary Catalyst", Studies xn
Canadxan Literature (Winter, 1976), pp. 7=25. *DjxJa speaks of the "flood
of Canadxana" appearing in the 1920's, "a tide of activity augmented by
{* the Canadxan Authors' Assocxation and not to be rivalled untxl the 1960°s"
(p. 18). One xs* reminded, here, of MacMechan's great enthvfsxasm "for the
^f""potential xxorth of the CanadiaiTAuthors' Association, In 1§21, he^cites
*" "the formation of the-Association as" "the event of 1921",'and later he
expresses his belief in the Association's influence in "creating "national
unity":°"The C.A.iL has undoubtedly excited a XTidespread interest xn
the x?ork of Our oxrat xTriters, -and there is no doubt in my mind that this • *
, movement makes for national unity. British Columbxa reads Sam Slick,
and Nova Scotia reads The Prairie Child, and the English-speaking provinces
' read Maria Chapdelaine even in translation and the foundation for a common
,' understanding Is being laid. Of the cf.A.A. let us say 'Esto perpetual'"
' (DW, April 19, 1923). . „

'/
'

^ 3 See Dudek and Gnarowslci (ppo 24=27) for a discussion of this article,
DW, September 9j^1923s "Some time, ago one of our clever young university
men complained in the Forum about the lack of original sin in Canadian
life, and consequently In Canadian fiction. -Being ironical, his plea
XTas naturally misunderstood and several Superxor Persons took him solemnly
to task for attempting to mndermine public morals. But he X7as quite rxght....'y

/
44*The
0
phrase is from Dudek and GnaroxTski, p. 25,
45,
Bush, "Making Literature Hum", The Canadian 'Forum (October, 192ft') I

>

v-" " "
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*
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^°MacMechan's review of Poteen appeared in DW, Jan. 1, 1927, "See
W.A. Deacon, Poteen (0ttax7a: Graphics, 1S^6^, pp. 209-211. Also see
letter Sept. 26, 1932 xn xjhich he asserts""you have a peculiar genuxs
for the humorous reflective type of xjritxng",,
*'l>W, October 1, 1921.
,
if
48
, -—"~*
-A
i This article is reproduced in AppendixB simply because, like
many caricatures, this one contains .a g r a m of truth that xs perhaps
nox?here else .to' be found. The artxcle reveals aspects of MacMechan's
mannerisms that have been alluded to,by many people x?ho remember IIIKH , .«»,
Ernest Buckler,cin a prxvate letter (August 27, 1976), referring to
MacMechan's publie self, x-)rxtes ""I'm sorry that I can't recall .any
particular instances xtfhich might serve to illuminate his "persona'.
Which x?as nevertheless rich, „variedj, and unique to an extent X7hich
sdmetxmes eclipsed his pen."
*/
49

'
.
"
*
*"
The letter is signed/'One Who Knox?s Better", but from internal
evxdence is xwuld appear to have beepf X7r«-xtten by MacMechan,
5 One thinks xmmedxately p f Scott's^well-knox-m poem, "The Canadxan
Authors Meet", and associates %X XTith MacMechan, who was local president
of the Canadian Authors' Association at the time of its formatibn on
March 16,t 1921, untxl October 11, 1929. See Helenl iCrexghton, A Life in Folklore (Toronto Sj McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1975), p^ff45, for an account of .
the Halifax branch and MacMechan's influence-m it. °
Si
Reprinted in Dudek and Gnarox7Ski, pp. 38-41.
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'

3

TJW, March 7, 1908.
53
» '
DW, February 5, 1921.
Frye, "Canada and Its Poetry", Canadian Forum (December, 1943)"
Reprinted in Dudek and Gnarowski, p. 86.
_
a
.. 5 ^DW, March 21, 1914.
56

DW, March 7,-1908?

57
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\

DWi, Jiily 27, 1929,
;
58
Phyllis Grosskurth, "The^Canadxan Critic", Canadian Literature.
#46(Autumh, 1970)*, p. 57.
x
•>
Edgar, ''English-Canadian Literature" in Cambridge Hi story '"of
English Literature, Vol. 14, p. 343.
'
TEdgar, Across My Path (Toronto: Ryerson, 1952), p„ 24.
61 ,"
^
James Reaney," "The Canadxan Poet's Predicament", University of- .
Toronto Quarterly, Vol. XXVI, #3, April, 1957. Reprinted in Masks1 p,f Poetry
edited by A.J.M. Smith toronto: McClelland and Stex7art,-„1962)t, p. 111.
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62

E.K. Broxm, On Canadian Poetry (Toronto: Ryerson, 1943), p. 14.

MacMechan says this repeatedly. See, for example, DW, February
29, 1932. See E,K„ Broxm, Willa Gather: A Biographical Study, completed
„by Leon Edel (NexT York! Alfred A, Knopf, 1963), pp. 266-286.>*

64,'Have We a Literature?", The Montreal Standard , Mw-i
h 19, 1910.
°->In g e n e r a l , "«P.
MacMechan xTas out of sympathy i-rith Haliburton and
much preferred the x-nriiings 6f Joseph HOXTC. See l e t t e r -t>o D.C. Harvey,
Easter Sunday, 1925.
'
,
66.
DW, January 7, 1911,
.67.
DW, June.7, 1913,

68

;*-

DW," June 7f=*-19l3.

69

DW, May 29, 1926.

70

Charles Tennyson, Alfred Tennyson (London: MacMillan, 1968), p« 541,

71
'
*
* DW, August ll,."]-928.

*
*

'

"V"*'

.72

>ee John W.1* Garvin, ed„, Canadian* Poets (Toronto: McClelland &
Stexrart, 1926),kpp. 280-281.
' T W , .March 3, 1917.
See his extended comments on Service m
See also DW, December 9, 1916.

HeadxTaters, pp. 219-220.

75
*
"For one reared xn the true faxth, that poetry,° XThatever else *,,
xt has or haV not, must possess' beauty and-harmony, such 'poems' are not
poetry at all." DW, February 12*, 1910.
76
f
He reiterates this point many times. See, for. example;, DW,
June/6, 1925: "1 am an old fossil, a Victorian sentimentalise."

77.

DW, March 16, 1917.

. 78
DW, February 24, 1917.,

79

BW, October 4, 1919,
80
DW, February 18, 1933.
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DW, September7 30, 1916,
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DW, September 30, 1916,
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BW, May 2ft, 1917.
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DW, May 26, 1917.

85
MacMechan, prxvate journal. May 21, 1920.
86
O0
DW, January 28-, 1921.
87

DW, June 19, 1926.

(

88
BB, May 25, 19'07.

„

N

•*

,
*

DW, May 23,>914',
3
"
See his private journals, Winter, 1916, for many examples of
Loer
his retioence.

91.
A portxon of__one of_Salter's letters will underscore this comment.
In an undated letter /c, 1909/ Jie x-7rites_pf an experience in the trenches:
"I"broke, cried, couldn't et*gp crying, /.the major/ gave me rum to buck
me up, but it x-ras hours before,.the racking sobs left me =- and the major's
arm over my shoulder, and his kind voxce tryxng to comfort me. Comfort
couldn't help me — I dxdn 1 ^ know x-rhat I x-ras crying about? I hadn't the
1
faintest idea X7hy I should be crying, but the tears continued to burn
doxjn my cheeks. More an4 more, as I read the 'paPers on Armistice day I
thxnk of that affaxr; and, the heart-broken child sobbing hxs heart out
there in the dug-out, and not even knoxiTing x*hy he was crying, symbolizes
the utter futility of the-xtfhole thing. Some day perhaps I shall find
the xTords and the*voice to stop the hideous mockery that Armistice Day means,
TXTO minutes xThile the vacuous faces look.west and continue chewing gum!
The x7orld must be told tjhat the thing to do on Armistice Day i s \ o go
about its«.business, and not even thxnk of such a thing as war on that day
or any other," See Appendxx C for MacMechan's reviex* of Robert Graves*
Good-Bye to All That*, Written in 1930, it indicates that in his latter
years MacMechan's viex?s on the war had altered somex7hat xn that he
i
speaksr quitte frankly of xts stupidxty and futxlxty,
i

1

92
DW, December 13, 1924, For* an interesting comment on Pickthall's
romanticxsm as having been possibly a stage in x?hat might have been her
later development as a serious poet, see Northrop Frye, The Bush Garden
(Toronto: Anansi, 1971), pp„s 86-87.
93
A.J.M. Smith, Masks of Poetry, p„ x.
*
94 J
George Woodcock, A Choice of Critics (Toronto: Oxford, 1966),
p, XVI,
95
BB, September 8, 1905. ,
i

96
DW, November 18, 1911.
* ' »
97
DW, May 2, 1914.
98

DW, December 29, 1923.
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99
Millar MacLure, "Literary Scholarship", in Literary History of
Canada, gen. ed. Carl F. Klxnck,_pp.0533-534.
100

c

"0xford for a Day",, The Canadian Magazine, August, 1912.
The tenor of thxs article can be perceived from something he XTrote to
Harvey in a letter- of March 10, 1912. Speaking of his visit to Harvey
at Queen's College, Oxford, MacMechan says "I tried to immortalize
that day I spent X7ithin Queen's hospitable x-ralls. I'll shox-r you the result
some time, if you're goodi,"
The following ^articles appeared m The Halxfax Chronicle:
'
"King George Goes-'fo be Croxmed" (June 23, 1911), "Hallowed the King"
(July 11, 1911), "The Royal Progress" (July 13, 1911), and "The Strength
and Splendor of England^s War" (July 17, 1911). Later, in July, 1925,
MacMechan indicates his belief that a x?istfulness tox7ard the Mother Land
is inevitable and right, but cramping for "nativist" sensibilities (DW,
July 18, 1925).
TMacMechan is eloquent on what he sees as the American influence.
In DW, March 18, 1911, he speaks of "the murrain^of American vulgarity
disseminated broadcast by means of moving pictures, posters, illustrated
nexTspaper supplements, prints, post-cards, and cheap magazines. Vulgarity
and commonness are earmarks of American ^ilgar&ty, and "New" York is the
home of vulgarity.„.America has no art; the commercial atmosphere is
fatal to it." In 1916 he speaks of the necessity of Canada's independence
of American influence:^ "our tacit xdeal is to become...a smug greasy
replica of the Unxted States, xtfallox<nng lp a warm mire of materialism.
The sooner Canada declares /her independence /of the United States,/
the better" ("Declaring ouf Independence", The Canadian Courier, December 2,
1916).
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Ray Palmer Baker (b„ 1883), author of A History of EnglishCanadian Literature to the Confederation (1920). Letter to MacMechan,
May 2, 1922.
l)ouglas Bush, letter to MacMechan (undated, d. February, 1927).
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George Herbert Clarke (1873-1953), head of the Department of
English, Queen's University, 1925-1943; chairman of the editorial board
of the Queen's Quarterly. Letter to MacMechan, April 21, 1930, February 5,
1931. -=™-~-~-=^«v
Carl Yoder Connor (b. 1890), author of Archibald Lampman:
Canadian Poet of Nature (1929), Letter to MacMechan, March 23, 1925,
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*
William Arthur Deacon (b, 1890), literary editor of Saturday
Night, 1922P28; reviex7er-for Mail and Empire, Toronto (Globe and Mail),
1928-59, author of@several books of humorou's essays. Letter to MacMechan,
December 30", 1924,
'
I';
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Robert Alexander Falconer (1867-1943), president of the University
of Toronto, 1907-1932, "Milner" is William Stafford Milner (1861-1931),
professor of Greek and Roman history at University College, Toronto.
Falconer, letter to MacMechan, December 8*, 1924. See also MacMechan's
"President of Toronto University", Canadian Magazine, July, 1910.
<•-
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L o m e Pierce (1890-1961), editor of the Ryerson Press "from
1920 to I960; donated the L o m e Pierce medal of the Royal Society of
Canada to be axTarded in recognition of distinguished service to Canadian
literature; initiated the Makers of> Canadians-Literature series (1923) .
Letter to MacMechan, March 8, 1928.
150
Bernard Keble Sandx7ell (1876-1954), head of the Departrt^nt
of English at Queen's,University, 1923-25; editor of Saturday Night,
1932-51; one of „the organizers of the Canadian Authors' Association, and
its first secretary. Letter to MacMechan, October 25, 1924.
Malcolm William Wallace (1873-196CQ, author of English Character
JSUl t n e English Literary Tradition (1952), and^The Life of Sir Philip
Sidney (1915), member and head of-the Department of English, University
College, Toronto, 1904-44, became principal of University CollSge, 1928..
(See MacMechan's reviex7 of Wallace's Life «of Sir Philip Sidney, DW, May
5, 1916). Letter to MacMechan, December 5, 1924. See alsjo Wallace's
reviex? of Headwaters, in University Monthly, November, 1924." ""*"'
112
Three other reviex-Ts1 of Headx7aters might be noted. Bliss
Carman's favorable reviex* appeared in The -Commonweal, February ll>*-a925,
Wilson MacDonald's critical reviex? appeared in the Kingston_Whig3 November
8, 1924; and John W. Garvin's predictably unfavourable review appeared
in the Canadian Bookman, January, r925.
,
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/
C.L. Bennet, "Archibald^MacMechan", Papers of the Bibliographical
of Canada, 1964, 20*.
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DW 5 August 25, 1924.
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Chapter III
MikcMechan as Critic of Prpse Fiction

j

It seems likely that Victorian intellectuals still
considered the novel a vulgar form to xjhich anything
was permitted. But serious poetry xTas for them another
matter, once the poet-prophet donned his singing robes
his expression assumed a special sanctity, and was to
h e saved for noble and earnest pronouncement, •*•

-

,

»

This quotation suggests a reason for x-tfhat seems paradoskcal, m MacMechan's
critical writing taken as a -whole — namely, the very different standards

"

'

-i

he appears to apply in his ctx^txcxsm of poetry and of prose fiction.
i

i

-"

From even a cursory reading of his criticism of the tx-ro genres as it
^•~-a

exists, for instance, in Headxiraters of Canadian Literature, it is obvious^'that MacMechan looked for and appreciated very different qualities in
the poetry and the prooe he criticised.

One might wonder, on reading

HeadxTaters, X7hat critical standards could enable the same man to write
enthusiastically of both Mar.jorie Pxckthall and Sara Jeannette Duncaa,
xirriters who seem to be poles apart temperamentally and stylistically,

"f

J

The "ansxTer lies in {{art, at least, in 'the quotation above^ MacMechan
XTas typically "Victorian" in applying very different standards to poetry
,

and to prose faction, probably for the reason suggested above — .that
the novel was still considered by mos't intellectuals' to be a relatively

'j
vulgar form to x-mich anything was permitted, while poetry was the most
ii

>

-

i

"n ,

Q . -

"

elevated of literary forms. To begin.a discussion of hisi xrork as a critic
of prose fiction, thea^, is not to make an arbitrary division of his work
>
into convenient compartments, but to underscore the txro literary forms
t

I'

'

as different and thus to emphasise the very different standards of criticism he applied to the pro. Such a division clarifies some of his judgments
and resolves some of the apparent contradictions in his critical standards'.
One might begin such a discussion chronologically, XTith MacMechan's
0

first published article of serious prose criticism, the one for xThich he
105
«. . •

*
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is perhaps best remembered to-day. His article on Herman Melville's
Moby Dick, "The Best Sea Story Ever Written", appeared inathe Queen's
' 2
Quarterly in October, 1899. The article is remarkable as an early
k

-

appreciation of the novel, and antedates the revival of xnterest in
Melville by almost thirty years. Many scholars have commented on the
unique position MacMechan s article holds. For .example, William Lyon
Phelps, Lampson Professor of English at Yale University, ,Xi?rote m

1929

Ambrose Bierce and Herman Melville are running a race
'" * ;,
for posthumous recognition. LexTis Mumford's biography
of Melville, both xn its thoroughness and in xts appraisal,
• xs a sign of the times. ' It xs pleasant to see that
he xs aware of the fact that Archxbald MacMechan,
Professor of English Literature at Dalhousie College, Halifax,"
called attention to Melville after he had been completely
forgotten by the world; so that ""MacMechan should be
' remembered noxv in the heyday of Melville's fame.
v ?
~"
Some night you'll fail us, xvhen afar
You rise, remember •one man sax? you,
*
Knextf you, and named a star.q
"u ^
V.L.O

Chittick Xirrote "xvhen xt comes~to pointing out Melville's most

<L _

'\T

-v

*

memorable descriptions /and/...many other things^m Moby Dick, Archie
4
'led all the rest'." Northrop Frye says flatly that MacMechan x-ras the

I .

5

firstjcriticto apprecxate Melville.

In The Recognition of Herman Melville

(1967), Hershel Parker outlines the state of Melville's obscurity at
the time MacMechan's article was published and reprints MacMechan'sjarticle
in its entirety in the section "Academic Neglect and Prophecies of Renoxm:
1884-1912". In outlining the plan of his book, Parker sketches in the

I

*

background in a xTay XThich makes one.appreciate the originality of MacMechan's article:
/In The Recognition of Herman Melville/ there are no
selections for 1877-83, x?hen Melville xras only perfunctorily
'.
mentioned in textbooks, encyclopedias, magazines, and
nexTSpapers. The second section, "Academic Neglect and
Prophecies of RenoxTn, 1884-1912", covers the period of
Melville's near-oblivipn in America and his groxTing recogniftife^

*

"

'
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—'

in England by a fex!? literary men. Apparently, his hooks
X7ere passedwlovxngly from friend to friend among groups
of English xnriters .... '-James Thomson introduced John
W. Barrs to Melville, and Barrs' friend Henry S. Salt
"was brought into touch- xd.th Herman Melville" through
his biography of Thomson. Salt then inferoduced Moby-Dick
to William Morris, who began quoting it xd.th "huge gusto
apd defight?'. The leading critics of America's
,
age,or gentility were-not fitted to appreciate Melville,
but by the 1890's a few Americans XTere enthusiastie " ,
abput Moby-Dick as well as Typee and Omoo and were beginning
to {iommunicate*their excitement to their frxends."
From thxs general comment one can appreciate somethxng of MacMechan's

»,

orxgxnalxty m writing of Moby-Dick x^hen he did. That his uniqueness x-ras
if

recognized by at least one of the group of "literary men" of whom Parker
speaks is evident from" s. letter written to MacMechan by H.S. Salt in
February, 1900;

'

8

It is delightful to read so hearty an appreciation of
"The Whale", accustomed as one is to hear people say
that they "have never heard" of MelvilleI
Still, there are some good judges and real J^vers of
literature who have done justice fca MelvilLa's
grearaess, e.g. J.W. Stedman, in Nexw-fBrk and Robert
Buchanan in England. William Morris^ I' happen to
know, delighted in the "Whale".
\
MacMechan's interest in Moby Dick dated back to his adolescence —
that is, to a time somewhere before 1880, m

all probability. He speaks

of having read the book in "a dusty Mechanics' Institute library of a
8
„
little flntario hamlet", presumably referring to Picton, Ontario, X7here
the MacMechan family lxved before Archxbald MacMechan's enrollment at
the University of Toronto in 1880, As early as 1889 MacMechan had x-rrxtten
to Melville that he was "anxxous to set the merits of £ his_/ books before

I

9

the public" and ha"a -received a reply from Melville apologxzxng for not
being able to send MacMechan partxculars of hxs biography:
I*beg you to overlook my delay in* acknoxtfledging yours of
*the 12th"ult. It x7as unavoxdable.- •>
Your note gave me pleasure, as hoxir should it not, xzritten
xn such a spxrit, '
v
But y„ou da not know, perhaps, that I have entered my i

y

^
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eighth decade. After tx?enty years nearly, as an Outdoor
Customs House officer, I have latterly come into
„ possession of unobstructed leisure, but only just as,
in the course of nature, my vigor sensibly declines.
„
What little of it is left I husband for certain matters
as yet incomplete, and which indeed may never'
be completed.
'
I appreciated, quite as much as you would have me, your
friendly good XTill', and shrink from any appearance to
the contrary.
Thinking that you will take all this, and xtfhat it implies,
in the same spirit that prompts it, I am very truly yours,
10
Herman Melville
When MacMechan's article was published m

i

J

1899, his enthusiasm for

Moby Dick was therefore a conwiction that he had held for some txrenty
11
years. While the article itself will be taken up elsewhere,
it is
important to establish at this point that it represents an instance of
MacMechan's" critical acumen -- idiosyncratic, personal, and^" independent

•#**>.

*

of prevailing opinion. This sort of judgment is the basis, for better
and for worse, of much that he wrote, and Headx-raters of ..Canadian Literature,
12
for example, has been both praised and blamed for its critical attitude.
1 *

&^

In hxs vaettf of Melville^ MacMechan's judgment has proved "prophetic",
*•

A

, to use Parker's word, for time has amply vindicated both Melville and
- -MacMechan, While i\t may be argued that mere co-incidence of personal

„-„

taste and chance led MacMechan to his pioneer x-Tritmgs on Melville, yet
this wise judgment is actually typical of his evaluation of "ftrriters. One
is apt to be misled by the fact that many of his critical judgments have
become so commonly accepted that their originality in his day is forgotten.
To indicate some of these attitudes and judgments is to get at the heart
of MacMechan's postioh as a critic.
i

1

As xTe have seen in the previous chapter, MacMechan's avoxred
vocation of critic XTas explicitly modelled on Matthex-r Arnold's x?ork.

\

Like Arnold, MacMechan sought to preserve and present to an essentially
'

"Philistine" public the best that has been thought and said, and in this

^
J
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x7ayto set standards, by'-means of "touchstones" of great X7riting, in
v

a n age he perceived as one *of unparalleled materialism.

MecMechan's

Weltanschauung did not really modify XTith age, indeed, if anything, it
grexT-more grim.

J '

In 1933, just weeks before his death.,, he appears to

have had an almost apocalyptic vision of society "noxtf x<re are living
in the midst of x-rhat may turn out to be the fifth act, the climax of
13
the play, the final catastrophe, the doximfall of western civilization."
He does not appear to be referring here to any specific event, but
rather to general trends in science and psychology xjhich a're subverting
some of his cherished standards, and the comment seems*to be a part of
the melancholy that infuses much of XThat he wrote throughput his life.
For instance, x-rhat he writes in 1895 is very similar m
xrrites m

tone to x?hat he

1933" in 1895 he asserts that "the secret is the human touch.

We are lonelyJ creatures, we men-^and
ien-^ani x-romeit. Apart we are helpless, we
1
move m a great darkness, and we like to know that our fellows are not
• *
14
.
far from us."
In a private letter of 1932 he writes "we are comets
hurtling through space, X7e greet, and then x<re pass.

How truel!

Chilly
15
but true.... May the B£w Year bring us such happiness as is possible."
He looked back on the Victorian Age as a time of enlightenments saying
that "coming generations may look back upon the. nineteenth century as the
one brief rift in the clouds of desolation xtfhich have always overhung
16 '
poor, blind, stumbling humanity."
It is from his position, then, as a critic sympathetic to the
aim and tenor of Arnold's critical ideas that MacMechan begins his
career as literary reviewer for several Canadian periodicals.

Through

this medium, rather than from his teaching, he seems to have formulated
his criticism of x?hat most concerns us in this chapter, ttanadian fiction.
His career injjthis sphere follox7S an interesting pattern, one x?e have/
observed earlier In his xTork as a scholar.

It appears that MacMechan's

110
interests in the criticism of prose fiction move from an international
ff
scope into the narroxrer field of Canadian, or "natu&ist", criticism

—

X7hich is not to imply that it x?as therefore provincial m

For

attitude.

a brief background to this observation, hxs evplutxon from xnternational
literary concerns to m o r e narrowly Canadian ones is interesting to observe.
As the Dean, MacMechan repeatedly remarks on his duty to revxextf XThat is
put before him, but that his interest is increasingly shifting tox-raTd
Canadian matter. A t one point h e goes so far as to say that if h e had
his w a y , he xrould review nothing but Canadian writing — an assertxbn that
would be rather extravagant even noxT, and certaxnly xras remarkable then,
17
in 1923. It is a particularly emphatic remark for a revxex-rer xtfhose
influence was widely felt.

Rudyard K l p l m g , for example, reportedly read
18
and commented favourable on the column.
*»
MacMechan was no novice to newspaper book-reviewing x-rhen, in 1905,
he began to XTrite for the Montreal Standard.

His most notable work had

been done for GoldxTin Smxth's Toronto-based paper, The Week*, MacMechan
had written articles xn The Week durxng xts thxrteen year.s of existence:
£9
as he himself put it, "I sat b y Its cradle and I followed its hearse,"
»
<
After the collapse of the paper in 1896, MacMechan wrote for several '
Halifax nexTspapers, notably, for The Acadian Recorder and the Evening'-Mail,
in x-rhich he] XTrote a column under the caption of "The Irresponsible,

o

Indolent Reviex-rer", H x s fxrst sxgned artxcle in The Montreal Standard
X
*
appeared on September 3 0 , 1905, and was entitled "Canadxan Literature:
A Private View" J On M a r c h 7, 1906, MacMechan begins hxs XTrxtmg as
"The D e a n " under the heading "Book and Beaver".

/
/
/
,

From the title alone/

one can detect the nationalxstic bxas of the revxex-rer. His introductory
column xs'x7orthy of extensive quotation, for in it he outlines XThat
x-ras to be a twenty-severt year involvement XTith contemporary literature,
and, partx<2ularly, XTith Canadian literature:

/

J\
The slightesc-reflectxon, the slightest knox7ledge of °
facts, shoxtfs that in eyery nation there is a remnant,
a saving fex-r xirho devote themselves to the things of
the intellect and the imagination. These the nation is
proud to couht as its representative men. Go to Finland,
Boston, or Argentina, and you XTIII find this true. Ah,
but our Canadians do not take first rank, they are not
knoxm "to the x-rorld, and that harts our pride.
fee nativist literary movement in -Canada in the last
txTenty years presents distinct features and outlines
"to the observer xrho has noted the- facts. Verse came
first, and then prose fiction, Lampman and Parker
leading the txro divisions. The output, in bulk and
variety, is worthy of attention, and greater things
are yet to come. The books in question could have been
x-TTitten only by Canadians. Generally, outside recognition
gave our xjriters their place, and extra-Canadian markets
gave them a living, , , . Their royalties would not have
bought them shoe-strings. Our oxm people were apathetic,
until London and Nextf York began to praise and to buy.
One reason for our apathy, XThich now is passing axray,
was the quality of our criticism. In the past ,
Canadian books have been either over-braised or else ,
unduly disparaged. Both methods have made the public
suspicious, and doubgful if any good thing could come
out of -- Canada, At the present time, criticism has
a useful function* to perform. -It can over-look, commend,
praise, and interpret the literary movement. In rare
instances, it may call attention to faults. Because there
is Only one standard,by which Canadian literature
should be measured,-- the highest. But its chief aim
should be to interpret. The school of Jeffrey, Lockhart,
and Macaulay were zealous for order, for putting
people in their^places, for ax-rardiag judicial praxse and
blame; they loved the literary tomahawk and scalpingknife. But Samte-Beauve showed us a more excellent
xTay. He taught us that the chief aim of the critic
should be to understand his author and help others tounderstand hxm.
To crxticize our rxsxng school of Canadian literature in
thxs spirit is the axm of thxs department.. X ..desire to
keep the readers of The Standard informed.on the subject
in its progress and continuity. The formal reviexTers
give an account of single "books but I XTish to note rather
"the significance of the single book In its relation to the
larger x7hole of the national life and the national
literature. My method I would make less formal than that
follox?ed in regular reviexTS, -- to discourse, necessarily
xn monologue, but as 'you xrould talk to a friend," '-•=
the method of the causerie, in fact, 1 XTish to be free to
comment on XThatever shapes our literary activity takes,
brle'fly, or at length, as the case may seem to require,
\ And while my chxef axm is to interpret our nativist. literattire in the making, I may deal with non-Canadian xrarks,
as^time shall serve. My cognizance explains itself. The
beaver xs our totem; he xs a proverb for industry; and he
is devouring a book, I look to him for xncentxve. My

motto is the motto pf Quebec; for FWish to IOOK- before
and after, and act ,as a literary memoVy for mi/readers,
should I be so fortunate as to have'anY, 'Jefme souviens.'
I propose, further, to do what no reviewer ok causeur
* has hitherto attempted, — to reasrgstfes^Mie/fact that
Canada is a country xTxth a dualylanguage^jfl a dual literature,*' I propose to-give, for/the benefxt/^f English
readers, some accpttjjfe of the/works\produced by\nur
compatriots in French. Having been for many years a^ ^ '
student of French, and' deeply interested m the journalism
and more permanent and serxous xtfritmgs^of Quebec, &
1
desire to do x-rhat I can to. pYomote a good^ understanding
between the txro great sections" of our people. It can
0
do us only*good to knoxtf each other better. 'Tout comprendre, c'est tout pardonner.' Literature offers a
- common meeting-ground above the storms of party. English
.readers should be informed especially on the development
of historical research in Quebec at the present
time. Much excellent XTork is being done m the xray
<3>f biographxcal memoirs, and hxstorxes of parishes,
orders, and institutions XThich ought to be better known. . „
Both in French and" English, I xmsh *o devote attention
to minor publications, that do not come wi,thin, the ken
of the ordinary reviexTer, the brochures, pamphlets, papers,
essays, transactions of learned societies, xrhich have
all their place and importance in the development of our
intellectual life. The xnriters of such things generally
publish at their oxm expense, and look for no rexrard
beyond the consciousness of duty done. It is only just
to give them the recognition they deserve. The Canadian
public ought to knoxT something of its scholars, as .xrell
as those XTho XTeave their web from their imagination.
•
Gentle Reader, if you have followed me so far, you XJIII
feel like saying, 'This'is a programme, not for a
* column" in a nexTspaper, but for a comprehensive reviex?,
'" of the magnitude and solidity_of the Quarterly.' And you
are perfectly! correct. But observe. I have only
mentioned the classes of x-Tritmgs I xvlsh to take cognizance
of. . It x-rill be impossible to notice a tenth of the
•* works that are produced^in Canada, but I can still Comment
on those that are typical,, and, perhaps,^it XTIII not be
labor throxm away. I claim the privilege of the 'chorus'
of "indolent reviex7ers,' — freedom <5rom ^responsibility.
When introducing himself to his public, Mr. Spectator
affirmed that readers like; to knoxr if a XTriter 'be* a black
o'r a fair man .,,. married or a bachelor.' You,
Gentle Reader, may then figure, if you please, the xtrriter
* of these lines as a snuffy old professor in a little ,
college n<S*"one ever "heard of, x?ho spends his time pottering
"about a.cfouple pf quiet, dusty provincial libraries.
But he is not so deeply buried in his books thac he does
not, noxT and then, push up his spectacles and glance
« , through the loopholes of retreat upon the X7onderful
progress of Canada. The other dons, my fex? colleagues,
are still in the vax?ard of their youth, some fifty,^or
^
by'r lady inclining to three-score;„Jbut 'I have the
<^ ' melancholy honor of seniority, being in fact
THE DEAN

113
In 19Q7, the column is renamed "The Dean's feidox/', and'MacMechan xrarites
- For reasons xmich arc not necessary to recount, my
ofirst device has been grCen up, and the present
heading adopted". It implies a certaxn point of view, .
*--s
^ , namely, that of the cloistered, academic person, XTho looks out upon the x7orld from the seclusion of a
,
collegiate life'. It implies limitations, of course;
but let these be remembered xri.th charity. My xTindbxT
is not so old that xt cannot be Ixfted to admit'the
i
airs and sunlight of June, nor so narrox-Pthat it does - »
'
not give glimpses of the busy toxm, of rpots amid trees
and gardens, and of blue sky above it all.20
°
"""
While MacMechan's nationalism is somex-rhat muted, it is nevertheless^

>>.? *

t

\

a pox^erful force in his criticism, and for the remaining tx^enty-six
years as "The Dean", he quietly but steadfastly champions the cause of
Canadian literature.
Hxs mentors, both in critical and creative xirrL t m g , are figures
such as Carlyle, Tennyson, Melville, and Arnold" he brings their influence
to bear on Canadian literature as he observes its emergence, Jand"he
attempts to uphold international standards of excellence in judgxng the
xJmrth of "nativist" products.

It is interesting tp "speculate on hoxT much*

c

Canadian xnriting MacMechan xrould have come in contact x?xth had he remained
a'strict academxc-and how much X7as Ixterally thrust upon him in the
l

/
"—

-S

»

°
-

course of his XTork as a book reviexrer.

,

This reviewing, in turn, was- done

as much, to supplement his income as for the sheer \ove of the task, it
xrould seem. While his Journals record his considerable satisfaction at
the completion of his weekly reviexTS for The Standard, they also record
hxs real feeling of needing to supplement his salary as George Munro
I
21'
Professor of English Language and Literature at Dalhousie.;
In 1916,
for xnstance, after havxng been at Dalhousie for tXTenty^seven years, Mac-

H.

* '

&•

J

\

'

Mechan enters in his Journal amounts of royaltiegySBrbooks land payments
for hxs various nexTspaper articles xTfii^pcoaanenlts on hox? he must' X70rk •
x-rith increased xntensity in order to pay off the-remaining $500 ox?ing on
/?*

Q
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his house, and get a bit saved.

Clearly, his income from/reviex7ing

•%

X7as a necessary supplement to his salary, but from thxs necessity, it
seems,' emerged hx5 real interest in Canadian XTriting.
f

* * *• * '

y

From the -outset, hxs interest xtVCanadxan Ixterature in general,
and Canadxan fictxon in partxcular-f'xTas that of an experienced observer
.who xTished to rfoster a developing culture.

Initially, he attempted to

apprax'se XThat had been xnritten and what was currently being Xirritten in
Canada in thejrigh't of what had been produced m

other colonxal cultures.

In 18^2-^for instance, he speaks of Australian literature' and cxjtes. a
•

*»

/

novel by Marcus Clarke,- Hxs Natural Lxfe: "xire have nothing of- the kind
to shoxT here and.the achievements of the colonial.English at the other
side of the xrarld might projwe to be a useful stimulus to our more slox-rly
o
•
" 22 "
&

.

developing literature."'

a

(The treasons for the slox7erJ development of

Canadian literature he spells out in his 1910 article, "Have We a Lxterature?", xn xThlch he stresses the influence and proximity>of the United
" -»i

-

States on Canadian culture m

'

general,), Olive Schremer's Story of an

African Farm (1883) is another of the "colonial" novels he considers
significant as a "touchstone" for XThat Canadian fiction might achieve, '
It.is important to consider both of these novels -- their qualities and
xihat they have xn common =- as a first step to establxshing the type
of fiction MacMechan xTxshed to see develop in Canada,
£P
His Natural Lxfej orxgxnally published In serial form and then
, 23
xn book form xn 1874,
has been described as dealxng "literally XTith
the underxrorld; the world beneath Europe, the other side of the globe,
the bottom of the map: and the xTorld of cripinals and prisoners (not
necessarily synonymous),' the underxrorld of society that England preferred
24
' not .to knoxT about and to dispose of,"
This critic goes on to describe
the so^xety^jlepicted by Clarke:
*
t

J
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J

\
In his depiction of the penal colprfy Clarke offers a
coitjplete^iounter picture of English society in its
systems of authority, oppression and brutalizafcion.
oThe officers, the guards, the clergy, the innocent
^ahd the guilty-prisoners, and the free settlers,
comprise a"full social range. But it is a society that '
is the reverse image of the official picture of early
,
* Victorian England-: here the convicts are not conveniently
shipped ax7ay, here the underworld is the dom,irant
"f
concern of the society. Here the systems of authority
of Engla'nd reveal themselves in explicit brut;llity.... ,
Clarke x-ras at pains., to suggest the authenticity of the
appalling, unbelievable brutalities th^t are :he material
of his novel. A sensationalist manner might well
\
haVe invalidated "the serious indictment of the
~ convict system i J
•
Another critic, in an attempt to place Clarke's book in Its historical
"context, X7rites
His Natural Life, and Robbery Under Arms dimmish in
stature as time passes, they are milestones, but they
are not the classics qf Australian fiction X7hicjh they
were once thought to Be. They hold a considerable
interest for us still, because they represent stages
in the history^ of *the progress tox?ards an Australian
prose tradition. An account of prose fiction in Australxa
from the begxnnxngs to 1920 inevitably becomes t:.
account of fumbling attempts to discover the
artistic possibilities of Australian subject-matlter.26
He continues, offering his evaluation of the book's

ualities"

In hxs Preface of His Natural Life, Marcus Clarke
clangs to be a "reformer, but this xrould seem to be "^
merely a gesture. What moved him XTas the spectacle
of suffering xAich the. convict records offered. A.G.
Stephens XTas surely .right XThen he suggested that "much
of the. fo)tce of His Natural Life must have-xam £grdii.
in the-records on which Clarke based his story." Clarke's
skill ^lay in scene-paintmg rather than in the delxneatxon '
of characters in their(relationships, and the convict
records gave him the human facts XThich he could/dramatize.o
•The improbability and involution of the romance x?hich
Clarke invented has been commented on often enough. He X7as
not involved,'creatively, X7ith this fabrication, xmich
has a makeshift air about it*, as if he improvised as he
X7ent along, x?ith* one eye on the serial readers. j_=->—»
YdC His Natural Life is greater than the melodrama it
contains, *,^nd much greater than the crivialxty of xts
concluding scenes. The unifying theme is injustice, and
injustice Is shoxm as inherent in civilization. The
novel is not merely a chamber of horrors: al^ng x?ith the
melodrama is a moral sense, imperfectly and intermittently
expressed, x?hich implies a deeper level of seriousness„^7
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From this evaluation, one can isolate qualities that XTOuld have been
significant for MacMechan in his search for parallels in colonial
MacMechan's natural interest in actual events rendered m

fiction.

imaginative form

xrould obviously be stimulated by Clarke's account of actual conditions
*J

of convict life.

*

Secondly, the recounting of these actual events

accurately depicts an area of Australian life hitherto neglected by
Australian xcriters and therefore sets a precedent for the sor^of "realism"
*

p

MacMechan XTished to see appear in Canada.

The novel's originality is

noted to-day, x?hen it is appraised as "the only major xrork of the period
not animated by the desire* to present an interpretation of Australia
28
and Australian manners."
Finally, the moral sense, "intermittently
and imperfectly expressed" as it may be, xrould surely commend the novel
to MacMechan, x-rho sought, perhaps above all else, that quality in fiction.
From such a consideration of Clarke's novel, one can perceive'some of
the qualities MacMechan xtfished to see develop in Canadian fiction, and
which, at that time, did not exist.
*

*

s.

-J By extension, many of the qualities he perceived and endorsed
m

Clarke's novel XTere qualities he appreciated in Schremer's. the truth-

of-detail, the starkness of subject, the unpoetic rendering of the
scene XTere .qualities in The Story of an African Farm that gave it significance as a possible precedent for similar fiction to come in Canada.
Olive Schremer's biographer, in describing the source of the novel's

'

poxTer, sheds some light on the appeal of the novel for MacMechan, XTho

>

XTas m

search of "nativist" literature in untapped places:

As XTith many, if not all, greac xrorks of art it is
- impossible to define the fascination of this novel.
It is clumsy, painful, disjointed, often incoherent
and juvenile, but^ no one could ever deny the poxTer
1
of the xrork, nor its strange magic XThich lingers

\
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in the reader's mind. As Edx7ard Carpenter puts it
"...its intensity xjas -such that it seized almost
at once on the public mind. The African sun XTas in
• its veins — fire apd sx?eetness, intense love of
beauty, fierce rebellion against things that be,
passion and pity and the pride of Lucifer combined..."
„
Frank Harris s xtfho met the author at her publishers,!
,
declares: "The faults of the book stared at me, but the
\
magic of it x?as in my blood. Here xras all the xTitchery
of the Highveld and^the strange barbaric land xrxth
its mountains and kloofs, the great valleys and
s-trange XTild animals, and above all the entrancing
climate or the high African plateau, where one has
the blazing tropic sunshine and the champagne-like,
dry, intoxicating air. Here too XTere fiery sunsets and
magic sunrises, and here XTere real people, modern®
in this most romantic of all settings. The book
came into me in long draughts,"29

J

From this description of Schremer's novel, it xrould seem that, like
Clarke's, the setting —
detail —

its unfamiliarity and its faithfully recorded

enhanced the pox-rer of the storyB and that this rendering of

locale made it important to MacMechan chiefly as an analogy for Canadian
writers to note X7,ell. Both Marcus Clarke and Olive Schreiner chose
.settings which they knex-7 exactly, and this aspect of their work appears
to be the common denominator which MacMechan discovers and emphasises
as necessary for Canadian writers, none of whom had, in his viexT,
y

produced a novel XTith as firmly delineated a sense of place

as had

these ,txro novelists.
MacMechan's chief target for criticism of the Canadian tendency
30
to falsify setting is Gilbert Parker.
Parker's historical novels frequently contain errors df fact, and MacMechan cites an^arjxcle by Arthur
Strxnger xn whixh many of Parker's mxstakes are noted.

Having poxnted ,

to errors xn varxous authors.x?ho have xnrxtten about Canada, Stringer
turns to' the xrork of Parker.

*.

Equally strange are the errors of Sir Gxlbert Parker,
XTho is Canadian-born and XTas for many years a school
teacher in hxs native country, Thusi, in hxs book, The
Chief Factor, he has two of his characters about to
fight a duel XTith sxrords. Itois natural, of course, that
\
;

<\
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tx7o such combatants X70uld search for passably level
ground. Sir Gilbert takes them from the Hudson's Bay
Company's post and brings them to a moose-yard* NOXT
it is my fixed conviction tftat the author in question '
has in some' xTay confounded the xrord "moose-yard" XTith
"barn-yard"- It is equally my conviction that Sir
Gilbert has .never looked upon a moose-yard,/mtich
less tried to travel through one in the X7fafter-time.
For a moose*"yard is nothing more than am. intricate
network, a XTandermg maae, of deep tracks, or,
rather, of deep gutters, an irregular series of
trap-holes txro feet and more to the bottom. And a
delightfully odd and uncertain place indeed in Xirhich to
indulge in combat by sxrord! Still again, Sir Gilbert',s
tendency to sentimentalize the situation leads him to depict his characters as marching across the snow" in the dead of
winter xThile one member of the band blithely defies
sub-zero xjeather and trippingly plays'.a flute. Nox<r just
hoxT this placid-souled gentleman fingered the stops is
a very nice problem, x<rtien an unmitrttened hand will shox-r.,
signs of frost-bite before even the aria of "Annie Laurie"
. cbuld be Gendered,. We sj?e the same tendency to render up;
-0 " ay goulash ,of dilettante details spiced x-?ith sentxment
xtfhen Sir (filbert turns historical and has General Wolfe
\ " e y e " h i s m e n m the boats on the St. Lax«rence, at the
T turn of the tide, during the eventful night x-Thich had »
already been described ay pitch-dark, even xirhile these
men xiere so many, many hundred feet axtfay. Wonderful indeed
* are the midnights of Canada, for on the same occasion
c
Wolfe observes the bivouacs of Bougainville at Cap Rouge P
many miles hi-^s^r_UF the river. . „ . but nexther nature,
history nor fact need be tarried over m the sentimentalxzatxon of "literatures31
t

,

MacMechan's belief in a country's existence hinging on the XTriting*that has been done about that country is part of the distinction

r
he draxTS betXTeen the xxriting of Lucy Maud- Montgomery and "Ralph Connor"
the Reverend Charles Gordon. MacMechan frequently considers the tx70
I

1

in conjunction and sometimes^uses one as a foil for the other. For
Connor, the setting'for'a novel x?as.-peripheral to the its "message".
Moreover, his didacticism was unpalatable to MacMechan, although one
might have .though^: that MacMechan x?ould have shared at least two of
Connor's traits' -- a Calvmist Presbyterianism and an admiration for
the life of physical action. It is evident, hox?ever, that MacMechan's
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aesthetic tastes in general made him object to alloying qualities
in prose and often kept his literary judgments abstemious.
on Connor's xrork are incisive:

s

„

His comments

%.

*

Gordon is a thoroughly Canadian product. Having passed
through the regular' mill of Ontario government schools,
he took his degree xp, Arts at the University of Toronto,
and, in Divinity* at Knox College. After theological
courses xn Edinburgh and some travel on the Continent,0
he returned to Canada to work in the mission fields of the
NorthxTest, before the coming of the land-sharks and the
fabulous prices of toxmlofcs. He sax7 the raw, hard life
of the frontier from the missionary's point of viex7. 'It
XTas a xronderful chance to gather materxal and Gordon used
xt'to the best of hxs abxlity, but the artist in him x?as
always overshadoxTed by the earnest preacher of the gospel.32

,

*
'
Here, MacMechan speaks XTXth some authority of the Atypical Canadian
1
,|
product", being hxmself similar to Connor in having passed through the
Q

v

"mill" of Ontarxo schools, having finished his academic training outside
Canada, and having done the Wandenahr

on the Continent.

The fairness

of the final comment, hoxTever, is the salient feature of the paragraph,
and in this MacMechan has put his finger on the outstanding quality of
Connor's xrork.

It is interesting to observe that a recent evaluation by

Clara Thomas amounts to an expansion of MacMechan s judgment:

.

a «

When he x-rrote his autobiography. Postscript to Adventure',
just before his death m 1937, ^Connor/ speculated on
the phenomenal popular and fxnancxal success of his " "' i
fictxon. He gave, he saxd, an authentxc pxcture
>., < "
of the great, new, x7onderful x?est;°he knex? from
"„ ,
personal experxence the settings of xmich he wrotjp,«oo
xThether Glengarry or the praxrxes, France or the
Malbaxe area in Quebec. And most xmportant to him,
he had set forth religion 'in xts true light as a
synonym of all that is vxrile, straight, honourable
and xTithal tender and gentle in true men and x-Tcmen'.
Charles Gordon's oxm ideals meshed perfectly with
the books Ralph Connor XTrote: every hero X7as another
personification of the man of action, the 'muscular
Christian', the accepter of challenges.and fighterof battles -- X73yth might and right' combined to xTin,,..
^Sr^-was. Ralph Connor's fortune that his oxm imaginings
answered perfectly the requirements of a very large
number cjlf men and xTomen of his time. Even into the
thirties, he had a loyal folloxTing that xn Canada

-:' /

\,

w
fts,

/.
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far outnumbered the potential readership for nex?er
and more seriously artistic novelists,33
V1 HeadxTaters of Canadian Literature.MacMechan notes a similarity
betXTeen iihe fiction of Connor and of L,M„ Montgomery, who had taken a
"class' from MacMeclian in 1895. He draxTS attention to the "Scottish
atmosphere" of both xTritfers:

•

A

. ->

Both x-rriters are of Scottish descent, Gordon is a
minister, and Mi,s& Montgomery married a minister.
In all they x-rrite the influence of the minister
is either actuajL or implied.
This means that
Scottish religious and social ideals have Been
brought to this country by the xmmxgrants from
Scotland, and they have had no small or trivxal
influence* xn the up-building of the nexT country.34

This similarity is rather superficial, hoxrever, for m many places
MacMechan notes the strengths,, of Montgomery's writing, features that he
•finds lacking in Connor's.

-In 1919, for instance, reviex^mg Ra Inbox?

35
Valley, he XTrxtes a you may call xt pretty -- you cainot deny its3 reality"
J-e-^l:
Tx«?o years later, he xnrites somewhat less positively of Rilla of Ingjj/eside
(1921): "the elements of a good novel are there, but as you read you
36
xTXsh.they could all be raxsed to a higher poxTer."
Wrxtxng of Anne of
i Green Gables (

xn 1924, he says

The Canadxan book just mxsses the kind of success
whxch convinces the critxc while it captxvates the
unreflecting general reader. The story is pervaded
xiTxth a sense of reality, the pitfalls of the
sentxmental are deftly avoxded; Anne and her frxends
are healthy human bexngs, their pranks are engaging,
but the 'Ixttle more' xn truth of representatxon,
cjr deftness of touch, is lacking, and that makes the

* « « - , ^

a d ™ , bo.* « * . . a p i e c e , "

.

The difference he discerns between Montgomery and Connor is clearly
the difference betx-reen an artist, of hoxTever limited scope and success,
and a preacher.

He perceives the strengths of Montgomery's XTriting,

and perhaps his desire that it be "raised to a higher poxTer" expresses
as X7ell as anything cpuld just hoxT x^ell she has succeeded, and yet
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hoxj far short of greatness she has come. Nevertheless, MaGMechan discerns
her XTorth, and in this, again, he anticipates modern criticism.

Critics

xtfho are superficial m„their reading of Montgomery's xrork may tend to
dismiss her, like one x-rho recently labelled her books "tourist fare",
38
clearly not having read them. - 'Another critic, hoxTever, has pointed

!
;to"

'

o i'

the increased interest in Montgomery, and concludes an xnt^restxng

artxcle with this observation:.
\
This brings us to the final claim of L.M. Montgomery i1'
on our attention arid respect. She is the novelist
•> for the bookish child, the word-conscious child to
whom she gives reassurance about a sense of the magic
^ • of 'naming."'•* She knows that xvords are her tools, and
' . have* been so ever since as a child, by naming, she
made her own Island in txme.39
This desire •— to "name" -'- and the sense of the magic inherent m

words

are qualxtxes m Montgomery's writing that set it apart from the
xjriting of Connor and distinguish the artist, Montgomery^ from "the
earnest preacher of the gospel", Connor.
It *l-s important to note MacMechan's understanding of the
o
importance of the depiction of place as informed by actual experience
of a given (area. This kind of discrimination allows him to distinguish
with ease the fantasy of Gilbert Parker, for instance, from the perhaps
far-fetched story yet credibly rendered locale of Frank Parker Day's
Rockbound (1928).

Upon reading Day's novel, MacMechan exclaims m

his

private journal "Canadian realism at Lastl" and goes on to reviexir it
40
enthusiastically in "The Dean's WmdoxT".
To attempt a definition of
what MacMechan would consider accuracy in depiction of setting, one
i

might seek the aid of Ethel Wilson, one of Canada',s outstanding modern
novelists, who writes in this manner of the creative process:

"

I
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There is a moment, I think, XTithin a novelist of any
originality, xmatever his country or his scope, xtfhen
some sort of synthesis takes place over X7hich he has
only partial control. There is an incandescence, and
from it meaning emerges, x?ords appear,?they take shape
in their Order, a fusion occurs. A minor X7riter, x?hose
gift is small and canvas limited, stands ax?ay at last
if, he can and regards what he has done, XTithout
indulgence. This is a| counsel of perfection XThich I
myself am not able to take XTith skill, but I must
try to take it. I am sure that the very best x-rriting
in our country XTIII result from such an incandescence
Xirhich takes place in a preparecjl m m d XThere forces
meet.41
•-'

*

0

This definition of incandescence seems very closely allied to MacMechan's
desire to see elements-'of fiction "raised to a higher power".

Both

XTriters are dealing XTith the much-drscussed, ever-elusive identity
of the great Canadian novel and are stipulating XThat they take to be "
necessities for such a xrork. Both deal xd.th the xrork of minor xnriters,
presumably as the forerunners of a greater to folloxtf. This comment from
i

a contemporary practxsxng x«riter and crxtxc indicates that even recent
O
Led x-rith xtfhat MacMechan xrorked at fifty years earlier
—

the preparation of the ground for the emergence $f a major novelist.
Related to the question of hox-7 native f ictL on in Canada XTas to

be grounded in a particular place is the problem of the sheer size of
i)

the country,

MacMechan asks

'

Is it possible, I xronder, to love a huge country as xirell as a little country' Our after-dinner orators
are fond of telling hoxT they can put- half
Europe and a dozen Englands in one corner of a
Canadian province, and never miss them, but I
xronder hoxT long it xtfill be before our half-contment
inspires praise half as noble as that foggy little
island to the northxTest of Europe has draxm from
poet after poet since Shakespeare penned the dying
speech ofTJohn of Gaunt. ^
One might here read into the, passage MacMechan's oxm love of Nova Scotia.
Perhaps his feelings of belonging were enhanced by the province's comprehensible size: he refers affectionately to various areas in dimxnutive
terms, Life of a Little College bexng perhaps the most conspicuous example

t

j6*)

w
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of the practice.

Throughout his xnritmgs his affection for the province

is often expressed in reference to its size, x7hereas the province of his
birth and youth is generally referred to m

more formal, and less

affectionate, phrases such as "the Banner Province", X7ith no trace of
emotion.

The x7hole matter is one of his personal quirks and is nec'es-

sarily rather arbitrary, but it is an important aspect of MacMechan's
attempt to define "Canadian".

This attempt he makes in common xtfith

several other criticfi," notably x<?ith Pelham Edgar.

Both' suggest definitions

for x?hat might, constitute distinctively Canadian sensibilities.
Imaginatively realistic depiction of the Canadian locale xfhich
brings the, country into existence as itl is x-rntten aboiit requires skill
iljn xtfritmgtfthat, throughout his career, MacMechan looks for in vain in
most Canadian novelists.

Just as he insists that Canadiaripoets must

adopt the "anvil theory" in the composition of poetry, so he urges
Canadian novelists to develop their.skills and abandon their amateurish
-> XTays. In 1910 he x-rrites
//
We have had in C.anada not a fexT x-rriters XTho hpve made
their mark in poetry, their names XTIII occur readily
to the instructed, but,our achievement in prose is
far less important, especially m the department
|of prose-fiction, Our novelists may be vastly
popular, their works may sell by the hundred thousand
copies, and yet be really XTithout any but the most
ephemeral interest. The reason is that, with fexT
exceptions, our novelists are amateurs they seem
never to have realized that a novel is a XTork of art
or that tshe, fabrication of acceptable tales is a
trade whipf must be Jlearned if they desire to succeed.
Plot is<tine idea of pattern applied to human life.
Characterization is another xmportant element xn fiction.
By characterization I mean that method of making
the personages in a story act and speak so as to reveal
eir natures. Good novelists must have no small
re of dramatic skill. They employ little explanation
psychological analysis. They make the reader
D
•understand their characters by x?hat those puppets say

1?

As
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and do. To say that the herp is brave is not as
, stirring as. to exhibit him doing brave deeds: to state 4
that the heroine is xTitty is not as effective as
making her utter epigrams, emxt sparks.... But of course
xt xs easxer to x-rrxte that the hero xs brave, or the
heroxne xTxtty than to compose a thrxlling incident, or
make a joke that XTIII raise a laugh, hence the feeble
novelists adopt the former method.... If my
amateurish novelist resenting my criticism shall
reto"rt, 'Very xtfell, Herr Doctor AllxTissend, if you
think you IOTOXT so much about novels, xmy don't you
xnrite one yourself and shoxT us hox?'' I shall ansxrer
calmly 'Who can does, xirho cannot, teaches.'43
This passage reveals several fapets of MacMechan's attitude
to novels and novel-xTritmg.

Perhaps the central point is the idea of

the novelist as,puppet-master or deus ex machma.

One thinks of

MacMechan as typically Victorian in this attitude, and recalls at least
one outstanding instance of a Victorian novelist explicitly treating
his characters as puppets. Thackeray, m

concluding Vanity Fair, is

perhaps the most conspicuous example of this trait': "Ah! Vanitas Vanitatuml
Which of us is happ^i in this world'

Whichof us has his desire' or,"having

it, is satisfied' -- Come, children, let us shut up the box and the

44
puppets, for our play is played out.

Thackeray's attitude toward the

writing of the book and his implied attitude toxrard the reader indicates
the gulf separating modern readers from xjriting of this sort.
inference, one may say that MacMechan, firmly settled m

By

a Vxctorian

or nineteenth-century cultural context, finds the experimental writing
45
of the early twentieth century distasteful and somexThat "puzzling",

^

This point "will be taken up later: here it is sufficient to begin a *
discussion of XThat x^ere MacMechan's'standards for thel'mature Canadian
novel.
As x?e have alreaSy seen, MacMechan repeatedly stressed X7hat seemed
to him "axiomatic", or "a mystical doctrine", depending on the mood

(
xihxch he x?as XTriting.

m

For example, r e f e r r i n g to himself i r o n i c a l l y as

j

*

,
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"a c e r t a i n Canadian p r o f e s s o r " , he x-rntes m 1929 m "The Dean's Windox-r"
•v

-tot.

what he had been saying for years*

i

/that/ a country comes xnto being only as xt is
ltten about is the mystical doctrine of a certain
Canadian professor. In proof of his theory he
>
adduces the concrete instance of Scotland before
'
Scott xirrote his poems and romances. Kirby and Gilbert
Parker have made Quebec romantic, as Hemon has made
Peribonka. Because Sara Jeannette Duncan made
Brantford the scene of The Imperialist, because Mabel
Dunham made Waterloo County the scene of The Trail of
'the Conestoga and Toxrards Sodom these places have an
^
interest they never had before. The same is true of
Rockbound.46
/
|
i

/

i

•* *

Elsextfhere, and though he is referring to a different medium, he writes
of a painter of island landscapes: "the "creative impulse xrorks both
Xirays —

the island has made the painter, and the painter has made the
47
island."
'His belief is clearly that the imaginative existence of a

country, its mythology, if you

XTIII,

is established only by the artistic,'
0

visionary x?ork of artists (of differing media, but particularly the

i»

1

literary) who depict an area in a manner that reveals xts qualities
for others to see and share and, m so doing, create an awareness of place
48
that is imaginative and shared.
This process is particularly important
in the x-rritmg of fiction, xvhere place can serve simply as "setting" or
"atmosphere", or, alternatively, as so integral to the "story" as to be
inseparable from it and, in fact, part of the telling.

i

As an eminent

Canadian novelist has recently expressed it, ,','xn a sense...x?e haven't

49
got an xdentxty until someone tells our story.

The fxction makes us real."

I^MacEfeshjan's viex?, accuracy xn the depiction of place is a sine qua non
for the artistically successful and satisfying novel. MacMechan insists
that the writer of such a novel must be X7ell-acquainted x?xth the locale
about* X7hich he XTrites and, therefore, must usually be native to the area,
though he XTas quick to praise notable exceptions to his rule. He regarded,

I

1

j
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for example, Louis Hemon's Maria Chagnl&i^'"h.e,'(in W.H. Blake's trans50
51
l'ation )* and Willa Gather's Shadox7S on the Rock
ag fine accomplishments m presenting XTith skill the scenes they depict. --In fact, he
goes so far ao to say that they have done x?hiat native X7riters had failed
to do ^and* that .the novelty of the foreign environment had been'their
stimulus to creativity. " Reviex7ing ShadoxTS on the Rock, he writes '
This is a novel x-rhich should have been xnritten by a
Canadian, English-speaking or French, It as a tale of
old Quebec in the days of Bishop Laval and Front/enac....
* The favorite^period of our romances, The Seven Years' War,
is not even Suggested. There are no rumours'! of war.
The" picturesque incident of-the siege-of Phipps is
dismissed in a reference. There are no gallant cavaliers,
or wild coureurs de bois, or Indian braves, or fearless
explorers. The usual melodrama, the usual'love interest .
/ is absent. The book is a restrained study m character ,
contrast, Txro great figures m our early history are
*
depicted, the great governor and the great churchman in
their irreconcilable differences. All the material has
long been knoxtfn, and is .-quite accessible.., .Why, then,
have our ambitious young *lxons alloxied this fine "subject
to be taken by an outsider? It is another case of
Maria. Chapde t a m e . 52
•
MacMechan often stresses the stxmulating,fnovelty new envxronments can
provide for creatxve artxsts, and it

"

,

seems probable that he XTas thinking *

of his oxm introduction to Nova Scotia, and the stimulus the"unique
province gave to his Upper-Canadian experience. His journals are filled
with references to the striking novelty

Nova Scotia offered his imagination,

For example, his early response to'a foggy.Halifax day XTas expressed as
53
"beauty perpetual...if I have eyes to see"
and to the Avon river at
54/
/
Windsor as "in futuristic colours".
Obviously) .examples could be
multiplied, and many of his essays in The Book of Ultima Thule are evidence
of this tendency.
Fidelity to truth in the depiction of setting in the novel is but
VS.

•

,

one aspect of x?hat MacMechan sought in accomplished and "mature" Canadian "
^ fiction. It is, hoxTever, the quality he emphasised above all others,
possibly because of all facets of the craft of novel-XTriting, faithful

>
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0

depiction of setting xrould give the xrork credibility by defining a
particular area as "Canadian^1.

In Headx-raters of Canadian Literature he
a

»

(

*

offers his other criteria — "only "those rare works which combine deep
)
knowledge of life,, dramatic power to represent it and style, have a cjhance

I • 55
to survive."

y

/

.

While he is often, able to commend various aspects of a

given novel, he is seldom able to endorse an entire book as having met.
the requirements <set forth in Headx/atsSs. In fact, The Imperialist
(1904), by Sara Jeannette Duncan, is the only novel he mentions, by 1924,
as having a chance to survive. Of The Imperialist.he says

^

,/_Sara Jeannette Duncan/ has"xTritten only one story
xjhich deals X7ith Canadian life, The Imperialist (1904),
which lirst ran m The Globe as a serial, but that
'
story stands out from the vast desert of well-intentioned
mediocrity knoxm as Canadian fiction. Its distinction
lies xn its choice of theme and xts truth of observation.
It does not deal x?ith the" romantxc period of our
history, nor of the Acadian French, nor of the adventurous
X7est, but of plain, bourgeois, money-gettxng Ontario and
,'
the humdrum activities of a little toxrai which grox7S
slox7ly in wealth and population^ and in xjhich the
greatest ^excitements are a tea-meeting or a Dominio®
,.
election.... The characters are all carefully draxirn,,..
In the English-speaking parts' of Canada there is a real ,
homogeneity, no matter hox* x7idel\j they.are scattered,
and the types of The Imperxalxst are to be found both
east and west. True as this novel is, it was not a
popular success.... Perhaps the book was too true.56

v

s>

- Three poinds are notable in this comment: fxrst, the choice of" .
theme, secondly the truth of observatxon, thirdly the careful delxneatxon
J
of character xn the novel. As MacMechan notes/ the theme as of "humdrum
e
o

activities" rather than the far-fetched or romantically remote.

The

author has dealt x?ith a li|fe she knexT and at one time shared. As a recent,
crites has said,
In The Imperialist, then, Sara Jeannette Duncan xjas
. dealing XTith a society that she knex7 at first hand.
Her great strength is that she did not permit herself
to be overwhelmed,by a host of impressions; she managed
to get the^society into clear focus, $nd the resulting
picture is neither smudged by sentimentality nor
.
,
attenuated by analysis. The problem of getting a
society into focu^^s a-difficult one at any ^time

D

<•
' '

'<t~it
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*
for a novelist, particularly XThen-. he is dealing XTith
a young society unsure of lfself a%3 seized x?ith
adolescent self-consciousness. *The\usual response
. of the nineteenth-century Canadian novelist^ X7as to
avoid the problem by turning to another time" and
another place, or else to bathe the present ,m
sentimental didacticism. ,Sara Jeannette \Duncan xjas*
neither repelled nor confused by the society she
found around her; she looked at it objectively, yet
sympathetically, and she x?as not afraid of. a
touch of sentiment and pride.57

,i

The choice of theme leads directly to the second poxntv— the truth\
of observation MacMechan percexves in the novel.

In the quality of her

observation, the novelist is distinguished from such writers\as Mazo
de la Ro'che, XTho, MacMechan observed, mxght as XTell have set he\
in Texas as far as her fidelity to locale is concerned.
-

novels

His commer
f t

O

on the success of Jalna is xrorth lengthy quotation for its irony and
humour:
£Llke many other Canadians I have folloxTed the course of
Jalna in ifche Atlantic, »my curiosity not alloxTing me
&
to axTait pith patience the appearance of the novel
in book form. Then as soon as the book appeared,
*1u
I bought it for- the sake of the climax, for suspense
is x)ell sustained.., .The WhiteoaU family is almost as'
curious & "menagerie as Sanger's Circus. The old
pottering grand-uncles, the brothers of all ages, Meggie
dxsappointed in love, and, above all. Grandmother X7ith
her parrot, her free tongue, her gluttony, her*huge
love of lxfe,.,,The novel does not conclude, or x-rind
up; xt simply stops. Naturally, X expected the tremendous
grandmother to die m a rage, or" pop like a burst balloon;
but she" doesn't, she attains her'ambition, the celebration
of her hundredth birthday,,,,
I
Qf course,«Jalna is an interesting story, but thereo
v
- is nothing distinctively CatJsdian about it. The
Whiteoak family are a xTorld Tipart XTith their oxm manners
and customs, and a lax? unto themselves,^ They a: „
isolated and totally unaffected by the community in ^
a
XThj/ch they have pitched their tent, .The scene might
as^well have been, laid m Texas, If Miss de la Roche
X70uld take a similar "Old Country" family and plant
them 4n a typigal Canadian community x?here they xrould
be* alternately toadied to, and despised, envied and
sxTindled" until they'x?erefruirted,and return home,
she xTOuld.produce a truly Canadian novel, the reality
of x?hich xTould be recognized everyxThere from thfw
Atlantic to the Pacific,58

\~x~~
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Finally, MacMechan's point concerning the careful delineation of
character m

The Imperialxst takes us into his ideas concerning realism.

According to Claude Bissell, Sara Duncan X7ss.-xm her journalism, the

1• ,

»

- '

.

champion of '"'the analytical school of realxsm'" of X7hich William Dean

I

-

4

59

,

HoxTells and Henry James XTere the le»ad|ng practitioners.'

These are the two literary names that occur most often
in her column. She poured contempt upon the elaborately
plotted novel XTith its inevitable culmination m a
romantic marrxage. The realxstic novel, she said, 'may
be xTTitten to shc-w the culminative actxon of a passxon,
\ t o X7ork out aa ethxeal problem of everyday occurrence,
to give body and form-to sensation of the finest or
the coarsest kind, for almost any reason which can be °
shoxm to have a connection xdlth the course of human
life and the development of human character.'60

%lk "
Obviously^this definxtxon pf "realism" alloxTS the author the xTidest
possible latitude in dealing xT-ith human life and character.

What

might be noted, hoxjever j is her emphasis on the" "culminative action
of a passion" and the xrorlcmg out of an "ethical problem of everyday
.
61
occurrence". It is apparent that for her some "fundamental bramxTork"
a

'

or, in MacMechan's terms, some labour "at the anvil, is involved iri giving
her tnaracterizations plausibility by "xrorkmg out" the courses of their,
lives.

This "is undoubtedly part of the "carefijl delineation" MacMechan

detlects in her characterization and accounts in part for the resultant
Canadian ''type" he discerns m The Imperialists far from being a stereotyped
or inflated sort of characterization, Sara Duncan's is buxlt up credibly
from minute pis^ticulars. Thxs sort of construction x7ould be of a kind
to" appeal to MacMechan0-xJhose standards of perfection permeate his
r
~
. .
\
< ^
judgments In many spheres, " For instance, students of his recall his
*•

t

•

t

emphasis oh the truth and^accuracy necessary in student compositions
62
&
"verifVyour references" XTas one of his stock admonitions to them.
Another of his XTell-reiaembered observations concerns the finish required
in a XTell-produced piece of XTriting, and* he .spoke frequently of "the great
»
1
63
'
a r t f « the art to,blot."
Elsewhere, he asks rhetorically, "Would you

II
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dismiss a book for one misplaced xrord?" and goes on to say "I xrould",
-s

explaining that «a xrord,'misused m its context, tan damn the entire"
!
64
.
product.
Also, one of his refrains, applicable in many spheres,

/

obviously, but pertinent here in relation to fiction, is that "perfection
/
65
is made up of trifles, but perfection is no trifle."
All these instances" emphasise the exacting nature of MacMechan's criticism. JEn
addition, he could be devastatmgly x-rry as XThen, for example, he comments
on an adage such as*''You can't tell a book by xts cover" xn hxs oxm
lxvely style°"HoxT externals-attract! A M masculine eyes of all,ages are
drax-ra to the pretty"gxrl, though she xs a moron, XTith no more xdeas in
66
her head than a cocoanut and no more manners than a cox-r.
Clearly, MacMechan and Sara Duncan x?ere xn .agreement- concernxng

y

X

at least one aspect of The ImperxaliSt. The tx70 were presumably acquaxnted, both'ha^Ihg contributed frequent artxcles to Goldx7in Smith's The Week,
and xn May, 1905, Sara (Duncan) Cotes write's- to MacMechan,fehankxng hxm
for hxs reviexT of The Imperialists " I sh-are XTith you the conviction of
the individuality of the Canadian type. The spirit of place alx^ys seems
i

to me strong in the lafed. I XTant to come back and xrork at it from closer
67
range, and soon I think this x?ill be possible."
From the foregoing discussion of The Imperialist., it is possible
to *
to discern several biases in MacMechan s judgments of fiction, and
what he xrould call "realxsm" xn fiction, For an expansion
''and a slightly different emphasis, one might turn to
another^book he championed as a xrork of realism.
Olive Schremer's The Story of an African Farm, published in
1883, represented for MacMechan an Arnoldxan "touchstone" for the type
of fiction he wanted to see develop^in Canada.

Specxfically,,the novel's

o

o
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"realism" struck him XTith its force.

Like Duncan, Schremer had

\
/
felicitiously combined choice of theme, truth of observation, and care\
68-.
full delineation of character^- - Since much of XThat MacMechan said of
this novel and, by extension, of other'novels in reference to it, is
imp/lied in the Preface to The Story of an African Farm, a long quotation,

\ y

y

y

signed pseudonymously "Ralph Iron", is illuminating in several xTays:
Human life may be painted according to txro methods.
There is the stage method. According to that each
character is duly marshalled at first, and ticketed,
XTe knoxT x-rith an immutable certainty that at the right
crisis each one X7ill reappear and act his part, and
X7ften the curtain falls, all x«.ll stand before it bowing.
There is a sense"of satisfaction in this, and of completeness. But there is another method — the method of the
life xro all lead. Here nothing can be prophesied. There
is a strange coming and going of feet. Men appear, act
and re-act upon each other, and pass ax7ay. When the
crisis comes the man xTho xrould fit) it does not return.
When the curtain falls no one is ready. When the footlights
are brightest they are bloxm out, and what the name of the
play is no one knows. If ;there sits a s'pectator x-rho
knows, he sits so high that the players in the gaslight
cannot hear his breathing. Life may be painted to
either method; but the^methods are different. The canon
of criticism that bear upon the one cut cruelly upon the
It has been sug£~^ted by a kind critic that he x7ould
better have liked the little book if it had been a histor^
of XTild adventure, of cattle driven into inaccessible
'kranzes' by Bushmen, 'of^encounters XTith ravening lions,
and hair-breadth escapes!'
This could not be. Such works
are best x-iritten in Piccadilly or In the Strand: there tfa©*
gifts of the creative imagination, untrammelled by contact
XTith any fact, may spread their wings.
But, should one sit doxm to paint the scenes among
which he has groxm, he XTIII find that the facts creep
m upon hxm. Those brilliant phases and shapes xTh£ch
the xmaginatxon sees in far-off lands are not for him
to portray. Sadly he must squeeze the colour from his
brush, and dxp it into the grey pxgments around/him.
He must paint XThat lies before hxm."9
The xThole slant of this manifesto —

particularly the final

sentence5 "He must paint XThat lies before' him" -- seems central to
MacMechan's stipulations about Canadian fiction and the direction it
should, in his opinion, take, lie asks, for instance, in 1919, "x7hen
70
X7ill someone have the courage to xTrite of farm life in Canada'"
It

,

*s
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is interesting that, to him, it requires courage to set doxm X7hat is
before the observer; apparently the courage required is for the
iconoclastic rendering of XThat the author perceives, unbiased by
strictures of decorum. "Diffidence" is the quality MacMechan repeatedly
isolates as most typically Canadian, and he says it has functioned as
a damper on the presentation of XThat he xrould call "realism". "Canadians.
\
71
xtfear a fig-leaf over their mouths", he claims, and elsewhere he insists
72
^
that "xjhore" be re-admitted to the language,
-Fiom-comments such as
these, it is possible to piec~e together a tentative,definition of xtfhat
MacMechan meant by "realism", that xrord that ls^too broad to be used
to any purpose XTithout a strict limiting of definition.'
One critic has provided a succinct and comprehensive analysis
I

3

of "realism" and, for our purposes, it is helpful to indicate some of
i

the points he makes XThich ,are germane to the discussion at hand. In
his Introduction to Documents of Modern Literary Realism," George J. Becker
indicates three main emphases m XThat he terms ''realism", whxch, he

I ,

73

points,out, is no more a single thing than is "romanticism".

The first

aspect of realism is a choice of subject matter that enables the xinriter
to "take the ordinary and the near-at-hand as suitable for literary treatment.

The second he defines as the "element of reaction against romantic

prettifying" m

the xrork of a realist, and he asserts that the first element

in this reaction is that the realist's material, unlike that of the
romantic, is the product of first-hand observation, Becker's third point,
and the one'xThich requires longest quotation because it is the most
tortuous, is XThat he cites as the philosophical basis of realism, x-rhich
"seems to rest on a contradiction":
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It has just been reiterated that the basic ideal of the
/realist/ movement XTas and is rigorous objectivity, m
$pite of this it XTas almost impossible not to take a
position, at leasKimplicitly, about man and his fate,
particularly since Ore—trhole climate of thought in xThich
realism flourished x?as one of scientism. It is sceptical
of that x-rhole cluster of thxngs X7hxch are associated
X7ith traditionalJtheistic belief, such as the soul, telic
motion, the poxTe/r of divxne grace, and the xThole xrorld
of miracle, of /ausaj/ity. That is, the events x-rhich
' escape the otherxrise ineluctable lax7s of causality. It is
this last term XThich is the key to the realist position:
the universe is observably subject to its laws, and any
theory which asserts otherxTise is Xi7ishful thinking.
Thus as, the whole of human behavior and experience, in
individuals and societies, X7as examined and portrayed
X7ith increasing exactness, realistic xwiters could not
"escape making statements about man and the condition of
mankind which xrore in violent opposition to those
traditionally accepted. It usually happened that these
XTriters declared that life had no meaning, no telic
motion, that man Xiras a creature barely risen from the
level of animal behavior and driven^by forces over which he
had little- op up control and iE-^etiiiixch he could discern
no goodness or purpose.74
From XThat Becker xnrites, it is clear that "realism" is a
comparative, relative term -- that there are many degrees of realism.

I

As our aim in this chapter is to place MacMechan in the spectrum as

A

accurately as possible, it is useful to test some of h i ^ pinions and
judgments against Becker's points. The first two -- the realist's *
r

choice of first-hand subject matter and his opposition to "romantic
t

"prettifying" =- xrould receive MacMechan's immediate 'affirmation. »
Certainly MacMechan XTas anxious to get to*the actualities of life as
•*
it xtfas lived in Canada and, therefore, to pare away any prettifying that
«
-v
c
falsxfied this truth. The final and philosophical pdxnt is much harder
to determine, for xt takes xnto account the deepest beliefs >©£ the man
•ct-

and his philosophical position, which are rather difficult to statejlwith
any precision. That he XTBS a believer in "telic motion", in Becker^s
phrase, seems clear from various sources, though it is also, clear that •>

t

meaning in life"often aeemed obscure to him and that he frequently question
ed the possibility of meaning.

He presumably believed m

an on-going

•*
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soul in some form, for m hxs journal he is clearly incredulous about
rr

the attxtude of a friend xTho has lost a favorite daughter and x?ho has
no faith m

a hereafter* "And he believes that she is dead as other

- creatures and the floxTers of laslt year. The human machine that loved
V
75
him has stopped.

That is all. How can he!"

MacMechan appears to have

retained the influence of his'minister-father, for his journals are
punctuated XTith meditations on anniversaries of deaths in XThich he
ponders the likelihood of his oxm survival for another year and of
working XTithm the plan of an Almxghty.

?

Each new year xn his journals

begxns "I.H.S," XTith a date, and the years usually close xtfith "laus Deo",
External evidence ®f his spiritual stature is plentiful, both from various
references to his "spiritual" nature and from his familiar presence at
Fqrt Massey Presbyterian church, where it was his custom to go twice each
76
Sunday,
From even a cursory account of some of MacMechan's attitudes,
then, it is evident that the paradox* of realism to XThich Becker points
—

its alleged objectivity, which rests, ultimately, on some viex? of

human nature, and that view, in its extreme, a degrading or nihilistic
one -- must be taken into account x-rhen considering X7hat MacMechan understood by the type of realism he xrould consider salutary Cor Canadian
fictiori. Surely, his was a moderate version of this particular meaning
of the term.

The more radical realism, or naturalism of, for example,

Zola x-ra^ anathema to him on the grounds of its portrayal of a soulless
77
" '
externality of life.
For MacMechan, acceptable "realism" xrould have
i

to be defkned as a verbal construction xjhich, xThile rendering large
areas of human life XTith accuracy and the fidelity of first-hand observation,
nevertheless stops short of denigrating human life by emphasising"!,its
'

a

futility*, and^ instead, contains elements of moral uplift and affirms.

"C?

0
1

;

,
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t

the ultimate dignity and xrorth of the human condition and struggle.
What he x?rote of Dostoyevsky's Brothers Karamazov reveals his standards
„

[

J=^"

to some extent:

y
The Brothers Karamazov ought to appeal XTith unusual
urgency to our Canadian public, XThich loves its
fiction to be plentifully seasoned XTith ethics.
And Ij as a Canadian critic, applaud the national
taste. The greatest fiction is that x?h£ch deals
xtfith moral issues, for these are the chief concern
of mankind. In the last analysis- great fiction
resolves itself into a conflict betx?een right and
wrong, good and evil.78
MacMechan's ideas of desirable "realism", then, ar^yiot based
on an attitude of philosophical naturalism; indeed, they are founded
on a belief in a moral system inherent m human society.

This attitude

accounts for some of MacMechan's aversions, xtfhich, at first glance,
might appear inexplicable.

He spoke, for example, of Arnold Bennett's

xrork in the following terms'' "Realism not of the* grimmest, but untouched
' by anything spiritual seems to me the distinguishing mark of his best
novels, ' Art builds on Truth, and the truth of life in the Five Toxms
79
attracts as a spectacle even it if does not move O B inspire."
One
thinks here also of his comment on George Bernard Shaw:
t-

He is still the bitter Puck of satire, ever developing
anexT his one theme, 'What fools these mortals be!'
But Shaw is not human, he has no bowels of compassion.
He does not greatly care if humanity goes to the dogs
...so long as he can discharge his blazing, yelping
fireworks along<its route. The S£ectacle of the present
unutterable calamity /World War 1/ only moves him to
mocking laughter, the crackling of thorns under a pot. ,
In all the cleverness of h£s latest skit on the war,
0°Flaherty, V.C., there is not one suggestion of
sympathy XTith human suffering, only useless (and
mistaken) jibing at human folly„80
81
MacMechan found Thomas Hardy "too pessimistic".

u

Determinism of any

sort -- either Hardy's pessimism XThich allows for no happy characters,
or, conversely, the mindless optimism of books with a too-pat happy ending
-- is not to MacMechan's taste,v He insists that/the events of a novel
unfold in a pleasing patterm and he sees plot as. the application of
82
)
pattern to human life.
As XTith much in life, m his demands for fiction
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his approach/ is middle-of-the-road, conservative,%commonsensical -"nothing too much" is one of his stock phrases.

This phrase applied

also to his appreciation of style in fiction, and to this element it **>
is noxT time to turn.

,

MacMechan designated various xnriters as "stylists", and for
them he has little enthusiasm —

oar understanding.

Chief among«these

x-rrite^rS XTere Virginia Woolf and the Sitx^ells — Osbert, Sacheverel,
,
83
' '
and, chiefly, Edith.
Since these stylists x-rere prominent mainly in
the closing years of MacMechan's life and since the impact of their
x-rritmg dxd not really reach Canada until after MacMechan's death,
dxscussxon of this topxc mxght appear at first glance to be tangential
to the m a m c6ncern*of*this chapter, xjhich is MacMechan's relationship
to Canadian fiction.

However, since no description of his work- as a

critic of prose fiction xrould be complete x?ithout attention being given
to this interesting phase ofvhis work, the topic

XJXII

be given due

,

attention.

From xjhat has already been said about MacMechan's tastes
84
in literature in the preceding pages,
it seems almost redundant to
,

4

remark that experimentation in fiction xras not to his liking.

He," xrould

be the first to admit that experimenfation was simply not to his taste,
as his rev-iew of To the Lighthouse implies when he says

^

f l|l|

My first impresssions are, frankly, puzzlxng. Over a
/
hundred and nxnety pages are taken up x-rith the utterly ,/
unimportant events of one day in the'"family of a
y
professor summering in the Isle of Skye .... 'If V/JCY
read Clarissa for the story, you xrould hang youpself,'
XTas Johnson's comment on Richardson's masterpiece. It
is also true of To the Lighthouse. The underlying thesis,
or philosophical idea, is 'HOXT do I know x?hat is greatest?
Hox? do I knox? XThat is least?' Through and* around thecommonplace incidents of an ordinary day play streams of
thought and emotion ,.,, The reader xronders XThat is
going to happen, he has a sense of oncoming tragedy.
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Possibly the children may fall over the edge of the
cliff, or be cut off by the tide, but nothing of that
kind happens. There is a reversal of values. These
petty things suffused XTith thought and emotion are the
very stuff of life. Death is a trivial accident, to be
hurried by m a parenthesis. The style is no great aid
to the understanding. Here again there is a reversal
of values. Clarity is not the x?riter's main concern.
"'Not that they may_understand if they XTIII, but that
_
Xh^y^clnmot misunderstand even if they xrould' is no
longer the ideal. One certain aid to the understanding
is the short sentence. The longer the sentence, the H
harder it is to understand," Here is a passage from
"^
this story, consisting of txro sho^fr=sea4ences and one
r
long'one. -The reader can easj^y^judge forsJiimself x-rhxch
xs easxest to understand. ^He goes on_to quspte the txro
sentences, thus concluding his revxex7i/°5 j

,

»

^

* '

Thxs appraxsal of the nov^jl mdicatej^h^fe^aihi^e MacMechan in part
understood the aims of^ the novelist, he xras out of sympathy with them.
As x?e have seen in the previous chapter, MacMechan xras capable of
incisive evaluation of much XTriting that came to him for revxew, as
x?ell as of dismxssal of xt as not being to hxs taste. Hxs comment on
86
"nex7 wxne" * xs an xnstance of this tendency,° as xs the following
remark, made in 1915: "our m o d e m verses have not the same end or aim
as the ancients. The ancients aimed at perfection: the moderns are
87
content to find expression."
From XThat he xrrites of To the Lighthouse,
it xs evident that he xras unwilling rather than unable to follox? the

/
\

xrnter's technxque, or "style", and that he refused to relxnquxsh
standards that are "no loiSger the ideal", That MacMechan respects the
xnrxter's integrity is clear,'both from his concession)that "Clarity is
not the XTriter's m a m concern" (and the xmplicatxon that xt need not
necessarily be) and from hxs exchange XTxth Virgxnxa Woolf at the end
of the same year, in December, 1930. "The Dean's Wxndox?" for December 27, 1930 consists of a long open "Letter to Vxrginia Woolf" (reprinted here
xn Appendix C ) .

In this letter MacMechan praises her treatise, A Room ;of
P

J

One's Oxm, in a highly original -= and entertainingly ironic — manner.

\~y
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Clearly it xmpressed Virginia Woolf herself, for on January 26, 1931,
she x-rrote

i
',

Dear Mr. MacMechan —j
I must thank you — a thing I seldom do -for your article on my book A Room of One's Own.
It is xTritten XTith a sympathy and understanding
for xThich I feel very grateful. l
Yours sxncerely,
I
Virgxnia Wdolf. " <.

Here, another of -.the paradoxes of MacMechan's thxnking emerges, for
while it is often tempting to think of him as a conservative, the
issue of feminism, for example, was always of interest to him, and he
i

had xTritten in 1921
that it is better for any x-joman to be employed than
to be idle, to earn her oxm living than to be dependent
upon some male' relative, to study, to practise a
profession, to learn a business or handicraft than to
exist as a parasite upon society is surely past any
•>
need of argument. Such a sudden change m the
composxtxon of society is sure to/bring difficulties,
danger, re-adjus^tments. But the g a m s far outxTeigh
the losses.88 "
*T
Virginia Woolfs is perhaps a special case among MacMechan's
consideration of "stylists", and it is her work that seems to*receive
his most attentive reading.

Various other xnriters whom he construed

as "stylists" he dismisses forthrightly.

Experxmentatxon xn prose is

clearly not to his taste, and he thxnks, for instance, that Henry James
wasvtrymg to make words achxeve more than they are capable of doing,
and he deplored the xnfluence of James's xrork ofl the later XTriting of
89
Sara Duncan.
Often, literary experxmentatxon strxkes MacMechan as

y
having' the effect of producing nature morte -- vitiated, lifeless reproduction of surroundings.

Of one such stylized book he XTrites that it
!
XTas XTritten in "a literary incubator, Oome monstrous glass bell or
90
exhausted receiver. There is no circulation of free aii^m this volume," »»
At another point, he expresses his viex? of another literary__^j:ype"
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a

represented by Remy de Goncourt* "They never XTere capable of athletic
exertion. Thei^ blood Is t h m ink, their faces and hands are papery.
They secrete heart-breaking philosophies and venomous epigrams. They are
XTithered, sinister, inhuman like their XTritmgs.
-

J

This sort of over-cultivated "literariness"' is the converse of
what MacMechan admires, namely, the robust, positive, affirmative,
life-affirming philosophies of physically energetic people. Such an
observation obviously leads one into 'the question of the relation betXTeen
art and life, again a nearly imponderable matter. Hoxroyer, to attempt
such an analysis, one xrould immediatelyj/bserve in MacMechan a strong
belief in the essentially life-affirming nature of literature. The
function of literature, he frequently asserts, is, in Dr. Johnson's
92
phrase, "To teach us to enjoy life -- or endure it,"
MacMechan seems
to delight in enumerating medical doctors who "beat the literary fellows
93
at their oxTn game"*^nithat is, who, fn addition to lives of humanitarian
service, found time to write works of merit. Some of the names' he
y^
\
94
95
frequently mentions are those of Sir Thomas Brox-me, William Osier,
j
96
1
97
John Brown (author of Rab; and his Friends), John MacCrae, William
98
99
G
'Henry Drummond
and Sir AndrexT MacPhail. In keeping with their
Hippocratic oath, MacMechan xrould observe, these men wrote materxal
that he would consider heartening and strengthening and life-affirming.
His view of literature generally is that it goes hand m hand XTith human
goodness, and these writers XTould rank hxgh in such an argument for him.
Writing of a novel XTith a conventional happy ending, for example, MacMechan
says "the natural universal human heart rejoices in such an ending, rather
0

,,ioo

than in some fantastic canker of malevolence oir deceit.

<
Though it

would be possible, perhaps, to construe these ideas so as to make
MacMechan appear t)o be "mindlessly optimistic and simplistic,! he xrould
l
offer, half-facetiously, in his oxm defence the remark that he is an old

*
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Victorian sentimentalist: "I am an old,fossil, a Victorian sentimental101
°
^
ist."
This comment might be expanded by means of a comment by
MadMechanrs friend and colleague, William Lyon Phelps. In his Preface
to the Favorite Poems of James Whitcomb Riley (1931)", Phelps xwrites
Riley XTas a man of faith, of sentiment, of optimism, of
good cheer, to-day our citified intelligensia have
only one motto-- What's the use7 They find no pleasure
even xn sin.
^
To such persons no music is more discordant than
cheerfulness. As the Bible says, "As he that taketh
,
ax?ay a garment m cold xTeather, and as vinegar upon
nitre, so is he that singeth songs to an heavy heart...,"
Even more than humor, sentiment folloxTs the fashions.
The only pages of Dickons xjhich fail to convince us
to-day^are those xjhose pathos made originally the
deepest impression. Many of Washington Irving's^once
popular "sketches" xrould be intolerable if they were
not also unreadable.
Yet sentiment is the ground quality of art. Speaking
i
of English sentimentality, Mr. Paul Cohen-Portheim,.„.says:
, Fear of °che.ap' sentiment is'iisxmply fear of
gxving XTay tb the feelings in people who are not
inwardly sure of themselve, xThile sentimentality
is a symptom of health and unsophisticated
simplicity....Sentimentality is much nearer to
great art than critical intelligence is, because
both are matters of feeling originating m the
unconscious.... Sob-stuff for the most part only
comes from xTant of tact xn handling emotional-*
materxal, a want of xThxch the masses are not
conscious.
. There xs not the slightest doubt, after making"3ue
allowances for the taste in sentiment that prevailed
in the last twenty years of the nineteenth century,
that many of, Riley's verses are too sxroet not only
for these S O U P txmes, but for any time.102 .

\

This is a comment XTith xjhich MacMechan xrould undoubtedly have agreed.
He gives ample evidence, in his XTriting, of his understanding of
"sentimentality" as being "a symptom of health and unsophisticated
simplicity". Moreover, he xrould undoubtedly have quoted, as a basis
for some of his" ideas, MatthexT Arnold's rationale for the exclusion
of "Empedocles on Etna" from the 1853 edition of his Poemss

JU

>
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i

\
Any accurate representation may therefore be expected
to be xnterestxng, but, if the representation be a
poetical one,.more than thxs xs demanded. It xs demanded
not only that xt shall mterese, but also that it shall •
»
xnspirit and rejoice the reader: that it -shall convey a charm,
and infuse delight*" For the Muses, as Hesxod says, XTere born
that they might be "a forgetfulness of evils, and a truce
from cares': and it xs not enough' that the Poet should
add to the knowledge of men, xt xs required of him also
that he should add to "their happiness. 'All Art,** says
Schxller, 'is dedicated to „Joy, and there is no higher
and no more serious problem, than hoxT to make man-happy, * "*
The right Art is that alone, which cre'ates the highest
enjoyment.'
.
• '
„*
A poetical xrork, therefore, is not yet justified
xThen it has been shoxm to be an accurate, and therefore
interesting representation; it' has to be shoxm also that
it is a representation from XThich men can derive
enjoyment._ In presence of the most tragic .circumstances,
^
represented, m a xrork of Art, the feeling of enjoyment,
as is xTell°knoxra, may still subsist: the representation
of the most utter calamity, of the liveliest anguish,
is not sufficient to destroy it: the more tragic the
situation, the deeper becomes the enjoyment; and the
situation Is more tragic xn proportion as- it becomes
more terrxble.
'
~~ — • - —
'
'What then are the situations,, from the representation
of XThich, though accurate, no poetical enjoyment can
be derived? They are those in xjhich the sefferxng finds
no vent xn actxon; in XThich a continuous state of
•mental distress is prolonged, unrelieved by incident,
hope, or resistance; in XThich there is everything to
be endured, nothing to be done". In, such situations
there is inevitably something^m^bicL in the description
of them something mopptonousrWhen they occur in
actual JLife, they ax& painful, not tragic: the representation of them in poetry is painful also ,103 ,«
,
«•
Again, although Arnold restricts his discussion to poetry, the
o

emphasis placed on "Joy" and the artist's duty to contribute to human
happiness are obviously requisites of both poetry and prose fiction for
MacMechan. He"frequently stresses the "Joy" essential to literature -from WordsxTorth's "Joy in XTidest commonalty spread", to Coleridge's
"Joy,.t,,by x?hlch we live", to Robert Louis Stevenson's rhetorical "the
novelist is a fils du Joxe, and if he fails to amuse, xjhat atonement
104
can he offer?"'
MacMechan descrxbes one xsriter in the folloxTing manners
' All times he has enjoyed greatly, and he has the ability to translate hisa experience of joy into XTords x?hich in their turn rouse up In the

*

*

*

.
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reader's m m d some shadoxT or image of that joyj, The're-m lies the
105
-,
achievement of literature.
This concept of the "joy" present in
literature forms the basis for several of MacMechan's re^egjTions: of
Somerset Maugham he says, "no man should deal x?holesale in discourage106
| k
•
ment".
He XTrOte, also, that "healthy, ordinary Human Nature cannot
stind /Thomas,/ Hardy's pessimism.

1

It is no unfair test of a xrork of

%

art to consider if—the results of the ideas released by it should
*
107
prevail universally."
Morley Gallaghan'4 "realism" in Strange Fugitive

f

108

."

1

he° found joyless ~ "a dull, moralizing sermon",
*
*,~t "
\
MacMechan's emphasis on human goodness and on the salutary influence

€ I

of literature on life, as it is lived, XThich sometimes amounts to his
advocacy of a kind of tamped-doxm strenuous life, seems perhaps dated

V
to-day X7hen morality m

*

literature has come under such heavy attack

from the Nex? Criticism in its attempt to sheer ax?ay such thinking from
the work per se. Some of MacMechan's ldeaj^, are endorsed, and one, is

v

prompted, tof^hink tha£ they are but temporarily out of vogue^ X7hen one
reads 'that the renoxjned Shakespearean critic\ Alfred B. Harbage, has
said .as'recently as 1973 that kindness is x?hat unites Shakespeare and
Dickens as artists, and that by promoting kxndness, their art serves
a moral purpose, -Possifely MacMechan's coasmonsensical crxticism and
opxnions are old-fashioned but resilient, for xt xs certaxn that he xrould,,
applaud xrhen Harbage XTrites
No one x?ho has eVex spent more than a few hours X7ith
either of them /Shakespeare and Dickens/ ... has to
be told that creation is better than destructions
"nurture*better than neglect, generosity than greed,
love than hate, kindness thin cruelty, and so on.
Advocacy of the obvious begets apathy or even
hostility. What people x?ant Is not to hear about
good feeling but fe feel it. Orwell spells out

/

f> o
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\
, the message of Dickens as "decency". It is a
good xrord,, and one that our age, x?hich fears
sentiment, can use XTith a sense of security, but the
more descriptive, xrord is kindness. Of all the
I

o

..

plays and. navels m Englxsh, those of Shakespeare
and Dxckens are the kxndest. They are the thing
they promote. The Elizabethans passed on to
succeeding generations their "gentle" Shakespeare.
During the Restoration period Drydeh said that he -„
admired Jonsonnbut "loved" Shakespeare, and that
Fletcher had the softer but Shakespeare»the "kinder"
soul, the implication being not that he teaches good
.feeling, but that he engenders it.
a

x

^

' " t j ^
/-_ -_ 1
^r_ZJ
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Here, Harbage's discussion of "decency", "sentiment", and "kindness" is
of the kind MacMechan xrould ilave found congenial,
f

Q

From such assembled comments and attitudes it might seem that
MacMechan in his daily life XTas *a rather shalloxT optimist. Such a judg110
oatTTTioxTever, xrould be false.
If anything, he XTas temperamentally
melancholy, and he perhaps required of literature an affirmation of a
benevolent, universe that his intuition contradicted or at least doubted.
* Pne often has the feeling that his pronouncements on the qualities desirable in literature go against the g r a m bf his deeper feelings. Hxs
*
<*
111
Comments on the Rup-st World War, as previously mentioned,
rations of this'tendency.

are illust-

In his»journals, for instance, in the dark days

ofllate 1916, he repeatedly confides his fear that the Germans xn.ll win,
but,, he adds, this is something that" he must keep to himself fpr fear of
demoralizing hxs .acduaxntances. In,line xTxth thxs tendency, he records
atPone poxnt (Aagust 24, 1916) "Foggy day: Depressxng, Arsenical, and
Throat-cuttmg", yet, It* seems from the remainder,, of the entry that he
kept these'thoughts to himselfI

Similarly, in his literary crxticism he

i

appears to have„denied or ignored some of his mxsgivings. It Is really^
112 '
only XTxth his reviex? of Robert Graves' Good-Bye to All That (1929)'

%

0
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that MacMechan offers his oxm viex7s of the futility of the First World
War to a public audience. This phenomenon is particularly remarkable
since he repeatedly notes x;xth satisfaction the popularity of John McCrae's rondeau, "In Flanders Fields". This\reticence on MacMechan's
part, his refusal to recognize certain pox7erful themes xn^literature,
narrox7s his scope at times, and, at other times, makes his estimates

I

seem rather prim and dated. iTx7o outstanding examples of this tendency
/

are demonstrated in his estimates of Samuel Butler's Way, of All Flesh
and E.M. Forster's Passage to India. The former*MacMechan found dis-

y.

r

\

tasteful on the grounds that no man ought to think, let alone writs,
that X7ay of a father —

"a literary man xTho spends txTelve "years of

*

his life blackening the character of his dead father and mother /Mac-

113
Mechan writes/ •=*» XTellS every plain man has the name for him,"

Here

/X7e see the dutiful, decorous, convention-bound MacMechan in a guise
X7e immediately think of as Victorian, XTith all the associated concepts
of repression and hypocrisy that the term to-day conveys. A Passage to *
India is a slightly different case, although MacMechan's>ideas of decorum
and propriety surface in this instance, too. He dismisses the novel as
O
114 •
^
"a terrible book"
in his private journal, and in his reviexT of it xn
the Montreal Standard he points, -to* the depressxngly pessimxstic outlook
f
115
for English-Indian relations the book purveys,

MacMechan's treatment

°f Jk Passage of India is remarkable for xrhat it reveals about hxs tendency to overlook phenomena: he had been enthusxastxc about Sara Duncan's
The Suapq<jj, Adventures of a Memsahib ,(1893), a rather superfxcial and'
XT&tty account of Englxsh-Indian relations. Forsfcer^ it xrould appear,
offered a darker version -of some topics Macl-fechan apparently dxd not XTant
to recognxze.

«.
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From the foregoing account of his position as a critic of prose
fiction, it seems evident that MacMechan XTas out of sympathy XTith much
of the XTriting done by novelists in the early years of the tx?entieth
century.

One has-only to turn to his revxexTS of many of the outstanding

serious xtfriters of the period to see that, xn most cases, MacMechan's
revxexTS of their xrork regxster xncomprehension or apathy or distaste.
In referring to the novels of D,H„ Laxnrence, for instance, he remarks
on the rejection of Lax^rence in some quarters and says "There are cheering
signs that the xrorld is not x7holly given over to the x?orship of that
black trinity —

the Sx7ord, the Dollar, and the Phallus", the latter being

116
for him a symbol^ of Lax7rence's work. ,

Of H„G. Wells, MacMechan XTrites

"his x7ork shox7S theKe is no centre to XThich he can relate hxmself.

His

Mgh-mxnded, sentimental brafilcguards are beginning to pall. They are
117
.
j
simply -Joseph Surface broughttfdoxm to date"
— this is in spite of
the fact that "no one XTriting English today / 1915_/ possesses his

118
gifts as a novelist."

Of Katherme Mansfield he XTrites that in her

choice of subject matter and in her treatment of it "her effect on me
t

is uncanny, and MacMechan goes on to describe himself as»"out of
^<
119
sympathy xTithl txTentieth-century madness an<I the abyss"
XThich for him
Mansfield's XTriting depicts.

He adds a bit later "'complications' are

XThat you die of, XTften the doctors are fairly puzzled, but they are the
120
life of the modern novel."
ElsexThere he speaks of modern fiction in
rather prim terms: "the peck of dirt everyone is supposed to eat has
121
come my xTay chiefly in the form of modern novels to read."
And, he
'
122
\
speaks of the "Cloacine School of Filth".
Yet, in 19*28, he depitraes
*

t

a

the general reticence concerning the discussion of sexual and religious
topics, saying that people do not talk about such matters -~ "it is not
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123
done".

Here he apparently recognizes the desirability of doing so

as X7ell as the Impossibility of it. Here, too, one is tempted to „
attribute MacMechan',s attitudes to his Victorian upbringing.' In a
-recent issue_jjf The Canadian Forum„ Barker Fairley has referred to an
aspect of "Victorian" life that is pertinent here.

He says, referring

to his youth m the late 1880's.
Remember that I am speaking of the Victorian age,
not of England of today. And to the Victorian age
I belonged, because the Victorian age outlived the
Queen by quite a number of years, and didn't really
stop at 1901. History books are .misleading. It
amuses me to remember the morning ,x-jhen I got into
'
the train to go to school in Leeds'and a man sitting
beside me dropped his nexTspaper and siid to his neighbour,
'Well, the old lady's'gone at last' and so she had.
But nothing changed. The settled life and outlook
XTent on as before, the same steadiness, ^he same
silences. No one asked questions.124

«^

The "silences" Fairley mentions appear to have been of a nature similar
a

to those MacMechan means x?hen he says "it is not done".

If one X7ere

to place MacMechan in his proper context, particularly in his attitudes
^fcsfiction, one X70uld undoubtedly call him "Victorian" —- he himself
did so, as did his closest colleague.125 Here it might be XTell to keep
in m m d something Virginia Woolf XTrote. In a lecture delivered May
18, 1924, at Cambridge, she said "I will hazard a second assertion,

ll
XThich is more disputable perhaps, to the effect that on or about December,
1910, human character changed."

She XTas referring specifically to trte

exhibition of Post-Impressionist paintings to be seen in London at that
date, and she is indicating her perception of the break xTith^past
conceptions of human nature that these paintings revealed:
I am not saying that one went out, as one might into
a garden, and there saxT that a rose had floxTered, or that
-a hen had laid an egg. The change x?as not sudden and
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definite like that. But a change there XTas, nevertheless,
and, since one must be arbitrary, let us date it about
the year 1910. The first signs of xb-^re recorded in the
books of Samuel Butler, in The Way of All Flesh m particular; the plays of Bernard ShaxT continue to record it,
In life one can see the change." „ . . All human relations
have shifted — those betXTeen masters and servants, husbands
and XTives, parents and children. And XThen human relations
change there is at the same time a change in religion,
conduct, politics, and literature. Let us agree'to place
one of these changes about the year 1910,126

,

Perhaps the date she offers can be taken as a xTatershed in
MacMechan's life too, as marking a point after xfhich his perceptions
and attitudes altered very little.

Nex? approaches to human character

and morality as represented by the xrork of Freud and reflected in the
fiction of the time became increasingly alien to MacMechan. A recent
critic, XTriting of three novelists xThose collective XTork spans the
period betXTeen 1875 and 1930, roughly the years with xThich we are
concerned, has expanded what might appear to be a truism into a
fascinating study in changing attitudes.\, Calvin Bedient, in Architects

V.

„ ~™°

~~

of Self, introduces his thesis xtfith the assertion that "xThat makes
each age coherent and fascinating is the strength and brilliance of

c,)

its opposition to a preceding age, with X7hich it is unified in repulsion.
In each period the self thax7S from the cold of rational and social
strictures and runs south into climates at once metaphysical and
instinctual":
To take the full measure of the issues grouped and at
stake in these post-Christian dispucas over the best
blueprint of human character, X7e can do no better, it
should nox? be apparent,, than to concentrate on three
„
xTriters in particular: George Eliot, the chief moralist
of the Victorian ethos; Laxjrence, her zealoua opposxte;
and Forster, x7ho, though nearer to LaxTrence in belief,
represents, all the same, something of a median position.
The major ideals of human characters =- Christian and ascetic,
pagan and mystical, Greek and individualistic —» are all
clustered and tempered in these three XTriters and all in
the burning centres, the crucial fevers, of their books.

These are the three supreme creative consciences, the
three major architects of the self' in English fiction,
in their adjoining and complementary eras. In them
stands most of the story of what British xrriters since
1830 have held it humanly desirable to be.127
By connecting these three novelists, Bedient has indicated the overlapping of moral concejrn that forms a continuity betx?een the Victorian
era and the m o d e m ,

euch a description of Jthe continuity is useful

x?hen one tries to plaice MacMechan m

his context, for his appreciation

of the problem x?ith x7hichvBedient is concerned, does not extend to

|

p
LaxTrence and Forster, anJJ one can only observe his indifference to
various trends m modern fiction after^
To observe MacMechan's lack of sWpathy x7X"th developments

m

the international fxeiLd af fiction, hoxTever, is not to diminish his
^*\/
significance as a critic!of Canadian fiction at the time In X7hich he
j

x?as XTriting.

*-*

t

Aswe have (seen*, many of his judgments and predictions

were based on late Victorian novels of various kinds =- on Schremer's,
Clarke's, and Sara Duncan's.

He sought to do XThat was then yet undone:

to prepare/the xray for the appearance in Canada of a novel of major
importancel and, artistic maturxtyl

The period in x-rhich he xrorked x?as

largely that of the last tX70 decades of the nineteenth century and the
fxrst twp decades of the twentxeth.

By xts nature, Ixterature in Canada'

in the late nineteenth century looked backxTard, or across the Atlantxc,i
to a "Motherland", as is the nature of colonial XTritxngT One study of
Australian poetry makes this point by its very title -- Tradition in .
128
Exile
~= x?hxch
implies
the
sort of holding
often
diDcernxble
in colonial
xTrxting.
^ifhe
imagination,
still operation
adhering to
ideas
formal
by the ojlder culture, is unable to produce creatxve work grounded In
the nexT country until the "tradition" is firmly established and XTorked
through in the nexT environment.

Canadian fiction, at the time MacMechan

./
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X7as X7ritmg, xras largely dependent on models beyond Canada for its
influences.

In 1919, MacMechan XTrites of this phenomenon, calling

Canadian fiction "amateur", and giving as a reason the fact that N
Canadians have no national life of their oxm: "x7e invent nothing; xra
borroxtf, borroxT, borrow/."

Canadians, he says, are intellectual parasites
129
on the United States, a Canadian Olxve Schrexner is xTanted, he xnsists.

'1

Txro years later, he directs hxs column xn the Montreal Standard1at youn
Canadxan novelxsts, x?ho must realize., he says, that their craft xs not
easy and that thexr apprentxceshxp xs long.

In one of his last general

comments on the-Canadian literary scene (April 15,1 1933), he advijses the
young xnrxters of Canada to look jkbout them for materxal:
One word to our 'y^ung lxons": have the courage to
make your storxes Canadian -- "common Canadxan" -- not
Englxsh or Amerxcan or any blend or mxxture of these
elements. Don't xrrite XTxth one eye on the Amerxcanmarket, and XTith the other on the English reviexTS.
Dare to tell the ,truth of the life XTe Ixve and knoxT.
Drop the conventxon of "hardly Canadxans", and represent
him as he is -- xn school, -- on the farm, —- xn
polxtics, -- in the small toxm, -= in his relxgxon, -making xTar, — making love. This is XThat the outside
world is xTaiting for. Novelxsts of Canada, here lxes
the road to distinctxon.130

i

In the. year before hxs death, he rexterates hxs belxef that Canadians
have a unique culture from x-rhich to create fiction: "Here /in Canada/
x?e have„ the most dbundant materxal all ready for the novelxst -- racxal
contrasts and contacts.
all varietxes of urban, rural, and xndustrial
131
lxfe,,.."
Exhortations and observations like these marked his
n

critxcal work from the time he began his reviex?s, in The Week in 1885,
untxl their conclusion, xTith his death, xn 1933.

Hxs xrork in the area

of prose fiction XTas largely^concerned x?ith setting standards, albeit
often Victorian standards, and with encouraging little°knox7n works of
" promising authorship m<> an attempt to prepare the X7ay for a floxTering
it

»
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of novels."" Throughout the 192Q?s,ii7ueWSagn3 of a "boom" b|egin to
,
132
*%fappear in Canadian* fiction;,
Madl-lecnan repeats his Insistence on
the necessity for the upholding of standards. In one of his last columns.
reviexTing Frederick Philip Grove's Fruitis of the Earth. MacMechan records
XThat, as it turned out, xirere his final xrords On Canadian fiction, particularly on Canadian "realism" as he had defined it.

Opening his

revieXT XTith the somex-rhat curious assertion that he "does not knox-r"

(

Grove's novels4 he goes.on to compare Fruits of the Earth with The Story
*>pf an African Farm for poxTerful presentation of setting:
1 understand one squeamish community ... had
Settlers of the "Marsh put on the Index Prohibituo.
Perhaps that XTas an unsolicited testimonial to its
value. Still, I did not expect much from Fruits of
the Earth. I have read too many "Canadian" novels
to cherish high expectations of any nexT one, no matter
hox7 loudly the advertising trumpets are bloxm.
But Fruxts of the Earth is the sort of story I have
long been looking for. /He goes on to class^it XTith m e __
Imperialist, Wild Geese, and Rockbound^/ /Like Moby Dick/,
they all give true bictures of the XTorlds the authors knoxT.133
Here one can see the thread of unity in his x?ork —

his early

XTork on Melville led finally, if indirectly, to pronouncements on
.Canadian literature that seem, even to-day, avant garde and fresh.
As a critic of fiction, he brought to bear on his appraisal of fiction
in Canada the methods m

the study of comparative literature he had

learned at Johns Hopkins University.

By placing representative xrorks

of Canadian fiction alongside "touchstones" from other, usually colonial,cultures, he attempted to produce foils for Canadian x7orks, to appraise
their worth, and to diagnose reasons for their failings. He brought
to his reading of Canadian fiction his deep belief in the poxTer of place
and the necessity of Interaction between environment and individual talent
,in bringing disparate areas, and soP ultimately, a xThole country, into
imaginative life. The difficultiesipeculiar to this process In Canada^
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x?e.re observed by him, and his life-long theme X7as of a country's coming
into existence-only as it is XTritten about.

Such an existence is

desirable and essential in order for a national culture to flourish.
In reiterating this credo, MacMechan anticipated a kind of nationalism
in literary criticism that came after the years of his most active xrork.
Lionel Stevenson, W.E, Cpllm, E.K. Broxm, and, most prominently,
Nor,throp Frye, have offered expansions of this basic idea.

The key

r

paragraph of one of Frye's speeches might'fittingly be offered here as
evidence of a continuing theme in cultural criticism that had an early
Expression in the prose critxcism of Archibald MacMechan, "an old pannya-liner, off in his provin'cxal corner."
i

,

Children in Canadian schools study Canadian geography,
not because it is better than the geography of other
nations, but because it is theirs? and simxlarly xirlth
Canadxan history and politics, 'Canadian XTriting, too,
has a value for Canadians independent of its' international
value. It tells us hoxT Canadian imaginations have
reacted to their environmpnt, and therefore it tells us
something abou^ Canada that nothing else can tell us.
Even if it XTere not very >good m itself, still a
Canadian xTho did not knoxT something of his oxm. literature
xrould be as handicapped as if he had heard of Paris an
Rome but never of Ottaxra. The study of Canadian litera^re
is not a painful patriotic duty like voting, but a
simple necessity of getting ,one'-s, bearings, " 5 The Literary History of Canada„ summing up the change that

N

occurred in Canadian fiction betXTeen 1880 and the txme of the First
World War, indicates some of the changes in Canadians' oxm attitudes
toxTard their country.

From the foregoing account of MacMechan's attitddes

-- his involvement, first in The Week*, then as a regular columnist
for the Montreal Standard., his strict standards as a scholar, his concern
XTith observing the groxTth in quality and quantity in Canadian literature
—

it is possible to see his influence in the changing attitudes xihich

are described m

these concluding paragraphs:
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What most distinguished the fiction XTritten by
Canadian xnriters from that XTritten by their British
and American contemporanesNLS their XTriters'
experience of place, and, to \a lesser degree, their
experience of time. The fiction xnritten by Canadians
before 1880 presents scenes of Canadian life m only
a fexT isolsted spots xn an unknoxm country. One
cleared patch l*ies along the St. Lax7rence, centrxng
on a Quebec City and a Montreal of the Old Regime.
Another smaller patch includes the M m a s Basxn of the
Evangelxne country, and a vaguely adjacent Louisbourg
and Halifax. Another small patch is around Saint
John, other, unrelated patches are the bush clearings
*?
of the Ontario Front. A fex-r English Xvriters, R,M,
Ballantyne, Kingston, and Hent^*, put Hudson's Bay
and the Ximlds of the Northwest on the fictional map.
*'
Canadian critics in the 188Q*shad good reason to feel
strongly that Canadians had not axTakened to the possibilities
of using their oxm localities in fiction. An
editorial in The Week for September 29, 1887, reprinted
a note from the Boston Literary World, entitled
"A Field for Romance," xThich suggested that American
xTriters ought to exploit the Canadian scene, since
little use had been made by Canadians of "the abundant
and rich material for fiction afforded by> the scenery
and history of these neighbouring lands."
In the folloxTing1 thirty years, Canadian x-rriters did
use the abundant and rich materials of their oxm land
to a remarkable degree. The panorama of their fiction
xThich folloxTS beloxr is representative, not exhaustive.
In these years, the fictional map of Canada expanded as
quickly as the physical map had m 1867. v By the time of
the First World War, the! xihole knoxm area of Canada
had been sketched in, and the scarcely knit, pluralistic
localness of Canadian life in those years had been
mirrored directly or obliquely in hundreds of short
romances, and novels,136
.
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, Sir'AndrexT MacPhail, in a, letter to MacMechan, , January 9, 1911,
XTrites "I spent a week at Orwell /Prince EdxTard Island/ and on my return
found a" message from Mr. Kipling to you xihich I hasten to send on: 'Iwixt
J
L you ,and me, I X7as not a little fond of that same book /his °Rex?ards and
Fairies, reviexTed by MacMechan on November 12, 1910/ and XThat a splendid
review 'The Dean' gave of it J Please convey to'him my best thanks', xshich
noxT I do." MacPhail and MacMechan xrere at this time joint editors of
The University Magazine (1901-1920). x
„
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D".C, Harveys An Introduction to the Hxstory of Dalhousie University
(Halifax: McCurdy Printing Company, 1938), p, 101 2 indicates that the
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in 1930, President MacKenzie indicated that university professors XTere
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/publishing it in book form in 1 8 7 4 ^ The longer title of the novel
X7as not used until 1885, in the first posthumous editions of the novel
tissued in Aus'tralia and England; the reason and authority for this"change
£o
& E the Term of Hisi Natura_l Lxfe are not knoxm"' (W.S^Ramson, ed.,
The I Australign Experience /Canberra: Australian National "Universxty Press-,
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Johannes Meintjes, Olive Schrelner: Portrait of a, South African*
Woman (Johannesbergt Hugh Keartland, 1965), p. 58.
There may have been hidden reasons for his evident quarrel x?ith
Parker the man as xrell as the XTriter, for one rumour has it that Parker
and MacMechan xtfere at one time Rivals for the. affections of Edith (Cowan)
MacMeahan,
'
'
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on Parker at length
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MacMechan, HeadxTaters, pp. 204-2u5. See also MacMechan's
account of groxTxng up in Ontario, DW, February 22, 1919
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38
Kent Thompson, ed.. Stories from Atlantic Candda (Toronto:
Macmillan, 1973), p. xv. Introducing this collection, Thompson observes
gratuitously "I regret also that I have found no xrriter to represent
Prince EdxTard Island, Obviously I do not take Lucy Maud Montgomery 1
as seriously
as the tourist bureau does." \
39Elizabeth
Waterston, "Lucy Maud Montgomery: 1874-1942",
I (1975), p. 25. This article! is, on,*
Canadian Children's
the XThole, very lnformatxve:one small point of 'fact might be mentioned,
hoxTever, and that is that. MacMedhan is mentioned as havxng been
.Montgomery's* teacher and as a "short story xrriter"„ This is to suggest
an influence that XTas not present,, for MacMechan XTas an essayist but
not a short=story xrriter. From various published xrork, it is clear
that MacMechan sensed a spiritual affinity XTith Montgomery that made h3
sympathetic to -hear xrritmg. Possibly this affinity could be defined
most broadly, as & sense of melancholy, of the lacrimaei rerum they/both
#
possessed. This aspect of Montgomery has been indicated quite^strongly
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and since the time of their publication, the Canadian Broadcasting
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Mollie Gxllen's The Wheel of Things (Toaontos Fltzhenry and Whiteside,
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Charles Gordon. He" xras not interested enough in hearing Gordon speak
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of 1917 to leave his oxm church. Fort Massey,, for the occasion. In his
journal for Sep&aber -30, A917, MacMechan records: "I xrent Lo Fort Massey
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Connor' at §£, Matthexr's." On the following day, October 1, he writes:
" m the evening, xrent to Ralph Connor's address before the Canadian Club...
/MacMechan had been asked to give the Club's speech of thanks/ the house
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of literary arts: "next to tragedy the most difficult thing to xrrite Is
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' Chapter IV
. MacMechan ac Essayist

\

The term "essay" carries an apology xrith it. ~The--.^
author tacitlyydSclafeana "I offer nothing complete;
the treatment/of my theme is not exhaustive, I put
forxrardonLy* fragments/) hardly more xrorth acceptance
than hasty memoranda/aints and material to be treated v
more fully at some future time."... All true essayists
stud their xrorks xtith "I's", Instead of eiaployxng the
royal, magnificent/editorial xre, xrhich seems to Include^
th£ universe, but puts the reader at such a distance, or\
the careful omission of all personal reference.., "the
reader is admitted nehind the curtain and sits doxm xrith
the xrriter m his goxm and slippers."!
In his ox<m day, MacMechan's place in Canadian letters rented
largely on his various forms of essay-xrritmg.

This area of his xroiuk,

combined xrith his xrritings as a critic, constitutes his main legacy
,

to Canadian literary history.

2

Among MacMechan's contemporaries

L o m e Pierce,- for example, cites him as notable among Canadian essayists:
/W.Hg,/ Blake, Sir Andrexr MacPhail and MacMechan ,,, fcome
nearest to the real essay....the easy inconsequence, grace,
charm, sophistication and personal intimacy of the letter
are. all found in the essay, xrhich may be defined as an epistle
to the xrorld of kindred spirits at large..,. The successful
essay is a touchstone of urbanity, and only comes after long
standing in,the oak. Good talk sparkles and has a rich
bouquet, the essay is that,3
Sir" Charles G.D. Roberts, xrho xras familiar xiith MacMechan's xrriting from
the association -of the txro men on She Week^ xrrote in 1929 "I consider
*

f>

you our be/it...essayist, -= perhaps the best Canadian master of English
prose,"

ifEven MacMechan's opponent and harshest critie, J.D, Logan,

conceded that MacMechan xrass in the context of Canadian literature, "an
5
unsurpassed xrriter of the light essay".

-J

MacMechan c life-long Interest in essay-xrritmg and In tha'essay
as a form can be traced ttonoughout hie xrrltlngs. He often xrriteo of
6
'
the essay, demonctrating his critical appreciation of the genre. It lo
obvious from even a cursory glance ajfc hie bibliography that the ecsay
form xras moot 'congenial to him as an original xrriter; throughout hlc life
161

'

162

he xrrote essays of various types, and some of his finest xrork, as xrell
as some of his earliest, consists of els says.
appeared xn The Week.

Some of these early pieces

Brandon Conron points to MacMechan's unique

position as a contributor to thio periodical xrhen he xrrites that "of
all the contributors to The Weeka only Archibald MacMechan...deserves
8
the title ofj^essayist" and goes on to describe MacMechan's qualities:
Like the Victorian *xrrxters in xrhom- MacMechan took more than
the scholarly interest demanded by his position at
Dalhousie University, he xras the hexr of the Romantics,
The Dreamer, the agent of MacMechan's fancy, transforms «
purely descriptive pieces Into xrhimsical reverxes
celebrating the fresh innocent beauty of nature, art, and
xroman, MacMechan's romanticism, hoxrever, Is never escapism,
Words order and control his experience, and create a formal
if fanciful pattern to fix "golden days in memory" for the
enrichment "of less happier-times to come".,..The simplicity
and restraint of the-, style, on the one hand, and the
luxuriousness of the subject~patter, on the other, combine
best in pieces like "Ghosts," 'The Fence-Corner," and "My
Oxm "Country," xrhere a fresh and"distinctive lyricism reveals
an xmaginative but not unreal xrorld of infinite dejl-ights
for the thoughtful observer.

v
, v^

'The period in xrhich MacMechan did most of his essay xrriting -the years betxreen 1890 and 1920 —= has been characterised by J.B. Priestley,
himself an outstanding essayist, as a time of renaissance in the
xrriting of essays:
2

*•

It was a, great time...for the eosay and! the literacure of
travel. The essayists -- Chesterton, Belloc, E.V. Lucas,
Alice Meynell, jAugustmeiBirrell, G.S. Street, to name the v*
first that come to m m d -= might turn up anywhere, sometimes
regularly in a popular nexrspaper, for there xras plenty of
•space for essays, and somehoxr plenty of time for them to
be carefully xrrxtte^ and then sloxrly dnjoyed, (I often
xronder xrhat xre do xrith all the time xre have sar^ed by using
time-saving devices =- just sit around gigglipg over
gins=and-tonics ?)
Elsewhere, Priestley points <-fout that "the history of^Efie^Engl ish essay
is inextricably entxrlned xrith the history of the periodical. Since
*
there have been papers and magazines to xrrite for, all our chief encayists
' 10
have been 'periodical writers'."

These comments surely apply to
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' MacMechan* Written chiefly before the outbreak of the First World War,
I
his essays reflect a life that xras changed radically after 1914. The
i
i

xrorld of xhlch he .writes, xrith its laisurely pace and its opportunities
• ,.
.
.
11
for-,,reveries, is a world one thinks of as Edxrardian,

To a great extent,

it xras the external xrorld £hat changed after the xrars but as xrell MacMechan
himself naturally matured, abandoning in the process many of the
characteristic, qualities of his, early essays: the dreaminess, the effusive
sentimentality, the idealism, are either absent or considerably
modified in MacMechan's later xrritings.
Before one turns to the essays themselves, It is important to
establish the type of xrriting MacMechan's essays represent. To quote

i

--

y

J.B. Priestley once more, the term" "essay" is quite nebulous. (^He
cites Sir Edmund Goose's definition (from the Encyclopedia Britannica)
of the essay; "a form of literature, the essay
I moderate length, usually in prose, xrhich deals
xray xrith the external conditions of a subject,
12
that subject only as1 it affects the xrriter".

is a composition of'
in an easy, cursory
and, m strictness, xrith
Priestley goes on to

point to de Qufacgy's distinction betxreen the Lxterature of Rnoxrledge
and the Lxterature of Poxrer, indicating that

<»
'

t

"the true essay belongs to the latter class.... We might as xrell
.banish the term "essayist" entirely I unless xre realize that neither
/Jeffrey nor Macaulay/ xras an essayist. One xras a literary
critic, the other a literary critic andcJtiistorian. Their
xror|c belongs t'o the Literature of Knoxrledge,,.. the essay
is the kind of composition produced by an essayist,...
Actually xre do know xjhat is meant by an essayist, xrhereas
the term "essay" is so elastic that it means nothing".13

A Canadian scholar, in compiling an anthology of essays by Canadian
authors9 concludes his brief historical account of the personal essay *
as It has groxm from Montaigne through Abraham Coxrley, Charles Lamb 0
and Robert Louis Stevenson xrith the observation that "a good case might
be made for the claim that the past thirty or forty years /from <18f Q to
1920/

constitute a "Golden Age" for0 the English essay" and goes on to
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14

offer a .tentative definition of the .personal essay:
To sum up.,,the characteristics of the personal assay
include: a distinctly personal note — something
of the reverie; emphasis on mood, rather than title,
as a cementing force; urbanity — a suggestion of retirement from the forum; literjary quality and style, and usually some measure, at least, of xrit and humour.
These five criteria of the personal essay might Xirell be borne in mind
xrhen one considers MacMechan's ess ay-xrriting.
MacMechan's main collections of essays are to be found in three

I

volumes:

The Porter of Bagdad and Other Fantasies (1901), The Life of a

Little College (1914), and The Book of Ultima Thule (192?).' Throughout

1

the three volumes, it is evident that for MacMechan the essay functioned
as a suitable vehicle for combining fact and imagination.

The essay alloxi7-

ed him the free-play of the imagination (or more accurately, perhaps, that
16
of the secondary, fantasizing poxjer of Coleridge's definition ) over a
given topic. His ideal essay xras of the kind xrritten by Montaigne or
17
Lamb, rather than by Bacon or Matthexr Arnold,
He xrrote of Arnold's

1

essays, for example, that "thexr length, their bellicosity, and their
i

didacticism are against them.

They are separate campaigns, battles, skir-*
- -<

mishes, single comba'ts, episodes in his life-long Xirarfare against Philis18
times0"
Partisan zeal is not among the qualities MacMechan apparently
saxr as suitable for the personal essay, and this quality is certainly
absent from his -oxm description of the life he has chosen.. What he says
(previously quoted' m

Chapter III) xn 1911 on the subject bears on hxs

0
oxm essay-xrritmg:
"°,
3
How fexr are the^xrants of the boolanan! A t a b l e , a chaxr s
a book, paper, and ink — give him these and he can be
happy. To think,* t o range o n e ' s thoughts in "order,
xnnning a l i t t l e , Xfell-made' xrorld out of the chaos of
thick-coming f a n c i e s , to fix them for yourself and for
o t h e r s by the magic 1 of black marks on Xtrhite paper, i s a
joy t h a t never p a l l s J$

4

,

$
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From this description of a xrrib2f''s life it &s-possible to discern
some* of the qualities that are to be found In MacMechan's oxm writings,
particularly in his essays. These qualities might include a certain
philosophic calm and detachment, an attempt to glean something lasting
from an active m m d , the delight in the exercise of that m m d , and the
ultimate sharing of the mind's creations in a manner xrhich suggests an
epistolary connection xrith other minds. In his seijse of nostalgia and
m his perception of homely matters9 MacMechan is often akin to the
i
/
"gentle"jElia. Indeed, in various essays he adopts several persona of
gentle ~I often humble -= natures: "The dreamer", "The Summer Boarder",
I
20
_0
t " Grizzlebeard"
are a fexr such examples. Overall, the outstanding
i

qualities of his essays are hxs breadth of topic (like Bacon, in this
respect, MacMechan often appears to "take all knoxrledge as his province");
he asserts that "like Terence's slave., I count nothing human alxen to
21 j
.
me'"

£ and fckis claim is reflected in a number of his essays. The

classical background he brings to hxs §ubject matter Is also a remarkable
feature of the essays, as is his xreltanschuuanE,, xrhich ranges in time
from past to present and back again. Finally, perhaps, one might isolate
MacMechan's seeming leisure for expatiating on topics for the sheer love
of doing so, as xrell as the philosophical, tentative approach that alloxrs
him to toy xnth ideas,'

,

The essay form seeisespecially congenial to MacMechan's temperament,
for in it he is able to combine scholarly accuracy and a personal, even
Q

dreamy style. It is xrorch observing, here that it is in the essay form
that] MacMechan seems most at ease as «an original artist*, His poetry

|

and his sketches, are other examples of an original, artistic impulse ahat
,
23
never really seems to find adequate expression.
The essay form seems
"to be the most useful device he could find for celebrating his love of
his adopted province. Nova Scotia. In his essays dealing xrith Nova Scotia,,

a
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MacMechan is able to combine historical fact xrith evocative detail, of
his oxm so as to produce his mythical land, Ultima Thule.

The essays

on this topic are possibly his most original and lasting contribution
to the extensive xjriting about Nova Scotia he undertook xn the course
of hxs forty-four years xn the province.
The Porter of Bagdad and Other Fantasies (1901) is a collection
of his earliest essays.

It demonstrates, nevertheless, some of the

characteristics that also appear In his later essays.

Among these

is his idealism9jparticularly as related to xromen. Women form the
topic of at least half the essays in the collection m

their roles of

mother, mentor, friend, lover9 xrxfe. While one might attribute such an
emphasis In the collection to the tendency of late-Victorian literature
to idealise xromen*, in MacMechan's case the tendency is undoubtedly augf
mented by his feelings for his oxm mother, xrho died in 1870 in childbirth,
xrhen MacMechan xras eight y^ars old.

In his journals he regularly record- -

ed the anniversary of her death,, April 13, xrith various comments on the
terrible disruption that her death had caused xn his oxm life, and"- he is
24
unable to refer to her xnthout emotion.
In The Porter„ both subject
and author are often idealized figures % the author (often named "The
Dreamer") is characterized as a poetic, xrhich is to say unworldly, youthful, xmpressionabie, sensitive, and rather gauche man xrho Is chivalric
m

his treatment of xromen.

thxs sort of essay.

"Mrs. "Lily Sxreetxrieh's Coffee*" exemplifies

The women, in turn, are Rossetti-like Fair Ladies

•:o xrhom the xrriter accords a kind of courtly love.

This styliziation and

archaic effect are extended to the diction of some of the pieces, part-

1 ' Hike

cularly "The Lake" and "In the Cherry Orchard", xrhere "thee",

tlmta"^ "demesne"9 and other archaisms create a Pre~Raphaalxte atmosphere»
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Another ideal common to these essays xs Friendslixp*, xrhich
^

MacMechan exalts to Its, classxc form as epitomized by David and Jonathan.

v

)y

*

"Fantasia: RidingiV^fne Ghost of a Garden", and "Bess" all celebrate
varxous forms of frxendship, and speak of friends in highly charged,
heightened language. A good example of this tendency is the folloxring
form "Fantasia: Riding":

J
i

it is, I cannot know, but here in the stillness of
study the face of a friend rises, xrearing the xrell-*
remembered quiet smile, the measured tones of his even
voice seem sounding in my ears. it does not matter that
at the present moment xre are seated at the extremities
of a continent, as at the ends of a Cyclopean see-saxr.
The thought of hxs face has brought back even the
familxar aspect of every place his presence used to
fill, our old haunts that xre shall sever see agaxn.
The thought of him unxtes us xnstantly. Rivers of a
thousand miles, high mountain ridges, xtfide Inland seas
and prairies ocean-like, shrink in a lightning flash
to a compass narroxrer than the slightest of these pen
strokes.25
Here the nostalgia and the depth of the friendship are intensified by
the extravagance of the diction.

/

This passagetis also a conspicuous

I

example of MacMechan's passionate idealism., notable m
youthful 'essays but prominent m

many of these

much of his xrriting ^throughout his

to

life.

Also evident in this passage is a mood of/inelaneholy,, From
y
°
previous chapters, xre have jioted such a mood/as typical of MacMechan.
An entry in his journal for July 30, 1920\, reveals the characteristic
26
mood:
It xras a magnificent moonlight night, xrith some sea
running. I xratched the curious liquid-metal effects
and thought hoxr four minutes beneath its surface xrould
teach me the great- secret, Byron's line about the
graves of empires heaye like passing xraves came to
mind.
This mood is frequency perceptible in the essays in The Porter of Bagi
27
xre have seen abe-ve,
tfee essays in the book go back to his early
- xrriting In Ihgueek chiefly'in the years betxreen L$^2 and 1895, and so,
j
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a-S^ne might expect, they occasionally reflect a youthful, "romantic"
morbidity.

"On the Selectibn of Epitaphs", xrhich originally appeared

1

in The Week of January 22, 1892, is a case in point.
paragraph establishes the tone of the-essay:

The ^following

-a

v<-

•'

The strongest, reasons for choosing our epitaphs early .
in life is /sic/ that only bylso doing can xre hope
in any measure to deserve them. Only after long years
of strenuous endeavour could xre dare to have placed above
our crumbling dust the IcfQsnd of xrhat xre hoped and
agonised to be and do. Only' after long and severe trial
could xre deserve to have the painful story of failure
and disappointment blotted out, and our small measure of
actual attainment made enduring in stone or metal.
"S
\

Here xre see an oblique exhortation ±6 the Carlylean fulfillment of \Buty
\ i
\.
and Work, couched in a lEood samilar to chat of some of Bonnets sermons.

y

""

The pervasive sense of human mortality is common to much that he xrrites.
For instaace, in a scrppboolc beside a pressed floxrer, a lily, he xrrites
28
"The hand that gaverae/the lily is dust, and so that lily is sacred,"
MacMechan's journals record., often In considerable detail, the deaths
„ of friends: rarely does he neglect a reference to himself In noting

„

I^JsKam, --and a typical entry reads "Thus does Death come nearer and nearer
'"-*" i i
29
to me 9 \in narroxrlng sxroops".
Phrases like "Iloxr beautiful the xrorld
i
'
30
xrould seem if one xrere viexring it for the first frime =- or the lastS"
are characteristic of him, and meditations on deafen are typical of his
xrriting9 both private and .toublic, ^throughout his life5. His natlra? of
Andrexr Lang's death In'She Dean's Ulmdox/', August 3, 1912, !£• typicalr
It is very hard indeed to realise that Andrexr Lang la
dead. Only the other day he xrao just beginning to be heard
•of in the little xrorld of elasolcal scholars as a translator
of Hosier in partnership xrith Leaf and Butcher. To Canadian
college man of thirty years agos his wac ,a nciEe of/1:rscfcueoo
and poxrar. At oisty=elch£s ha did not o&sa old. Ihero xras
no syaptCia of age in hlc thinking or hie style* He xras
in the full tide of production, and had plaas for adding
to the Jsoienae moos of excellent work which bears his

', ,
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I

,

name. And noxr he is gone. Death came "Suddenly and
unexpectedly af$:er an illness of a £exr hours. Johnson's
great lines on Levetet apply almost exactly to his case.
'' •
Then xrith no throbs of fiery pain,
*
-Nb cold gradations of decay,
Death broke at once the vital,chain,
/«
And freed his soul the nearest xray.
It is a good xray to pa§s out of life.
f
It is'also prophetic, for this xras hoxr he, too, died.
An essay in -The Porter of Bagdad that is interesting from a
number of viexrpoints is "Bess", a meditation on a friendship betxreen
31
a child an a somewhat pedantic older man.
MacMechan xras consistently
interested xn chxldren, particularly xn children's literature, as a
glance through--the columns of."xhe Dean's Window" will reveal. Among
the books he considered at some length, are those of A„A. Milne0 L.M.
Montgomery, and, of course, Lex7is Ga^rolls Alice in Wonderland is the
•y

topic of extended treatment in one of the,essays in The Life of a Lxttle
32
Collegeo
One of his comments on the children depicted by S 0 Nesbit

I

in The Railway Children gives us a glimpse ••of x?hat MacMechan considered
l

X7holesome i n c h i l d r e n =•=• namely, an Innocent s p o n t a n e i t y :

"They axe
f

thoroughly natural human children, not little prigs or monsters of
33
goodness."
Part of MacMechan's appreciation of the "naturalness"
of children stemmed from his attraction to spontaneity and honesty.
He apparently perceived these qualities as strikingly absent m many
"pedants", as he called various professors and teachers. The contrast.
0

»

betx?een the tx?o types, as examplified by child and old man In " B G S S " 9 is
central to the essay. In another essay in this volume, "On Kernes",
\

he draxrs the same contrast betxreen simplicity and a forsg pf pedantry
in a gently ironic xrays "The Visitor xras one of thpse misguided persons
*

xrho spoil their eyesight poring over'books. As a concequence he xras
3*
very ignorant; he did not know the names of the floxiars,;"
Granted

•.If
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that he is being ironic here, nevertheless" he makes the same sc-rt
of comment often enough for one to ass_ume that he disliked land somexihat
distrusted the 'overly intellectual xrho had cut themselves off from7 tljia
natural world«

°

a,

Another of MacMechan's chief topics in The Porter "of Bagdad i|
love and lovers, x W h e
to each-other.

idealizes for their faithfulness and loyalty!

One of MacMechan's final essays, and one xrhich xras

xridaly printed, entitled "Old Lovers" (1930), deals xrith the/theme of

ySy'

'A

.

y

betxreen man and wife as«jjLt continues throughout a l i f e - t i m e ,
^"Tove be"

, "taelloxring on t h e p r o c e s s .

The Broxmings and the Tennysons xrere for0»h2
t-

*

-

txro examples" of such love, but the essay is also thinly disguised autobiography: "Archie and Edie", as the MacMechans xrere familiarly knoxm
(though not to their faces), xrere famous for tjaeir devotion to each

35
athe\

T

n a letter to D.C. Harvey, MacMechan indica/tes, some of hxs feelings
on m a r r i a g e : "A man should m a r r y . From x7hat/you have t o l d me, I
'

o

*

.

<*•

t h a t yours tras x;hat a marriage should he^-t

/

•*

young, not t o o prudent

(from a xro'rldly p o i n t of'vlexr)' and the consummation of f a i t h f u l
Like my oxm9j=£n - f a c t . "

.

infer

/

*-""

xraxtxng.

Love and l o v e r s fqjxm a s u b j e c t xrhich p e r m i t s

.MacMechan ample scope t o indulge b i s unabashed penchant fojp^ientimentality.
When he xrrites about young l o v e , h i s ' e v o c a t i o n of n o s t a l g i a te'nds co shade
%«>
into the maudlin. (He is capabie'of a phrase such as "one of the saddest
38
o
t tragedies that ever happened".
) "A Green Ribbon" in The Porter of Bagdad
is'typical of this sort of xrri't&^g. In this essay," MacMechan displays
"his taste ^Jor jnelodrama,, his rather moralistic tendencies In referring
to "the black sheep of the family".

his love of"pathos —

the unre-

~%
quited love of a'faichful young man is given, elaborate treatment by the
author, ."northern River" is also a celebration of love and loyers, but

C?V

V~
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this"essay ends on a positive note in that xt is hopeful of their
•o >m>

love's continuance. "Three PxctureoH xs a xrord-palntlng of three
facous pairs of lovers, each pair caught at a dramatic moment m
39

Y"

their

' "

hxstory. Here, MacMechan reveals a painter's eye,

"Three Pictures"

seems to be modelled on the-- technique Pre-Raphaelite painters such as
'
>
j I Holman\Hunt,
for exasaple,S used" Inu pictures
like "The Axrakening Conscience".
Such didactic message-paintings xrere staples of Victorian households and,
one asGiJEiss, influenced MacMechan's perceptions considerably. His
y

'

a

,

'

,

'to

description of one of che"subjects" is characteristically Victorian in
its love of pathos, its vicarious sentiment, and its moral content:
The bright sunshine strikes along her neck and breastmaking uieir xrhlteness like snoxr, and.tingeing her
broxm hair xrith gsld. He stands like a toxrer xrith
his oun-broxmed face close to the fairness of hers.
Oves them and around them there is the strength of
the "arch, the strongest thing man's brain 'devises,
or his hand .fashions. At thfelr back Is the cloudless
blue of heaven, and' beyond, a g'limpoe of the sea
. xrith i*£s restless poxrer, and the living rock in its
o- abiding majesty. They are bathed m sunshine, and there
is no hint of change In,"themselves or their surroundings;
the brightness is without a'shadox?. There is sadness
enough' in life, xre all knoxr, but still, thank God, it.
Is slreetened from time to "time by sights such as the
artist has immortalized in this noble picture.^

"

e

In this es'say it is unclear xrhether MacMechan is describing an actual
»" -

.*

or imaginary picture of the typical late-Victpnan kind: £he emblematic
1
\
'
«
features of the picture --' blue sky, living rock, arch -- are typical
<^

of such Victorian pictures X7ith a message, and Mactlechan is typically
Vxctorian in his didactic explication. Discernible also in this essay
is" another quality that many of the essays in The Porter of Bagdad have
in coanaon and chat it is possible to isolate sfo thexr coHnaoa denominator
^T" —

their romantic sence of longing for things remote in time and place*
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One of MacMechan's frequently quoted phrases is "infinite passion and
the pain of finite hearts that yearn";

his expression of this sense

can often lead to sentimentality, but m

these essays it is frequently

i

' y>'

^

expressed as a carefully controlled sense of lacrimae rerum.
of a Garden" is"such an example.

"The Ghost

So, toou is the final essay m

the book,

"The Paradise of Voices", in xrhich MacMechan employs a xrise passxVeness,
a nostalgic sense of past time, and some vivid descriptive passages to
create one of the most poxrerful essays of the collection.

In "Comrade

Wind" he treats the theme of the xnnd in an effective manner, the image
of the xrind becoming increasingly definite and sinister until the
climactic ending of the essay.

"Comrade Wind" possesses qualities per-

ceptible in many of MacMechan's familiar essays, the opening mood of
dreamy longing modulating to a certain sense of the tears in the nature
of things combined xrith a sort of exhilaration in the face of Fate that
,. ' ' 42
Is analogous to the mood-of Broxming's poem "Prospice".
"The Ghost
of a Garden" and "The Paradise of Voices" merit special attention, for
they exemplify llacMechan's controlled mood of longing sustained and
ex

given definite form.

"-

-

i

-.
The most successful of the essays^in The Porter of Bagdad, at
least in terms of current taste, xrould' probably be his meditations on
themes •=»- for example, "On the Selection of Epitaphs" or "The Dxp in
the Road".

The latter begins xrith an authoritative Baconlon sentence:
&

°"Our nature Is so full of affection that if xid cannot find- a felloxr-being
to love, xre will make close companions of the faithful, dumb Brutes,"
MacMechan"goes from this observation to an" expansion of the theme and
a carefully detailed record of a walk he tooK each day. -This rather homely

'•

\

*

"

' * "

' '

'

£opxc i s embellished by the care and enthusiasm xrith xrhich he has undertal-^n
s

the walk; his familiarity with the subject and his attention po detail
it
\

i

"

•

0

"

/

¥> '

I

"

- •

' . , • * * '

/
<

/

' /
/

'
\

\
1

'
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make this one of his most compelling essays, simply in terms of its
i

unpretentious, unsentimental meditation on a simple topic made interests

'

*•

xng by a nearly scxentxfic detachnfent of observation, coupled with a
o

0

freely ranging mind xrhxch brings to, this humble topic a xrealth of
learning and reflection.
*
"
*
)
Day after day, at the same hours you pass along and
almost unconsciously, learn every foot of the xray,
till you miss a pebble out of its place and know
r Axrhen a1 xreed has its Vtem broken. And hoxrever
i commonplace it may seem by daylight ,o nothing can be
more eerie than this fading track of0ghostly dust in'
,,
' .the noiseless,,moonless summer night. The landscape on
j .both sides of'the xray has sunk out of sight in
>
-' impenetrable darkness, and you seem to be xralking on ,,
|
the very rim of .the xrorld-and rolling the round ball I
/•
of it under your- feetl Its aspect is changing continually,
,
-- the rain, under the burning sun, xrhen the snoxr
comes and the earliest floxrering xreeds. .You
understand the procession of Spring, Summer, Autumn,
Winter, better for observing their march across
something fixed, limited and having the mathematical
quality of a straight h n e . ^
This passage is reminxscenfof ThoreauDs Uatden in its extrapolation
_ of the eternal and-^the infinite from a trail-known and seemingly inaignlfxbant subject.

That there should be echoes of Thoreau in MacMechan's

work xs more than, a remote possibility, for MacMechan .speaks of Thoreau
quite often, most formally in his "Thoreau" entry, in the -Cambridge
\

u

•»

History of Amerxcan Lxterature.

t>

'Possibly the most significant aspect of the essays^in The -"Porter
,,c^»\

of ]« _^,a bo£h in terms of biographical interest ^and of MacMechan's

yiv "i

*•

"

'

l c VJE^-smreldpment as a x r r i t e r , i s what might be termed h i s f r e e - f l o a t i n g
impressionism'In d e s c r i b i n g landscape," Much of fthe landscape in these.
/

If

essays is generalized;, idealized, and unspeclfici one does not receive
an impression of a particular area'accurately described. -("The Dip in
«, - l
'
/
e
thSsRoad" is obviously one"of the fexr exceptions to this'observation,)
o
o

.. -

•
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In this respect, these essays differ radically from those in The Book
of Ultima Thule„ and "the difference might be attributed to a combination
of fadtors. Primarily, one might note his youthful idealism

and love

r

\

of fantasy xrhich create an effect of blurring, in that he seems to be
creating an ideal xrorld, often by means of archaic di&tion that tends

,

to remove his subject matter from the realm of the familiar and mundane.
In these essays, hoxjever, some of his later affinities are suggested.

1

45

His love of country, for example,

. '.

•

.

anticipates his later, vehement patriot-

ism xrhile at the same time the vagueness of outline suggests that he has
i

an ideal cbuntry m mind. Seemingly, this ideal country took on form for
- him as Mova Scotia. The province xras of the kind to stimulate his
imagination: its combination of historical background and a physical
beauty xrith configurations xrhich were°particularly appealing to him
made Nova Scotia a landscape1that became for him a type of literary
landscape, endoxred xrith mythical significance. It is of this perception

*'

I

I

*a-

tttat W.J. Alexander appears t o speak xrhen, i n a l e t t e r to MacMechan,
>

*

he mentions "the charm of] the Maritime Provinces xrhich you especially
46
feel and/or^wfe^ch you have so successfully xrritten." -*= MacMechan's
apprehension of thxs charm is cons~picu"bus in -his reviexr of a book entitled
Highxravs and Byways of the Mississippi Valley (1906):-

v

,

As you look at the pictures, you think of-Siiss Ophelia's
characterization of the South, "Hoxr shiftless'" and you
contrast this spraxrling, 'slovenly, sloppy^ squalid
country xrith the| great xrheat lands and ranches of our
xrestt* the thrifty farms and cities of populous Ontario,
the south bank of the St, Laxrrence, like one greatvillage, xrith" the shining church«(?pires and grey convent- trail©- everywhere, the lovely valley of the
St. John, little Prince Edxrard Island, the "Garden %
, of "the Gulf", the orchards of the Annapolis Valley,
and the xrhite' fisher-huts along" the Nova Scotia shores, / .
and you thank1-God for your heritage.1^'
&

Y

.

' -- - \

• " „ MacMechan',s early epoayo seem to lack focus in that quite often
their settings seem to be unspeiclf ic'and unlocalizedat This, as much an

•cr

^

0
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anything, contributes to their dreamy, sentimental effect. An interestxng example of this early style is to be found m "The Idyll of a
Northern River", The "northemneo" is not specified — it is unclear .
j

xrhether the far north is meant or simply a river north of something 1
"south". From pits very title oke can perceive some of its incongruities:
the dxction, includxng an "xdylln- reminiscent of Tennyson, seems somehoxr
<>

out of place in a rxver to the north. The xdyll involves a lovers' tryst
\

in a canoe on the river, or, in MacMechan's phrase, "our gondola is a
48
\
cedar canoe".
The txro lovers might be characters in any medievalized
romance. The lover pays homage to a rather aloof Lady: "no argosy every
held more precious lading: for the freight is-Castara, the Lady of All
49

\

-

^
i

Delights."
At one point x'n the essay, the Lady exclaims over a'particularly placxd piece of landscape that apparently reminds her of an Engixsh
landscape as painted by John Constable, for she exclaims "Look at the
50
ConstableS"
"Look at the Constable J" cries Castara, suddenly breaking
the delicious silente, and her eye^ brighten, as she points
v
to the opposite bank. I stop the canoe in the cool shadoxr
of the bluff xrhich xre are passing "and xre look across the broxm°
xrater at Castara's picture =- a vast expanse of blue sky,
« xnnd-driven xrhite clouds, field after field of fertile
land stretching to the distant horizon, in the foreground
»
a little -hillock sloping xrith ,a gradual curve to the xrater;
'rushes, golden~rod, in the centre, a sleek-hided coxr,
xrhite and broxm, up "to her kheeta in the stream, and other1
cattle seen niore remote. The name of the picture Is "Peace";
so, at least,Cas-tara and I read the title,
a
-_
Here"MacMechan appears to be xrriting in the colonial vein so often
C

4

0

^

exemplified in early Canadian literature. In xrhich the landscape; is
'l
51
>
seen through the'©yes of a native q| the Old World,
The point"is

\

< y

xrorth making here, for it is, interesting to see 'hoxr MacMechan & percaptions alter in the course of a lifetime as a^Canadian, Txro of his
<most conspicuous utterances bear<on the phenomenon of colonial xrriting;
one occurs in-the introduction to his selection of'Tennyson's poems.

" , *

t„

i
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xrhere he comments on the "exotic" nature of Tennyson's poetry for
non-English readers, and the other is his extrapolation of this one,
52
that "a country comes into existence only as it as xrritten about".
It is interesting, arid curious, to observe how, In his oxm xrork,
MacMechan's final position as an emphatically nationalistic xrriter
53
evolves over the course of his lifetxme.
She Porter of Bagdad, then,
xs an interesting collection of essays inx terms of the fxtful attempts
made xn it to xrrite xrhat he later calls "nativist"| lxterature.

In this

respect,, it serves almost as a foil for The Book of Ultima Thule.
To summarize, one might characterize the essays in The Porter of
Bagdad as imitative of late nineteenth-century neo-romanticism in England,
P
54
particularly of the style designated as "Pre-Raphaelite". „

a

MacMechan's

essays reflect this influence xn their subject matter, chxefly in thexr
treatment of xromen and idealxsed qualities, and xn thexr style, the use
of archaic"diction and highly stylized settings.

Hoxrever, it is possible

to discern in these essays qualities apparent in much of MacMechan's
later xrriting.

For one thing, the tone is common to much o f his xrriting

-- a mood of melancholy peculiarly his oxm identifies these early essays
i

as his.

i

For another, jthese essays express a type of idealism that

' MacMechan's later xrriting retains.

His belief in Ideals and qualities

that lift people out of their.pettiness Is a consxstent aspect of hxs
O

XT

writing, "and Is possibly part of xrhat contributed to his force as a
,s
i.
.
55
i teacher, making at least one student "regard him as "his "spiritual father'".
Finally, these essays demonstrate his love of landscape^and the out-of-0 ,,
^

^

doors' his frequent references to walking and the meditative activity
'

0

1

_

walking can engender are features of much of his xrork*.

"

The undefined;

unspecific references to a favorite "bit of landscape are £he germ of
s
"
*
"
»•
.' <- '
becomes his very specificNand^articulape love of a particular

K

xrhat latex

\

*

, province „

if

,

'
' ,

„

"*

'

'

i

' -
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The essays collected as The Life of a Little College (1914)
are concerned, as the title suggests, xrith matters of particular interest
to academics«

Many of them, hoxrever, also have appeal for the general
a
f

reader,

Generally, the essays in this volume are more scholarly, morej

sophisticated, and more recondite than those in ThejPorter of Bagdad.
Many have to do xrith academic subjects, particularly xrith literature t- ,-.
1
"TenAyson as Artist", "Virgil",
"Everybody's Alice"jpn Alice in Wonddgjkmd,
'

and MacMechan's foest-knoxrn s c h o l a r l y and c r i t i c a l e s s a y , "The Best Sea-Story

1

^,~

Ever'Written", on Moby Dick.. Another kind of essay. ,f"y>
*

H-«,1,WH*»IIII"*III

•*

i II linn ,-t i-in i Q

V-'it

the collection ^

. . I

bears on literature and its connexion xrith history as pursued by an
amateur historian.

An example is "Evangeline and the Real Acadians",
4

I

in x-rhich MacMechan xrrites of the impressive empirical results obtained
57from "telling°a story to a literary man",
He refers to Longfelloxr's
>

<•

Evangelxne here, xrhxch, he notes, xs remarkable xn that ^Longfelloxr had
o

only heard the story -of the expulsion of the Acadians and had never
visited the land in xrhich the action occurred,

I

.

'

Elsexrhere in the book,

< <?

,

MacMechan expands on his interest in history, an xnterest xrhxch becomes
more pronounced in his later xrritings.

"History xs largely a matter of *

?

right perception xnto the real nature' and true proportions of things",
' 58
f
he writes 9
and this J^erception"., particularly xnto the "true proportions

y
of things", pf£ex)s^MacMechan

> t

^

Q

a basis, evident in much^of hxs writing,

of philosophy detachment in a pursuit of truth in xrhi^-H his interests
in history, philosophy, and literature often dovetaxi,

Txro essays xn '

this collection/"The Lire of a Little College" and "The Vanity*of Travel"
(surely influenced^ by Dr. Johnson's Vanity of Human Wishes), are txiro
examples of the less formal, more personal essay of the kind appearing
in The Porter/tof Bagdad.

I

- i j>

;.p '

3^
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In The Life of a, Little College a number of MacMechan's over>

-

.

flapping interests emerge. His essay on Tennyson, for example, brings
together his scholarly xrork on the poet and some observations on the
English-ness of Tennyson's p"oetry, a point Xrhich, as we have seen, b^emes
important to MacMechan's critical theory xrhen he comes to wri'die dn
Canadian literature. From this- essay on Tennyson one is able to trace
•

^

\

the, beginnings df MacMechan's ideas on Cultural nationalism. In his

,

ideas on the -Oiecessity of a x-rriter's rdbtedness in a particular place,
MacMechan here anticipates a more recent "critic'xtfho has observed that
universally appealing literature does" not seelc^m deny
its oxm cultural roots. On the contrary, is appeals
most xrxdely xrhen the xrriter reaches most de'eply|
xnto the life of hxs ox-rn place and txme, sxjd fxnds
j
the unxversal xrhere his spiritual roots plunge into
their native soil.59
i This example is but one instance* of the merging of MacMechan"'s interests
r
* " '
'
Throughout t h e c o l l e c t i\ o n MacMechan

and i d e a s to be seen i n t h i s volume.

i s capable of o f f e r i n g -a- casual -remark-that--is -very .sug'gestive of h i s -•>-—
* »

t

posxtion more broadly. For Instance, m the same essay he remarks

>

, "university systems...afjs calculated for the average, not for the except'

"60

ional, academic, person". '
'

(

.

One tends t<o xronder if,this As the, mature .
-

•>

*

^ -

,

,,

«

R e f l e c t i o n on h i s experience of the "American'system'as he knexr i t a t Johps

"' '»
«

"*

,'"

-,

-1

'
„

,,

61' '
*

Hopkins and of'„a certain "grind" quality" to*" the learning process.
- *
< '. ' .
Possibly., toos it is a reference *to° the nagrpwness of specialisation that
MacMechan 'sees developing in the American-influenced university ^system
'

62

, *- ~

<•' '
' '

'

*'

-=' *

tv

bf Canada. --"
.,
&
From the atopic suggested by his '\comment-- one "might also infer
<

,

' • •

*

\

«•

4,

something of his views of elaborate literary „crititlsm. He deals x-rith*
.»

"this phenomenon to soma„extent xn 'Everybody's Alice'-, xrhere he suggests
'.

- \

0

*

f a c e t i o u s l y ^tha-f? with "thr^b-mpre decades jof'*such swiff and sxreeping '"

&

~^r

V""

~v
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u

changes...the book xnll need footnotes and explanations", speakxng here
of„ the "ordeal of Higher Crxticism", and going on to say "xtrho knows
but some day a Doctor of Philosophy may edit it xrith various Prologomena
- and complete apparatus criticus; or some Oxford man get his research
63 "
degree'by a thesis on it."
Critics, even those of the Oxford stamp,

'£-

apparently fail to impress him.

Also, his prescience is remarkable here,
i

as

The Annotated Alice attests. " Possibly this passage xrould indicate

that he expected Germanic-American methods of scholarship to infiltrate
even the British system, for elsexjhere in his xrriting, and in the Little
f

College essays, he makes clear his criticism of a specifically American
mode of scholarship.

In his essay "Virgil"

which is in some respects

a rexrorking of his Vergil:- a Lecture(1897),he*,offers further criticism |
o

o

of the American system of education,, In the essay he xs concerned to
shoxr the relation of Virgil to English literature, but not "English" in'
(

#

<•

a narroxr sense «- his nationalistic bias Is evident xrhen he says -that he
K

'l

iSaiAmt

o

fi

y

"speak/a/ as a Cahadian to Canadians"s
u

r*i

0

>

,,.the English tradition of elegant classical
scholarship has never really taken root in this
country,( and the study of Greek and Latin literature
has Jiad to make head against the crude democratic
demand for immediate-utility, xrhich means for an
educational article-'xrhich can be, as soon as possible,
turned into dollars and cents. The cause of education
in our country could hardly be"better -served than by
leavening our Canadian schools xrith some scores Of
Oxford men. This is, of course, easier said than done.
The healthy Canadian youth objects to being
patronized; the Oxonian Is a delicate exotic
£npte that xrord, applied earlier to Tennyson's
poetry, again used here,/, hard to acclimatise;
,
and above all, first class men are few„ The
happiest solution xrould be.obtaining Canadian
teachers with .English training 64 *

V-if

4 •" #

His view here is obviously biased in favor of the English*system xrith
"

*

*

* •

'

its tutors pver the ''crude,, democratic proeess" that leads to assembly-linev

u

"American" ^education <H *

y

f

*

v"\j\

a-'

° *>„
(

d,J ,

i

'

,

i

i

*
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Perhaps"1 the most important essay in the boolcs certainly the one
for*\?hich MacMechan is most uidely recognised as a critic to»day2 is his
essay on Moby Dick.
us.

This essay has txro main points of significance fop*

They are, first, the indication offered by the essay of MacMechan's

independence of judgment, and second, the foreshadoxring in the essay of
MacMechan's affxnxty for aspects of the book that xrere- later to become
i

obvxous to other crxtics -- namely, xts rhetorical sxreep, its accuracy
f

of descrxption of lxfe at sea, and xts creation of the mxcrocosmic xrorld

* ~..
of the Pequodo

°,

^y>

The essay xs primarxly an apprecxatxve effusxon over the

qualities MacMechan lxterally "dxscovered" in Moby Dick, for as xre have
65
seen from previous chapters , MacMechan's appreciation of the novel
antedates general critical recognition by over txro decades. Moby Dick
is primarily, pf course, a sea story, and such stories never failed to
delight MacMechan.

His knowledge of such literature is demonstrated

m

this essay as he compares the sea-stories of Marryat, Smollett, and
66
Dana.
Then too, Melville's recording of detail xras an aspect of the .
book'sjinterest for him -- he calls Moby Dxck the "encyclopaedia of
whaling".

Th% other icharacteristxcs of the book, xts poetiG sxreep, appealed

almost equally to him: "this book xs at once the epic' and the encyclopaedia
6

of xrhaling".

|

*'l

He reiterates the zest and sxring he finds in it? "Melville

is a Walt Whitman of prose, /Moby Dick/ is large m

idea, expansive; it
*>

has an Elxzabethan force and freshness and sxrxng, and" is, perhaps, more
rich in figures than any style buc Emerson's". All- thes.e features add up
to "convince us that tb?e xrhaler's business is 'poetic'". What he fails
to identify as "Carlylean rhetoric" but xrhx^hother cxxtics have called
that xras surely also appealing to him, considering his life-long love of
Carlyle, especially aS exemplified by xrhat became the definitive critical
*-

'

edition of Sartor Resartuse

fc

"
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In this essay MacMechan also mentioned the metaphysical element
in the novel, claxmxng that this feature "shoxrs the natural bent of the
Scot toxrards metaphysics.,,.,
of Melville's books".

this thoughtfulness is one pervading quality

This, hoxrever, is not an aspect of the novel xrith

xrhich he is particularly at ease. As he himself says in another essay
67
i-n Life of a Little College, "I am not 4nd never could be a metaphysician".
„

In this essay he praises Professor George Paxton, Young, xrhose idealist
philosophy had been of vital importance to MacMechan ever'since*he came
under Young's influence as an undergraduate at the University of Torpnto:

I

Even noxr/MacMechan xrrites,/ an article,, „on "Reality",
or a conversation on philosophy makes my head sxrim.
But I xrould not exchange Young's course in metaphysics
for all the others I took at Toronto. Metaphysxcs xras
but a small part of that course. Young xras a born teacher.
That he taught us philosophical truths of the last
importance xras still a slighter thing than teaching us
to think and teaching us to live,68

i
J
I
'

\

His appreciation of the metaphysical content of Moby Dick, then, x-Tas / —^
'

i

**

\

apparently of the order he describes in the quotation above. While he
appears to have had an emotional appreciation of the subject, his
intellectual'(grasp of it xras nevor very secure,
Txro final points remain to be made in connexion xrith the essay -

\

on Moby Dick and the subjects on xrhich it torches, points that are interestxng in the context of MacMechan's later development.
aication m

/

One is his in=

his essay of the humour he percexves xn Melville's novel.

He xrrites of Melville's "free-floxring humour xrhxp^ xs *,.. the distinct
--^achet of American Literature" &
.

That the humour xs appealing to

MacMechan is no coincidence, for he himself possessed an acute, and
sometimes /zany, sense of humour.

One instance of thxs quality in him Is

hxs attraction,, to Lexris Carroll's brand of humours on April 22, 1929,
s-

the last day of classes for that term, he xrrites "Last day of lectures:
1
70
Oh frabjous flayS" ] Another example, this one more fugitive but more

'

T
D
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r

basic, is MacMechan's early recognition of^S.K. Chesterton.^ He prides

\

himself on*being the first in Canada to appreciate Chesterton, a
71
"discovery" that is surely in the same league as that of Moby Dick.
>

Certaxnly the emcjxonal tone of much of Chesterton's trrxting, coupled
xrith its reaffirmation of Christian orthodoxy in a materialistic century,
appealed to MacMechan. Tangential to this orthodoxy is- the quality of
Chesterton's sense of humour, something the txro men shared. This humour
0

includes a perception of the incongruities and lightness of life, despite
its tragedy:'indeed, m one of his oddest essays, Chesterton asserts that
the secret of Jesus' life xras his sense of humour xrhich enabled him to
72
\
be at times detached from the lxfe around hxm.

This perception seems

odd at first glance, but xt is the sort of notxon that xrould appeal to
MacMechan m Its poxrer of undermining conventional xnsdom'. One of MacMechan's more endearing qualities is his occasional ability to turn his

73

V

t

sense of humour on himself.
The final point to be made concerning the essay jxs that, in his
appreciation of Moby Dick, MacMechan isolates xrhat he calls the book's
"Amerxcanxzatxon". MacMechan's search! for this elusive quality is a
Ixfe-long preoccupation. He is often most easily able to identxfy it
(usually to its detriment) xrith something Canadian. To him the most
°

74

i

striking aspect of "Canadianism" is a quali*§ he identifies as "diffidence"
/
*
To summarize MacMechan's notions of Americanism, one might most briefly
state that he considered the American outlook forxrard-looking to the point
of being brash and that he deplored American "democratic" beliefs m comf

'mercxalism and materialxsm xrith their attendant vulgarity.- In the Moby BJck
essay, hoxrever, ^the Americanization he detects is connected Co the ebullience characterxstic of the nexr xrorld. Some of MacMechan's most florid
language xs employed in xrriting about life at sea, in this essay and

V

<i
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elsexrhere; indeed, the txro subjects that evoke from him the most lume

passioned prose are ^ea-fariag
txro are united m

and the praise of ideal virtues.

The

a comparison in the essay on Moby Dick: "/Melville's/

* chief excellence is bringing to the landsman the very "salt of the seaa

breeze while to one xrho has long known the ocean, he is as one praising
75
to the lover the chiefest beauties j>i the Beloved"«
Even the sense-of high adventure he finds in Moby Dick takes
Cv

second place to Melville's clos^T rendering of the.life aboard ship:
life on the Pequod is for MacMechan "the xrorld itself in little," a
microcosm, presented xrith unprecedented detachment from the
factual basis of the book —

its^accuracy m

6
I
land.

-

This

describing actualitiesf of

life at sea, its "encyclopaedic" quality =- is appealirjfg to MacMechan
iand xs one of the qualities that, throughout his lajja, he finds "necessary «»
for books xrhich xrould express the kind of^realfsm" he values.

One

might say that the common denominator of the novels he most esteemed' is
^this basis In fact.

For example, -Frederick Philip Grove's Fruits of the °

Earth (1933), one of the last books MacMechan reviexred, is "the sort of
story he had long been lookxng for"; Grove's novel and The Imperialist,
Wild Geese, and Rockbound "all give true pictures of the xrorlds tie authors
77
'
^
knoxr".
This basis m,reality is one of his standard criteria for fiction,
*

* •

.

/ and* in this essay one feesjan

early~£^dication 6f» the tendency.-

The importance of The Xife of/a Little College might "best be
suggested by indicating some of its central themes and ideas. The, over*<

*

riding interest of the book is in xrhat might broadly be termed its '
emphasis on a liberal education, if this term can encompass topics as
disparate as,Virgil and Alice in Wonderland.

In The Life of a Little College

one has a sense of a highly cultivated mind choosing various,, topics as
U

o

I'

"

o

)

I

*

i
focal posits -for discursive reflection, the* topics
having mainly to do ,

;

°
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xrith matfers that have "educated" that m m d , xrhether in the discipline
inherent in a study of Virgil or in the more topical and practical
78 ,
v .
matter of co-education.
In both"stances -- as disinterested scholar
and'as" academic administrator —

the essays convey a sense of authority.

It is noticeable that the essays in this volume have taken on a direction
since the earlier collection, The Porter of Bagdad.

The looseness and

the vagueness of the earlier collection have largely disappeared^ and
it is app'arent that these essays are x-rritten by a man of the xrorld rather
than by a dreaming youth.

The effect of more mature, more authoritative

xrriting is achieved, primarily by the evident vantage point from xrhich
I"
MacMechan xrrites — several essays have to do x-rith his oxm college days,
xihereas several of the previous collection xrere xrritten during his own
college days.

Also, these essays are more pragmatic and empirical in

their treatment of topics: several give the impression that their convictions have been tested xn practxce.

This xs, in fact, the case, for

\
at least txro are reworked lecture notes 0

As

SQJ?

the essay on^.cQ~educa-

txon, it xs evident that the xrriter has been xnvolved xrith the problem at
close,range, probably as a teacher. Furthermore, 'the more mature essays
m

this volume offer less evidence of the xrriter's idealism than did

the previous^collection.

These are more, business-like and have less

to do xrxth rarifxed"emotions; "The-Vanity of Travel", for instance, is
1

*

r

urbane In the eighteenth-century manner and reflects the experience of
a rather assured,,informed, and cosmopolitan figure at ease m

socxety";

the gauche youth of the first collection is nox-r a groxm man and, one might
infer, a responsible member of an elite. This inference X70uld be borne
out by MacMechan's place x-rithm academic ^circles, as xrell as by his
acceptance in high government circles, at least xnthin the provinces his

185
frequent visits to Government House as a dinner guee£ are xrell documented in his journals. In'general, these essays/aeal with various
facets of college life as experienced by a former student x-rho has
80
jr

*

noxr become a highly successful professor.

Ikn overall concern xrith

v

the life of the m m d dominates the e&says in The Life of a Little College,
This is a departure from The Porter of Bagdad, xrhich xras much more
involved in xrord-pictures and impressxonistxc reflections of emotxonal
states.

The txio books, however, do have several features xn common,

i

The later volume reveals a kind of social responsxbility xjhich xras
sketched very generally in The Porter essays. The themes of patria
and of private virtues (fidelity, friendship) ^xrhich xrere evident in the
earJ.ieif collection take on more substance m

The Little College essays,

where the axrareness of a x-nder xrorld undercuts some of the more narcissistic effects of The Porter,

The Life of a Little College is paradox-

ically cosmopolitan as well as provincial; that is to gay, the author

'

of the* essays has brought his trained m m d to bear on a particular area,
V

on Dalhousie University, and more generally on the province in xrhich it
is located.

In short, this collection bears the imprint of a xrriter

<

xrho is established m - a set place,'xrith certain*established Ideas and
habits.

What he x-rrote in the earlier essayv "The Dip in the Road", applies

later to his life in'general: "You understand the procession of Spring,
Summer, Autumn, Winter better for observing their march across something
81
fixed, limited and*having the mathematical quality of a straight line."
In these essays it is ^apparent that MacMechan "is embedded in both the life
of a small college and the life of a small province, and that both are
, 82
on a scale congenial to him.
As his *sift for essay-xrriting might suggest,
he seems most at ease on a scale that admits the exercise of personality —
he typically

goes from the particular to the general in his thinking, and
83 '
his mind, often called "conservative" , has a bias that apparently revels

186
in evidence of ideas xrhich bear fruit. 'MacMechan's experience of Nova
Scotia is central to the book, though the experience is more oblique
than in his next collection of essays, The Bopk of Ultima Thule, xjhich
xs an exuberent celebratxon of the r provmce,^--

(

In The Book of Ultima Thule (1927) MacMechan brings together
essays which, as he notes m

the Preface,, have been OTitteniand published

over the previous txrenty-seven years. The collection is centred t-hematic, ally, as the title suggests: all the essays in the book have as their
concern some aspect of thl province of Nova Scotia, or, rather, the

'

literary landscape created by MacMechan and called "Ultima Thule". In
this volume MacMechan appears to have taken upon himself the task of bard,
though his medium is prose, and chronicler of Nova Scotia, his "adopted"
84
province.
A number of factors contribute to his particular affinity
with the province and are evident from a reading of these essays. For
one thing, the "province presented him xrith many possibxlitxes for out-door
activities: essays in the collection indicate hxs love of swimming,
•

>

*

°

^

clamming, walking, or simply picnicing.

, His penchant for vigorous,
. /
*
open-air activities is recordedxby many of his contemporaries; his long
o
xralks and his dips in the sea at unseasonable times were conspicuous
86" "
among these achievements, I Such habits apparently contributed to his
youthful.demeanor, which 'is often mentioned xn references to him up
until his death at the age of seventy-one. D.C. Harvey,» for instance,
speaks of his death as having left air-impression "as of a youth cut off
87
')
in the midst of his labours".
Another aspect of Nova Scotia xrhich
he found congenial xras its variety of scenery and the exercise this pro=
pvid^d^for his visual perception: "seexng", particularly "sight-seeing",

\

xras' for MacMechan a highly developed skill, and his observations are
'often the observations of a painter. His comments are frequently'made

j

(

>c
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t.

/
xrith reference to the visual arts, and"he. had the ability to express

*

his observations in visual terms -- 'for example, the colours of the
i

. „

J

Fundy mud'and grassy banks near Windsor, Nova Scotia, appear to him
88
\
"Futuristic!".
Possibly any district might have provided him with
scope for such activity, but Nova, Scotia seems especially suited to
him in that"its xdLde variety of scenery xtfithin a relatively small com-

1

' $

pass enabled him to combine xralking, his favorite mode of travel, m t h
a rapidly changing scenery xrhich served as imaginative Inspiration for
him.

"Afoot -in Ultxma Thule" illustrates this combination.

In this

essay he xrrites with enthusiasm of the challenge of the variety he experiences xrhile walking through the Annapolis Valley:

*.

Voyages of discovery! That xras a good day xrhen the
march began at Ferry Hill....That day the air xras
warm, holding the premise of r a m , the orchards were
in full floxrer; the road really ran through Avalon,
the Cymric paradise
"Deep-meadoxred, happy, fair-1 xrith orchard laxrns,
And boxrery holloxrs croxrn'd with'summer sea,"
Every turn in the road, every hill mounted brought i
a new picture to viexr ,...Once or twice the railroad
crossed the road. Then it xras seen in its true
perspective as a mere irrelevance in the landscape,
a troubler of its peace„°9

„ j
'
•>

Another aspect of his fascination with the province is the age„
of Nova Scotia, that is, the length of time It has been settled.
MacMechan demonstrates an interest in history early in his life m
90
Nova Scotia, and thxs interest continues throughout his life.
While
9-1
%.s effectiveness as an-amateur historian has been questioned,
hxs
enthusiasm for the subject xs scarcely open to dxspute. Hxs influence
upon D.C, Harvey, to cite just one xnstance, xs xndicatxye of the passion

J92

xf not the specxalizatioh he brought to the subject.

His rather

eclectic treatment of/history is typically expressed in a passage of
"Afoot in Ultima Thule":

^

, fab

\

«A
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I outcome
I of" the long human usage of this land
Another
is /a tllentifui grox?th of place-names, xjhich are
unchanged by time. Such names both fix and makl-history.
Th4t"King's Meadoxr should lie beside Lebreau's Dike is
°
al/mos/t an epitome of provincial history. Names like
Retreat Farm, Martock House, the Ardise Hills give
/hefracter to the country-side. They pass readily, into
song, nor have they lacked the inspired singer to
&
'^hitch them into rhyme. In the uinter night xvhen the
** /moon is shining on the snoxr, the lover is longing
'
for the impossible, the presence of the beloved. The
, ' j outer x-rorld is freezing, but the rendezvous is
xraiting and trarm. He xrould use an incantation.
Come for the night is cold,
The ghostly moonli'ght ihtlls
HOIIOXT and rift and (fold
Of the'eerie Ardiae hills J
\The" icy breath of winter is in those lines, and fhe
strange beauty pf moonlight on -snoxtf, yet xtfithal
suggestion of comfort in the sheltered nook beside

?

,

%*.„

,

^v

the open fire."-*1
In this\passage it is possible tso detect his essentially literary sensc?

ibility and the use to xrhich he often put history in providing a background and\context for some manifestation of the creative impulse. It
\
°
is not quite\accurate to call him an historian, "chronicler" might be
\
^
a better phras\ and", indeed, he was sometimes called "the Hakluyt of Nova
94
cotia".
The xVhrase would imply the lobsely7arranged, episodic, unsorted.
but above all, eBulffient quality geaerallyassociated x-rith the work o f
the Elizabethan chronicler. MacMechan'^[historical writings have*more
in common ^xcLth such "chronicles" than x-rith the modern specialized x-rritings
of historians,

\

°

\

"

In\The Book of Ultima Thule MacMechan has° created his oxm somewhat
idealized version of a Nova\Scotia th&fwas rapidly passing away even
in his day. The essays on *tne Annapolis Valley, for example, make poignant
reading nox?, since MacMechan x-rrote " m the spring the'xrhole Valley turns
A
\
95
r
into one billoxring, xrhite noesgay"
the apple industry has declined
radically,
removing
the"chief
vast beauty
expansesofofthe
orchards
the First
World
War had
beenr\the
region.xrhich
-, Inbefore
these essays
he
'
96
\
combines the factual history of the province in descriptive essays such

/

/;
ir

"
I
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\

as "The Memorial Tower',', "Old S t . P a u l ' s " , 'and "Province House" with i t s
lor-e s xtfiteh d e s c r i p t i o n s of i t s scenery, and tiri^h his, ovn n o s t a l g i c
•
yearnings for a s o r t of Utopian, unfallen xrorld. This aspect of the
u
*
>.

*

\

.

book identified it quite clearly as being by the author of The Porter
*of Bagdad, "for m the later collection the strains of ideal beauty and
a "romantic" yearning for a vanished past are observable and tend to
relate the two volumes., MacMechan's coming "of the names'"WlEltaa Thule"
••
0
"
(for the province, Nova Scotia) and "Dolcefar" (for^£he'city/ Halifax)
tend to place' the descriptions in a xrorld remote from/the everyday x-rorld
~ it

in a manner reminiscent of Charles Lamb's created atmosphere in essays
t

such as "Dream Children", One might speculate on the origin of MacMechan's
terminology,

"Ultima Thule" combines the sense of ultima, in Latin

meaning ^"beyond", or "the other side of", anH of Thule, a mythical island
somexrhere to the north of Europe. MacMechan's land, then, is clearly.
in an imaginative beyond. Possibly he is indebted to Joseph Hoxre for the
to
idea of this remote land, for Hoxre referred Nova Scotia as "Little Paradise'
*

,c

"Dolcefar", MacMechan's' coined name for Halifax, implies both sxreetness
and distance. For MacMechan, Halifax takes on the character of a mythical,
mystical city xrhpse^features are alternately delineated with great care
and.conveyed impressionistically in various writings. The city seems
to have offered MacMechan almost unending inspiration. What he xrrote
in his journal June 28, 1895, is interesting in Jrhis connection:
Something tells me I shall live and die in Halifax
/slid I "have never been deceived in these premonitions,
(y
ifxrouia not be a sorry fate, I love the placeivit^^*
^
made Edxth and hpme and the dear children possible'/ I
should be ungrateful not to love it. Dirty disreputable
~
old trooden toxm: it shall give my living and pay my
debts and make me independent xf I* do not become idle
and smug and contented xrich easychair and slxppers and
"dressing goxrn,
'
,
MacMechan xras Hlxrays eager (to* dxscover references to Halifax in < literatures
98
and even xrrote an article on the subject, ^ ® n e of the, books most

^y

o

- " 1 9 0

/

'•

-

".

'

•

enthusiastically reviexred in his column iij The Montreal Standard is
d
99
,
Michael Williams' Boofc. of the High Romance (1930).

The important

•>

aspect of this confessional book xras, for MacMechan, its vivid portrayal
o!THalifax as the environment m xrhich the xrriter matured. In The Book
ofUltxma Thule, MacMechan achieves a version of xrhat he esteems in othe^
xrriters*^-A«,the imaginative creation of a specific area, tfith thxs creation,
in turn, becoming the ba\sis for the development of a natiopal literary
100
*
existence.
Certainly this book of essays presents the particularities

°

- 6-

of Halifax and off Nova Scotia in an unprecedented and original manner.
Some of the features xrhich make the collection unique are xrorth
examining.

First, one notes the unpretentious manner in xi?hich MacMechan

*'presents his material. He makes it seem quite natural to compare theAnnapolis Valley to the vales of Arcady.

The Comparison, xrhich even

favours the local valley, is startling to a Canadian reader, but it
o f

»

«

undoubtedly makes hxm more axrare of hxs oxm country than he* had previously
i

'

„

,

been. Secondly, MacMechan brings to these essays the classical education
noted earlier in reference to The Life of a Little College. Merely by
_,
indicating his familiarity xrith a xnder xrorld, his xrriting loses its
a

»v

possible stigma as merely "regional" and the material is gxven considerable
credibility.' His obviously scholarly background as xrell as his careful
first-hand observations of place create a distinctively personal, familiar
tL has previously been noted as a hallmark of his essays. In
touch that
this collection, it has the effect of making the author appear to be a
wise, informedn'guide sharing x-rith a privileged reader the fruxts of hxs
scholarship and the experience of observing a
ofta

much-loved serxes of places.

i

Thxs deference to outsxde stafidards xs a matter MacMechan advocated xn
other contexts, as xre have seen before:"Outside opinion, an external

U

«) «

y

yic
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standard of taste sl\oulcfeSe 'called in to redress the balance of conflicting provincial \riex>s. If la Canadxan xrork do|es not please Nexr York,
it may be assumed that some essential quality is lacking.

There is an

absolute standard, by yhich literature, Canadian of any other-, can be
101
ft

.

.

udged.
'Given such a p e r s p e c t i v e s MacMechan's oxm essays on Nova
Scotia possess a^i i n h e r e n t axrareness\oJ^ a xnder xrorld and a r e thereby

Q

l i f t e d out of any\ p o s s i b l e \ p r o v m c i a l i s m \ x n t h xrhich they might be charged.
Developing from thks p o i n t rs a t h i r d feature of the e s s a y s , t h e unabashed
\

*

\

\

chauvinism of many of the essays in The Book\pfUltima Thule. MacMechan

A

communicates <a mood of healthy Confidence in the quality of the subjects
he chooses. For example, he says\flatly of the ^edfoid Basin, "Round
102
the Ba'sm runs one of toe most alluding roads in the -worla", - r"-"u-^d of

*~^>

' ' || 1 \ - '

the Annapolis Valley "YouYmight wondeNr the xrnole
Le world over, and not
"103
find i t s e q u i v a l e n t . "
This s o r t of\exuberence for h a t i v e scenes is*
104
r a r e xn Canadian x r r i t i n g ' then as nox-r.
Such a comment xnspxres a
fe'eling of p r i d e of p l a c e in r e a d e r s xrho a r e unaccustomed \o
t h e i r oxm country r e p r e s e n t e d r m \ l i t e r a t u r e . \ , M o r e o v e r s

seeing

this\kmd

of/0

x m t m g presented a scene without Reference t o \ a ''Mother CountVy", the
i m p l i c a t i o n being t h a t the p l a c e . d e s c r l b e d i s able to bear favourably
V

any comparison the reader might care to make*

In \The°Orchards of\Ultima
E ^

' Thule" MacMechan achieves xrhat is- possibly the most sustained and success-_
V

J?

>

'

\

\

*

,

-O

ful of such regional celebrations: speaking of the fetundity of Tphe area
he asserts that these orchards areyfamous the xrorld bver.X. MacMechan sees
.
" 105
in the valley'sSqinstimition of "Blossom Sunday"
a recrudescence of the
pagan festxval of rebirth in a Puritan community.
Generally, in The Boole df Ultima-Thule, MafiMechan's stance as an
essayist of provxneial themtes is that <-of a cosmopolite, a philosopher,
„6ne who, possesses a sense of history and a Abroad scope into xrhich to^ fit

£>

192 *
t h i s gem of a province so as to

& ,

<y

shoxr to best advantage I t s t r u e xrorth, *

y

All the*se qualxties of mxnd contribute to the charm of an essay such
as '^Slamming", obviously a xrork of delight for both author and reader
XThich illustrates MacMechan's broad knoxrledge, his homely experience
of clamming, his sense of humour and irony, and his philosophical insight
Using the humble c^am as a'starting point, MacMechan spins out one of
\,

his most typical and delightful essays. In a manner reminiscent of
s
Melville's dissertation on the etymology of "xrhale" m Moby Dick, MacMechan ^{pound on the origin of "clam" and its possible applications;

his mock-seriousness is typical of his Slighter moods:
'
- F The psychology of the clam has no doubt been
exhaustively studied, but P9ssib|ly the observations
'
of an independent investigator (xrho has dug for
clams txrice or thrice ere noxr) may not be altogether
xrithout value. The xrorld has a low opinion of the
clam's mentality. In common parlance, clam is
synonymous xrith fool; and indeed he is the Nabal of
bivalves; folly remameth xrxth him. Why else.should
he reveal his presence to his human enemy by spouting
%
thin*jets of xrater|through his proboscis' A truly
„ -•
xrise beast like the oyster or the mussel remains
y*
passive and undemonstrative at the approach of danger.
The clam xroul^seem to be of a nervous, excitable
temperament. The approach of "the spade compressing
his muddy home apparently angers or frightens him,
"
and he spouts in a sort of hysterical fury. Can it
be that he thinks he is„ defending himself by putting
out the. rash beholder's eye? Or insulting him by
spitting in his face7 The pppular advice not to be a
clam is justified by the observed facts0
The happiness of the clam,, especially at high water,
has also passed "xnto a proverb. Perhaps it is because
he is a fool that he is happy xn his unreflecting xray.
Pessimism and' Wgltschmertz have passed him by. Of course,"
at high xrater the clam is safe from his Human enemies,
which may be the ground,for his rejoicing,
Fifiis"cprpnat opus 0 At last the. bucket is filled.0.
the? reward of the persistent clammer looms near'o
Supper is no longer a far-off divine event» "
Here MacMechan7s mock-scholarly tone (almost a spoof of his Studies as
a philologist) and his Inflated, Latingte prose ("Nabal of bivalves")
i

MP

^

^ ,
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achieve a humorous effect while demonstrating his eye for detail, his

, -

Ipve of homely subjects,"his delight in simple things, and his essential- <
j ly comic vision of life.

"Pessimism and Weltschmertz have passed him by ,

and "supper is nov Longer4 a far-off divine eventNs,-- these allusions to
sober topics^German philosophy and evangelical Christianity) create
an_effect of incongruity that is oftei^he basis for MacMechan's humour,
^ " C l a m m m g " is one of MacMechan's most .characteristic essays of the xrhim| sical sort; it demonstrates the typically light manner in xrhich he xrears

I

. ^

o

He is anything but a pedant, and from an essay0such as
'
''
"Clamming" one is easily able to appreciate why he has such'an'aversion
v
pto pedantry.
a
-j%
»
nis learning.

V

To summarize the overall effect of the essays in The Book pj[ Ultima
Thole, one might note the txro categories into x-rhich they are divided.

'

°

'

'

.

V

,

,

Qne type of essay is doncerned xrith Halifax and its landmarks and

*

combines descriptive wr&tmg xrxth hxstorical fact. The other,, character-

'

\

t>
istxc of The Porter of 'Bagdad, has a fanciful quality and a speaker xrhb
0

»

%

v

is ostensibly a dreamer. In The Book of Ultima Thule, this person is
'

'

.

1 0 7 "=*~~-r~°

„ -

A often characterized as "The Suremer Boarder", - a visitor 'to an area
6
who has no apparent obligations but is simply a passive spectator, enjoying
«.
'
*
(
>
.
-'
"what is there and writing of it in a carefree x7ay„ * Part of this, leisured
*

*•"*

3

'

writing-represents what were holidays garnered from a busy schedule0
1

&

i

{
' e
'
fer the general r e a d e r . The Book of ultima Thule provides an
s
\
.
.
*
,
mtroductionsj^o Nova Scotia and i t s capxtal c i t y «as percteivecKby a h i g h l y „ a r t i c u l a t e and s e n s i t i v e xiSriter during the f i r s t quarter of the present,
\

°

-o

t century. The chief,value of the collection is possibly in the play of '
a'mind of great xntellxgence and imagination as it' responds to a scene
-/H

i,'- V.JL

\

that has changed radxcally in 'the intervening W a r s . "Of 'the places of
interest xrhich have remained virtually unchanged (St. Paul's Church, the
Memorial Toxrer, Province Hbuse), the essays prove significant through

I-

w

\
V

their descriptive poxrer. Throughout the volume there is a sense of the

tf

"freshness of perception xrith whicjh JMacMechan approached Nova Scotian

^
•y

subjects. 'Possessing an outsider's eye — that he xs a natxve of Ontarxo
xs a fact he reiterrates --"he xras apparently'more responsxve to -the xrays,
of life "he^saxr vanishing in Nova Scotxa "and so xras juore able t:o evaluate
.

these.phenomena than were natives^of the province„ D 0 C„ Harvey, for
#

exan$g>le, a^se"£$s that MacMechan did more than Nova Scotia's native sons
to perpe'€iht£§[ her old x-rays." „ * MacMechan apparently possessed fjfie eyfi.
>

*

*

t. «

for^local colour that Frank Parker Day and Louis "Hemon* brought to tj$eir
'. 109
fictional accounts of two Canadian regions. < Having saxd all thxs,

^

one mxght; 'xronder xf there is", hoxrever, any* qualxty xn The Book of Ultxma
Thule that lifts, the essays out of xrhat might dxsparagingly be called
'y
' '
r
v
"local colour" xrrxting, or mere regxonalism. As we have seen above,
MacMechan's breadth of vxsxon in the essays does just this. Like much
of his other xrrxtxng, the ess"ays
are dated, xrhich xs to say that
C\

hxs impressions and feelings are marked by a rather Quaint conversationality which is quite out of fashion just noxr. What he x-rrote of Thoreau
and Walden might serve as *sunnflary for xrhat MacMechan has accomplished in
these essays: There may be a thousand nooks^in New England more beautiful
than Walden, but they remaxn unknoxrn, xrhile the pine-clad slopel xrhich
/
*
I
this sftrange being discovered "and haunted...xs charted~as a permanent

I
#

i

I

'
i

>

,110
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'addxtion to-^the world-xride map of Romance.

^

J

^

1
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Ndtes to Chapter TV
\

^"DW, June. 27, 1908.
-See R.W.'McBrine,'"Archibald MacMechan, Canadiaa^ssayist",
- Dalhousie, Reviexr-, L(1970), pp. 23-33. I
. ~
'

•

o
J

<*

,

0

Lorne Pierce," Unexplored Fields of Canadian Literature (Toronto:
„ Ryerson, 1932), p. 12". See also his reviexr of The Book of Ultima Thule
in The Nexr Oi^lpok, December 3, 1927, for an expansion of this observation
k

'

*

'

Roberts, Letter to MacMechan, April 6, 1929.
**5
"
-»
J.D... JLogan, Highxrays. of Canada.an Literature (Toronto: McClelland
and Stexrart, 1924), p. 523. Logan's most immoderate public statements
„ * concerning MacMechan are to be found in his Dalhousie University and '
Canadian Literature (1922) and Mariorie Pickthall: Her Poetic Genius
and ArE (1922). *
'
'
6
,
,
, See DW, June 27, 1908, for a long consideration of the history
a
of the essay as well as his appraisal of its contemporary situation. ^
'At least txro had appeared earlier, xn the undergraduate publication
of the University of Toronto/ The Varsity, under MacMechan's pen-name,
' "Bohemien". These were "Ghosts" (December^13, 1884), and ^The Porter of
„
Bagdad" (January 30, 1885). Those first published m The Week include
"The Ghost of a Garden" (January 30, 1891), "Bess" (March 6, 1891)*, "An ,
P
Open Gate" (April 10, 1891), "The Dip in the Road*t> (July 30, 1891), * •
M ' "A Boyish Outing" (August 7, 1891), and "On the Selection of Epitaphs"
* (January 22* 1892).

,

8
*
Brandon Conron, "Essays and Travel Books: I. Essays (1.880-1920)",
in Carl Klinck, gen. ed„, Literary History of- Canada, pp. 341-342.
9
J.B. Priestley, The Edwardians (London: Hememann, 1970), p. 131.
in

v y^

*

*°

J.B, Priestley, 'Essayis-ts Past and Present (Nexr York: Dial Press,
1925), p, IT.
' 1 1
/
*
Priestley emphasises the leisure and ^the simple pleasures of
that xrorld, *See The Edwardians, p. 131.
12

' )a

Priestley, Essayists, p. 40.
j „
„ v -. '
,
Priestley, p. 11,
•
14
'
'
°f t
."Samuel Raymond Norris Hodgins, Some Canadian Essays (Toronto:
Nelson, 1932), pp. 18-23.
15
V* \*
Hodgins, p P o 21-22.
16.
Colerxdge's definition as it appears in the Bjographxa Literarxa a
Chapter M i l ,

•{?
V
17
18

\

•

-
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See>sDW, June 27, 1908.

|
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p

}*-

£ee-DW, June 27, 1908.°

'<D"

19

DW, June 24, 1911.'

.

°'

- ',

. T h e first txro are self-explanatory. The third xras hrs^
ffl
pe'rsona as a rather eager, but inept landsman x?ho goes to seaiwith
great enthusiasm, if not experience. See "The CSasts of Ultima Thule"
in.The Book of Ultxtna Thule, Chapter M i l l .
. *
,
21

DW, June 27, 190fri

For example, he proposes'to write arwessay X7hich will certainly
be facetious on "The Influence of Red Hair on History". See DW, May""f6, -1915 =
23
By "sketches" here his various "portraits in prose" are meant..
His poetry is, on the xrhole, an example of this rather thxrarted attempt
to find expression. Late Harvest (1934), a posthulnous collection of his. occasional verse and of various 'sonnets and ballads, offers ample
evidence of this phenomenon, for m thxs volume, very fexr poems rise "above
the level of Tennysonxan pastxche or of rather contrived sonnets, the
sonnet-form being that "in xrhich he most often xrrote poetry.
See various journal entries on the anniversaries of her death.* •
See also his' journal entry, May 1&, 1922, "Mother's Day", on XThich he
refrains from attending "church, "Fearing X7hat I should hear",
2-5 '
^
'•"
MacMechan, The^Pprter of Bagdad, p, 49,
4
26
'
„ft o
This X7as xrritten while MacMechan x/as vacationing at Baddeck,
Nova Scotia, xrith the Alexander Graham Bell family. MacMechan}'s second*
daughter, Edith ("Polly"),'had just become engaged to be married to V
Commander Claude Congreve Dobson, V.C., D.S.O., R.N. Bell -gave the
bride axray at her marriage in Bristol, England.
91

°
v

See note 7.
zo

»

DW, December 12, 1908.

o
29
•
<?
MacMechan, private journals, March 17, 1920, He occasionally
indulges a rather grim humour on the subject of death. In his journal
for December 2^, 1895, for instance, he notes the death of a provincial
judge xrho had .left his chambers xrith the folloxring note affixed &o the
d'ooV: "At the Supreme Court",
MacMechan', private journal, September 3, 1920. ,

, "

The older man is MacMechan himself: the first person is employed
in this essay,
32

See "Everybbdy's Alice", in Life, of a Little College, pp. 23*3-272.
&

•3,

•JO

,

°DW, December 8, 1906'.

'

*£J
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i

34
\
,
MacMechan, The Porter of Bagdad\ p. 92,
'
»
35
°
This devotion is referred to m ime caricature of ham in
"Pen Pictures of -Popular Profs", Appendix JB- . This devotion, moreover,
extended beyond MacMechafc'„s death, for outs of consideration for his
,xrj.doxr, xrho xrould have been unable to make (the "journey to'MacMechan's
favoured burial spot near Bedford, his body x?as interred.at the Camp
Hill cemetary on Robiel Street, Halifax (Information communicated
during a conversation xrith CLL. Bennet, Augus't 23, 1976). There,
"^
according to various people, includmgrCanon H.B. Wamx7right, xt
was",Mrs. MacMechan's custom to go regularly: "His xridoxr never accepted
his death, and, for years, sat on a seat In the cemetery, mourning him1''
(Private letter, August 10, 1976).
36
.MacMechan to Harvey, January 14, 1916.
37
- "
For. an early—andLsustamed example of his sentimental style
. see %acMechan, "A North End Tragedy", Halifax Evening Mail, August 10, 1891,
( %acMechan, op,, cxt.
l
39
""
His xnterest in the visual arts' ,is evident throughout his
xrritittgs. See private journals, May 27, 1920, for his approving comments "
on the xrork of the Group of Seven.
^*
o
MacMechan, The Porter of Bagdad, pp. 115-116.

^TDW, June 11, 1919. "From Bjroxming, "fcs in the Campagna", 11.

v

^.

58-60.
"

42

This similarity to Broxming is unusual, for on the whole
MacMechan considered Broxming's bouyant optimism' X7earmg. "See his
Introduction to-Tennyson's Select Poems for instances of his attitude.
, TtfacMechan, IheJPorter of Bagdad, p. 100. 5
^TSIacMechan, ojx, citl, .p. 101.
^on"My

Oxm Country" and "The Idyll of a Northern River" are salient
examples^of this,
H
•=
46
Alexander, "letter to MacMechan, August 22, 1926.
J
,*

47

"
DW, December 15, 1906.

"

.

.*
- 4R
• ,
MacMechan,* Porter, p. 33, The lady's name, "Castara", appears ^
to have originated from the volume of poetry entitled Castara published mxn 1634 by William Habxngton (1605-1654).
'

LQi

MacMechan, o£", cit., p. 33,
-

5

&aacMechan,: og.. cit., p. 34.
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51
The tendency is noted regularly by critics *as pertinent,
for instance, to Charles Sangster's perception of the landscape of
Upper Canada in "The St. Laxrrence and the Saguenay".
'
52
See above, Chapter III.

J

53

See one of MacMechan's late articles, "-Cicada as a Vassal State"
(1921), as evidence of his nationalism.
54
* ' "*
v
For a comprehensive yet succinct definition of this term as
it applies to poetry^ see James D. Merritt, The Pre-Raphaelite Poem (Nexr
'York: Dutton, 1966),'pp, 10-13.
55
"
y^
F.M. Salter in a letter to MacMechan, October 22, 1925, gives
him this title*, See above, Chapter II, for other references. In addition,
Robert WinkxTorth^Norxrood (1874-1932), Anglican pastor, author of Iss,
(1931), a mys"txcal spiritual autobxography xn poetic form, speaks-ln
a letter to MacMechan of the understanding of the mystical in spiritual
life that exists betxreen himself and MacMechan (Letter, November 28, 1922).
56
*
"
His xralks are an important part of each day., recorded in his
journals x-rith accuracy and noted as necessary to hlLs"balance of m m d ,
MacMechan, Little College, pp, 202-203.

lN

>

58
»
"
'
MacMechan, og,„ cxti, p,"3.
George -Woodcock, "A Vxexr of Canadxan Critxcxsm", Dalhousie Reviexr,
XXXV(1955), p. 216.
'*

60
'
MacMechan, op_, cit,,1 p, 98.
61
< " '
For an explxcation of the learning process at Johns Hopkins,
see MacMechan's article, "How"they"Xearn at Johns Hopkins", Nexr York Sun,
May 13, 1889,
See, his "Americanization of Dalhousie", Pine Hill Messenger,
February, 1933.
63
t
MacMechan, Little College, p. 237-and p. 249.
"

6

4
o-

MacMechan, og. cit., pp. 278-279.
65
See above. Chapter III.
66Captain Frederxck Marryak
> K1792-1848) served as a naval officer
xn the Napoleonic Wars and xras thd author of Midshipman Easy (1836).
Tobias Smollett (1721-1771), in his martially autobiographical Roderick
Random (1748), produced vivid descriptions of life aboard a man-of-war.'
Richard Henry Dana, Jr. (1815-82),f an American laxryer, xras the anonymous
author of Two Years., Before the, Mas<\ (1840), a realistic account of his
voyage as a common sailor on a merchant ship.
67

/

- v'MacMechan, L x U l e College, p. 151.
0

0
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6<A

M a c M e c h a n , op_. c i t . , p . 1 6 1 .
»
M a c M e c h a n , OJD, cit , p . 1 9 0 .
>

7D

Private'Journals, April 22, £929.
71
See DW, May 16, 1915 for his assertion.
72
G.K.
Chesterton,
Orthodoxy (New York Dodd, Mead & Co., 1950),
p. 299,

tt

73
The ability is alxrays sporadic. See above, Chapter III,
for discussion of this subje-ct.
«•
74
i
See, for example, DW, May 7, 1910.
,^

,

'1

MacMechan, Little College, p. 194.
MacMechan, op_. cit., p. 186,
77

DWS June 8, 1933.

78
'
In " L i t t l e College G i r l s " , in The Life of a L i t t l e College,
pp. 37-53.
79
"Everybody's Alice" and ,5Virgil".
80
*
«*
By the time this book was published, MacMechan was a'xrellestablished figure at Dalhousie, having been a professor for txrenty-five
' y e a r s . 81
**
MacMechan, T-heJPorter of Bagdad, p . 102.
82
)
See his comments on the size of a country, above, Chapter II.
i

*i

o

a

83
Various contemporaries have called him "conservative". MacMechan's oxm attitude to the use of the term is implied xn an entry in
hxo dxary, June 1, 1920, xrhich records a luncheon he attended xnth Robert
Falconer, Malcolm Wallace, and Pelham Edgar, among others. After the
lunch, Edgar "put his arm round'iayxshoulder, called me a 'dear old
conservative' and, addressing Maurice Hutton, 'a man after your oxm heart'",
MacMechan was obviously pleased by this affectionate tribute.
84
The xrord is Harvey's, See Canadian Historical Reviexr (September,
1933)*, p. 343.
0

85
C.L. Bennet offers an amusing anecdote irelated to MacMechan's
love of the outdoors m "Archibald MacMechan"," Papers of the Bibliograph. xcal Socxety of Canada,/pp. 21-22.
86
See beloxr, Chapter V, note 45, for further dxscussxon.
8
«1
? D O C O Harvey, og.. cit., p. 344. _
_
< *
88
MacMechan, private journal, July 25, 1918. 'See also C.L0 Bennet,
o£. cit. • p. 21, for references to MacMechan's sense of colour.
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a

MacMechan, The Book of Ultima Thule, pp, 207-208, His ^
<f» ^apprehension of the beauties of the .valley are heightened by his
enthusiasm for the holiday xrhich serves as the basis for this essay.
In his private journal, undated__entry, summer,__1918, he; xrrites '/As soon
as the college term ended, E„ /Edith, his xrife/ and 1 (thanks to Mother
Coxran's /Edith's mother/ $200) xrent to Uolfville, May 11 and put up at
Kent Lodge. We had a fortnight of miraculous xreather and discovered the
valley." The lines quoted are from The Idylls of the King, "The Passing
of Arthur"*-, 11.429-430, and are part* of the description of Avalon, the
Vale of the Blessed.
*

%

See below, Chapter V, fqr discussion of this topic.
91
*
'")
See beloxr, Chapter V, note 28.
' .
92
The correspondence betxreen Harvey and MacMechan for a period
of more thaT^^^enty-five years bears'xrxtness to the influence the older
man exerted wrer the younger. It xras at MacMechan's urging that Harvey
xrent to Harvard to study history, for example,,. See, especially, letters
of March 10, 1912, and March 26, 1913, m xrhich MacMechan signs himself
"Yours paternally",
The Book of Ultxma
93
' Thule, pp. 205-206. ThA quotation
3
'
MacMechan', "A Northern Vigil", 11-. 25-29.
is from Bliss Carman,
94
By others, as xrell as by himself. His first use of the term
appears" in a letter to Harvey, March 23, 1925. (
j
95
/ MacMechan, The Book of UltimaiThule, p0y282<
96
"As many as 2,800,000 barrels of apples have been groxm £in the
Annapolis Vallev/ in a single year"^(Raymond A. Simpson, The Province of
XNova Scotia: Geographical Aspects /Ottaxra: The Canadian Geographical
Society, 1954/, p. 25.) Simpson notes that by the date of publication
(1954), the annual crop is only Half this* figure. See also MacMechan,
"Halifax in Trade", Canadian Geographical Journal, September, 1931.
97
MacMechan notes Hox?e's phrase in "Halifax in Literature".
\
98
"Halifax m Literature".
99
'
.
tJilliams xrrote to. MacMechan, thanking him for his generous >
review (Letter, January 26, 1920).
P
100
•
See above, Chapter III.
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See above. Chapter III.
102
103MacMechan, The Book of Ultima Thule, p. 184.
MacMechan, oj>, cit,, p m 204,

I

I
104
V*
" /*>
See Hugo McPherson, Introduction to Hugh MacLennan, Barometer
Rising (Toronto: McClelland and Stexrart, 1969), pp, ix-xv, for a
dxscussxon of the unxque qualxtxes of MacLennan's novel, partxcularly
xn its treatment of a Canadian cifey,"a^ late as 1941,
MacMechan, The Book of Ultima Thule, p. 283: "When their
orqhards are at their xrhit^st, the city'people pilgrxm to the Valley
to feast thexr eyes. Even though it'is largely an affair of the ^
railroad and the hotel-keepers, the rise of the festival testifies
to the drax7ing pox?er of natural be'auty."
106
'
MacMechan, op_. cit., pp. 267-268, •

1° 7

'

.

a

This is a reference to MacMechan's summer vacations, which ^
he usually spent axray from Halifax, often m the Annapolis Valley,
particularly at Windsor xrhere the library of King's College x-ras close
at hand.
108
Harvey,' op_. cit., p. 344.
.
j
109 >
.
MacMechan comments on these txro xTriters as particular ^examples
of authors xrho brought to life a scene that had gone unregarded by
natives of the respective areas. See^ for instance, his'reviexr of
Rockbound, BW, November 24, 1928. j
»
•>
110
,
MacMechan, "Thpreau%m The Cambridge Hxstory of Amerxcan
Lxterature, p. 13.
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Chapter V

I

MacMechan as Chronicler

a

Man goeth to the grave and xrhere xs he?Cl Hence
any xrritten xrord that calls back the vanished
shadoxr from the realm of shadoxrs appeals to us
all xrho knoxr hoxr short is our oxm time. Hence
the popularity of biographies, memoirs, diaries,
letters, as xrell as essays xrith £hose xrho have
outlived the period of romance.1

S
MacMechan /trrote this in 1908, and apparently considered himself as one
xrho had "outlived the period of romance", as well as the atmosphere
of youth, xrhen death is not thought of as a" personal thing. As he
wrote in 1910, "romance suggests some glittering veil of xllusion
across the face of realities, some glamour or image arising 'from the
2
unfamiliar aspect of the world, 'so various, so beautiful, so nexr'".
From what he implies about romance as illusion, then,lit seems reasonable
that MacMechan's final years should have been deeply involved xrith
various "biographies, memoirs, diaries, letters" in his attempt to
record for posterity xrhat he perceived as a vanishing era -- the 'age of
Nova Scotia's sailing ships. To this task MacMechan brought many of
the qualities that had distinguished his xrork m

other fields: his

y
scholarly bias, his desire to instruct, his familiar xrriting style, and
his love of the active life, particularly of the sea-going life, xrhich
^ , "
3 •
he perceived as^her'jic".
His aim in writing these stories of'the sea,
4
MacMechan states, "is plain truth-j^" romance' I avoid and abjure,"
A
recent critic, S,EjD, Shortt, has offered a comment on MacMechan's sea
stories that might £erve as a catalyst for a discussion'of them:
In his three collections of sea stories and_adventure,
published between 1923 and 1928, /MacMechan/ established
certain common themes. The plots centred! on a struggle
betxreen the forces of evil, X7hether human or an element
of rax-7 nature,, and a particularly good individual xrho
ultimately vanquished his foe. Often staged in the
i
I
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A
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eighteenth century, 'the heroic age of Canada,' the
adventures traced the exploits of Nova Scotian
privateers, merchants, shipbuilders, or simple sailors
against a background of violent seas or raging xrar.
The adversaries of these maritime heroes xrere men
marred by a tragic 'flaw or character or members of
a 'lower race', often Greeks or American Indians.
Alxrays religious, the heroes xrere dedicated to a
higher cause such as loyalty, yet modestly disclaimed
„0
their valour as mere duty. In, a time of crisis the..,
°* *
natural leader emerged at the head of a tightly
disciplined crex-r and, through quick xrits and hard
„
muscles, averted potential doom, Alxrays in the background xras Providence, using the elements to punish
•«
the evil, and reward the just. Though embroidered
with romantic settings and heroic characters, MacMechanfs
sea-stories xrere, in fact, simple lessons in Christian
morality designed to inspire, in 'Young Canada*' at
least, admiration and,55*"!^ x-ras to be hoped, emulation.-*
^

' "

*i

While much of what Shortt writ£} is undeniably true —

the

members of a 'lower race' present in several stories, the modest disclaimers of heroism as 'mere duty', .the emergence of a natural leader
at times of crjLsis, for example —

his emphasis on the "staging" of these

dramas and their didactic nature as "simple^lessons in Christian morality"
is' to give the stories an emphasis* that is hardly as pronounced as he
xrould have xt.

Shortt's authority for some of his assertions comes from

a letter he quotes, written by MacMechan to L o m e Pierce, concerning
the sea stories:
You have perceived the m a m intent /MacMechan xrrites,/,..not
consciously followed, perhaps, but alx7ays there — the
revelation of the heroic. These plain sailor men have
xn them the element of greatness. Their lives, their
achievements, their"records form one of our richest
„ ~„natural assets ,,.. My real point is that young Canada
does not need to look outside our oxm borders for inspiration
and example.
»
0

Shortt types MacMechan as a "romantic idealist" x?hose "historical romances.,
stressed the ultimate triumph of the moral Individual against the inherent
evil of the environment to which his fallen state consigned him.

The

heroic deeds of the past, xroven xrith the themes of Anglo-Saxon superiority,

O,

I
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the glory of X7ar, and Carlyle's theory of great men, x?ere presented-as
7

a model for emulation by a modern but mundane age."

1 h

' •

'
This assessment is *
1

'

-

satisfactory to a point? it certainly accounts for several of the themes *
present in the sea stories, and it undoubtedly pojnts to prominent aspects
of MacMechan's thought.

Hoxrever, it overlooks at least" three points

that ,are important to any discussion/of these books ,ej First, Shortt does .
not SBem to give due credit to the careful research^that X7ent into the
treating:*Kis reference to "raging war and violent seas" makes the backgrounds of the books, xrhich'xre re/very well descrxbed and documented,

'

°

seem mere'sets. Secondly, Shortt reads the storxes'as expressxng a
d

'

didactiexsm and an authorxal discernment of the hand of Provxdence that
are actually quite alien to MacMechan.

.V

One has onlly to recall MacMechan's

'

comments-on Ralph Connor's "earnest preaching"

8

. '*

to realize that MacMechan
9

d i s l i k e d xrriting t h a t had a "palpable design" on him, xn Keats' p h r a s e .
*

v,

*

While it is certainly true "that the books contain*observations on-^some
of MacMechan's favorite topics -- (England, Duty, and the' Navy -- it is
reductive to see the stories as "simple lessons" in anything. .MacMechan's
mind xras too subtle to-read -- or xrrite -= "simple lessons" into his material.
t>

Finally^ Shortt implies that these stories are on a grand scale 'and that
the heroes are backed by a Providence xrhich uses *the elements to "punish
the evil and rexrard the just".

This is to parody xrhat actually happejfs

s

yy

/

in many
of the s and
t o r i esuch
s . Some
of them isa r equite
, i f anything,
\sm
p l e /tales/of
human
survival,
determinism
irrelevantt
BOftem.
In his Checklist bf Canadian Literature, R„E, Watters has grouped
»

i

several of MacMechan's books under tfte category "Local History and *
10
Descrxption",
While xt is difficult to make clear distinctions betxreen

I
history and description in the xrrltlngs, the term is useful to, a preliminary discussion of some of these xrritings, MacMechan's various pieces
of local history are among his first published writing upon his coming

- y

•

•
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""to Nova Scotia and to. Dalhousie University in 1889. His early interest
s
»
*
in history seems to have been an effort to orient himself in a province
xrhich xras nexr to him, " Probably that is one reason xrhy he became a member
• .
11
of the Nova Scotia Historical Society soon after his arrival in Halifax,
*$a xras" a member of the Council of the Society from 1896 to 1906 and
12 Q *
President from 1907 to 1910,
His first paper presented to the society in 1890, "An Historical
13
Note on John Croxme", is worth examining m some detail.
For one
thing, this paper xras published veryjsoqn after MacMechan arrived xn
Nova Scotxa and shoxrs clearly the germ of xrhat is to be hxs later xnterest
in the provxnce, especially its hxstory and its "romantic" charm. .The
paper is concerned xrith establishing the identity of one John Croxme, a
minor Restoration playxrright whose dates are uncertaxn (1640' - 1705 9 )
and to dxscover what Croxme had to do with Acadia. MacMechan has traced '
«
Croxme's ancestry through several sources (the New England Historical
and Genealogical Register, for example) and has provided information in
elaborate and scholarly detail in a manner befitting a recently-graduated*

ys

Doctor of Philosophy.

In summarizing his findings/ MacMechan reveals

his interest in the man, John Croxme:

-

*

Thxs much, at least, is plain from the foregoing accounts %
John Croxme, play-xrriter and court favorite of Charles II,
puppet of Rochester and rival of Dryden, had something to
„ do with this country. What that relation xras, it is the
* object of this paper to make clear. In-order to do so,
, I must open a chapter in the early history of Nova Scotia:
the land *that Longfellow has made classic, Acadia, the land
of Evangeline.14
The" particular point of interest in this paragraph is that, amid the most
i academic and xrhat MacMechan himself xrould call "dry" research, there xs
discernxble the kernel of xrhat is for MacMechan his drxving interest in

6

S

i

V

4,
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the subject —

Nova Scotia as a "romantic" place, scene of incidents
,
1
5
such as those made vivid by Longfelloxr,
It is as if, possessing the
equipment to do research, in the form of credentials from an Outstanding
American university, MacMechan is about to bring this equipment to bear
on local subjects, D.C, Harvey xndxcates that such xras the gase xrhen
he asserts that "the impact of American scholarship upon the complacency .
of Ontario had given Dr. MacMechan the comparative-idea.

His contact
i

x/ith Nova Scotian local patriotism gave him an opportunity to exercise
16
it* This xras the germ'"olTin^s literary and historical essays."
That'
Nova Scotia already«, by 18909 appealed to MacMechan5 by its'colourful
history and its sense of "romance" is prophetic: the "land of Evangeline"
xras the setting for his last bddk, Red Snoxr on Grand Pre (1932),

Apparently

the "romantic" nature of the province xras'to haunt him throughout the
remaining years of his life.
Other points of interest m MacMechan's "Note on John Croxme" are
chxefly those that prefxgure aspects of his-later x-rritings on Nova Scotxan
•* •* 4

i

history.

- «<r

His methods of ferreting out information make hxm appear to

I
be ^ k x n d of literary sleuth, his interest in a problem sxmply as a puzzle
17
to be solved xs evxdent xn the "Note", -as xt xrxll be elsexrhere. Another
I
point, albeit a minor one, is nevertheless xrorth noting here, and that
is the repetition in this article of the phrase "And noxr, as the sagas
say", he is out of the story" (p. 280). This phr"ase, xrhich here concerns
*one of the persons in the account he is offering, is repeated in many
of MacMe6han's later books, particularly those concerning stories of
18
'
>
sea-drama. The phrase harks back, surely, to his" Icnoxrledge of Old Norse \
and his eye for "sagas" in the history of Nova Scotian sea-faring people.
MacMechan's ability to infuse xrhat he perceives around him xrith a sense
of historical and heroic precedent is evident here. It is a conspicuous

y
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quality in much that he xrrites. In?summary, then, it would appear that
this early "Note" is significant for the light it casts on MacMechan's
methods and interests x n t h m a year of his arrival in Nova Scotia. It
is interesting to see so much telescoped in what is essentially a rather
dry and academic piece of prose.

I

D.C. JIarvey's concise appraisal of MacMechan's othet historical
xrritmgs xnll perhaps indicate their overall importance:

y
Apart from ephemeral essays and reviexrs, his first
historical efforts xrere two studies in source materials:
Nova Scotia Archives, volumes II and H I * These"were
letter books, commission books, and minutes of council
at Annapolis Royal, 1713°41. Of these he made a full
calendar and a careful index, and thus facilitated their
use by many students, x-rhp otherxnse xrould not have had
access to them. These studie£ were followed ^by The
winning of responsible /stc^f
government in the
Chronicles of Canada: and by a sketch of Nova Scotian
history from 1604 /.sic _/ to 1912, in Canada and Its
Provinceso Both- these studies were carefully made and
• IT:,

I

,n

. j , in.

"

(_

ft

rt

xrritten in chaste and lucxd English.

-I

«
i

J]
<

**

L

These, then, form the bulk of MacMechan's "formal" historical work.
They are xmportant to note as being the core of hxs more popular versions
of the same materxal. Harvey says that "bye=products of these more
HI,

Q

formal hxstories, historical poems and essays were x-mtten and published
in chap-books or magazines. Some of these have been collected, in book
form ap Old Provinco. Tales, The Book of Ultima Thule, and Red Snow on
22
Grand/PrsT; but many others still axrait the hand of the collector."
J
It is xrith these "bye-products" of more formal history that xre
re mainly concerned m

this chapter. A first acquaintance xrith MacMechan's

historical interests might give one pause to xronder xrhy a professor of English language and literature should have devoted such a,large part
of his life to historical pursuits. MacMechan's oxm description of his
interest In "(English" might here be examined for xrhat it indicates about
his biases. Just after completing hisaPh.Do, MacMechan xrrote, in
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"Testimonials of Archibald MacMechan", xrhich xras essentially a job
applicarion sent to various universities, among them Dalhousie, a
description of his interest in the study of English:
I call attention to the specxal scientific and philological
side of my training because I regard it as the necessary
step to a thorough understanding of the literature, such
as 'must be looked for m one xrho is to represent the
, department of English in a university, I sympathize very
strongly xrith the desire,,,to make the study of English
masculine enough to furnish as thorough a mental discipline
as any department of your curriculum. I Believe that the
time has come .for an historical 'and comparative study of
English literature xrhich shall lift ifvjut of the field
of .mere aestheticism into the dignity of a real science.
"The* aesthetic study must be continued, /the study of
particular authors must be dxrelt on xritth emphasis and
xrith devotion for truly great names, bjat^ from the first,
the student must be taught to compar/e, to examine, t,p
/
weigh, and tcP emancipate himself from the shackles of any
one expression xrhich is fashionable simply or epifemeral.
The student must learn to look at every period and every
poetic monument as far as possible from xrithin, i,e. from
, the vantage/ground of the period producing it. He"must
then leaga to compare periods. To instruct worthily from
this point of viexr, accurate scientific training is
indispensible, and for this reason I lay special stress
on my Johns Hopkins course.
t
At the same time I regard philology not as an end in
itself, but as a means towards the xrider comprehension' of
literature. And I {psfegjys., moreover," that seientific study
pursued in, this spirsg|-jp*Lnstead of xreakening appreciatxon,
only results in xncreased poxjer. Everything*seems to
point toxrards this as the method of the future.23

I.

a

His emphasis on the "scientific" and his desire to create "mental
discipline" in the study of English are important to note in this passage.
The study of local history provided concrete material for the kind of
period study he advocated.

It xrould 'seem that his philological training

gave hxm the tools for dealxng xrxth materxal chat attracted him imaginatxvely: in hxs xrork Concerning the history of Nova Scotia, he had a
* mine of xnformation X7axtxng to be sorted ancf studxedl

y

Something of his

-

a t t i t u d e to thxs -work can He seen from a l e t t e r to D„G, Harvey in xrhich
MacMechan xrrites of the research he i s doing ( a t t h i s point he xras
24
xrorking on Old Province Tales and Thore Go phe_ S h i p s ) :
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a
Is there any game humanity ever invented more aboorbmg.,
than research7 Getting at the facts of these sagas I ^
find simply fascinating. By the xray, I am greatly
encouraged by the example of S„ Thomas de Carlyle xrhose
Cromwell° s Letters and Speeches I have been devouring
this last week to my great refreshment. That xras. a piece
ofvresearch if yen like, Chittick's Haliburton xs another,25
o

*.

To his study of Nova Scotxan history, MacMechan brought his scholar's
\

training, his scholar's love of truth and detail, and his vivid and
26
rather "romantic" xmagxnatxon.
This combfnatxoji enabled 'him to xrrite
With enthusiasm and accuracy about the hxstory of the province.
the process, MacMechan turned much of the history into

In

,J

saga" and 'created

i

'\

his oxm mythology.

Q,

Before one turns to the xrorks themselves, a brief vconsid^ration
of some of MacMechap's attitudes to history is relevant here.

In his

xntroductxon to Heroes and Hero Worship, for example, he x-rrites of the
animating spirit of an author that can lift mere fact into a kind oi
27
incandescence.
Such animation can give life to mere facts and can
create what is mbsT valuable to MacMechan]=- vivid, imaginative accounts
28
, '
29
of the past.
His distaste for "strict", dry scholarship v i s related
o

»

**
it

tt) his feeling for historys while* facts are altogys of importance for
thexr accuracy to hxs scholarly, truth-loving mxnd, thexr presentation
xn lively, human form xs almost equally important.

Hxs comment on txro

hxstorians, Kxngsford and Parkman, reveals this vxew: "Kingsford had'a
great conception, but he laboured xrxth more zeal than Imoxrledge, It xras
|
30
Parkman xrhOr-made Canadxan history interestxng."

What MacMechan sayso

about historical novels also bears on his attitude to history, for
certain of his convictions are observable in his own historical xrriting:
' Facts are less important thap stimulation. The main
object of attack shduld be the tiro's imagination.
Once he realises that the previous ages xrere peopled
,,
by men and xromen very like himself, he has gained a
|
Pisgah summit, from xrhich he xrill never descend. He
has achieved a point of view. History should not be
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regarded simply as so many learned, scientific tomes,
made for a fexr scholars: it should exist as a sentiment,
a feeling. Our young Canadians may not knoxr a single
date accurately, they may not be able to pass even a
high school examination in the facts of our history*".
I should not cate a rush, if only the name Quebec
axrakens in their minds the thought of Champlam and
t
Wolfe, if they cannot see the xro'rds Queenston and Chateauguay xnthout remembering that a country's a thing
men should die for at need. Therefore there cannot
be too much popularization of Canadian history,31

*

This is surely the humanist speaking, one„to xrhom nothing human is
alien. An interesting comment on the apparent manner in xrhich MacMechan
himself perceived "previous ages.. .peopled by men and women",, comes from
someone xrho saxr MacMechan, a familiar figure, as he xralked about Halifax"

/

My memory of him is confined to a few glimpses of an,
erect and dignified figure with a grey torpedo beard',
xralkmg the streets of Halifax in a curious aloof xray
as if he had them all to himself. As indeed he had.
His-knowledge of the old seaport and its long romantic
story xras so complete that for him xrhen he chose, the
present^time did not exist., he could xgnore the clerks
and the shopgirls...who scurfied past .intent upon the
petty xrorries of the txr&ntieth century and see only the
redcoats, the buckskin-clad rangers and tarry seamen
of the eighteenth. An umcanny faculty, not to be
acquired lightlylndr dismissed xrith a shrug.32

x V'

^

_

The books to be^isqus^ed xn this chapter are, chieflyt three
that form a group by the nature of their subject matter ~ Sagas of the
33
*
f>££ (1923) , Old Province Tales (1924), and There Go the Ships (1928).
His final book. Red Snoxr on Grand Pre (1932), xnll be mentioned only
t.

if

y

passing, for its subject matter is unrelated to that o>f the other

u

"uthree.
In thfese bopks, MacMechan's interest m hxstory is evxdent: he has gone directly to varxous sources for information xrhich he then
xrrites up in his oxm style. His most important sources are Des Brisay's ^
History of Lunenburg County (1870) and Beamish Murdoch's History of Nova
*> •

Scotia (1865-67). For There Go the Ships and Red Snoxr on Grand Pre the
*
diary of "Saint-Luc De la Come caught MacMechan's interest:, "The primary
authority is a small pamphlet published by Fleury Mesplet, in Montreal,

o
'
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ir

177°8, xnth the t i t l e 'Journal Du Voyage De Ml Samt-LuQ De La Come,
. .
35
Eouyer, Dans 1 le Navire 1'Auguset, en 1'an 1 7 6 1 ' " .
)
&
.
y^ o'
The first three books have as thexr"unifying theme the heroic
- *'
36
- .
\
life of sea-farxng people.
MacMechan's interest, in tine history of Nova

•u
Scotia generally xras xrell established by the time he wrned his attention
37
to matters relating to "maritime" life.
There are, hoxrever, many

V

indications that h-is interest m

things pertaining to.the 'sea goes back

to his early life.* , ThijS interest is* remarkable in one reared inland -as D.C. Harvey mentions, "Dr. MacMechan xras a son of the manso0 a child
of.Ontario', product of its,, schools and the, University of Toronto, a
graduate student m

Johns Hopltlns, and an adopted son of Nova Scotia.

If
In each stage of evolution, ha xras responsive to his environment
and

D -

38

influenced by it...."

Thomas Raddall has also stressed the remarkable

influence the lore of sea-faring exerted over MacMechan*
I
„

•

>

I suppose everybody knows how Archie MacMechan, Ontarioborn, -a graduate of the University of Toronto, for a fexr
years a teacher xa Ontarip schools -- an out-and-out
freshxrater man, in the salty B.luenose term — came *m
1889 to take a post at Dalhousie,.. .and fell m love with
Nova Scotxa and the sea...., He remaxned faithful to that
love till death, and breathed his devotion into almost °
every line he xrrote, though there xras nothing narrow
or nierely provincial in his loyalty,

*

•l

It xrould seem that actual residence m

a spot near the ocean

crystallized for MacMe'chan an interest xn and love for the sea that had I
long been latent ±n him.

For one example of his, early interest, one

might observe some pag'es which'survive' from a diary he kept xrhxle crossing
&
,
' . 4 0
from "Montreal to London m ' a 'cattle boat in 1885.
MacMechan begins
by calling his record a "log"1 and clearly enters into the spirit of sea1

**
*
faring by referring enthusiastically to various parts of the ship" by
their technical names and by generally seeming to enjoy the excitement

«\
' and beauty of l i f e a t s e a .

yy
Also, in the notes for his f i r s t classroom
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J
lecture "^t Dalhousie, given on September 2*5, 1890, he speaks of the

similarity betxreen beginning a nexri college course and launching a nexr
ship -- the pitfalls inherent m
'

successful launching —

bqth, the tension of xraitmg fox the

in an extended simile.

These txro indications of

a

MacMechan's penchant for things pertaining to ships support the notion
that he xras ripe* for apprecxatxng the material he discovered in Nova
Scotia.

Perhaps the most obvious example of his affinity for nautical

matters xrould be his early (and at the time, unusual) interest in
Melville's Moby Dick; though his article on the novel did not appear

I

\

'

,

'

until 1899, he speaks of having read thevbook much earlier, as xre have
41
'i
seen above.
The point here is that MacMechan's interest in the<lore
of the sea xras consistent in him from his youth onxrard.

, .

The components of this -interest xrould seem to include the overall
"romance" of the unknown xn sea-faring, the noble hijstory of sailing,
the exactness required of sailors, and the "duty" and discipline involved
in keeping things "ship-shape". A brief collection of phrases from his
three books xnll illustrate particularly the last of these components
— MacMechan's fascination xnth the exactness^, duty, and discipline of
life aboard ship. In Sagas of the Sea he observes that "the master mariners
of the province xrere a race apart, intrepid,

skilled0,, resourceful, strong

„xn character, strict in discipline, kings of the quarter-deck.
M every chance of the treacherous sea with unshaken hearts'."

w

\

_ ,

»

They met

Again, in

_•

the same book, he writes "He /.the captain/ must have had a xrell-disciplined
crexr, no lubbers or xrharf-rats stood by the sheets and braces that December
43
'
day."
And m^Dld Province Tales, he xrrites "The Cooks xrere men of„
44
tried ability, Rpr fools and xreaklmgsP do hot rise to the- command of ships."
Through comments like these, xrhich occur on every second page of tEne
three books being discussed, MacMechan's hero-xrorship and admiration is
plain.

The requirements1of life at sea seem to represent for hxm an ideal
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"of discipline and endurance xrhich, to choose only txro examples, he
imitated in his oxm life* he exacted from himself both physical and
mental discipline. The former can be represented by theVLong xralks
he took, despite a slight limp, and the dips m

the Northxrest Arm

xrhich he continued, sometimes, until xrell on into October. ' The latter,
his mental discipline, is evident in almost everything he touched. His
private j'ournals, xrhich he kept faithfully for over nearly fortty years,
46
are a s o r t of "log" of h i s p r i v a t e l i f e ,
and h i s work as a reviexrer,
I

continued for the same length of time, was, at the time, of his death,
47
characteristically done up five' xreeks in advance.
With a background of historical research and a love of the sea,
then, MacMechan began, m about 1921, to xrork on xrhat became his final,
many-sided project. This xras his attempt to preserve some of Nova Scotia's
i
•
48 .
marine past through a collection of stories, songs, and artifacts.
His chief xrork xras the xrriting of the three books already mentioned,
xrhich he took very seriously, as Thomas Raddall has recorded* ]_ C L . _ /
Bennet told1 me hox-r, when the first volulne of sea stories /Sagas of the Sea/ ..
xras published, Archie stood turning the book in his. hands and said, '1
-think this is the most important xrork I have done, and the one for xrhidi
49
I shall be remembered lorigest.
Possibly MacMechan xras correct in
supposing that he xrould be remembered longest' for his sea stories. His
editions of"Carlyle are now noted generally as "pioneer" efforts and have
been superceded \y

later scholarship, and his books of essays and*his

Headxraters3 the $nly serious contenders, are noxr coiisidered period piecesof varxous kinds. It is interesting, then, to see MacMechan's name
*
v
prominently placed m a section entitled "Legacy of, the Sea" m a recent
Nova Scotian'history textbook that is remarkable for innovative methods

•• n

*

xrhich'MacMechan xrould certa\isxy have endorsed.
1

VJ

'

5

°

w

•,
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The excitement .and dedication involved in this last project
of his life can be seen in many places in the text of the books, as xrell
as in letters he xrrote to D.C. Harvey during the writing of Sagas of the
Sea in 1922•
I still, keep pegging axray at local history /MacMechan
writes/% ,as you may see by the enclosed chap-book.
At present I am furiously interested in .the shipping
and sailors of Nova Scotia. There is material for a
modern Odyssey here.-*1
The folloxring year he expands on this idea, xrhile retaining his adverb
"furiously":

}
-a

I have become furiously interested in Nova Scotia's
epic of the sea. The 'story of N.S. xrooden shipbuilding,
the traffics and efiscoveries bf our sailor men, is
replete with marvpls of courage, skill and fortitude.
I have.made a beginning of a N.S. Hakluyt. It is
the millstone Job aforesaid, and is to be published
by Dents-in the Spring xrith the title "Sagas of the Sea".
I wish I had nothing else to do but gather up the
information and talk to old salts.52

'

This letter would supply Harvey xrith first-hand evidence for his comments
in his obituary notice" of MacMechan*
Though he died full of honours and in the evening of his
«
days, to his colleagues, his students, and other friends,
his death has left an impression as of a youth cut offfi
in the midst of his labours: for his retirement m 1931,
after forty-two years' teaching in Dalhousie, had been *
regarded as but release from an exacting routine
in order that he might be free to devote his leisure
to creative literature, and he left behind hiirr several
unfinished manuscripts, one of xjhich xras to have been
the 'roof and croxm of things', a 'Green's short history
of the Nova Scotian people'.53
'
,,»
MacMechan's reference to the fortitude of sailors in his letter to
Harvey is later amplified m

his Preface to Sagas of the Sea:

a

/the stories/ are all- true. The notes in the Table of
Contents give the original Sources. In every -case my
axm has been to get at the facts, stafje them as plaxnly
as may \be and let them speak for themselves. «Perhaps
thexr common term xs the.cardinal virtue of Fortitude.*4

{>

,
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The grouping of these stories around the "cardinal virtue of
Fortitude" is certainly unconscious, for MacMechan had long been
collecting information pertaining to the stofies that comprise this

\

volume, simply as material appeared before^ him.

Seven of the nine stories

in Sagas are based on material that MacMechan presumably came across
in his reading of0Nova Scotran history, only the final story, "The Luck
55
of the Grilse", is based pn a contemporary happening.
Sagas of the Sea is a suitable volume to study for the light it
casts on MacMechan's methods in xrriting these sea stories, for he employs
similar methods xrhen writing the other txrov volumes.

In Sagas of the Sea,

the organization of material into chronological order is noticeable at

0

*!
once.

The first stories ui the 'book, for instance "How Prenties Carried

His Dispatches" and "The Teazerj .Light", are based on material from the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuties respectively.

In stories like

•

these, MacMechan has gone to hxs source material and embellished it with
his oxm prose. As0 MacMechan himself, indicates m

hxs Preface to this

first collectxon, the stories h a v e various—emphases:
Four of these "Sagas" illustrate the perilous
life of Nova Scotia seamen. Three have their
' origin in old wars, revealing the chances of military
service and some aspects of privateering. One shows
^how the sailors of the old navy faced disaster, and
another how sailors of the newfnavy saved their ship.57
«

o

In these nine tales, MacMech'an has relied for the most part on
historical records and contemporary newspaper accounts for information.
These sources, noted by MacMechan in the table of contents, are fleshed
Lput by a prose style that one immediately recognizes as MacMechan's,
particularly the style evident In many of his essays "xnth its arresting
phrase, its-authoritative tone, and its balanced cadence.
paragraph of "Jordan the Pirate" is typical of this Style;-

o -

The'opening
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On the morning of the 13th of September, 1809, a
strange little craft called the Three Sisters xras
, off Cape Canso heading for Halifax. She xras a nexr
fishing schooner of about sixty-four tons burden,
tub-like in build, her beam being considerably more
• than the traditional one-third of her length, xrhich
xras forty-five feet six inches from stem to stern.
Besides her tubbmess, she had other noticeable
peculiarities -- a remarkably high stern and a very
sxrift sheer, which means that, seen in profile, the
line of her rail ran steeply doxm from the lofty p'bop
to the boxr. Not much mopey had been spent on the
usual decorations of a vessel. She had no carved
and painted figurehead, no gallery to her square
stern, and no cabin windows, she had not even the
usual xrooden mouldings there.... Her dumpy build,
her colour scheme, her measurements, her lack of
the usual marine adornments xrould make her easy to
identify as far as a spy glass sould reach.^8
In this paragraph, MacMechan sets the scene for what is to folloxr -a grisly account of mutiny and murder —

by drawing attention to the

irregularities of appearance of the ship he describes.

His swift

delineation of the vessel ("She x-ras a nexr fishing schooner. ,„from stem
to stern") at once informs the reader of her distinctive shape ("tubbmess"
is a homely, vivxd xrord) and incidentally reveals the author's knoxrledge
of proportions, normal in such a craft ("her beam being considerably more
than the traditional one-third of her length"). The final sentence in
xrhich the vessel is described as being conspicuous "as far as a spy-glass

I

could reach" sets the mood of the story, both by the accuracy of the"
distance implied in the phrase and by the faintly ominous'connotations
of "spy-glass" xrhich are borne out as the story progresses. This description
of the vessel becomes central to the story later on, and by the vividness
of this opening paragraph, MacMechan, has caught the attention! of the reader
xn an mformatxve and striking manner xnthout, hoxrever, being didactic. .
This style is typical of the narration of the stories m
it is evident throughout that x^xJS^he\auifaor

all three volumes:

is himself extremely well**

\

informed and anxious to impart tm his readprs the important details of
each story, he is nevertheless able esj avoid-a tiresome cataloguing of
detail by means of an accomplished and varied prose^style.

The prose

V
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style of these stories is, m

fact,/MacMechan's hallmark.

MacMechan chose as mateirxal for these stories ^accounts of heroism1
at sea, gleaned both frgm fOEmar ceiituries and/from hxs oxm. At times %
txro eras overlap as, for examplt\^ w|[en he records in his journal, early\
in his residence in Halifax, sTvxsit to an elderly xroman xrho "had seen
59
the victorious Shannon xrhen it docked m Halifax in 1813.

\
\

His remarks

in his journal indicate that she had supplied him xrith yet "more detail"
concerning an event that evidently interested J>im as early as 1892.
His use of this detail, Tnore than thirty years later, adds significantly
to his account of the story of the Shannon by lending the telling the
i

"

authority of first-hand observation. Having retold -the events surrounding
the encounter between the txro frigates, the American Chesapeake and the
British Shannon off Boston lighthouse m

1813,MacMechan adds a dimensxon

to his story by including an eye-xritness account of the return, to Halifax
of the Shannon with the Chesapeake in tow:
Sunday, June 6, 1813, x-ras a very beautiful day m
Halxfax, a day long remembered. During the morning
service, some one came into St. Paul's whispered to
a friend in the garrison pexr and hastily left the
church. An dbserver thought of fire and followed him,
Spon the church xras empty. All the city xras on the
wharves and house-tops cheering like mad a procession
of two frigates coming g^loxrl\ up the harbour past
George's Island, The first x-ras a "little dirty Black
ship," said Aunt Susan Etter, tcrho saxr them x-Txth her
oxrn eyes as a girl of thirteen, "and the other was a
big fiiie ship," The first xras the Shannon, her p a m t , r
sadly xreatherad by three months cruising, and the second
'
was her prize the Chesapeake, still fresh and glittering
from the Boston shipyard. As they passed, the
spectator^" observed that the decks xrere being swabbed
t
and that the scuppers xrere running red.60

'

j

MacMechan continues xrith txro more eye-xritness /accounts of the spectacle*,
one iPf them by Thomas\Chandler Haliburton, xrho supplxed gory "detaxl"
in abundance
,

The deck xras not cleaned (for reasons of necessity which xrere
. * obvious enough) and the coils and folds of rope xrere steeped
0
in gore, as if m a slaughter-house.«.,Pieces of skin and
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4
**
4

pendant hair xrere adhering to the sides of the ship;
and in one place I noticed fingers protruding, as if
thrust through the outer xrall of the frigate,
"•
xrhile several of the sailoars to xrhom liquor had
* * evidently been handed through the port-holes by
visitors in boats, xrere lying asleep on the bloody
floor, as if they had fallen in action and had expired
xrhere' they lay."l
,
n
MacMechan continues his account by mentioning Captain Broke of the

4

Shannon:
"Great honour xras* done to the,victors. The Halifax
merchants presented Broke xrith an address and a piece
of plate. The home government promoted him, gave hxm
a pension, and made him a baronet. He never entxrely
recovered from his xrounds. Aunt Susan Btter remembered
the xrhxte handkerchxef he xrore about his head m the
streets of Halifax. He quitted the service and spent
the afternoon of life as a country gentleman, devoted
to his family, tending his estate, reading Horace,
«i and going to church."2

'

The skillful juxtapositionmg of eye-witnesses such as Haliburton and
Mxss Etter achxeves an immediacy that is very compelling for a reader,
-

-J

xrho feels that the narrator has a unique connection with an event 'remote
m

time by means of his rapport xnth someone who actually participated

in the events described. This feeling of immediacy is characteristic
of many of MacMechan's stories and serves as a gloss for Thomas Raddall's
63
remarks concerning MacMechan's relationship to Halifax's history.
Certainly, the history of the city xras alive for MacMechan, particularly
because of the stories he had elicited from such observers as Miss Etter.
Such interpolation of first-hand information is characteristic
of MacMechan's sea stories and becomes their most pronounced feature
* \
o
in the txro later volumes, Old Province Tales and. There Go the. Ships.
*
Throughout the three, the method of organization is the same, A story,.
either encountered in its historical context or heard recently, often
through nexrspaper accounts, xrill prompt MacMechan to investigate more
closely. For example, thgr* germ of his story "The Luck of the Grilse"

^
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^

may be seen in his journals for December 21, 1916, i*n xrhich he notes
the "arrival of the "torpedo-boat destroyer" m

Halifax, after she had

i

been through a series of dr-amatic adventures, xnth the comment "A marvellous ,
j

-

* ,

talel"

From such an observation, he proceeds to an examination of the

vessel itself and an mterviexr with the men involved so that he can
i

compile an accurate account of, events* xiihich he then renders in his oxm .
prose.

The method used m relating this story in the final chapter-

r

\

\

of Sagas of the Sea becomes tjyplcal of the later volumes. II In these,
MacMechan's personal involvement becomes conspicuous, in the Grilse story,
i

his participation is rather veiled.
''

'

Certain phrases suggest that he-

i

has verified some? matters for himself, but their wording is quite
impersbnal: "xnspection shoxred /.the Grxlse's/ planking still dirty
with oili a huge d m g e xn the forxrard funnel, one mast gone" and ''professiottal comment xras more restrained" are both neutral and objective
statements, in comparison x-rith the invdlvement MacMechan displays in
later stories. In the Grilse story his presence-is to be inferred and
serves to support the accuracy of his assertions, xrhereas in the later
books his»personal involvement becomes more pronounced and his xrriting,
there^ffe", takes on a more familiar, immediate character.
I
IThe change in tone in the two later books is perhaps significant
I

in that it represents a change m MacMechan" s conception of his role" as
chronicler of nautical matters, historical and Contemporary. He states
•
I .
'
o
as his aim, in the introduction to There Go the Ships, the presentation
of what he calls "Main truth".v
•
t

(J
<y
*

For the thitfa time, I offer the public a handful of true
stories, chxefly adventures of Nova Scotxa seamen. My
aim ks plain truth; ''romance" I avoid and abjure. The
sources of each tale are noted in the table, of contents,
' i
under each title.. My task has'been to order my material,
correlate and harmonize the statements, and thus reconstruct
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the incident. Inference and deduction came Into play;
but it xras surprising to find hoxr readily the collected
facts fitted together^as xrhole coherent narratives.
Perhaps they may serve some natjive Carlyle of the future
as data in a studjr of heroes and the heroic xn history. ^

[
,

It xrould seem that inxtially his imagination xras fired by the drama
he perceived in sea-faring and that he xrished t<? record, rather impersonally,
the events of xrhich he had lcnoxrledge. By the time his final volume
appears, hoxrever, over half of the txrelve stories in it are supported
by or completely supplied by xrhat MacMechan calls "personal narrative"
I
of participants in the action, or their relatives. The alteration in
the tone of the stories, therefore, is quite definite.

In reconstructing

the incidents -of each story, MacMech&n appears to be offering his record

1

*

I

of a vanishing age xn the hope tha some "native Carlyle" of the future
might utilize the work xn a manner similar to Carlyle's use pf history

D

in On Heroes and Hero-Worship. As xre have seen in Chapter I, Carlyle's
i

use of material xras characterized by his personal, imaginative, and ldio-

y

,

syncratic treatment of central figures in order to illuminate xnder
areas of historical thought and sxgnifxcance.

It xs characteristic of

MacMechan to unxte his earlier wxth his final writing ijn such a manner
as this paragraph xrould suggest, for Carlyle's thought and writing

,

MbxpoveX^J^s we aisq^jLgn^m Chapter I, MacMechan was very much alive to
provide an Organizing theme m MacMechan's work throughout his lifetime.
the sfgn^ificance of first-h^nd accounts of individuals he perceived as
65 \
part of a vanished age.
Bis involvement in history by means of a living
link in the chaiii connectinj^he present with the past is a potent force
in all his work, a n d x t r m d s particularly fresh expression in his xrork
xrith the nautxcal hiscory of Nova Scotxa.

In his two final books in

thxs trilogy, MacMechan has achieved a mingling of the nostalgia of the
past with vivid evocations of the past by means of the testimony of survivors of by4gone days and events. This is one of his most felicitious

i
in
achievements in the books, for by such a juxtaposition of past and
present MacMechan renders his stories in a manner that is both highly
original and impossible to recapture, for, as. he so rightly perceived,-

u

he x7as living at a time in history that xra^s auspicious and indeed
crucial for salvaging Miese stories,

*-

^ n Old Province Teles one finds an outstanding instance' of 'his
tendency to see the past ^through the present, thereby adding a dimensxon
to the historical accounts

This technique,.familiar from the oral trad\

xtioiKof folklore, consists\of consulting an "oldest inhabitant" or a

y
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survivor for advice or corroboration.

< '
In "The Lennie Mutiny", Chapter
i

XII of the book, MacMechan retells the story of the mutiny of the crew
of the Lennie and the subsequent murder qf their captain, Stanley Hatfield
of Yarmouth Countys

The account of these events, gathered mainly from

newspaper versions appearing in The Times between March and July of 1 8 7 6 ^
i

is based on fact but is given a highly coloured interpretation and bias
by MacMechan,

In this tale one encounters an instance of his explicitN"C^

racial prejudice.

It is difficult to determine how much of this prejudice

was MacMechan' s'and how much was-that of the Nova Scotian seamen whom he
interviewed.

Certainly the Mediterranean sailor was regarded by local

mariners (and also by the British) as untrustworthy, lazy, and treacherous.
His

use of knives instead of fists was seen as proof of his unmanly
67
nature.
oVarious examples of these prejudices stand out in the test
of MacMechan's account of the* Lennie mutiny, among them the folloxring:'
Nor xras life on board one's oxm ship alxrays safe.
Crexrs xrere an uncertain quantity. No one could tell
xrhat foreigners xrere thinking of, or xrhat they wpuld -«
do. They had a curious way of looking doxm at you,
xrhen they xrent aloft...,One foreigner in a crexr can
be managed, txro or three ]together almost certainly
meant trouble; but a fo'c'sle full of Levantines

/
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xras a serious problem,,„.Certain is it that Big Harry
/a GreejS/ drexr his knife xnth deadly sxriftness, stabbed
Hatfield in the face, and instantly folloxred up xrith the
ghastly, disabling belly-slash,1 His sureness of aim in
the dark implies practice. Next year, another Greek
almost disemboxrelle'd poor Captam Best of the barque
Casxrell xrith the same bloxr. Another Greek tried it
with Worthington'of the Nice, but the second mate
was quicker xrith a belaying p£n; and there was one Greek
less In the xrorld, This.peculiar stab seems especxally
Greek,W

^

*

Such obvxous racxal bias here colours the tellxng and xntroduces a
personal note xnto the story which had been absent xn the prevxous
volume.

The personal tone, sustaxned throughout the story, alters to

y
"
'
a tone famxliar from -the essays in The Porter of Bagdad xrhen, at the
conclusion of the/s£ory, MacMechan introduces a notexof.melancholy.
:

(

The pathos of the. captain's murder is emphasised by MacMechan's conversation xnth Hatfield's/surviving brother, xrho is unable to comprehend

-'"

c

i

xrhy the murder had to happen:
Nearly fifty years afterwards, m the golden haze of a
rare September day, xrhen every branch was scarlet with .
autumn and the yellow dahlias xrere a=flame about the old
Hatfield homestead, Ned "'Hat field told a sympathetic visicor
the story of his.brother Stanley's end. Below, the
*
xnndmg Chebogue,glittered like silver. Over all xras
the peace of the mellowing year, a perfect contrast to the
deed of.blood that dark October morning on board the Leiinie.
Tears xrere xn Ned Hatfiel<f s eyes^- and his fxne old face »
xras troubled, as he bade this vxsitor good-bye.
"Stanley xras all right," he said. "He never bore a
. grudge. We never knew just why they did it."69

„.
{

*

*

f

*

This conclusion to the story, and to the book, gives the account an
immediacy and an elegaic quality typiqal of MacMechan's xrriting, xrith
its frequent suggestion of the, lacrimae rerunu
By the time MacMechan comes to xrrite There Go the Ships. Ems

I '

use of first-hand narrative is well-established.
*

One of the most memorable

VI

stories in this" book, both from the standpoint of its intrinsic interest
and for the opportunity it provides -for inspection of MacMechan's research

methods, is "A Master Mariner", Chapter .V. In this ((tory, MacMechan
gives an-account of the brigantine Cleo and her captalft, J,B, Marsh,
xrho kept her afloat xrhen she xras swept off course m / T g a l e en route to
y

,

<

Halifax from Boston xn 1868, In thxs account, MacMechan.ynotes the oddity
of his oxm organization of the story: "This story is- told end for end.
Against «all the rules of art, the sequel comes at the beginning, because
f

"

70

the latfer part of the tale explains and illuminates the first,"

The

tale is relatively simple and, by the standards of most of his stories,
relatively shorg. What remains of MacMechan's notes and correspondence,1
hoxrever, indicates the Jicxnd of attention and care he employed in his
.

N

*

i

7 1

rendering of accurate details in such stories. As xve have already seen,
a

MdcMechan's polished style1 can subsume the factual portion of his stories
*

a

and mfoirni "the reader of matters .essential to a comprehension of what*
is-at stake in the drama'by means of almost offhand description and
exposition.

For example, MacMechan is able to sketch m

a faxrly detailed

background by means of vivid figures of speech:
In 1918, xrhen the German submarine warfare was unlimited,
and one one of every four ships leaving* British ports „
failed to return, the Truro Queen was built at Economy,
Nova Sdbtia, to meet, m her oxm small xray, the clamour
for tonnage to make good such awful loss. She was a tidy
little tern schooner of three hundred and eighty-six tons,
A lucky error xrhich lengthened her keel beyond the plan,
endowed her xrith almost supernatural powers as a carrier
and a swift sailer. Incredible cargoes could be stox7ed
in her wall-moulded hold, or piled on her trim deck, and
she would walk away xrith them like a witch on a broomstick,
passing plodding freighters and other sailing vessels
as if they were anchored. Experience soon proved her
to be an excellent sea-boat in all xreathers, dry, and
-*
rising on the xravesllk&--a-*sea=bird, the pride and delight
of her master. Tin short, sh3 was a modern triumph of
the ship-buildejrs honest craft, XThich flourished
nowhere more brilliantly tnan in the maritime province
of Nova Scotia.72
\
/
,
Having given half a dozen pages to various situations in xrhich
the reader can appraise the indomitable nature and the strength of

,
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*
'
.
character of Captain Marsh, MacMechan sums up his account of the man
,

xnth these words:

-

"

1

-

|

T
Such x-ras Jonathan Borden Marsh, In daring, in seamanship,
in ability to deal xnth men and to enrich his oxmers, he -°
xras a typical old-time Bluenose master mariner, It xras
not he xrho lost -the charters and"piled up the dainty
Truro Queen on Egg Island in-the fog, Hejcame ashore
from his last command on July 2nd£tl920, At eighty-one
a man is entitled to rest from-his labours.'3
MacMechan then introduces himself into the story.
In one day, I travelled nearly two hundred miles to
have speech xnth Bouden Marsh in his oxm house at
Economy, a curious c orruption of the Indian word
Okonoma. /MacMechan the philologist cannot resist
this detail^,/ It was well xrorth xrhile. I found him
in his shirt-sleeves, papering his kitchen. Hd\as
a light, little man, with a broad forehead, clear
baspxm eyes, and a clear, broxm, healthy skin. In
speech he'is deliberate ,and direct, dryly humorous.
He has never touched tobacco or liquor. H§ has all
his faculties keenly alert, and I xras not long in
" - discovering that he xras a Christian mystic. He knows
his Pilot Who has guided him throughout his long life
from the Arctic to the Line over all the waste of
xraters. Nor has he ever carried fire-arms of any
kind. He believes that if the Poxrer he trusts m
cannot protect him, nothing can.
It is m

„*
' \*
,

") .
,

the getting so described by MacMechan that Marsh then relates

the story of xrhat occurred m

1868, when the brigantme Cleo wast,drxven

off course during a storm. MacMechan\s oxm appreciation of the heroism^""
of Marsh and his men in saving the ship is dependent to a large extent
on his knoxrledge of the intricacies of such a situation -- a ship caught
in xrhat is icnoxm as a cross-sea and beginning to be swamped, MacMechan's
task as a chronicler is to«mform his readers., most of xrhotR are uninformed*
«about the fine points of such a situation, in an exact and interesting
.
manner. This he does in the folloxring manner:
Even the landsman can perceive that a fierce xrind
xrorking its xrill onlthe fluid element,, xrater, first
from one quarter and then frcm the very opposija^, xrould
stir up such a hurly-burly of xrarring xraves as might
dismember the strongest xrooden ship that ever floated,

D

*>

"/
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The sailor calls the phenomenon a cross-sea. 'In such
a cross-sea the Cleo laboured heavily. An ocean .°
billoxr represents uncounted tons, and it flmgs its
-xreight xrist:h the fury of a cataract. Waves sxrept the
0160'. This is no figure of speech but a statement
of literal^'fact. Boats and everything movable on
deck went firstoand then the heavy bulwarks.
Moreover, the constant fierce buffetmgs from side
.to side xrrenched and r^clced the stout fabric of the
^vessel xrith the heavy load of coal, and the Cleo
began to leak badly. -*

'

*•

MacMechan's^narrative is made vivid by turns of phrase that
put matters succinctly into perspective; for example, he xrrites that
the Cleo°"xras only a little collier m

distress, xrith the lives o_£

six men at stake, but the^Vproblem xras the same as for the ice-gored

» /
Titanic,

'

y
V

1

76

^

Save the shop or save life,"

'

The problem is immediately

°

made vivid for the reader„ MacMechan is frequentlyo able to convey the
significance of incidents by means of his well-chosen figures of speech,

r

»

In theafolloxring quotation, for example?Jixs description of the state
»
I*
of the Cleo is rendered vivid by various figures:
A fresh peril menaced the little brigantme.
When the terrific cross-seas smashed the bulxrarks,

• ^
•*

the broken stanchions remained sticking up all around
like so many ragged fangs. As every xrave had now free
access to the Cleo's deck, the xrater poured round
the stanchions -and rotted the oakum packed about them.
xrhere they fitted into the xrater-line board. This
k
xrould cause a leak from above. The xrater xrould seep "•*
into the timbers xrhich form the skin»of a vessel, and
rend 'the fabric of the little ship in pieces. The sea
assaulted from xnthout, and sapped and mined xrith&n.
The end xrould come speedily. There xras nothing
to'be done but caulk the seams.77

ft

*•

Phrases such as "like so many ragged fangs" -and "the skin of a vessel"

v

•

'

and "sapped and mined xrithm"„all c o n t r i b u t e to the effect aof the passage.
y

In jane sectxon xrhich folloxrs this description of the 'vessel's plight,
MacMechan's poxrers Of exposition are clearly to be seen.

Such explanation

and lucidity of expression are doubtlessly part of xrhat made hixg. effective
p

in the classroom, for the reader senses the patience and care xrith xrhich
®

*-

\

the problem is set before readers xrho are potentially ignorant of such
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matters:
Noxr, /MacMechan xmtes_/ caulking requires txro hands
to do the xrork, the right, to xrield the heavy mallet,
and the left, to hold the caulkmg-Iron and feed
the oakum into the seams. The holes xrere ^n the
Cleo's xrater-lme board. Whoever undertook the
difficult and dangerous job of xrork must go outboard.
It xras so difficult and so dangerous that it could
not be entrusted to any of the men. .The captain
himself xrent over the ,sade in a double boxrline.
Let the landxrard reader try to grasp the factors
of the problem. °
A sailor is lox-rered xh a rope over the side of a
pxtching, heaving vessel^xn a storm. He has a hammer
xn one hand and a pxece ©ic iron xn the other, and
betxreen the uncertain rolls of the labouring vessel,
he tries to drive ravelled rope into gaping apertures.
The only time to do theVt-^rk is xrhen the vessel rolls
axray from him. When she rolls ^;he other xray, the
sailor is buried under the xrater and half droxmed, As
he comes up, he clears the xrater*,from his eyes, and
strikes a few hurried bloxrs\xnth his tools. Then,
before he has draxrn half a dozen breaths, he is
plunged under the xraves again. The action is repeated
and repeated.

%

Aaron Churchill xrent oversthe side o£ the Research
xrith snatch-blocks to hobble .the,broken'rudder, and was
"diraxm up unconscious; but Marsh's job xras even more
'
exacting. One xrould think he xrould need as many arms
as a HlSfdu god, and,he xras sloxjly starving. He xras
hauled back* onodeck exhauste^Q-^wxth his task not completed,
' Jbut he had done enough to keep the little ship from 4
dissolving in the waves.78
The ,story of Captain Marsh and the Cleo lacks the1excitement and the
a.

drama of several of the historical tales —

the stories of the Rover,

the Tribune„ the Shannon, for instance.- This story is distinguished

' "

by the simplicity of its subject and by the admiration the author displays
the story.
for the unassumxng "hero" of the
story. Marsh
Marsh &
&

a
a small and rather

xnsxgmfleant figure, butjji^MacMechan°s presentation he assumes heroic
proportions and comes to typify an age that is' rapidly vanishing.
Fnom perusing letters from Marsh to MacMechan, itpa-'s possible

I

to discenr the quality of their friendship, xrhich lasted for a period
of ten years, from 1923 to 1933, ending xrith MacMechan's death.

Ironically,

\
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Marsh, xrho MacMechan perceived as a relic of the past and a representative
of a former age, outlived MacMechan.

The correspondence betxreen the txro

men began-xrith a letter from Marsh addressed to "Dear Mr. MacMechan",
dated December 26, 1923, and xmtten iit> an aged, shaking hand.
xras then eighty-txro.)

(Marsh

The letter is obviously xmtten in ansxrer to

some query from MacMechan and is quite formal in tone. Over the years,
* f

his saluations go from "Dear Professor" to, finally, "Dear Friend",
_ revealing, xrith their accompanying photographs and their lengthy an<|
personal revelations, xrhat xras obviously a deep bond betxreen the txro men
and revealing* as xrell the sort of involvement MacMechan often attained
xnth the subjects of his stories. One letter in particular indicates
j

i

the sort of detail MacMechan is at pains to verify xrhen xrriting these
stories: it is xrritten on behalf of Captain Marsh by one Velma Moore
and contains diagrams

the accuracy of xrhich Marsh has endorsed
i

to enable MacMecharC to understand in more detail the action of a malceshift
pump used to keep the Cleo afloat.

The information has obviously been

of use to MacMechan, for in "A Master Mariner" he xrrites of the crucial
xrork of these pumps in considerable detail:
Pumps in small craft like the Cleo are of the simplest
construction. Txro logs bored hollow xrere fitted, each
xrith an iron shaft and a leather-covered piston. In .sea
language, the shaft is a spear. It is worked by a/Snort
lever terminating in an iron hook, xrhich locks into the
bent end of the "spear". Leverage is obtained by means
of a stout arm running out at an angle from the top of
the pump.
The pump-handle xrorks up and doxm on a bole
through this post. Suction brings the xrater to the open
top and spills it on the deck to run off through the scuppers.'9
MacMechan's stories seem to have brought him unsolxcxted material,
and he xras apparently regarded in various quarters as a chronicler.

One

letter, from a C. Perry Foote of Lakeville, Kings County, N;S., indicates
this-viexr. In a letter dated December 21, 1927, Foote xrishes to inform

f
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MacMechan of certain facfes related to Ha\l's Harbour in an attempt

'

to preserve this material xrhile there still exist xritnesses xrho can
proj/ide relevant information.

>

Foote concludes his/ letter xnth "believe

i

me, to you and you alone have I told xrhat I have x-rritten", surely an
1

indication of the regard in xrhich MacMechan and his xrork xrere held by
Nova Scotians who read his tales.

They appear to, have seen in MacMechan

- P

an articulate spokesman for their disappearing xray of life.

Reciprocally,

it is often the understated manner of telling jtheir stories that

- *

impresses MacMechan xnth the speakers' mettle: he repeatedly"matvels
at thk laconic manner in xrhich bailors have recorded their activxtxes
in the >aags of ships. Often, for instance, a spectacular rescue is
noted,merely in passing: "of course,,/MacMechan xrrites,/ saving life^ at
sea is more or less a habit xnth sailors, all in the day's work, and
t
nothing to call for remark, A dry, matter-of-fact entry m the log,,.
4
- . 8 0
xrbuld clos'e the incident".
Thxs sort of understatement he also encounters xn his xntervxews wxth saxlors: one of MacMechan's "heroes"
"could not be described as a willing xritness, vrhen he told of his experience":The facts had rather to be dragged out of him. One
xrould 'almost think the gold watch and chain axrarded »
him officially by President'Woodroxr Wilson xn the name
of the, Great Republxc for saving the lives pf seven
. Amerxcan sailors xnvolved some sort of scandal. But v
the Lunenburg xray,is not effusive,81

o

'One often feels, in reading MacMechan's accounts of these adventures,
that his fascxnation xrith the events comes as much from their understated
and humble telling as from thexr xntrxnsic drama. One often senses

j

MacMechan's oxm humility —? that he realizes his oxm poxrers of articulation
[

'and xrishes tf&jbe of service\m "giving a voice to xrhose who by default
or by design remain silent about their achievements.
MacMechan's id^a of himself as a chronicler or as a recorder
of,such material is Indicated in cany places. His letters to Harvey,

j
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t

V

quoted above, reveal this idea, and he explicitly mentions, m Sagas
of the Sea, the role he consistently takes for himself -^_that of the
chronicler, Hakluyt: "Nova Scotia has need of another Hakluyt",*he xrrites,
"td~record the traffics and discoveries, the disasters and the, heroic
deeds of the seafaring provincials. For more than a century Nova Scotian
82
keels ploughed the seven seas in peace and xrar".
The prose of the
i

Elizabethan chronicler is clearly in MacMechan's m m d quite often as a
standard for the recounting of vivid action in language appropriate to

V.

the occasion. For instance, one of MacMechan's main points in his essay
on.Mc&y Dick is/that Melville's prose there possesses the sweep and the
-?

freshness of Elizabethan English, especially of the English used by
Hakluyt in Principal Navigations, Voyages, and Discoveries of the English
Nation (1589-1600). J.A. Froude, MacMechan's opponent, characterized
!
;
83 * •
Hakluyt's work as "the prose epic of the modern English nation".
It
has also been described as
«
. •*
/_ a_/ collection of more than one hundred long narratives...
composed by as many hands. Some of these hands were of
«
exceeding skill, like Ralegh's and like Hakluyt's oxrn
in his translations. Some xrere crude and unfinished,
. like those of many of the sailors who copied their log
books....The romance of action runs through even the
most pedestrian*account of perils and profits, to reach
its height in the naval exploits against S p a m and m the
exploring of the frozen north. The romance of wonder at the marvels of man,and of nature illumines the xrhole
fabric of the work which portrays the epid enterprise of
England. 84 %
The similarities between Hakluyt's endeavour as so described and MacMechan's

, T

• •

'

^

seem" to lie chiefly in the ^romance of action" both xrriters chronicled
and the Anationalistic
fervordefine
implicit
both.of the "romance of place"
quality one might
as in
a sense
is another aspect of MacMechan's interest in these stories. In various
areas qf Nova Scotia, particularly in regions xn xrhich ship-building
xras important, MacMechan perceived attractively unique qualities. As
xre have seen in the previous chapter, his emphasis in The Book of Ultima Thule
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concerned the celebration of regions in the province that had remained
unrecognized for their particular qualities.
stories,, the same emphasis is perceptible.

In his bc-oTxsof sea

His description of the

village of Maitland, Hants County, is, an example off this sort of
xrriting: xrhen MacMechan xrrote of Maitland, the once'-bustling village
of the late nineteenth century had become a ghosttox-m.
Maitland is the Deserted Village of Nova Scotia
/MacMechan xrrites,/. In the heyday of sail, ito
shipyards rang from daylight till dark xnth the
clamour of saxr and broad-axe and adze on hardxrood,
of mallet on caulking-iron, of hammer on trenail.
At night, nine hundred men xroUld be free to xralk
about the one long street. Maitland xras the home
"" " port of famous ships and able captains. Here xras
built the Grea|t Ship, xrhich made the Lax-rrence
fortune in one voyage, the tragic Esther Roy, and
many another staunch Bay of Fupdy vessel.
' Noxr the hamlet is shrunk and silent. Rat
does a hi^jfian" figure cross the street. The-*shor£
farms, and the fexr remaining big houses l\ook across
the restless red waters of the Bay, in their
portentous ebb and floxr, toxrards Economy and/Mas stox-rn
and Great Village, and beyond, to the blue .range
of the Cobequids. Sunset over these hilLsis Ixke
a gate opened m the Celestial City lettpng free
the splendour of God.^5
Descriptions such as these abound in the books and indicate his passionate
involvement xrith his material.

Again, like some of the descriptive

passages in The Book of Ultima Thule„ such effusive description in these \
sea stories inspires a love of place in a reader.

MacMechan's"allusions

to ships such as the W.D. Laxrrence and the Esther *Roy make it seem that
'-5xt is the reader's obvious responsibility to know the histories of the
ships.

MacMechan appears to be 'taking for granted that any xrell-informed
?

reader

XTJ.11

recognize at once the names to xrhich he refers.

This is also

the case xrith his place acmes «=• Economy, Masstoxm, and Great pillage are
listed as though they are well=knoxm.

This technique fosters in the.

reader a confidence that these places deserve celebration, and the concluding simile, extravagant as it may at first glance seem, is hardly
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overxTritten if one has in fact X7itnessed such a sunset. Like the
Book ofJJltima Thule, these three books contain confident, proud passages
X7hich render MacMechan's deep feelings "about the>areas X7hich he describes,
It xs very probable tha't such descriptions and such emotions
have given rise- to many kinds of re-appraisals of places close to home
by native Nova Scotians.

One example comes immediately to m m d .

In

her autobiography, Dr. Helen Creighton xrrites of taking her collection
of ballads from Devil's Island to MacMechan and of the enthusiasm he
86
v
shoxred for her work.

(His oxm private journals record one^of her

visits to him, on February 16, 1933.)

Obviously she regarded M\cMechan

as a mentor in such X7orks and her record of her first glimpse at Devil's

^

Island echoes the sense of x7onder MacMechan's descriptions of hitherto
unremarked local scenes can evoke, although her xrriting is less felicitious
than his: "Devil's Island seemed unreal, this setting so near home, yet
so remote. It x?as like stepping into a different world and xre xirere?
87*
loathe to leave."
In reviewing Songs and Ballads of Nova Scotia,
Dr. WV^Roy MacKenzie, a pioneer in collecting folk-songs from the
province, notes this feeling for Devil's Island expressed by Dr, Creighton:
DevilJs Island is a xnndy, treeless, fog-ridden
spot, xnth a' circumference of one mile in, the
xraters xrhere the Atlantic Ocean begins to converge
upon Halifax Harbour, But to all true devotees of
folk-song it will henceforth be viex?ed as a place
fairer than the balmy isles of the Pacific, for it
xras here that Miss Helen Creighton "xnth a rare
combination of good luck, resourcefulness and tact
discovered and made articulate — and also melodious
an extraordinary family by the name of Henneberry,

r

—

The point here is that MacMechan's Influence, xrhile possxbly not susceptible to dxrect documentatxon, is nevertheless to be felt by the
aanner in xrhxch he pioneered the xrork of enabling Nova Scotxans to '
j

viexr their surroundings in a fresh xray and so to appreciate the uniqueness
of their environment.

Later popularizations of Halifax history, for
<Cy

0
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example, seem indebted to MacMechan: Tales Told Under the Old Toxm Clock,
for one, has as one sentence in its Introduction "Nova Scofiia is a land
89
of romance"(author's italics),
something MacMechan xras one of the first
to note, and the book itself contains tales very similar to some collected by MacMechan.

Similarly,. Thomas Raddall's Halifax: Warden of the

North takes its title from Kipling's phrase xrhich xras used extensively
1

,

q

by MacMechan and contains several explicit references to MacMechan's''
90
xrritmgs.
MacMechan's emphasis on the necessity of looking to one's
immediate environment for topics of interest is made explicit in a letter
he xrrote to D.C. Harvey'on August 9, 1921. Writing to congratulate
Harvey on his address on Joseph Hoxre, MacMechan asserts that "the root
idea —

the value of local patriotism -= seems to me wholly admirable,
i

and you have illustrated and enforced it. Another feature, which I like

,
"A

very much is finding your material at home, instead of going to the ends
of the earth for it."
That

interest in these books was not confined to the province

about xrhich they were xmtten is indicated by the reviexrs the books
received.

A representative sample from reviexrs of Old Province Tales

will demonstrate some of the attitudes of readers elsewhere in Canada
and the United States. The Saskatoon Phoenix of January 20, 1925, carried 1

**

a

a fairly trite review praising <$he book, by a vice-president of the
Canadian Authors' Assodliacion, Austin Bothxrell. The Winnipjgg .Free Press
of February 7, 1925, ran a reviexr signed "The Bookman": presumably this
xras D.C. Harvey, xrho called MacMechan "the Hakluyt of Nova Scotia'** and
said I venture to predict that his reputation in letters xrill rest on
his affectionate though doubtless strenuously patient xrork in rescuing
these fascinating records for popular reading...Canadians are debtors to
him." In the Canadian Boqlcman for February, 1925, there appeared a fairly

?
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extensive reviexr of the book, which said in part
,
*
*
Dr. MacMechan's part has been to recount the incidents
and he has done so xn a xray that should leave no regret
that Robert Louis Stevenson or any one else should have *
had his task....they are models of dramatic story-telling
.... In these days xrhen fiction is taking the edge off
our appreciation of real life, it is xrell to be brought
back to the realization that literature in its final
analysis n s history. <0n this true basis Canadian
Literature has nothing to fear." Dr. MacMechan shows
*
xtfhat can be done.
In

Book Parlance (February, 1925), V.B. Rhodemzer xrrites "Is there

not material here to stimulate the imagination of some novelist to t
production of fiction of a kind and quality not yet produced m
despite"*the rich romantic backgrounds of her history7"

Canada

The Saturday
ci

Review of Literature (May 9, 1925), speaks of the book as "containing
material for av/Joseph/ Conrad", and the New York Times)Book Reviexr
(June 14, 1925) observes that "the present book is fact, not fiction, ,
\
but its realism reads like romance." Both the Ottawa Citizen (September
19, 1925) and the Chicago Tribune (December 4, 1925) reviexr1 it favourably,
the--former saying "Professor MacMechan is doing excellent work in
i

popularizing the history of the Old Province."
xras that of a Margaret Laxrrence m

The one dissenting voice

the Christian Guardian (February 25, "-~-—

192,5), who calls the book "a procession of pallid pictures smelling
faintly of stale blood" and -claims that it "belongs to the cries of
O
the side-sitters, xrho xndulge and encourage the xmagxnatxve intoxication
of a perverted taste, for atrocity, and spread the unctuous magic of illusion
to hide the c-atastrophe of fact."

In the copy of this reviexr clipped

and retained sby MacMechan, he has written "the complete or perfect prig".
In general, hoxrever, most critics indicated their approval of the x7ork
MacMechan had done m

preserving this material from oblivion.
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One__pssult of MacMechan's xrriting xras a friendship than evolved
, betxresBr MacMechan and Frederick William Wallace, the author of Wooden
Ships and Iron Men, a book published in 1923, the same year as Sagas
1

—————

-

^

jof the Sea. In the autumn of 1924, Wallace xrrote to MacMechan, urging
-him to continue his xrork of collecting material while it xiras still
available:
t
There is so much material "to be collected re the old
•»
shipping days in the Maritime Provinces that IJiope
you m i l find tjate* to 'record more of it before
it is lost for/all time. Repetition by ourselves
and other xrritWs of Nova Scotia's sea sagas is
eminmently desirable. No one man can cover the'-^j
subject fully.

7

Apparently at Wallace's instigation, MacMechan wrote a long letter to
the editor of the Halifax Morning Chronicle (February 2, 1925) entitled
"Our Ships of Yore" in xrhich he advocates the founding of a permanent
museum of maritime history for the province.

The fruits of this enter-

prise can to-day be seen in the Public Archives of Nova Scotia where a
collection of ship models iand paintings surround a tablet inscribed
"Marine Collection/Made by/Archibald McKellar MacMechan/For the history
of Nova Scotia/and presented to Dalhousie/As a permanent expression ofhis love/For the college and the province."

In many ways, this collection

is as eloquent as anything MacMechan ever xrrote: the delicacy and precision
of the models collected from his "old salts" in places such as Economy
and Maitland bring the abstractions of his verbal descriptions of ships
to concrete and tangible reality,

'

MacMechan's intuition that he xrould be remembered best for his
xrork as a collectoj/of material relating to the sea xrould seem to have
been accurate.

These issj: books have something of urgency in them: it

is as if MacMechan, axrare that his days xrere groxring £ews somehoxr
identifies xjnth the transience of the xray of life that he is attempting
»

"

*

\

s-

to arrest for posterity in his X7ork. The books have about them a
91
nostalgiaXhat might, in George Grant's phrase, be called a "lament".

t
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There is in these books the plangency of one xrho is celebrating a
vanished time that he recalls as a good time, better than the present
time in xrhich he is rooted.

In thinking that he xrould be remembered

longest for these books, MacMechan xras perhaps expressing his intuitive
feeling that these xrere his most congenial writings.

It xrould seem

that in them he felt most at ease, and this feeling communicates itself
to readers to-day.

Certainly a number of aspects of MacMechan can be
i
discerned xn these bopks. Perhaps thexr most outstandxng aspect is
their sense of vicarious living:

MacMechan's love of the "heroic" life

and of "manly" deeds is nowhere m

his writings as clearly to be seen.

The reasons for his fascination with heroic action s-aem fairly obvious
from even a brief acquaintance with the circumstances of his life.
An essentially introspective nature, combined with a slight physical
92
infirmity
and a sensitive and imaginative turn of mind all contributed
to his "academic" lxfe. He was a contemplatxve man by nature and
occupatxon, but he x-ras powerfully attracted by the actxve |.xfe of seafarxng, a life xn which the qualxtxes he so much admxred could be actually
and even dramatxcally dxsplayed.
Secondly, these books reveal MacMechan the man more completely
than any other of hxs-x-rorks. His penchant for x-rarm friendships is evident,
—*—-"
«
particularly xn There Go the Ships0 in his obvxous delxght in sittxng
by the firesxde in the homely surroundings he frequents in order to
obtain first-hand information for these books. - In one letter, in which
he asserts thp importance to him of human relationships^ he speaks of' an
abundant harvest in the shape of letters chiefly from
old pupils, giving me such pleasant glimpses of various
hearthfires. It is a good joy, as Shelley saxd, to be
taken into a home. I have never been in homes enough,
just as I have never heard enough music. I shall die
xrith both longings unsatisfied."3

r—^m^
\
One senses often MacMechan's essential simplicty, and especially m

these

e

books.

*«•

;

Thirdly, these books shoxr MacMechan as a teacher;. In having to
-,,

^

-

••

explain to readers ignorant of the xrays of the sea, he is often'at his
best: the explanations are usually lucid, telling, possessed of a clarity
that can bring scenes and situations into focus for those to xrhom the
things described might be unfamiliar.

Often, too, hxs training as a

philologist adds clarity to hxs explanations.

This aspect of his prose

is evident, for instance, in the folloxnng paragraph:

,

"Lashing" is not what landsmen and uninformed '
artists make of it. A sailor lashes himself to
the mast, or, in this case, to the mizzen-chaxns,
by fastenxng one end of a rope to somethxng solid
and slipping the other end, made into a loop, over
his head and under one arm. This secures him from
being xrashed away, but leaves hxs arms and legs
free. He can cut his lashxng at any moment,94
Thx\s type of wrxtxng can, obviously, verge on the didactic, and in some
of his accounts, notably in versions of these stories in school readers,
there is an element of talking doxm to an audience that can be slightly
irritating.

On the whole, however, his inherent enthusiasm for the subject

matter saves most of these stories-from didacticism.
In short, &hen, these books furnished MacMechan xrith an ideal
medium for x-rriting xrhat was most congenial to hiim -= an easy, genial prose.
They combine the xrrxtxng style evxdent in his essays xrith a form of
research very much suxted to his taste.

Iiji these stories of the sea,

MacMechan appears to have combined his interest and his talents* in a form
N

peculiarly suited to him| and so to have produced books xrhich were his true
forte and xrhich he rightly regarded as his chief legacy to future
generations,
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15
^
MacMechan's xrork xnth original historical material has been
noted. See, for example, D,C, Harvey, "-'Notes and Comments", The Canadian
Historical Reviexr (September, 1933), p. 343, C.Bruce Fergusson, "Preface",
Nova Scotia Archives, IV.
•^Harvey, op.cxt., p. 344.
17
This quality in MacMechan is one familiar to intellectuals xrho
enjoy puzzles and mysteries. Three such authors Come to m m d in this
connec-tion: Ronald Knox, author of The Three Taps; "Josephine Tey" (Gordon
Davxot), author of The Daughter of Time; and Dorothy Sayers, author of
a number of mystery thrillers. While there exists no evidence to suggest
that MacMechan enjoyed such x-rriting, xrhat I am suggesting here is that
he shares xrith many*intellectuals an interest in piecing together disparate
bits of information that eventually add "up to an inte/Qi'gible xrhole.
Such an interest appears to be central to his sjiudy of history -- he is
fascinated with the minutae of the overall picture, as well as xrith the
total picture itself.
18
He was required to study Old Norse for his doctoral work at
Johns Hopkins, as he testifies: "My second minor is Old Norse, on account
of its intrinsic interest and close relations with English" (MacMechan
in Testimonials of Archibald MacKellar MacMechan, p. 14).
This should read "Popular".
20
This should read "1713"c The "sketch" Harvey mentions x^ras
originally given as a lecture series over a period of,six xreeks, beginnxng
xn January, 1914, at the School for pie Blind in Halifax. See Letter to
D.C. Harvey, January 14, 1914.
<
21
Harvey, op.cit,, p. 344.
, 22
Harvey, op. cit., p. 345, The poems to xrhich he refers are
chiefly the ballads, "The Ballad of The Rover," and "The Ballad of La Trxbune".
These were both included m Late Harvest, a posthumous collection of
MacMechan's poetry published by L o m e Pierce,
'
MacMechan, Testimonials, p. 5,
24
MacMechan to Harvey, March 23, 1925,
25
MacMechan's "S. Thomas de Carlyle" is a characteristic and
somexrhat facetious appellation. In this case, he had been using the
name for more than thirty years. See his reminiscences of life as an
undergraduate, "This is Our Master" m Lxfe of a, Little College,, p, 151,
xrhere he recalls "our greatest oath xras, by Saint Thomas of Carlyle",
He frequently praises people he admires in this manner, referring to
Sir Andrexr MacPhail, for instance, as "the great MacPhail" ^Letter to
D.C. Harvey, April, 1913). His sonnet "Andrew MacPhail" (reprinted in
Appendix F) is''similar in tone.

5

26
As xre have seen in Chapter IV, p a r t i c u l a r l y In h i s e a r l y xrriting
and The Porter of Bagdad.
(
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'

See above, Chapter I, p. 34 , particularly the passage from the
Introduction to Heroes: "To go to Heroes for minute, solid, moderate
statements, as one xrould 'go to Gardiner or von Ranke, is a mijcake,
'
but for suggestion, and stimulus to seek further into the spiritual
history of the race, there is simply no one book like it" (Ixxxi),
4

OS

At least one critic found MacMechan's liberties with "fact"
too great. MacMechan kept among his scrapbooks a review of Old Province
sTales that included the folloxring comment: "xre are not to deny Professor
MacMechan's facility of expression,
a certain degree of ability as
a xrriter, but that ability shoxrs best when he deliberately closes his
eyes to facts and thereby hoodwinks his oxm m m d . "
i
For a discussion of this facet of "MacMechan, see above, Chapter
1/ pp.11-12 . His aversion to strict scholarship is apparent m comments
such as he often made m referring to "the deadening title of 'professor'"
(DW, January 10, 1920).
30
DW, September 13, 1913.
31

*,

DW S September 27, 1913

Thomas Raddall, Foreword, Tales of the Sea (Toronto: McClelland
and Stewart, 1947), p. vii. His emphasis on MacMechan's "aloof" manner
is corroborated by at least txro other writers. Harvey speaks of "a certain
aloofness from sordid realism, xrhich often made him,appear to be in
the crowd but noif'of it" (Op. cit., p. 343) and C.L, Bennet mentions
"A.M's aloofness" in a private letter, April 17, 1976,
33 *
This is the one of the four not published by McClelland and
^Stexrart. Sagas appear^ under the general editorship of Sir Arthur
Quiller-Couch m the Kings Treasuries of Literature series publxshed
by Dent. Speaking of the three titles, R.P. Baker observes fehat-^There
\S SS. the Ships is "a good title" but has "not quite tb^ tang ofthe others"

(letter to MacMechan, July 21, 1928),

Jf"

^Thxs is true in general, although the War of 1756 is frequently t
mentxohed xn all four, MacMechan's oxm comments on Red Snow are apposxte
here. In the Introductxon he xrrites "Under my hand, thxs book turned into
something quite different from what I had in mxnd. I planned a second
Book of Ultima Thule, vignettes of Nova Scotia scenes xrxth touches of
historical background, but instead it is all about the French and Indians"
•(Preface, p. 7 ) .
35
MacMechan, .There Go the Ships, p. 7.
"

v

36
'
•»
"People" rather than just "men". MacMechan's Inclusion of
txro female figures is remarkable«, See his accounts of Mary Kitchens,
keeper of the Seal Island light ("A Beacon Light" in There Go the Ships)
and Margaret Douglas, xrife of a sea-captain who xras aboard ship xrhen the
crexr mutineed ("The Captain's Wife", same volume) for j u s t txro examples.

I

.
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37cSee his involvement xnth the Nova Scotia Historxcal Socxety
«

38
Harvey, og. cit., p. 343.
^Raddall, og. cit., p. viii.

The date is July 17, 1885. A later account of this trip
appears xn The Week, October 17th and October 24th, 1890. In "Thxs
xs Our Master", in Life of a- Little College, MacMechan mentions the trip
as part of the undergraduate life at the University of Toronto during
the 1880's, "We xrent to England as cattle-men, that xre slight stand xn
the Abbey xn Poet's Corner and see xrith our oxhi eyes those sacred places
xrhich had belonged to the ^geography of Fairy-Land* „ „ ,"(p.~ 151) ,
»

" -

' See above, Chapter III, p,107.
1

' - -TlacMechan, Sagas of the Sea, p. 117,
430

^ 13 o

'

'

\

Sagas, 112.
, '
' .
Old Province Tales, p. 258. This phrase comes from MacMechan s
account *af* hoxr. David' Cookjl toaster of the Sarah, effected the rescue
pf over, three hundred passengers bf the packet-ship Caleb Grxmshaxr in
November,11849. "A'very interesting relationship Betxreen MacMechan's
account oMtais rescue and Walt ''Whitman's "Song of Myself" has been
%
See "A F*ootnoice to Tales of the Sea",
flpresented#»y V.L.O. Chittick5
Dalhousie Reviexr, Vol. 36(1956), pp. 275 r 78. ""'
V

s
45
<QJ)
J t xras h i s custom to xralk the^-ten miles to Bedford from Halifax,
t t o have t e a at '-'Miss Murphy's Tea RoW'V and,to r e t u r n to Halifax by t r a m .
The accuracy of both the "length of h i s xralli and the date of h i s sxrims
xras corroborated by h i s daughters Jean (Mrs. W i l l e t t s ) and ' P o l l y ' (Mrs,
0
"Dobs-on) i n p r i v a t e conversation, October, 1973,
*

f

'*

t

o

Raddall's phrase, og. cit., p. x n i . MacMechan' i own
• *
description is interesting to compare: he speaks of private.journals
as "that refuge of the lonely and impulsive" (Sartor Resartus, Introduction,
p'. xvii).
-•
'
b
C.L, Bennet has draxrn attention to tills in "A- Scholar and a
Gentleman", Dalhousie 'Cteviexr, 20111(1933)2 p. 380,
^
"
s"
t
°The stories and" artifacts xn„ll be discussed beloxr, pp. 217 ff„. „
The songs xrere of Interest to him, but the collecting of them he left
to others * See, for example, Roy MacKenzie's acknoxrledgeirtant to MacMechan
in his Preface to Ballads and Sea Songs from Nova Scotia (Cambridge:
-**
Harvard University Press, *192§). William Roy Mackenzl^Xl^S^ 1957} xras . >
one of the earliest*; collectors of Nova Scotian folkj>shgs. His friendship
xnth MacMechan influenced his xrork in the area, as several of his letters
to MacMechan imply. See also MacMechan's review of MacKenzie°s The guest
of the Ballad, "Foolish Old Songs", The Reviexr, Dec. 12, 1919.
49 *
^Raddall, op,, cit., xiv.
,
50
"
See William B, Hamilton, Local History In Atlantic Canada (-Toronto:
Macsaillan, 1974), p. 43.
.
'
-"
"~\
"
a

y

•
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51
'
' Letter to Harvey, July-6S> 1922. The chap-book xrould presumably
Three Sea Songs, published that year. .
-^Letter to jBarvey,
February 21, 1923.
•^Harvey, op. cxt., p. 343.
i/Sagas, p. '5 „
See MacMechan's private journals, December 21, 1916, for the
lgin of„the story,
\

\

56
The former is based on a book entitled Narrative of a Shipxrreck
on the Island of Cape Breton in a, Voyage from Quebec. 1780, by S,W„
Prenties, published in London in 1782; the latter, on M,B„ Des Brisay's
History of The County of Lunenburg, 1870.
/
MacMechan, Sagas' of the Sea, p. 8.

^

CO
JO

MacMe°chan, og. cit., p. 43.
59
MacMechan, private journals, October 18, 1893.
60.
MacMechan, Old Province "Tales,- pp. 200=201.
MacMechan, £g. cit., p. 202.

.

^

• 6 %acMechjjlFop. 6i t., pp. 202-20°3*
63

See above, p.210.

TtecSechan, There Go the Ships., p. 11.

«•"
65 "
See above, Chapter I, note 50.
66 ^
A recent instance af this custom occurs in a poem by Aldeno Noxrlan.
In "The Bull Moose", Noxrlan xrrote "the oldest man in the parish remembered
having seen a gelded moose yoked xnth oxen',\
\
This observation was-made by*»Dru M.G. Parks xrho based his *
comment on personal knoxrledge of Nova Scotian sailors' attitudes.
Corroboration of the idea of such prejudice; can also be seen,fas
example, in F.W. Wallace's novel Blue Water (Toronto: Musson, 1935),
Chapter 2,
A
6o

MacMechan, Old Province Tales, pp. 325-327.
MajsMe.chan, opj c x t . , pp. 344=345.

"70 f^
'"MacMechan, There Go the Ships, p. 121.
71
See above, p. 216.
TlacMechan, ag. cit., pp. 121=122.
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73
MacMechan, og. cit., pps. 125=126,
74
MacMechan, og.^cit., pa 126,
75

MacMeChan, og* cit., pp. 128-129.

76

J

a

>f MacMecnaan,.
77 v
MacMechan,
7
^MacMechan,
79
MacMechan,
,*4

- '
\

og. cit., p. 130.
op. cit., p«. 132,
•
og. cit., pp. 132-133. '
*
op,, cit., p. 129.

80

MacMechan, Sagas, p. 133. '

81

MacMechan, There Go the Shi-ps, p. 282.

' ,
- "
\
'
I

-

/
TfecMechan, Sagas, p. 103.
•'
83
°
' , Quoted in Baugh, ed„. Literary History of England, p. 433,
^ G . B . Parks, Richard Hakluyt and the English Voyages, pp. 189-190.
85
MacMechan, There Go the Ships, pp. 227-228.
<*-,
Helen Creighton, A Life in golklore, p. 45.

37,Creighton, og.cit,, p, 58=
W.Roy MacKenzie, Canadian Historical! Reviexr, Vol, XfV(1933),
pp, 334=3361,
89
William Borrett, Tales Told Under the Old Toxrn Clock
Imperxal Publishing Company, 1942), p. iii.

(Halifax:

90
Kipling's line, "the Warden of the Honour of the North", from
/The Song of the Cities - Halifax"'. MacMechan frequently xjuotes it.
91
!
George Grant, Lament for a Nation (Toronto: McClelland and
Stexrart, 1971), pp. 2=3,.
92
*
This refers, of course, to MacMechan's slight limp. One might
interpret dome of his enthusiasmjjor long xralks as compensation for this
infirmity? an entry in his journal, September 23, 1892, is poignant m
its candour. •' He xrrites "I dreamt I xroke and found my lameness gone".
It is perhaps no coincidence that one of MacMechan's most admired figures
xras Sir Walter Scott, xrho xras "also lame. MacMechan xrrites, often, of
,the sight of the great man xrith his limp striding through the streets of
Edinburgh, It frequently seems that Scott xras another "hero" for MacMechan,
one xrho triumphed over great odds through perseverence and xrill-poxrer.
93
MacMechan, letter to D.C. Harvey, January 14, 1916,
M a c M e c h a n , There Go the Sjhlps*,, p, 183.

'Conclusion

In attempting to place Archibald MacMechan in his context as a
i

Canadian man of letters, one en-counters many contradictions in his
personality.

Perhaps the most intimate, and most satisfactory, insight

into his personality and character comes from his early journals

his

later* entries are, generally,, without the mxrardness of the earlier
r

xrritmg.

j

What he recorded a xreek after his thirty-first birthday (June

2&, 1893) beSjjt reveals his essential self and provides the reader xrith
MacMechan's curiously prescient idea of the course his life did, in fact,
take
f

y

Last Wednesday I xras thirty-one. I can'tSrealize exactly xrhat
it means. I have done literally nothing, plenty of schemes
and no energy to carry them out. I have had all my xrarnmgs.
,My father really a failure from the same cause — don't disguise
it — laziness. That is my rock ahead,. I don't want to make
a reputation as a compiler of a dxctionary or a grammar. My
dearest hope is to. make something xrorthy xrhile the problem of
providing xrell for Edxth is first ... It Is impossible to forget
that. I xrill get out from under this load of debt and this
year, but after all providing for the family is a secondary
consideration. The other thing tortures me day and night. I
have only nine years noxr to do it «-m and if I let the chance
go I shall be*a disappointed man all my life. I think often
of the thousands of men with my dreams and my ambition xrho
have failed — What is, it Thomson says about the thrill of
3§7mpathy "in all disastrous fight". I feel that:'and then again
I feel that I must succeed: that I cannot die till I do. Even
now I know the sentence is xrritten and the limit appointed* it
was before I xras born. But to dwell on thoughts like those
would spoil all work. In an old journal kept xrhen I was a Boy
I found an entry like this. "I wonder if I shall ever be able
to xrrite anything" and noxr Besant says that my stuff is good
stuff* some advance in fourteen years. Possibly in another 28
I. may amount to something. Anyxray I'll die trying. I won't
sit doxm and confess to myself that I'm a failure even if the
magazines do reject me and my leg fails me as it seems inclined
to do...,It took me seven of the best years of my life to make
a home for Edith* from 1882 to 188,9 every xmporttant action of
my life xras dictated by one desxre. That made my life perfect
and harmonxous. This other task of my maturity is harder; but
if tenacity can do it and foresight,/I will do it. Something
\
243 *
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tells me that I shall live and die m Halifax and I have never
been deceived in these premonitions, > It xrould not be^ a sorry
fate. I love the place: it made Edith and home and the dear
\ children^possible. I should he ungrateful not'to love it.
Dirty disreputable old xrooden toxm: it shall givelmy living
and pay my debts and make me independent if, I do not, become
idle and smug and contented with easychair and slippers and
dressing goxm.
«
*
*
In this passage, remarkable among his journals for its sustained candour
and introspection, one sees MacMechan's chief concerns revealed.

His

i|ears of failure to achieve anything of las ting, value because of xrhat he
considers his most dangerous tendency* -- laziness- -- are combined xrith
his desire to'become something other than a'pedant or grammarian.

I

One

can judge the measure of his Success in becoming something else -- a
creative'xrriter —

by reading xrhat he xrrote later in. life* his essays,

his lively literary criticism, his historical narratives are all Infused '
xnth a vitality that is characteristic of MacMechan.

In the passage x-je

also see reference to the sustained activity that is characteristic of
him.

In looking at his xrork" as a xrhole, one sees that the early years,

spent in scholarly and academic xrork, xrere xrithout the relative security
and relaxation \of his later years in xrhich his xrritmg came into its oxm
through an easy familiarity of style^-that came naturally to him and xrhich,
through its very ease, perhaps masks the essential work that xrent into

i

y
its composition.

\

*

Until his death at the age of seventy-one, MacMechan

seems to have continued his fight against "laziness", and his last years
xrere, in fact, among his most productive.
for

One might choose as an epitaph*

him lines from one of his- favorite poems, Tennyson's "Ulysses":
How dull it is to pause, to make an end,
To rust unburnished, not to shine in useS

„
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Appendix A

'

The omission of Isabella Crax?ford and D.C. Scott from MacMechan's
consideration of Canadian poets in his Headx7aters of Canadian fciterature
is likely to strike the modern reader as odd^or even markedly eccentric.
One isi therefore tempted to speculate on MacMechan's reasons for excluding
4

them.

Perhaps the most satisfactory explanation is that given by E.K,

Broxm, in 1943. Though Broxm is XTriting'about Scott only, the comment
could apply equally x?ell to MacMechan's exclusion of Craxrford.
In 1924 Archibald MacMechan, xrho x?as then nearmg the end of
a long career as professor of English at Dalhousie University,
brought out his Headx?aters of Canadian Literature. The fruit
->
of a course giv<*n for many years, this is the most distinguished
and sensible book about the national literature yet xrritten
by an English-speaking Canadian, "It is," he says in his '
preface, "emphatically a*sketch"; and on the first page of
the copy I possess,the warning not to expect too much is
repeated m MacMechan's elegant Victorian hand, JJhat he meant
xras that he preferred to keep his txro hundred and thirty small
.pages for the major figures, to speak of the lesser xrorthies
"\dnly xrhen their work had shaped the development of letters or
culture,. Still, MacMechan's standards are not rigorous; space
is found to refer to more than forty poets and to study xrith
care some dozen of these. Duncan Campbell Scott is not of the
dozen; he is not even of the'^fbrty. The only allusion to him
is the mention in passing that he had xrritten the life of a
governor of the ancient Province of Upper Canada!. When
MacMechan xrrote, Scott's first collection had been^Jsefore the
public for more than thirty years, ha^lf a dozen others had
followed it; and Scott's productive career xras indeed approaching its end.
j
Hoxr Is such an omission to be explained? It xras assuredly
not the result of any personal spxte -- it simply reflects the
long failure of the Canadian public and Canadian critics to°
do anything like justice to Scott's poxrers. 1

E.K. Broxm, "Duncan Campbell Scott", m S.L. Dragland, ed„,
Duncan Campbell Scott: A Book of Critxcism (Ottaxra: Tecumseh Press, 1974).
pp. 74=75,
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Appendix B
v

Pen Pictures Portraying. Popular Profs

Un Canadien errant
Banni de ses foyers,
Parcourait en pleurant
Des pays etrangers.
Archibald MacKellar Macl-fechan is the Senior Professor at Dalhousie,
and is proud of the title. He is xrorthy of such honour as is paid to
the senior professor, xrhich is scant enough,
p

.

He likes golf, yachting, the Army, the Navy, reading aloud«=especially Tennyson,— and'^being supercillious.
He has the best reading voice in Nova Scotia, and the x?orst golf
manners m America.
He came to Dalhousie xrhen he xras txrenty-seven years old. He
is noxr sixty-eight years young.

He xras born in Ontario, and secretly

""''

i

considers himself something of an expatriate, ,
a

For years, xrhen a young teacher, he xrotte a straxr hat even in
xnnter time. He discarded that in favour of his present mortar-board.
He xras not born with that beard, bujf he xrears'it effectively.

It

imparts dignity.
Toronto Is his university home, but his best student xrork xras
done in post graduate days at Johns Hopkins.
He never did study in England.
accent.

Nobody knows xrhere he got the

His degrees are B„A„(Tor0), Ph„D,(J0H0U.), LL,D(Tor.),

He is

also a Felloxr of the Royal Society of Canada.
His German is excellent, His French is passable. He reads

m

other languages. Every Spring he tells all and sundry, "Mai ist gekommen0"
i

And he has a French quotation for any-occasion.
He detests gura-chexring, college yells, and the xrearing of sxreaters.
He has the greatest contempt for a certain preachxng poetaster, and little
less for a certain preaching philosopher,

• -^

„

He has not got a good sense of money value. He xrould buy
^the Dartmouth Ferry and place it- on the Library mantle if he could
xrrest sufficient money from the Science Library of German Periodicals.
It is said that he once bought a necklace for his charming xnfe xnth the
money given him to pay the butcher's bill.
He' is liked by most though fexr xrill admit it, He is not a good
clubman, but he is a good home-man.
His editions of Tennyson and of Carlyle are standard.

His

books on Nova Scotia ships and sailormen enjoy a contment-xnde sale. *
A,Nova Scotian only by adoption, the province oxres him much.
He is a good friend, but a bad enemy.
assistant.

Max MacOdrum is his

That xras a xrise choice

Archie is one of the old guard.

He is Homene, adamant against the

mfloxring tide of commercialism and vulgarity.

'

And he spake three thousand proverbs; and his songs were a thousand
and five.
Si tu vois mon pays,
Mon pays malheureux,
'"Ja, dis a mes amis,
Que je me souviens d'eux.

i

•

*

^

i

Dalhousxe Gazette
October 5, 1929.

'

(
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Appendix B (cont'd)
MacMechan's reply
Conspicuous xn your last xssue xras the feature entitled "Pen
Pictures Portraying Popular Profs," supposedly from the clever pen of
"One xrho knoxrsV The article certainly shoxrs that "On xrho knoxrs" does not
knoxr his place. "Snart !Alec" xrould perhaps be a more appropriate cloak
for his crude xntticisms. From beginning to end, the "artist's" object
seems to be not to produce a pen-portrait, but a distorted picture, a
cartoon. The result by no means assists the undergraduates to become
"better acquainted xrith a member of the Faculty," but puts before them
a caricature, something at xrhich they can, and are expected to laugh.
In other xrords, it leaves an entirely false impression of one whom the
x-rriter professes to honour as the Senior Professor, fhe0impVession is
,

false m

,

^

>

that it is inadequate; it

i

includes a fexr trivial and impertinent

details and passes over the reputation, the spirit, and the dominant
personality of the man,

~~~ *

It is apparent also that "One xrho knoxrs" is ignorant of that early
impressed and fundamental truth that "Personal remarks are never in good
taste,"

It is to be hoped that the forthcoming "Pen Pictures" xrill give

real characterization of the man and play less to the gallery.
Thanking you,

*,
Yours respectfully,

\

'

"ONE TOO KNOWS" =

better.

Dalhousie Gazette
October 12, 1929
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Appendix o1
MacMechan's open letter to Virginia Woolf
Madam,
May I thank you for a delightful evening'
n
' *~™"**'
Your essay on the xrrongs o,f women^

,
I

"A Room to Oneself", came to

me in the regular xray of business -- reviexrer's business, — and, pencil
m hand, I sat doxm to read it, in my armchair, by the study fire, and I
did not get up txll I had finished the last sentence. Some pages I read
aloud to the Miserable Inhabitant of the Inner Chamber, as she lay on the
sofa, resting after the labors of the day. Then I read to myself. The
book is defaced,xnth underscormgs, marginalia and syrophographic squiggles
of delight. Finally, I took formal possession of it by pasting m my book*
0

plate in xrhich the chief device is a yoman xrith xnngs, the Victory of
Samothrace.

Your tale did not keep this particular old man from the

chimney-corner, it held him there, in fetters, until he had read the last
xrord.

•

'

{

0

h

The 'sources of my p l e a s u r e in yc\ur xrork are not far t o seek. I f
you will pardon the suspicion of patronage, 2* like the way you xrrite.
Lacking'as I do your ability to discriminate between style and style, I
can apply only one test of excellence to writxng — is it readable' That
your mode of xrrxtmg answers this test is plain froir/ what I have already
set down. I read on and on, until there was no more to read.

Could a

battered,biased old professional book-taster offer stronger proof of the
charm that informs your style7
.-. *% **
Still disclaiming the least semblance or shadoxr of patronage, may
I add that I liked the indirectness of your "attack"9

You let the reader

into the meditative, generative process from xrhich came in due time and

I
order the finished, rounded argument.
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,

The contrast betxreen the sketch

of the conventional lecture you did not xrrite and this irregular, subtle,
and convincing plea measures the distance betxreen you and the ordinary
feminist. Your contrast between the luxurious college luncheon and the
scant Commons of the xromen's hostel proves that you can judge of the
pleasures of the table and spare to interpose them off.

This poxrer of

appreciation renders you a sympathetic being to the oxm son of Epicurus.
I like also your marshalling of evidence, your illustrations, such as that
sister of Shakespeare, who never lived, and the cumulative victorious effect
of your reasonings like the advance of the whole British line at Waterloo,
at the end of the day.
You remember f- for you confess you like reading —
says in one preface.

what R.L. S.

as"Every book is in an intimate sense a circular letter

to the friends of him xrho xrrites it.
find private messages."

They alone take his meaning, they

Though I cannot aspxre to friendshxp, or even to

acquaxntance wxth you, I do fxnd xn this book of yours such private messages xrhicbT establish electric vibrations of sympathy between the unknoxm ' ,
xrriter and the unknoxm reader.

I x-ras so fortunate as tote born in that gold-

en clime when the song of Alfred and the song of Christine x-rere still to
be heard at luncheon tables, and elsexrhere. It xras a time of marvel, but
I
it is a chapter of the human story with 'finis' xrritten atlthe end. These

I

songs, or that one song, for the two are one, I discovered for myself.
knoxr xts overtones and all its implications.
led to find that Romance died in the War.

I

Like yours & my heart xras chil-

His tomb is xnth the millions of

dead youths. Like you, 1 believe that never xrill that song be sung again.
**
Something is lost for ever like a precious jexrel m
for a moment, it slipped axray and vanished.

a flood.

'
It sparkled

It xrill never be recovered.

The nex-r song of your Alans and Phdebes is as old as Priapus, It is much
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simpler, it is all discord, and,-I agree X7ith you, it soon becomes a
u

X7eariness.

You are inclined to speak ill of professors, poor dears, sxrellmg .
the general chorus of dispraise.

They are everywhere spoken 'against,', for
r

'' •

o

'

they are an= unattractive race.

i

'

£

I know, for J. am a member of, the gui*ld.

But there xras, -at lea'st, one xrho earned & xrreatfh of unfading laurel from
perhaps the most advanced feminist of her day, 'the beautiful, learned,
gracious girl, xrho had the ring forced on her finger, as you say, and
»
*s
'

«

y

xras made a tool by foolish and coxrardly plotters. She xras queen for nine
days; then she ilaid her lovely head upon the block, --""that noble and

o

O

xrorthy lady" Jane Grey. She X7as brutally treated by her hard-hearted" Tudor
parents, "till time come that I must go to Mr, Elmer xrho teacheth me so
O

gently;, so pleasantly., with such fair allurements to learning,, that I think
~t all the time nothing xrhiles I am xnth hxm."

That xras what she told Roger

i

Ascham, when he found her readxng Plato m

her chamber„-- she had a room

to herself -- xrhxle the famxly xrere* huntxng in the park.
confutation and humble remonstrance.

That xs'my modest

One swallow does not make a summer;

v

one true teacher cannot redeem from reproach the tribe of pedants, butf* *
surely the name .at least of this wise and gentle tutor deserves to be remembered.

I

Mr. Elmer understood the teaching art.
.'. V

i

A
]

Pleasure, hoxrever, passed over into pain as I followed your argu/
ment,, for the chief effect of your essay xras to convince me of sin, I and
i

my fathers in all our generations,—
*

"In Adam's fall

$

We sinned all."

v

We have been to blame, not indeed for being rich xrhile xromen have been
poor.

In truth, madam, for the vast majority of men in all times and xn
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,

-

I

all places, life .has been one long struggle to keep body and soul together,
and' to maintain a roof over the heads of his mate and her children.
. the struggle most often ends in defeat.

And

There has been scant leisure for

man to, encourage xroman to burgeon out and have a room of her oxm.

For
*

that matter, hoxr many sons in the average European household, m
three centuries could have had rooms of their oxm?

the last

Still, as you put it,

^we others, xre men have created (not unaided by xromen themselves) an atmos=
phere of repression in which genius could hardly flourish.

Your essay,

madam, leaves me humiliated and ashamed.
°

«B

OvV «*

«»

» ^* «»

It also leaves me extremely apologetic.

-»

I wish to apologize for* »

(a) The Beadle xrho xrould not alloxr you to profane the Sacred Turf
(b) The- Silvery Old Gentleman xrho refused you access to the college
library.
lege m

(If you should ever do us the honor of visiting our Little "Col-

these hyperborean X7ilds, I promise you that, every door X7xll fly open

at your approach.)
*(c) All men Of all txme.
/(d) My oxm existence.
$1 >
Sometimes I could wish that *I had been born a chimpanzee instead of a man,
so should I escape the just reproaches of such^w-6men as you. But I promise
amendment of life.

Indeed, I have already begun to bring forth fruits meet

for repentance. I have tossed your argument, like some live spiritual bomb
into the m m d s of such young x7omen as I have the fortune to instruct m

this

northland, beside this x?intry sea. What effect "it xrill have is yet to be
seen.
In the meantime. Madam, pray accept my best thanks for much pleasure
and some salutary pain, and believe me to be at all times,
i

Your obliged and humble Servant,

THE DEAN.

i

Dean's Windox?,
December 27, 1930.
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Appendix D

The folloxring titles, together xnth the date of the reviexr in
xrhich* they appeared and MacMechan's opinion of ifhem m brief, xrill
supplement the,commentary on MacMechan as a critxc of fiction. Chapter III,
"The Dean's Windoxr" xs abbreviated to ''DW".
Sara Jeannette Duncan -- The Imperialist: The Halifax Herald,
March 14 1905<7 MacMechan considers it
"the only Canadian novel",
Gilbert-Parker -- his nbvels m general: Montreal Sjtandard, Aprxl
20, 1907. "His French-Canadxan tales are all
unreal".
i
Ralph Connor -= his jiovels in general: Montreal Standard, April
20, 1907. Connor's novels are "superior SundaySchool books",
A

'

James De Mille == Ashdod Webster 'and his Starring Tour: DW, July
11, 1914. Posthumous reviexr1 of xntty novelist
whose oxm opinion of his fiction xras loxr:
MacMechan speaks of the "sly fun" of the novel.
-1

George F. Millner «

The Sergeant of Fort Toronto: DW, November
28, 1914, Noted as an historical romance "
replete xrith inaccuracies,

Isabel Paters-on-=- i The Shadoxr-Riders: BW, May 20, 1916, The
novelist's Intent is realistic and satiric,
Canadians deserve the 'Vinegar" of this
realistic novel.*-7
Norman Dunc/an =- Billy Topsail,' M . B . S J B W , January 20, 1917. The
/
author belonged to the class of Canadian xrriters
xrho found it necessary to look in the United
States for opportunities denied them at home.
Newfoundland xras Duncan's "happy hunting ground".
This novel ought to appeal"to boys,
Louis Hemon == Maria Chapdelaine: DW,, February 3, 1917. "Hemon
supplies the prose of Dr. Drummond's verse; only
the poef admxts the note of joy x?hich the prosec
Q
xrriter excludes."

a
Marshall Saunders =~ The Wandering Dog* BW, January 6, 1917.
This novel is "^n advance over -.anything she
„
has &bne so far".
/)
u
'
Enoch McKoxm == Janet of Kootenayg DW, November 8,01919. MacMechan
congratulates the author^on his success.
*

f

W,A. Fraser == Bulldog ^ r n e y : BW, November 15, 1919. MacMechan
is equivocal^ alloxring,that the author spins a
1
good yarn and concluding xrith "Mr. Fraser, I throw
up my hands."

t

<•->'
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J^M, .Montgomery °- Rainbow Valley: DW, November 15, 1919,
^
'
MacMechan considers it successful xrithm the
« - limits it sets itself.
•Gilbert Parker — Wild Youth: BW, March 22, 1919, "What I resent
as a Common Canadian is the misrepresentation
/ oi\my country, my countrymen and my countrywomen.

r

I

"

Peter McArthur == The Red Cow: DW, April 19, 1919,. "The matter is
bucolic...xnth a plentiful mingling of American
slang."
*

H.A. Cody — Glen of the Hxgh North: BW, November 6, 1920. "Why
do not our novelists learn the meaning of plaxn,
ordinary English before they begxn to xrrxte9" Pokes
•fun at some of Cody's errors of fact.
°
„ ,
Arthur Stringer —

The Praxrxe Chxld: DW, September 8, 1922," "A
skillfully told, true, moving ^story."

L.M. Montgomery --? Emxly of New Moon: BW, December 22, 1923.
Considers that Montgomery is ""improving"steadily
in technique",
Mabel Dunham == The Trail of the Conestoga: DW, November 8, 1924, J
"The sort of novel x?e need in Canada."
Ralph Connor -- Treading £he Winepress: DW, November 21, 1925.
^
°v "Another of the same"L
1
> M.B, Margeson -= A Tale of Old Acadia: DW, April 17, 1926,
1
"ttt xrill make Wolfville 'classic ground'".
Martha Ostenso

t

Wild Geese: DW, March 6, 1926. Observes that
It is not a Canadian novel: "no doubt'the author
has been forced to point out 'Canadian' colour
xn order to secure an ijlaerican narket."

Mazo de la Roche "

Jglnas BW,° Noverrflferypj, 1927.' Not Canadxan: the
novel mxght be set in Texas as far as*1 realism of
sett-Ing is concerned. ,
.'

" *"TV
^
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Appendix E
Dr.\Archibald MacMechan

t

1
A fexr reminiscences by an old stiident (J.A.B.)

"
•

First glimpses-. English 2 held in the chemistry theatre. A fairly
large class, though the First World War was "just beginning.

Students *

banklfd in a semi=circle around a desk, xrith some space betxreen.
" A professional figure clad iW an academic goxm enters by a1" door
at the right. He xralks xnth dignity, xrithout self-consciousness, to a
chair midx7ay betx?een the desk and the rising tiers of students. He, is
in late middle age, x?ith a closely trimmed beard, and-is of medium height.
His appearance is really an epitome of X7ha"! he xras and of the ideals he*
sought,to uphold."

"

He chose to lecture sitting rather than standing.

Years of

experience had given him an ease of manner combined xrith an inner _
authority xrhich xron him xnstant attention from his students.

\

There xras

never any problem of discipline in his classes.
«

He combined profound learning xrith an easy unaffected manner of

presentation.

Almost conversationally at first he gave us the background '

to a study df Shakespeare, xrith a partial bibliography of the important
0

critical xrorks relative to the theme, Through years of experience he had learned a great: deal about the

I '

mentality of his studentss their lack of background and intellectual
\

sophistication.

-

He read aloud the Shakespearean plays on the course

pleasantly and xrithout affectation.

He used the unexpurgaj^d" text of *

King Henry IV, part 1, and did not omit the baxrdiness of the passages
dealing xrich Falcstaff0

He knexr that .many of his siudencs needed to learn ;

a great deal about the x?orld they lived in.

Once, XThen he sax7 that some

J.A. Bentley, B.Ao(Dalhoucie), Class of 1918. Later, Professor of
English, University of Saskatchewan*,
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of his listeners xrere shrieked, he remarlced xrith bland irony: "Hoxr good
you young people are."

*

v.

He stood for the humanxtyLes, the finer elements of the civilised
centuries of the past, only dimly, acknowledged - let alone understood by^t'o-day. EnemiGs of polite and higher learning had been'termed by
0

Matthexr Arnold "philistines', and Archie (as he xras called by the students
in their comments among themselves) alxrays directed his remarks against
the blatantly uncultured.
"**

*

I doubt xrhether Canada has produced many cultivated? s c h o l a r s
xrith h i s g i f t s .

He l i v e d in a xrorld of high i d e a l s and v a l u e s .

His

l i t e r a r y knoxrledge X7as x?ide and e x t e n s i v e , embracing not only h i s
f a v o u r i t e 18th and 19th century English XTriters but many eminent c o n t i n e n t a l
x m t e r s ; such as Goethe, Dante and Samt-Beuve,
/
ledge of French, German and I t a l i a n ,

' He had an e x c e l l e n t knoxr- .
*

He l i v e d most i n t e n s e l y i n h i s up-

s t a i r s s t u d y , t h e xralls of xjhich xrere l i n e d xrith books - r e a d i n g i n a
comfortable c h a i r xnth a desk and x r r i t i n g ' m a t e r i a l s in front of him.*
His charming xnfe t o l d me t h a t she could hardly get him axray from h i s
beloved s t u d y .

He xras a l s o the u n i v e r s i t y l i b r a r i a n .

I f one xras reading
ft

in the Macdonald Memorial library he might observe the swinging doors part
p.

some time in the middle of the afternoon and a familiar figure^folloued
by a pet poodle enter*
in the afternoon.

The advanced courses m English uere giVen late

"Archie" stepped into the library to collect a number

of books, passages of xrhich he xrould taad during the course of his lecture.
„

Perhaps the lateness of the day and the fact that the professor

had literary xrork of hts„oxrn, xrhich must have been often tiring at times,
made his advanced courses seenK a bit routine. But hie method of teaching,
based on T a m e and Saiat-Beuve,

relating a xrrxter's xrork to the author

himself and the'time In xjhich he lived, x?ac the true one to follox7. No

\
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harping on purely linguistic or otherxrise irrelevant matters, no mannerisms nor academic xrasting of time. He had kept up xrith the recent revival
of interest in Chaucer and taught a small but enthusiastic class hoxr
to read that great poet's lines xrith the original pronunciation and
prosodic rules observed,

<

He xras not very xrell-knoxrn to the public at large.

He had his

oxm xrorld of higher values'and xras sometimes reproached as aloof and
un-cooperative. He moved xn a limited but select milieu and Mrs. MacMechan
xnth her gay*and light-hearted temperament x?as a delight to his friends.
Occasionally members of his advanced classes xrere invited to tea a't 72
Victoria Road,

They xrere highly honoured but some seemed entirely over-

xThelmed by the honour and xrere so shy that they xrere virtually tongueD

tied and unable^to converse.'
It xras rather late in his life that" people became axrare of his
i

1

*

literary achievements.

He edited xrorks by Carlyle and Tennyson xrhich xrere

used as texts in university courses, published a book of personal essays,
made significant contributions to an encyclopaedia of American authors
and xrrote xieekly reviexrs for the "Montreal Standard". 'Something moved
him to xrrite ^poetry xrhich a local printer published in "chapbooks", —
elevated verse animated by a high intensity,

„

I

Though born in Ontario and receiving his doctorate from Johns
Hopkins, he adopted Nova Scotia m

his later years with an intense devotion.

This province during the early part of the nineteenth century, before
*>
the advent of the oceambpat, xras among the,leading maritime nations of the
xrorld.„ There lay unrecorded but still clear in the minds of many people
in toxms and villages, exciting and harroxring tales of adventure and
achievement of Nova Scotian sea capfiMns and their crexrs.

'

It xras MacMechan xrho patiently gathered these stories together
and published them in^three volumes. Much xras being said at this time
about the alleged neglect by Canadians of their oxm'poets,

"Archie"

greatly admired in particular Archibald Lampman, Bliss Carman, and Ilarjorie
Psrekthall, and spoke and xrrote many things In their* praise.
/

i

^

Many xrho sat at his feet in English 1 and 2 did not realize hoxr
skillfully they xrere being taught one of the most valuable of human
techniques. Speaking and xrriting English eoriiactly and xnth ,some measure
and distinction xras = and still is - by no means a common gift. Dr.
MacMechan in the lecture hall stressed all the important do's and dont's
of good xrriting. He stressed the use of the correct xrord that xrould
express exactly the desired meaning; simplicity; the need to organize
'one's thoughts so that xrhat one xrrote had a beginning, middle, and end;
avoidance of repetition, and intrusion bf one's ego, etc. He stressed
the necessity of using good diction and deplored the groxrmg tolerance
of slang, cliches, and Americanisms, What one xrrote should be neatly
and precisely expressed and all unnecessary or redundant xrords deleted.
It is a delusion still X7idely prevalent that one can learn to
xrrite xrell xrithout having his xrork checked over and corrected by some
competent person. In English 2 a student xrrote txrenty "themes", short
essays on topics taken from the books studied in clads. 'These xrere carefully corrected and evalued by a skillful assistant, Miss Josephine Shannon,
xrho underlined all errors, substituted apt forvfaulty phrases, and did
»

V

her best to folloxr the progress of the student x7hom she saxr xras really
trying. Her help xras invaluable and my oxm debt to her in this regard
Is great. What Dr. MacMechan'urged in the classroom about writing could
be taken to heart by the student, and the result X7as often seen in his
efforts ,to XTrite,
.
v

**•
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I personally xras privileged to a closer friendship xrith Dr.
MacMechan, I xrished to take an M.A. and he suggested that I take it
m Anglo-Saxon - or Old English - as he preferred to call it.
rather uncouth dialect xras spoken in England before 1066.
to

I\

This

It
reads
X
t 3T€

noxr like a foreign language and I found the labour of translation of
this ancient and, on the xrhole, dull literature tolerable only because
it toolc me to the study at 72 Victoria Road every Thursday at 8 P.M.
There, for a couple of hours, I xrould translate the xreek's assignment
and enjoy the more human side of the revered professor.
privilege I shall never forget.

It xras a

Although I deplored the stress on the

Germanic element xrhich I found ten times xrorse later at Harvard, I profited greatly by the knowledge I gained through thoce evenings at the
feet of a friend and master.
Dr. MacMechan has never been given his due as a man and literary
force.

He Was no cloistered recluse.

He loved conversing xrxth a fexr

chosen friends on terms of familiarity.

His interests embraced music.,

art, and he loved the outdoors, although he suffered from a physical
difficulty,

I once saxr him on the road near Bedford making his xray

along xrith the help of the xralking-stick that he alxrays used.

When 1

mentioned seeing him, he shrugged it off, saying "Yes, I do that every
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Appendix F

\

THE REVIEWER
"Irresponsible, indolent—*"
Tennyson is dead. What those*! xrords mean to thousands to-day, no
tongue or pen can tell.

Sixty-eight years ago, the old singer xrho lies

silent in Aldxrorth, xralked out alone, a stormy-hearted boy and carved on
a stone, "Byron is dead."

It seemed to him, m

his oxm xrords that the

xrorld had come to an end.

For the nexrs had just reached the quiet Lincoln-

shire rectory that the darling poet of the Revolution had met a hero's
dea'th striving to liberate a doxm-trodden people.

The boy's grief and his

sense of irreparable loss are felt at this hour, all the xrorld over for
him xrho was that boy.

To men and xromen xrho have noxr reached U oir thirt-

ieth year, no living poet, no poet xrho may yet arise can hold the same
place in their hearts, can ever exercise over their lives the same moulding
jpoxrer.

_

»\

For Tennyson is more than a mare maker of dulcet rhymes, a mere
musician in xrords. He has laid/at least Vcro generations of English speaking
people under a debt of personal gratitude, \ Without seeming to teach, he
taught us:
"high thoughts and honourable xrords
And courtliness and the desire of fame,
And love of truth——"
In an age perhaps the most sordid that the xrorld has ever seen,

I
he never lost faith in the ideal. Whatsoever things are true, xrhatsoever
things are honest, xrhatsoever things are just, xrhatsoever things are pure,
xrhatsoever things are love-xrorthy, -=these xrere his constant theme,

^ATLS

constant inspiration. He did more than please. He made us love xrhat he
loved, and try to folloxr xrhat he folloxred. Our lives xrere richer for

\
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of Ruskin's mind is in eclipse.

The xrorld is darker than it xras. Who

is there that xre can reverence?
The singer passes axray; the, songs remain.
I

-

That is our consolation.

»"

We cannot keep the poet xrith us" alxrays; but his poems become the malienable possession of the race. It may indeed be that sullen Lethe is rolling
doom on all things here, that all our Christianity, philanthropy, political
reform and the rest of it is simply hexnng out a road to a xrall of adamant.
It may be that in a fexr years, fexr in the revolutions of solar systems, this
planet xre call Earth xrill xrheel as rapidly as ever, xnth the dust of another
vanished race upon it. It may be, but meanxrhile it is something to be
cheered into activity and courage in the toilsome march to the end.

We
\

have found in Tenrtyson strength and refreshment xrhen every other cistern
xras either dry or poisoned.
One of the problems xrhich puzzlss the mind of the French and German

critics, is hoxr the unartistic, prosaic natxon of shopkeepers, the English,
has produced the richest, grandest, most various poetry the xrorld has heard
since tehe Greeks ceased singing.

It remains unexplained like a lily groxr-

m g out of granite. When every other trace of the English has vanished
^

*

•*,

into nothingness, "cheir poetry xrill be remembered as the one thing they did
supremely xrell. It is today a greater glory than our xrealth, than our
»,
xrorld-wide empire. Not a century has passed since Chaucer, Spenser, \
\
Shakespeare^ Milton, Byron, Wordsxrorth, Keats, Shelley, are like the names
of demigods.

Sennyson is the latest name xrorthy to set Jagside these.

Tennyson's has been the ideal life of the poet. Without haste,
xrithout rest, he xrorked at his chosen craft. His sense of self-dedication
to the xrork xras as holy and deep as Milton's. His life xras set apart to
poetry; -and for years this resolution meant absolute poverty.

But he

never sxrerved fro$i the self-appointed orbit. He did not hurry, there X7as

v

a
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no need of it, (He grexr sloxrly, his genius did not floxrer rapidly, he
did not force the poetic groxrths in any kind of hot house. His aim xras
to utter xrhat xras m

him; not to achieve a cheap and sudden popularity.

He xras true to himself and his vocation of poet. And he had his rexrard,
the xrorld came over to his side. He sought first the poetic kingdom of
God and all other things xrere added unto him.

He never rested any more

than the oak rests from putting forth green leaves spring by spring till
it dies.

Hoxr can the tree rest, xrhen the vital sap is in it'

The xrorld has been deceived in Tennyson.

The^combination of
T

strength and jcxnxsh in xrork is xrhat the xrorld xs not accustomed to, and
xrhen it finds them alxjays txnnned in the xrork of one master hand", it thinks
there must be something xrrong. It cries, "faultily faultless", and is
ready to banish Aristides because praise is a-xreary of him.

The surface

beauty of Tennyson is gold inlaid in steel armor of proof, the damascening
on the sabre that can divide a floating veil and cleave a millstone. We
live too near the poet to knoxr his greatness, it is only as xre travel from
the mountain that it looms high and broad.
With Tennyson there xras no such decline as xre find in most poets
after fifty.

His imagination did not die doxm; his style did not harden

into mannerism.

His right hand did not lose ltfl cunning, and 1 % very little

xras his natural strength1 abated.

There is nothing that he hxmself xrrote

and thought xrorthy of remembrance for xrhxch xre have to apologize. No
Keatsian, Wordsxrorthian or Shelleyite can say that. There is nothing to
condome like the Fitzgerald sonnet of Broxming's, nothing to explain axray
lxke the^a^ond part of Faust. Tennyson xras artist to the finger tips.
His^ensl=%^' form, his ear for melody, his poxrer of self-restraint x?ere as
good as perfect. He had the rarest gift; of a poet, the poxrer'~of selfcriticism. Any one x?ho has noticed his careful revisions xrill understand

this.

And because there is no joint in his harness, we do not understand

him and appreciate him.

The most serious fault critxcs have found xrxth

him, is that he actually believed in a God and xras not indecent, as' they
thought a poet should be.

•

\

Three Christmases ago, he published xrhat seemed his sxran-song,
the incomparably tender and sxreet "Crossing the Bar".
»

i

We X7ho had taken him for our leader
"We that had loved hirii so, folloxred him, honored him.
Lived in his imild and(magnificent eye,
Learned his great language, caught his clear accents.
Made him our pattern tjo live and to die-="
thought xrith sadness that this x^as the end.

But, only last? year, he

surprised us all xnth a merry drama of the xnld-xrood.
last.

He xras true to himself to jthe end.

He xrorked to the/

He xras one of the far-shming

men of xrhom the xrhole xrorld is the tomb.
His career xras closed by this short poem.

In it he felt that he

xras—taking leave of the xrorld, arid so it is repeated here and noxr:
"•Sunset and evening star,
And one clear call for me
And may there be no moaning of the bar,
When I put out to sea.
But such a tide as moving seems asleeps
Too full for sound and foam.
When thajt_which drexr from out the boundless deep
,_
Turns again home,

v

\
i
1

Txrilight and evening bell.
And after that the dark!
And may there be.no sadness of farexrell
When 1 embark,
For though from, out our bourne of time and place
The flood may b#ar me far,
I hope to see my pilot face to face *
When I have crc-st the bar.

THE END
jThe room xras dark, xrhere, round the dying bed,
Children and . c h i l d r e n ' s c h i l d r e n xratched and xrept,
Save t h a t the moonlight o ' e r the pilloxr sxrept,
And bathed m s i l v e r the unmovmg head.
He dxd not s t r i v e nor cry; h i s l a s t sigh sped
So s o f t , the xratchers knexr not xrhen he s l e p t .
Archibald MacMechan.
Dalhousie College, Halifax, N.S,
The Week, October 2 1 , 1892
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Appendix G
*

11

Mr. Robert Graves is a modern, txrentieth century Englishman, xrho
served through the War, and xrho has xrritten acceptable prose and verse.
His lyric, "Star-Talk" has always pleased me, ever since I knexr it, because it seemed-j,to reveal military virtue enduring hardship, not" stoically, but xrith a certain gaiety.

It is a poem of night and cold sapping

manhood, but the spirit that is in man triumphs.

That" he is a friend of

T.E. Laxrrence is a letter of recommendation, for Laxrrence is the complete
ascetic, denying himself eVen friends. „ He presented .Graves xnth four
chapters of his priceless "Pillars of Wisdom".

It xras Mr. Graves xrho

xrrote "Laxrrence and the Arabs," as a useful corrective to the superficial
account of the same hero by Loxrell Thomas.
column.

His book xras reviexred in this

I thought, and I think still,-that it really explains Laxrrence,
i

and gives the key to his character,*" a potable achievement.
.

.

%

. /

* y

y

Noxr Mr. Graves has taken the world into his confidence by xrriting
his, autobiography —

at the "age of thirty-three!

shock of mild surprise to the conservative m m d .
(

gradual

i

The idea administers a
Autobiography implies

i

»

retrospect'over a long and important life, such as the turbulent

confessions of John Stuart Mill, or the profuse and lurid self-revelation
of Charles Darxrin.

But Mrs Graves xs only thirty-three, and, though his

liife may not have the significance of Mill's or Darwin's as yet, some undiscovered scheme of values may give it precedence over both. Who knoxrs'
Beyond all peradventure, it is more interesting than either of those classic
records, Mr, Graves has hdd a far more varied and adventurous life, and
he does not possess Kent's dubious tale in the tellmgXof it. Besides
there xs precedent for him.

Mr. Beverley Nichols has anticipated him by

offering the public his '^faictes et guests" up to the/mature age of txrenty-

<*>, I
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^

fives* Youth xrill be served.

This is the age of self-expression.

*

An attempt has been made to exploit this book, "Good-Bye To All
That" (Cape), as a "succes de scandale."
mistake.

This is, I think, a tactical

As autobiography, "Good-bye To All That," has intrinsic in-

terest 'because Mr. Graves has felt and suffered much; but also because
' he is a type of xrar casualty, a leading case. The book impresses the un**
prejudiced reader xnth its honesty of purpose, it is a round, unvarnished
tale; certainly*" nothing is extenuated, opinions xrill differ as to xrhet-her
*
\
aught is set doxm in malice. There are revelations of the stupidities of
*

l

i

English public school life, and the more costly and more puerile stupidities of Army life.

There are plain statements of repulsive fact; there is

plenty of modern "frankness," but the excuse and explanation lie in the
>

phrase "He xrent to the War."
** ««, .».
War is a madness.

»

The term is to be taken literally.

It is m -

. sanity, c r a z m e s s , neurasthenia, mental breaking doxm, spiritual d i s m - '
<'
tegration. It afflicted not only the millions xrho xrere actually "engaged
«

o

it* the g l o r i o u s xrork of xrholesale murder, b u t the m i l l i o n s behind the l i n e s ,
the decent, peace-loving, stay-at-home men and'xromen. We xrere a l l
* <5

afflict-

ed xrith xrar madness. We became as credulous as fcS-xr-year-old children.
We threxr axray our critical sense xrith our religion. We believed, the most
outrageous lies, like the army corps of 'Russians passing through England
in 1914, to select one of the least malignant falsehoods which xre sxralioxred. We believed anything and everything abou£ our national enemies; they '
believed anything and everything about the Allies,. This xras the effect
of the xrar on the civilian population. What xras its effect-on the fight- *
m e men?

"If these things be done in a green tree, xrhat shall be done in
a dry'"

Personally, I do not see hoxr any man came through the xrar xnth

any nerves left. No one has added up the "casualties" of our returned
men, the increase of cases in our hospitals, or the sudden,deaths that
xre hush up. The books on the xrar tell the s^ame tale. Is N"All Quiet On
The Western Front" the xrork of a sane, normal man? or "Spus Feu'" Can the
critics and the public xrho acclaim them be considered quite right in the
head' The truth is that the xrorld is still suffering from shell-shock,
universally.

No other explanation can account for the general acceptance

of such novels. We have not returned to the normal. But I believe xre
xrill. I even dare to ,hope that in a happier, sxreeter age, these books
and the evil thing from xrhich they sprang xrill seem as frankly incredible
as the Hells of Dante.

\

_

But millions of men xrent through fiercer hells than Dante's/ cruellest imaginings. Returned men do not want to talk of the xrar. Privations,

J

1

danger, exhaustion, xrounds, terror, death all seem lesser things than the
sense of vile,} intolerable degradation xrith xrhich so many have come back.
They seem as if they had been subjected to some dark, filthy torture by
particularly ingenious savages, something they can never "recover from and.
never forget. That, at least, is the mainspring of Robert Graves's autobiography.

Physically he xras a tall, poxrerful man; he xras; but xrounds,

and sicknesses, and mental distress during the xrar, his struggles to maintain 'himself and his family after the xrar have„deeply changed him. It is
a sad story, but it is told xrithout xrhmmg or self-pity.
Here is a truthful record of an unusual man. On both sides'of
**"*?.

the house, he is5 in the truest sense of the term, "xrell connected";"he
xras also xrell brought up, in ah old=fashioned Christian family. His ret

'

&

\e-;
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• c>•
^*-^"
• *«ligious fundemencalism tumbled to the ground at the first shock, but the
» " morality he'xras taught, respect .for "decencies of life seems to have surSj,

vived every test. That flag he never lowered' "" He attended different «
schools.

Charterhouse (xrhich Thackeray named "Blaughterhouee") ^eems to X
/
be, a typical English public school, devoted to puerilities. Qf course,
it's a^dirty bird that fouls its oxm nest; but Graves's object xs to Xell
*

*

\

6_

the truth, not to paint everything rose-pink. He joined up in 1914 at the
a~ge=,p£ -seventeen, j^and* there,, are -txro hundred "and f if ty^eight pages about
his experiences In the xrar. x t i s painful readxng,' but it should be" read

V>

•^

"

m

' *°

by a l l xrho do not xrant "these horrors t o come back to the xrorld.
*

i

"*

„

*•

\

."

*

After the

""

xrar, he ttfarried'af: the age of txrentyrone, a girl of eighteen. They have
-[
'
'
i
°
,„ four children, „,For six months 0 they kept a shop a% Boar's Head just out* side of Oxford, Then he got a professorship of English in a queer Egyptian

a

•

, y

\

K

„ university founded by King Fuad, and moved to Ca>ro xntb'his family.
o

^

*

This

„

position he resigned and returned to England, HID, "Apologxa" is apparently
popular.

It was- printed some time after July 24th last year and xras trace
" ' , *

\reprihtec| last November.
i
w

„

*

°

*

- -ft)

t it

*
C*

'- •>
•"

-?.',

jc

t

'

«

'

- ~-Kr~ "
A xrorld subject to the bondage of xrar! Human lives sacrificed
o

-'

<"

'

*

'

*-

the million, oceans of blood, torrents of tears, storms of ^lamentation,
*
• "*• 1
*
*
^S>

agonies0 unspealcaMe and uncounted, survivors envying the dead==>are, these "
•

s t u d e n t 'to
o f endure
the race
i s book
the "dreams',
s h e l f in- And
someI gcan
f e j t fancy
rflfcional
things
for_taking
ever? t hTnexe
axe from
better
some
d x b r a r y onr-war, xn a l l languages, t u r n i n g t h e pages ,and X7onderxng x?ho the

"«r

xrriter wale and x?hy such tkinga X7ere ..possible or permitted only one or tx?o
c e n t u r i e s ago.
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o
' PRODUCTIVE.SCHOLARSHIP VS. JOURNALISM ,
For exghteen months I laboured at one task.
Glossing a classic author^ 'Tx7as a joy
~* "Which, till my xrork was ended, could not cloy.
My- critics xrere as kind as I could ask;
And, for a space, it xras my lot to bask
In Fortune's printed gains, xrhile, like a boy,
I dreamed ^of profits that .might purchace*=»Troy,
Till cruel Fortune laid aside her mask.

My publisher hath render'd hxs account;
His cheque confronts me xrith a knoxring leer,
'The xrhxch xnth laughter almost makes me shriek
I usee to xrhat my labour doth amount.
My learned, treatise earns me xn a year
Just xrhat The Standard gives me every xreek.

<b
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ANDRES? MACPHAIL
A close-lipped man; yea, somex7hat saturnine;
A good deal of Mephisto in his air;
A red satanic beard; cropt, scanty hair,
A forehead plox7ed by many a thoughtful line;
A Highland accent xnth a humorous1 xrhine.0
A scholar's stoop; a disconcerting stare';
Inclined to stoutness (but he 'does not care);
And Highland legs to prop the xrhole design.

y>,

A Highland voice; and Highland courtesie;
AJElighland XTelcome for the favor'd guest
Who v i s i t s him x?ithin h i s i s l a n d c e l l
Embox7ered m lush potatoes xrild and free;
12ephisto=maybe!*=to advantage dressed,
But Mr. Greatheart underneath the shell.

lJ
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